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ABSTRACT
Little knowledge about urban regeneration in the Middle East has been explored. Showing
experiences in the case of Amman would contribute to the theory building of urban
regeneration. The following research is an assessment of urban regeneration policies and
experiences in Amman’s core in two cases: the Old Downtown, Wast El-Balad, and the
“New Downtown”, Abdali. The experiences are critically assessed using both qualitative and
quantitative methods. The analysis and review are conducted based on data from onsite,
interviews, observations, photographs, official reports and articles. Findings from literature
provided a framework of principles of good urban regeneration policies, and organized the
research questions and structure. The assessment concerns rationality, impact, effectiveness
and the long-term implementation of urban policies. Many proposals and projects for
revitalizing Wast El-Balad were completed. Most of the implemented projects were financed
by grants. There was no commitment to the proposed urban policies and regulations, thus the
Downtown heritage is at risk. Abdali was developed by an organization, most of Phase I is
constructed, but Phase II is not. This research examines the role of urban planning, real
estate markets and urban regeneration policies in providing the desired outcomes. Urban
regeneration was proposed and implemented in the absence of realistic appraisal of the
market conditions. Some urban policies of the future plans of Amman would have a bad
impact on the city’s development. Although the initial intentions of urban regeneration were
economic development, the outcomes end up with physical improvements but put off the key
economic drivers, thus, causing the beautification of the container and the loss of the
content.
Abdali is developed at a central location between “East Amman” and “West Amman”.
Abdali’s development would rebalance and relocate the center of gravity of the city towards
the core. Abdali has an important influence on re-locating the city center to the core of
Amman. There are many challenges facing the success of Abdali and Wast El-Balad.
Spatially, Abdali’s development is rational, but the supply of commercial spaces exceeds the
local demand. The Abdali trade market is linked to external players, investors and users.
Abdali, a new large scale development has a high vacancy rate, requires revitalization!
Decisions on the national level to improve the local economy are a productive way to reduce
the failure of the real estate market. A lot of work should be done to solve the urban
problems of Wast El-Balad. Abdali and Wast El-Balad together would function as two poles
3

tying and binding central Amman. This connection with Shmesani composes the central
business district of Amman.
Research on urban regeneration about cases in Jordan done in the context of spatial sciences
in Germany, combines two different scientific backgrounds and interests. Spatial sciences in
Jordan are very recent compared to long traditions in Germany. Under these circumstances,
scientific interests in both Jordan and Germany should be considered and respected. German
interest may deal with the importance of spatial and urban development in Jordan for global
development. The Jordanian interest may include developing an understanding of urban
regeneration through assessing the local urban development policies and practices, and
learning general principles of good practice and experiences from better-developed regions
of the World like Europe and the US.
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1. INT
TRODUCTION

1.1 B
Background
d
Urban regeneratioon experien
nces are beccoming imp
portant worrldwide. Urb
rban regeneration is
dynam
mic policies responding to changes in different aspects off life. Nationns around th
he world
seek too develop a better future while tacckling urban
n problems and challennges that arrise over
time. U
Urban regenneration pollicies in Jorrdan are based on a mixed approaach of the blueprint
b
approaach and thhe incremeental approoach. Amm
man is und
dergoing trransformatio
ons and
redeveelopments on
o a large scale
s
in maany location
ns. The reseearch aims to analyze what is
going on in Am
mman, why
y and how
w. The Ressearch focu
uses on tw
wo cases of
o urban
regeneeration in Amman’s
A
co
ore: the Oldd Downtown
n Wast El-B
Balad and thhe New Do
owntown
Abdalii Urban Reggeneration Project
P
(Abddali) (Figurre 1&2).

Abdalii

Wast El-Balad

Figure
F
1: th
he Amman
n Downtown
ns
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Figuree 2: The Stu
udy Area
Source: based on the
t Ammann Plan Metro
opolitan Gro
owth, GAM
M (2008)
nificance off Research
1.2 Sign
The reesearch revviews urban
n regeneraation case studies in Amman’s core: the Amman
downtoown and thee Abdali pro
oject. The ssignificancee of the research has tw
wo dimensio
ons: first,
it conttributes to filling
f
a gap
p in knowleedge about urban regen
neration in the Middlee East in
the caase of Amm
man, which
h would coontribute to
o theory bu
uilding of uurban regen
neration;
secondd, it providees recommeendations too enhance urban policiees and decission making
g for the
local aauthorities, and
a so contrributes to prroblem analysis and so
olving.

1.2 R
Research Problem
The reesearch conccern is to evaluate
e
thee proposed and
a ongoing redeveloppment interrventions
in the core of Am
mman. Somee proposalss are partiallly implemeented, as in the case off the old
15
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downtown, Wast El-Balad, where some projects were implemented, but other proposals of
projects are not. The examined proposals for Wast El-Balad, the old downtown, were
prepared through a draft study “The Amman Downtown Plan and Revitalization Strategy”
(ADPRS) by the Amman Institute1, in addition to proposals for the Urban Strip and the
Cultural Strip in the downtown area.
Public and different private interests are influencing city development and transformation
through constructing large urban projects, as in the case of the Abdali Urban Regeneration
Project (Abdali). These developments are becoming an important phenomenon that require
scholars to answer questions about what policies are suitable for the local context, as well as
how and why they approach problems a certain way. The research findings are important to
improve decision making in urban policy that has an impact on city development and society
in Jordan, in the Middle East and on a common worldwide understanding of the issue.

1.3 Research Objectives
The research aims to achieve the following objectives:
 To provide detailed information on the approaches of urban regeneration in Amman.
 To assess the policies and achievements of these developments.
 To propose guidelines for the improvement of urban regeneration in Amman.

1.4 Research Questions
The research is guided by the following questions:
Generally:
 What are the principles of good urban regeneration policy?
 What are the approaches of urban regeneration?

1

Amman Institute was a not-for-profit institution established by GAM in 2008, was responsible for preparing
the Amman Metropolitan Plan 2025, in addition to working on urban good governance at national levels,
addressing issues such as land management, planning, public policy, and civic leadership, development, and
others. It was closed in late of 2011.
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 What are the approaches of downtown revitalization?
Concretely:
 What are the urban regeneration policies in Amman’s downtown?
 Do the policies represent an appropriate strategy to meet the city’s development
needs?
 How will policies contribute to the achievement of the objectives?
 Are implementation mechanisms appropriate to achieve the objectives?
 What was done and what has been achieved?
 What will be the impact of the policies?

1.5 Limited information of Research
The following are limitations to the research:
 Data collection of official reports and information is difficult, and some data is
considered confidential.
 The Amman Institute that developed the studies and proposals is closed, which could
have effect on data collection and analysis.
 Information and data about the urban development of Amman are limited.
 The urban policy of ADPRS regarding the old downtown has been partially
implemented, the proposals are draft, and few projects were executed.
 The Abdali project “New downtown” is partially implemented, most of phase I is
executed, some are under construction, and others are on hold, while no project of
phase II is implemented.

1.6 Research Organization
The research is organized in seven chapters (Figure 3): Chapter one is an introduction for
the research problem, questions and objectives.

Chapter two addresses the research

methodology, clarifying the data collection and analysis methods. The research design
focuses on case study research. The research is an assessment based on theoretical themes
and evidences from real life. Chapter three presents a literature review and the theoretical
17

framework of the research and explores urban regeneration approaches and strategies. The
purpose of this chapter is to identify characteristics of successful urban regeneration, and a
criterion of evaluation. The criterion will guide the assessment of the case studies. Chapter
four describes the context of the urban development of Amman. The context describes what
factors influenced Amman’s development and growth. It explores the urban planning policy
of GAM through the master plans of 1987 and 2008. Chapter five and six show the two
cases of urban regeneration – the old and new downtowns of Amman – presenting the urban
regeneration policy and addressing the issues and problems to be considered. The case
studies of approaches and strategies of urban regeneration are critically assessed. Chapter
seven summarizes the research findings, proposes recommendations, and opens question for
possible future studies that may enhance knowledge and practice.

Figure 3: Research Structure
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2. METHODOL
LOGY AND DATA
A ANALY
YSIS ME
ETHODS
Researrch strategyy is used for mainly threee purposess: exploratorry, descriptiive, and exp
planatory
as defiined by Yinn (2003). Defining the type of methodology depends oon the naturre of the
data. T
There are thhree types of methodoloogies: qualiitative, quan
ntitative andd triangulattion. The
qualitaative methoodology is verbal,
v
whille the quan
ntitative metthodology iis numeric, and the
trianguulation metthodology is hybrid of both veerbal and numeric
n
daata (Leedy, 1993).
Accordding to Trocchim (2006), in researcch, broad methods
m
of reeasoning arre the deducctive and
inductiive (Figure 4). Deductive reasoninng starts wiith a theory as a premisse, then thee process
of narrrowing it down
d
to a specific
s
hyppothesis an
nd observing the probllem to con
nfirm the
theory. Inductive reasoning starts with specific ob
bservations to generaliization and theories
(Trochhim, 2006).
data will bee used to
This reesearch adoppts a mainly
y qualitativee methodolo
ogy, while quantitative
q
supporrt evidence. This researrch practicees inductive research, concerned w
with both exp
ploration
and exxplanation purposes;
p
exploration
e
of the urb
ban regenerration policcies in Am
mman, an
explannation of theeir rationalee, casual link
nks and relattionships. The
T explorattion and an
nalysis of
urban rregenerationn policies in
n Amman w
will contributte to buildin
ng up genera
ral knowledg
ge about
urban regenerationn in the Middle
M
East. The cases of Amman
n introduce urban regeeneration
policiees, influenceed with a local
l
contexxt of politiccal, social, economic, environmeental and
culturaal settings.

Figure 4: T
Types of Methodologi
M
es
Sourcce: Trochim
m (2006)
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The following is a comparison between the quantitative and qualitative methodologies based
on Leedy (1993), Millward (2001), Burney(2008) and Pakdeeronachit (2014):
Quantitative Methodology
Approach/ Role of researcher
Deductive
Positivist
The researcher is detached, solving the
problem from outside
Detached view/Value free
Scope/ Purpose
Measure objective facts
Confirm and validate
Particularistic, specific variables
Focused, Pre specified
Test theory
Data Collection
Objective data, numeric
Data is collected under controlled conditions
Focuses heavily on reliability data
Representative, large sample
Standardized instruments (Surveys and
experimental designs)
Analysis
Objective
Causation
Numeric estimation
Statistical inference
Descriptive and inferential statistics
Explain and predict
Process
Stable (facts and causes)
Verification is highly structured
Known variables
Static design
Established guidelines
Context-free
Findings
Reliability is key
Outcome- oriented
Numbers
Statistics, aggregated data
Formal voice, scientific style
Application
Experimental studies
Quasi-experimental studies
Statistical studies, and Analytical studies

Qualitative Methodology
Inductive
Phenomenological and interpretative
The researcher interacts from inside, with
experienced subjects
Personal view/Values are involved
Construct social reality
Explore and interpret
Holistic focus, gain complete study
Open ended
Build theory
Subjective data, verbal
Data is collected under naturalistic context
Concentrates on validity data
Informative, small sample
Observations, interviews

Subjective
Meaning
Descriptive narrative
Constant comparison
Content analysis
Describe and explain
Dynamic nature of reality
Discovery oriented, flexible and changeable
Unknown variables
Emergent design
Flexible guidelines
Context-bound
Authenticity is key
Process-oriented
Words
Narratives, individual quotes
Personal voice, literary style
Descriptive studies
Survey studies
Historical studies, and Case studies
20

This research mainly uses a qualitative research method, while quantitative methods are used
to provide evidence based on the analysis of numeric data. The research displays data
analysis in a narrative way. The researcher will have a role in data analysis as an urban
planner, based on theories and standards in the field.

2.1 Research Approach
There are different strategies for research such as experimentation, surveys, archival
analysis, history and case study. The case study strategy is used to answer research questions
of how and why, and focuses on contemporary events. “A case study is an empirical inquiry
that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context” (Yin, 2003). The
essence of a case study “is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions: why they
were taken, how they were implemented, and with what result” (Schramm, 1971) as cited in
(Yin, 2003). A case study approach is the best method to understand urban regeneration
themes, since “regeneration is driven by applied practice, rather than academic research”
(Evans & Jones, 2008). The strategy used is a combination of two approaches: the case study
approach and archival analysis. The case study approach in this research seeks to provide
knowledge about urban regeneration in the Amman city. The urban regeneration experiences
in Amman are critically analyzed and assessed. The research focuses on urban regeneration
in the old and new downtowns of Amman. The research seeks to investigate what has been
achieved in transforming places and the benefits that were to be achieved. Archival analysis
is the main method for the case studies analysis. An archival analysis of the local planning
authority data sources, such as planning studies, is essential for the examination of changes
in the urban area.

2.2 Research Design
Research design is “the plan and structure and strategy of investigations enable one to obtain
answers to research questions” (Kerlinger, 1986 as cited in Pakdeeronachit, 2014). “A
research design is the logic that links the data to be collected and the conclusions to be
drawn to the initial questions of study” (Yin, 2003). “Research design provides a framework
for the collection and analysis of data and subsequently indicates which research methods
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are appropriate”. This research was designed as an evaluation of case studies based on
criteria for evaluation derived from literature.
“Evaluation research is applied in that the aim is to produce knowledge that will contribute
to greater understanding of the effect of a defined activity” (Kelly, 2008). “Qualitative
evaluation examines the process and outcomes of a program or an initiative to assess its
effectiveness” (Padgett, 2008). Setting criteria for qualitative evaluation constitutes a highquality qualitative study. Criteria are generated based on theories to judge the quality and
credibility of a program (Patton, 2008). “Evaluation research needs to be theory driven rather
than data driven if it is to contribute to a cumulative body of knowledge in which theory can
be built and tested”. Three main stages for evaluation research designs are: strategy, process,
and outcome. The strategy evaluation is conducted before implementation to define the
intervention. The process evaluation is conducted throughout the progress and
implementation of the interventions. The outcome evaluation measures achievements of the
interventions in relation to set indicators (Kelly, 2008).
There are four types of assessments techniques to help understand the economic, social and
environmental impacts of planned changes: 1) Baseline assessments, analysis of the current
situation, 2) Prospective (or ex ante) assessments supporting decision-making before
changes are implemented, including predicting future activities, and analyzing and selecting
the most suitable scenario, 3) Formative assessment procedures through implementing the
program and projects, providing feedback about the changed context to meet potential and
sustainable redevelopment, and 4) Retrospective (ex post) assessment that reviews the actual
effect of the implemented program and monitors the regeneration process to critically judge
performance, impact and sustainability consequences of the selected alternative (LUDATeam, 2006).
Evaluation questions of the ex-ante evaluation criteria in this research are grouped in four
categories (Figure 5); relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, utility (impact) and its longer term
sustainability (UNDP, 2009; European Commission, 2013):
 Relevance: examines the objectives of the development and its output or outcomes if
are justified in relation to the beneficiaries’ priorities and are consistent with the
national and local policies.
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 Effectiveness: measure the achieved objectives and the progress. Analyze if the
outcomes are the expected effects, check whether different instruments may achieve
better results. Effectiveness could be assessed in three steps: measure change in the
observed outcome, compare the observed changes to the objectives, and judge the
value of progress.
 Efficiency: measure if the planned outputs been achieved at the lowest cost.
 Utility: measure if beneficiaries are satisfied with effects, what changes and impacts
are on social, environmental and economic needs.
 Sustainability: measure if the results would be durable over time even with no public
funding or external support.
Other criteria of ex ante evaluation could include questions related to internal and external
coherence, or the structure of the strategy and its financial allocations and the linkage of the
strategy to other regional, national and Community policies. The quality of the proposed
implementation system is important to understand how it may affect the achievement of
program objectives. In addition, ex ante evaluation needs to examine the potential risks for
the program, both in relation to the policy choices made and the implementation system
proposed (European Commission, 2006).
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Figure 5: Ex-ante evaluation criteria
Source: European Commission (2006)
According to Alexander (2011), three approaches to evaluate a plan are: normative,
conformance, and performance. The normative approach is a historical analysis and a review
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evaluating the quality of planning and the decision making process in terms of planning
norms and methods, and judging the plan in relation to its impact on society. The
conformance approach judges planning according to one or two standards: one by comparing
if the outcomes conform to planning policy, the other is whether the used tools to implement
a policy (regulations, programs, detailed plans or projects, budget allocations, etc.) achieve
the objective. The performance approach defines a plan or policy as a framework for future
decisions, where the implementation of programs and projects follows the framework.
Selecting the evaluation approach depends on the planning system's products and the
function of plans. The conformance approach is to be applied if the plan would be
implemented and was supposed to change the built environment. If the purpose is to frame
“lower order plans and subsequent implementation decisions and influence market
behavior”, then the performance approach can be used (Alexander, 2011). Refer to Table 1
for more clarification about plan evaluation.
Table 1: Planning products and evaluation approaches/methods
Product

Questions/issues

Evaluation approaches/methods

Planning services

Consumers/
beneficiaries

Objective: evidence-based analysis; quantitative
indicators; targets; etc.

Outputs/impacts

Subjective:
Individual: consumer satisfaction survey
Interactive: focus groups; meetings; etc.

Plans

Production process
Involved actors/
stakeholders
Affected parties/
interests

Normative: historical analysis/evaluation
Conformance:
Outcomes: cf. plan/policy prescriptions
Tools: compatibility between tools and
objectives
Performance: plan's utilization as a
framework for other plans/decisions

Planning policies/
decisions

Production process
Involved actors/
stakeholders
Affected parties/
interests

Process evaluation (procedural): Objective:
conformity to norms (due process, democratic
participation, effectiveness, etc.)
Subjective: satisfaction surveys; focus groups;
interactive meetings Product evaluation
(substantive): Subjective/general:
survey/questionnaire on policy/decision impacts
Specific/detailed: case studies of policies/
decisions
Alexander (2011)
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Oliveira and Pinho (2005) propose criteria to evaluate the rationality, performance or
conformance of a plan. The evaluation questions of the criteria are as follows:
Table 2: Plan's evaluation questions and criteria
General
criteria

Specific criteria

Evaluation questions

Plan
rationality

Relevance

Are the plan proposals relevant to the city needs?

Internal coherence

Do the several parts of the plan have a logical organization?

External coherence

Is the plan coherent with other policies, programs or plans
implemented in the area?

Participation (plan
making)

Was there effective public participation in plan preparation?

Utilization

Was the plan used or consulted in decision making during its
implementation?

Participation
(implementation)

Was the plan used to promote communicative action and
interactive practice?

Effectiveness

Are the plan results in conformance with the plan objectives?

Efficiency

Were the foreseen resources to attain those objectives
sufficient?

Leadership

Did the plan have a significant leading function in urban
development?

Plan
performance
Results
conformance

Oliveira & Pinho (2005)

The case studies of this research will be evaluated mainly as an ex-ante evaluation because
the proposed policy and projects are partially implemented, but some indicators on the
progress of the implementation will be analyzed. Measuring and analysis of the policies and
project outcomes will support the result of the evaluation. This research is concerned with
the Rationality and Relevance, Effectiveness, conformance, and Utility of the policy (Table
3). The evaluation criteria will be used for the assessments of the two case studies, see
section 5.6 and 6.3. The research design is explained in Figure 6.
Table 3: Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation

Plan
Rationality /
Relevance

Data collection and analysis
method

Questions

Are the planning norms rational?
Are the plan proposals relevant to the city
needs?
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Literature on theory of
planning
Historical analysis and
evaluating the quality of
planning and decision making

Evaluation

Data collection and analysis
method

Questions

Plan
Conformance/
Effectiveness/
Utility

To what extent have the objectives been
achieved? Have the interventions and
instruments used produced the expected
effects?
Are the plan results in conformance with
the plan objectives?
Did the plan have a significant leading
function in the urban development?
What are the impacts on society?

Long-term
implementation

Are the results durable over time even
with no public funding or external support

Measure the outcomes using
observation, newspapers and
reports
Attributing observed changes
Judging the value of the
change

Source: based on UNDP (2009), European Commission (2013), Alexander (2011), and Oliveira &
Pinho (2005)

Figure 6: The research design
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2.4 Data Analysis Strategy
According to Yin (2003) there are three strategies for analyzing case studies: relying on theoretical propositions, rival explanations, and case descriptions. Theoretical propositions are
developed through a set of research questions, literature and new hypotheses, and help
organize and guide the case study and finds explanations to be examined. Rival explanations
are analytic strategies that examine and test rival explanations (other influences). Case
description takes place through descriptive frameworks for organizing the case study, and is
used when other analytical strategies are difficult to work. The general strategies have
analytical techniques that include pattern-matching, explanation-building, time-series
analysis, the use of logic models, and cross-case synthesis. The pattern-matching technique
is based on comparing empirically based patterns with predicted patterns. The explanationbuilding technique aims to analyze the case study by creating an explanation about the case,
and explains a phenomenon based on a set of causal links of initial theoretical statements. The
time-series analysis aims to examine the “how” and “why” questions about the relationship of
events overtime. The logic model is defined by prior data collection, and then compares
empirically observed events to the model. Cross-case synthesis is applied to the analysis of
multiple cases (Yin, 2003).
This research depends on theoretical propositions in evaluating the case studies. Data
analysis will be conducted according to an analytical framework. Matrices of summaries and
comparisons are tools for data analysis and display. Cartographic representations will
interpret concepts and strategies.
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3. THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTS: OVERVIEW OF URBAN
REGENERATION APPROACHES
Introduction
There is a wide range of approaches and strategies in urban regeneration. Although local
contexts have influence on urban regeneration policies, general principles can be identified.
Peter Roberts (2017) presents urban regeneration as follows:
“Urban areas are complex and dynamic systems. They reflect the many processes that drive
physical, social, environmental and economic transition and they themselves are prime
generators of many such changes….Urban regeneration is an outcome of the interplay
between these many sources of influence and, more importantly, it is also a response to the
opportunities and challenges which are presented by urban degeneration in a particular
place at a specific moment in time. This should not be taken to suggest that all urban
problems are unique to a particular town or city… Despite having argued that an individual
example of urban regeneration is likely to be particular to a specific place, a number of
general principles and models of good practice can be identified” (Roberts, 2017, p. 9).
Urban regeneration is policies seeking to solve urban problems and decay. Urban problems’
causes and consequences differ from one context to another, where different aspects of life –
political, environmental, social, cultural and economic – have complex relations in the entire
system. Most literature on urban regeneration is about examples from Europe and the USA.
These examples are taken to clarify some causes and characteristics of urban decline and
problems, and explain the relation between urban regeneration and sustainability. Although
there are great differences in the context between the Middle East, Europe and the USA,
some broad principles and approaches can be identified among them.
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3.1 Definitions, Objectives and Rationale of Urban Regeneration
There are many terms used to define the urban transformations and interventions such as
Regeneration,

Renewal,

Redevelopment,

Recovery,

Revitalization,

Framework,

Gentrification, and Restructuring. It is important to clarify the differences between these
terms.
“Redevelopment, renewal, revitalization, regeneration: all are buzzwords for the government
policies aimed at reversing the urban blight and decline that has continually plagued the once
thriving cities of the United States and the United Kingdom” (Lamb, 2003, p. 159, as cited in
Granger, 2010)
The use of the term urban regeneration differs around the globe. In the U.S. the term urban
regeneration is rarely used, but other terms describing urban policies are popular, including
‘community redevelopment,’ ‘neighborhood revitalization,’ ‘transit orientated development,’
‘sustainable communities,’ ‘smart growth,’ ‘New Urbanism,’ and ‘New Regionalism’. The
“US urban regeneration is tending towards a narrowly economistic or neo-liberal development
model rather than a socially inclusive or participatory ‘European model’ of regeneration”
(Jonas & McCarthy, 2010).
The definition of Renew in the dictionary is to take up again, to restore or to regain. To
regenerate is to affect a complete moral reform in, to re-create, reconstitute, or make over,
especially in a better form or condition. Revitalize means to give new life to, or to give new
vitality or vigor to. Redevelop is to develop again. Restructure is to change, alter, or restore
the structure of, to organize (a system, business, society, etc.) in a different way, or to affect
a fundamental change in something. To Gentrify is to renovate so as to make it conform to
middle-class aspirations (Dictionary, n.d.).
According to Longa (2011), “Renewal needs radical action where there is an important
redesign of part of the city”; renewal requires the redesigning of urban areas and
infrastructure, and thinking about a new role of the city. Urban renewal focuses on physical
policies. Both public and private expenditure are required, but public expenditure is higher.
Redevelopment overlaps with other terms, linked to the old industrial areas, outskirts, where
urban intervention changes old function, the area size is limited. Redevelopment focuses on
physical policies, but does not refer to social policies. In some cases, the problem in
redevelopment projects is the content (function) and not the container (physical aspects) as
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in the case of Renewal. Regeneration is linked to social capital, participation and integration,
while physical policies are tools, and interventions take place in run down areas. Recovery or
rehabilitation does not require demolition, but deals with the existing structure. “Recovery is,
in any case, an exclusive physical aspect of the built property and has a consequence on the
components of the urban structure dealing with maintenance and conversion” (Douglas,
2006 as cited in Longa, 2011).
Revitalization overlaps with Regeneration, and there is no strong distinction between them,
but urban regeneration is linked more to community involvement and participation.
Revitalization is connected to welfare programs such as education, housing, and health, and
physical policies are necessary to attract people as well as demand. A framework “deals with
the setting up of the intervention”. It is an operational phase of renewal intervention.
Frameworks organize profitability and stakeholders. Gentrification is exclusion of the poor
residents and the replacement of them with middle-high classes, which mainly occurs in the
city center, where the function in heritage areas declines. Gentrification is sometimes
planned and administered. Restructuring is linked to areas with social and economic
changes, where social, economic, and physical interventions are required to reuse old urban
spaces. Restructuring lies in between redevelopment and recovery intervention. Overlapping
and combining different interventions could occur while developing an urban area, for
example, recovery could be part of renewal or redevelopment. Figure 8 and 9 clarify the
classification of different urban interventions (Longa, 2011).
“Gentrification (economic and social valorization), revitalization (economic revitalization
with significant social effects), regeneration (regeneration of the social fabric), recovery
(recovery of existing physical structures through their requalification), redevelopment
(change in the use of town spaces, due to the improvement of parts of the town), renewal
(renovation of parts of the city by substituting functions and structures), framework
(arrangement of a complex project of town renovation), and restructuring (radical
modernization of town spaces through a plurality of interventions of various types and on
differing scales)” (Stanghellini & Copiello, 2011, p. 47).
Change in cities and towns over time, is an inevitable process that can be beneficial for
economic development. Four aspects for urban change are: 1) “economic transition and
employment change”; 2) “social and community issues”; 3) “physical obsolescence and new
land and property requirements”; and 4) “environmental quality and sustainable
development” (Roberts, 2017).
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“Urban regeneration moves beyond the aims, aspirations and achievements of urban
renewal, which is seen by Couch as ‘a process of essentially physical change', urban
development (or redevelopment) with its general mission and less well-defined purpose, and
urban revitalisation (or rehabilitation) which, whilst suggesting the need for action, fails to
specify a precise method of approach. Urban regeneration implies that any approach to
tackling the problems encountered in towns and cities should be constructed with a longerterm, more strategic, purpose in mind” (Roberts, 2017, p18).
According to Hall (2006), in general, the common goals of urban regeneration policies are to
improve a physical environment and quality of life, and to achieve social welfare and
economic prosperity. “Urban regeneration must choose to address either the basic needs of
deprived populations or the need to make localities more competitive”. Physical decline is
indicated in features such as derelict land, redundant industrial capital, inadequate housing
stock, pollution and contaminated land, social/cultural problems such as lack of social
cohesion within communities, crime, antisocial behavior, poor schools and other public
facilities, and economic problems such as long-term structural unemployment or a lack of
indigenous economic dynamism (Hall, 2006).
Urban regeneration is “making an urban area develop or grow strong again through means
such as job creation and environmental renewal” (United Nations, 2008). Urban regeneration
refers to resolving problems resulting of market failure, job loss and disinvestment. The UK
government defines regeneration as: “A set of activities that reverse economic, social and
physical decline in areas where market forces will not do this without support from the
government” (DCLG, 2008 as cited in Granger, 2010). Roberts (2017) has illustrated the
evolution of urban regeneration policy in Europe, refer to Table 4.
“Urban Regeneration is a comprehensive and integrated vision and action which leads to the
resolution of urban problems and which seeks to bring about a lasting improvement in the
economic, physical, social and environmental condition of an area that has been subject to
change” (Roberts, 2017, p. 18).
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Table 4: The evolution of urban regeneration in Europe
1950s
Reconstruction

1960s
Revitalisation

1970s
Renewal

1980s
Redevelopment

1990s
Regeneration

2000s
regeneration
in recession

Major strategy and orientation
Reconstruction and
extension of older
areas of towns and
cities often based on
a masterplan';
suburban growth.

Continuation of
1950s theme;
suburban and
peripheral growth;
some attempts at
rehabilitation.

Focus on in-situ
renewal and neighborhood schemes; still
development at
periphery.

Many major
schemes of
development and
redevelopment;
flagship projects;
out of town
projects.

A more as a
comprehensive
form of policy
and practice;
more emphasis
on integrated
policy and
interventions.

Restrictions on
all activities
with some
easing in area
of growth

Move towards a
greater balance
between public
and private
sectors

Growing role of
private sector and
decentralization in
local government.

Emphasis on
private sector and
special agencies;
growth of
partnerships

Partnership
the dominant
approach with
a growing
number of
government
agencies

More
emphasis on
private sector
funding and
voluntary
effort

Regional level of
activity emerged.

Regional and local
levels initially; later
more local emphasis.

In the early 1980s
focus on site, later
emphasis on local
level.

Reintroduction
of strategic'
perspective;
growth of
regional
activity.

More localist
initially with
developing
sub-regional
activity

Continuing from
1950s with
growing influence
of private
investment.

Resource constraints
in public sector and
growth of private
investment.

Private sector
dominant with
selective public
funds.

Greater
balance

Private sector
dominant with
selective
government
funding

Social and welfare
improvement.

Community-based
action and greater
empowerment

Community selfhelp with very
selective state
support.

Emphasis on
it is role of
community.

Emphasis on
local initiatives
and
encouragement
of third sector

Continuation from
1950s with
parallel
rehabilitation of
existing areas.

More extensive
renewal of older
urban areas.

Major schemes of
replacement and
new development;
'flagship schemes'.

Initially more
modest than
1980s;
increasing
scale; heritage
emphasized.

Generally
smaller scale
schemes, but
larger projects
returning

Environmental
improvement with
some innovations.

Growth of
concern for wider
approach to
environment.

Key actors find stakeholders
National and
Local government;
private sector
developers and
contractors
Spatial level of activity
Emphasis on local
and site levels.

Economic focus
Public sector
investment with
some private sector
involvement.

between
public, private
and voluntary
funding

Social content
Improvement of
housing and living
standards.

Physical emphasis
Replacement or
inner areas and
peripheral
development.

Environmental approach
Landscaping and
some greening.

Selective
improvements.

Introduction
General
of broader
acceptance of
idea of
sustainable
environment
development
in context of
model
sustainability.
Sources: after Stohr (1989) and Lichfield (1992), Pugalis and Liddle 2013 as cited in (Roberts, 2017, p19-20)
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Robert (2017, p23) defines the process of urban regeneration as follows:

Figure 10: The Urban Regeneration Process
“Urban regeneration is about addressing the symptoms of urban distress through improving
declining and disadvantaged areas in towns and cities. It is not just about revitalising derelict
places but is also concerned with broader issues such as improved economic competitiveness
and quality of life, especially for those who live in deprived neighbourhoods. Ideally urban
regeneration involves formulating policy goals, implementing these through programmes of
activity, and then monitoring performance over time” (Compendium, 2005).
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Hall (2006) defines a framework for analyzing urban regeneration of twelve key questions as
follows:

1 Urban problems

 What urban problem or problems have been identified?
 What has been identified as the cause of the problem or problems?
2 Policy context

 What is the origin of the policy/programme/project?
 What is its relationship to earlier approaches or those being implemented
elsewhere?
3 Funding

 Where does the funding for the policy/programme/project come from?
 In what way is funding allocated?
4 The nature of regeneration

 In what ways does the policy/programme/project seek to achieve its aims?
 What are the outcomes of the policy/programme/project?
5 Stakeholders

 Who are the stakeholders involved?
 What are the relationships between the stakeholders?
6 Impacts of regeneration

 What are the impacts of the policy/programme/project?
 In what ways has the policy/programme/project been evaluated?
Hall, (2006), p. 59

The Urban regeneration seeks to mitigate and counter the impact of the urban decline of
physical, social and economic aspects. Understanding urban problems and their causes, in
addition to the historical, geographical and political context, are important in urban
regeneration programs (Hall, 2006). There are different causes of urban decline. Urban
regeneration approaches in Europe and North America have been developed to tackle the
problems of deindustrialization through economic development and the attraction of new
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investments in the global economy that has impacts on economic development and the social
structure of cities (Evans & Jones, 2008; Tallon, 2010). Deindustrialization was a result of
many factors; global competition, where industry moved to poorer sites, the post-Fordist era,
where information technology has reduced the human labor, and firms that were located
outside the inner cities, in addition to suburbanization and outmigration. Unemployment has
increased as a result of deindustrialization, as the service sector could not accommodate all
unemployment (Tallon, 2010).
The impact of urban economic policy could be measured quantitatively and qualitatively.
Quantitative evaluation is about the relationship between expenditure and the socioeconomic outcomes such as net job changes, the percentage change in small businesses, and
house price change and numbers, and qualitative evaluation such as the resident attitude and
loyalty (Noon, Smith-Canham, & England, 2000). The urban improvement programs could
be evaluated through measuring the effect on solving the different aspects of the urban
regeneration problems and its impact on employment, urban economy, housing conditions,
deprived groups, services, urban safety, environment and quality of life, governance and the
capacity of community organizations (Breda-Vázquez et al., 2001).
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3.2 Characteristics of Successful Urban Regeneration
The Institution of Civil Engineers in the UK (Group, 1988) conducted in 1988 a research
about urban regeneration. About 100 professional engineers analyzed urban regeneration
projects in 22 sites of different contexts and conditions. The 1988 research clarifies that
urban decay in the UK has different causes: decline of the local economy, changes of the
global economy, and the development of services in more favorable locations such as
shopping malls adjacent to motorways. The analysis of case studies considered an effective
organization has essential qualities: a single-minded, well-motivated approach, committed
partnership, effective powers to assemble land, and access to funds and incentives, with
effective powers that have a commitment to funding. The organization should be responsive
to the market changes and the developers’ intentions while providing infrastructure and land
uses. The following are the case study’s findings for successful urban regeneration (Group,
1988):
 “Flexible approach - different organizations for widely different circumstances in
particular areas.
 Realistic use of market appraisal techniques by public and private sectors in the
selection of the development strategy.
 Adequate initial investment from the public sector, drawing in private sector funds.
 Effective powers for land assembly.
 Improvement of image of area as an essential first phase.


Provision of adequate and affordable housing,

 Adequate accessibility for movement of goods and people consistent with
development strategy.
 Efficient transportation links with major markets in the UK and Europe.
 Consistency

in

strategic

planning

across

the

region

or conurbation.

 Recovery of contaminated land to a standard to enable the development strategy to be
viable”
Successful urban regeneration is linked to market conditions and changes, and has main
characteristics: strong motivation, local participation and support, flexibility in approach,
partnership between public and private sectors, and initial public sector investment and
incentives. Flexibility concerns incentives, type of organizations and power. Public
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investment such as infrastructure provision, environmental improvements, and land
assembly is important to trigger development.

Tax incentives and grants encourage

developers to initiate a project, providing “immediate benefit at the start of what are
generally high-risk projects”. Due to the uncertainty of regeneration phases, organizations
that manage regeneration projects are required to achieve the project objectives (Group,
1988).
According to Roberts (2017), no single theory explains urban change and regeneration.
“Urban regeneration theory is principally concerned with the institutional and organisational
dynamics of the management of urban change”. Urban regeneration is derived from practice
rather than theory. The main features of urban regeneration are: an interventionist activity
where different parties (public, private and community sectors) are involved, dynamic
changes in its institutional structure to adapt changes in economic, social, environmental and
political factors, a means to define policies for preparing proposals and negotiation. The
urban regeneration theory is about the urban system and the dynamics forces of economic,
social, physical and environmental aspects. Urban regeneration is a strategic management of
urban change, an integrated and comprehensive solution that should have clear purposes and
outcomes; it provides a framework of plans and proposals to guide designs and
implementation, and identifies the roles of different actors and organizations. Hausner (1993,
p. 526) as cited in Roberts (2017) considers the reason of the weaknesses of regeneration
approaches because they are “short-term, fragmented, ad hoc and project-based without an
overall strategic framework for city-wide development”. Successful urban regeneration
requires a long term strategic approach, and should contribute positively to national
economic development, as well as social and environmental goals (Roberts, 2017). Urban
regeneration is a strategic intervention; the principles and characteristics conform to a
strategic approach. Roberts (2017) defines principles of urban regeneration as follows:
 Detailed analysis of the urban area
 Adaptation of the physical fabric, social structures, economic base and environmental
condition
 Formulation of a comprehensive and integrated strategy for problem solving
 Adaptation of sustainable development principles in regeneration programs
 Defining clear objectives to be achieved and quantified
 Best utilization of resources and the existing built environment
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 Ensuring consensus with involving participation and cooperation of all stakeholders
with legitimate interest to regenerate an area
 Measuring the strategy progress to achieving objectives, and monitoring the changes
of forces and their impact on the area
 Considering the need to revise the initial programs of implementation
 Recognizing that the strategy elements differ in their speed of implementation, which
requires redirecting resources to achieve the strategic objectives.
The British Urban Regeneration Association (BURA) offers the Best Practice Award for best
practice in urban regeneration. BURA sets out the following criteria to judge a scheme as a
best practice (BURA, 2003):
 “the contribution made to the economic regeneration of an area and the financial
viability of the initiative;
 the extent to which a scheme has acted as a catalyst for further regeneration in an area;
 the contribution made to community spirit and social cohesion;
 the contribution made to building the capacity of local people to plan and influence the
future development of their area;
 the environmental sustainability of a scheme or project;
 evidence that points to the success of a scheme in the past, at present and into the
future;
 the range of partners involved in a scheme;
 the presence of a concern for the longer-term development and management of a
scheme;
 qualities of imagination, innovation, inspiration and determination.”
The projects or schemes recognized have demonstrated that they fulfill as many of the
following criteria as possible BURA (2003):
 “improve the quality of life for local people, by addressing a need or dealing with a
challenge identified by the community
 contribute effectively to a wider strategy for sustainable communities, including the
creation of a safer, cleaner and more efficient environment
 demonstrate a high quality of design for spaces and/or buildings
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 demonstrate sustainability through innovation and inspiration in construction
processes and procurement
 demonstrate imaginative ways of creating employment and affordable homes for key
workers and the local community, and bring them closer together, especially in
‘growth areas’ and/or to encourage occupancy in ‘low demand areas’
 demonstrate the active involvement of the community including business and residents
 demonstrate the creation of appropriate high density housing
 implement or demonstrate a strategic and integrated approach to transport and traffic
management
 promote diversity and social inclusion
 tackle labour shortages and improve the provision of urban renaissance skills at all
levels and, in all cases
 are completed to a point where there is a record of success with demonstrable results”
The European Union (EU) had, since the beginning of the 21th century, played an important
role in funding urban regeneration projects. The pilot project initiatives were URBAN I and
URBAN II. The projects were supposed to be innovative, contribute to regional
development, and fulfill the European interest (Teixeira, 2010). The objective of URBAN II
is “to lay down Commission guidelines on the economic and social regeneration of cities and
neighbourhoods in crisis in order to promote sustainable urban development”. Urban
regeneration strategies should follow the following principles (European Commission,
2005):
 “sufficient critical mass of population and associated support structures to facilitate the
formulation and implementation of innovative urban development programmes;
 strong local partnership to define challenges, strategy and priorities, allocate resources
and monitor and evaluate the strategy. Partnerships are wide and include economic
and social partners, non-governmental organisations and residents' groupings;
 an integrated territorial approach linked to development strategies for the wider urban
area or region;
 integration of the economic, social and environmental, security and transport aspects,
including equality of access to education and training opportunities;
 promotion of equal opportunities between men and women;
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 complementarity with the main forms of assistance under the Structural Funds and
other Community initiatives”
Urban decline is defined through the URBAN II funding program, where conditions of
disadvantaged areas should be met to be eligible for regeneration funding (European
Commission, 2005):


“a low level of economic activity and a specific need for conversion due to local
economic and social difficulties;

 a high level of long-term unemployment, poverty and exclusion;
 a low level of education, significant skills deficiencies and high drop-out-rates from
school;
 a high number of immigrants, ethnic and minority groups, or refugees;
 a high level of criminality and delinquency;
 precarious demographic trends;
 a particularly degraded environment.”
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3.3 Approaches and Strategies of Urban Regeneration
The urban regeneration aims are to achieve prosperity and equality, achieve sustainable
development, preserve the heritage and the uniqueness of the place, create activities to
trigger development, solve urban problems (social, economic, environmental,…) using
strategic, integrated, comprehensive and sustainable approaches, increase the contribution of
culture, knowledge, and new industries, employ sustainability to improve social and
economic development, seek opportunity in problem areas for creating sustainable
development, mobilize the participation of different partners and community members, use
sustainable solutions such as efficient energy, efficient use of resources, mobility, air quality,
compact city, higher urban densities, expansion control, flexible solutions, mixed use, ecocycle infrastructures, local shopping and biodiversity (Teixeira, 2010).
As per the URBAN II program, urban regeneration strategies should have the following
priorities (European Commission, 2005):
 “mixed use redevelopment of brownfield sites: protection and restoration of buildings
and public spaces, reclamation of derelict sites and contaminated land; preservation
and enhancement of historic, cultural and environmental heritage; creation of lasting
jobs; integration of local communities and ethnic minorities; reintegration of excluded
persons; improved security and prevention of delinquency; improved street lighting,
closed circuit TV surveillance; reduced pressures on greenfield sites;
 entrepreneurship, employment pacts and local employment initiatives: support and
services for small and medium-sized enterprises, commerce, cooperatives and mutual
associations; creation of business centres, technology transfer facilities; training for
new technologies; encouraging entrepreneurship; environmental protection; provision
of cultural, leisure and sports amenities; nursery and crèche facilities; alternative care
facilities and other services namely for elderly people and children; promotion of
equal opportunities between men and women;
 the development of an anti-exclusion and anti-discrimination strategy through actions
furthering equal opportunities and targeting notably women, immigrants and refugees:
counselling, training schemes and language training oriented to the specific needs of
minorities and disadvantaged and marginalised people; mobile units for employment
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and training advice; improved health services and drug rehabilitation centres;
investment in education and health facilities;
 development of more effective, economically efficient and environmentally friendly
integrated public transport systems: safer, more integrated and more intelligent public
transport; public transport links to concentrations of activity and jobs; telematic
services for travel information, reservation and payment; clean and energy-efficient
vehicles; provision for cycling and walking; training for transport staff;
 environmental measures: minimising and treatment of waste, total recycling, selective
collecting and treatment; air quality analysis; efficient water management; noise
reduction; reduction in consumption of fossil fuels through use of renewable energy
sources; training in environmental management and protection;
 development of the potential of information society technologies targeting small and
medium-sized enterprises and citizens: better access to services of public interest,
education, culture and other telematic neighbourhood services; training and
installation of facilities to allow teleworking; information systems for the management
of human resources and health services; assistance to adapt to the labour market;
supporting local authorities for the transfer of know-how and technology;
 promoting the notion of "urban governance": studies and expertise on the
reorganisation and improvement of public services; design and introduction of new
urban management structures; introduction of indicators for evaluating the
sustainability of local management; information campaigns and improved access to
information for citizens; measures to involve citizens in the political decision-making
process; exchanges of experiences and good practice; development of the European
Union database on good practice in urban management”
3.3.1

Physical Regeneration

Regeneration should “recognise and accept the uniqueness of place'” (Robson, 1988, p. 102
as cited in Roberts, 2017). Physical regeneration is the visual improvement of an area:
“The physical appearance and environmental quality of cities and neighbourhoods are highly
potent symbols of their prosperity and of the quality of life and confidence of their enterprises
and citizens. Run-down housing estates, tracts of vacant land and derelict factories, and
decaying city centres are the all too visible faces of poverty and economic decline” (Jeffrey &
Granger, 2017, p. 87).
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Retaining characteristics features and demanding creative and high quality development can
trigger urban regeneration rather than demolishing buildings to get a large plot and “beg
developers” to build an area (Evans & Jones, 2008). Leading the change; “the very visible
nature of new developments means that they can play a significant role in establishing a
changed image for an area”. Five issues are important to achieve physical regeneration
(Jeffrey & Granger, 2017):
 removing constraints: such as cost of redeveloping derelict and contaminated sites,
poor road layout and access, small sites that are unsuitable for large developments,
cost of relocation ex. workshop, the need for regional roads for large projects.
 leading the change: 1) new development 'flagship projects' have important impact in
changing the image of an area that create confidence to developers, 2) improving the
physical condition of the existing buildings, the advantage of this approach is the
direct community involvement in the development plans, work and training,
 building on opportunities: using the place qualities and features such as significant
buildings, water, docks, canals.
 supply side investments: services such as land, transport access.
 integrated socio-economic and physical renewal through improving social facilities:
health care, education, training and transport.
Physical regeneration has a role in developing solutions and avoiding conflict through
working with the market and coordinating land uses and services. Public investment can
correct mismatching supply and demand of land through land reclamation, infrastructure
provision or property development. Land use planning and the provision of services and
infrastructure should be coordinated to avoid problems associated with physical
regeneration, such as inequality of distribution subsidies and locating activities. Regional
Development Agencies could coordinate such issues on a regional level. Physical
regeneration requires environmental improvement that would attract the private sector, such
as amenity improvements (e.g. landscaping and planting), ground treatment (i.e. land
assembly, acquisition, clearance and sale) and improved site access and service, as well as
high quality urban design (Jeffrey & Granger, 2017).
A key feature of flagship project approaches is that they are large enough to have a major
visible impact on the immediate area and therefore change the context for further investment
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by reducing the negative image and run-down nature of an area ….“In many instances the
so-called flagship projects have sought to stimulate economic activity and attractiveness of
an area by supplying services or tourism and visitor destinations which were not available
and hence for which demand was suppressed” (Jeffrey & Granger, 2017). City living,
improving the design quality of project, flagship projects, historical restoration, the public
realm, applying principles of smart growth such as walkability and high density design are
all strategies to attract skilled people, investment to a city center, and thus are strategies for
creating a livable center. Flagship buildings and improvements of the public realm, such as
squares, fountains, landscaping, etc. are linked to traditional place-marketing strategies in
order to attract economic activity to the area, for example new cafés and restaurants are
signifiers of a post-industrial urban economy. This approach aims to develop the urban
environment to drive the knowledge economy by attracting the ‘creative class’ such as
designers, media people, policy-makers and ICT workers (Evans & Jones, 2008).
“Flagship buildings are used to make powerful visual statements about regeneration projects
that will put them on the map. Branding and image are increasingly central to regeneration
partnerships and are used to market schemes to developers, business and the public.. While
hard to measure in quantifiable terms, urban regeneration has generally been judged an
economic success, although social critiques of the neoliberal approach highlight the uneven
distribution of benefits” (Evans & Jones, 2008, p75).
“Towards an Urban Renaissance”, 1999,

proposed by the architect Richard Rogers,

identifies the causes of decline, and recommends practical solutions to achieve sustainable
regeneration through focusing on design excellence, brownfield development and higher
densities. Criticism of this policy is that social injustice issues disappeared behind
architectural aesthetics and discussions of planning design. An Urban White Paper criticizes
the Urban Task Force with “excessive focus on design to the detriment of wider economic
and social factors” (Tallon, 2010). Urban design has an important role in developing the
quality of a place. The Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment2 (CABE),
established in 1999, aims to review designs, comment on the quality of proposals, and set
out principle of design coding and urban design guidance (Evans & Jones, 2008). Good
design is “central to creating more attractive living environments and central to delivering
sustainable developments through making more efficient use of land; promoting better

2

CABE is an executive non-departmental public body of the UK government
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accessibility to local facilities and public transport; supporting crime prevention and
community safety; creating more socially inclusive communities; promoting energy
efficiency” (DETR, 2001). Urban design – design quality, amenities and public spaces – is a
physical, environmental and social dimension that also has an impact on economic
development. CABE defines the objectives of good urban design as follows (DETR, 2000):
Character
A place with its own identity
Continuity and enclosure
A place where public and private
spaces are clearly distinguished
Quality of the public realm
A place with attractive and
successful outdoor areas
Ease of movement
A place that is easy to get to and
move through
Legibility
A place that has a clear image
and is easy to understand
Adaptability
A place that can change easily
Diversity
A place with variety and choice

To promote character in townscape and landscape by
responding to and reinforcing locally distinctive
patterns of development, landscape and culture.
To promote the continuity of street frontages and the
enclosure of space by development that clearly
defines private and public areas.

To promote public spaces and routes that are
attractive, safe, uncluttered and work effectively for
all in society, including disabled and elderly people.
To promote accessibility and local permeability by
making places that connect with each other and are
easy to move through, putting people before traffic
and integrating land uses and transport.
To promote legibility through development that
provides recognizable routes, intersections and
landmarks to help people find their way around.
To promote adaptability through development that
can respond to changing social, technological and
economic conditions.
To promote diversity and choice through a mix of
compatible developments and uses that work
together to create viable places that respond to local
needs.

3.3.2 Economic Approach
The restoration of the economic viability of an area is a main goal of regeneration by
attracting internal and external private and public investment and by encouraging business
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start-ups and survival (Blewitt, 2005). Economic regeneration is external by attracting
investment from the outside, which focuses on mixed use development, and internal by
stimulating local enterprises, creating a new economy based on knowledge-intensive
industries such as the service and ICT sectors, in addition to competition between the cities
of the country (Evans & Jones, 2008). The entrepreneurial city is about using the knowledge
economy to achieve economic development. The economic policies are: improving the
knowledge base, encouraging enterprise, education and training, and empowering local
businesses. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are important for economic growth.
A key policy to achieve economic development is the cluster policy (Evans & Jones, 2008).
According to Porter (1990) clusters are “concentrations of competing, collaborating and
interdependent companies and institutions which are connected by a system of market and
non-market links”.
Approaches to drive investment in the urban regeneration strategy include: developing the
potential of the existing firms and skill, encouraging expenditure from users and visitors to
the area using supply-side actions such as providing museums, attracting inward investment
and new visitors through improving environment and infrastructure, and employing the
strength of the local community in activities such as housing renovation and estate
development (Jeffrey & Granger, 2017).
3.3.2

Social and Cultural Approach

Improving housing and cultural uses are approaches to attract residents, tourists and
developers. Gentrification is an approach to regenerate an area, in which improving the
environment and attracting developers and investors, and thus property values, will increase,
causing development to attract higher income individuals.
“Gentrification is about attracting new people and new business to run-down areas, where
the wealthy population will attract investors. At the same time, public bodies negotiate the
developers to provide some affordable homes, subsidized services and other social benefits”
(Evans & Jones, 2008).
Gentrification causes a loss of diversity in a community; residents are displaced as sequences
to rent increase and changes in housing tenure. Gentrification is not limited to specific area;
it will expand to the adjacent areas producing a “ripple effect”. Housing will become “a
commodity for investment”. The loss of affordable housing forms a barrier to poor residents
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and thus leads to the exclusion of low income residents (Granger, 2010). One dimensional
strategy such as physical improvement or capital-led regeneration will not be effective
enough to tackle these urban problems. Regeneration policy that focuses on social housing
will not be sustainable unless it addresses the following (Trott, 2002):
 Diversity and a mix of property types, tenure and ownership
 Flexibility of development that allow residents to expand and change according to
their needs
 Attachment to the whole area, not a single property
 Community development, where residents have the capacity to decide their priorities
 Economic development through reducing import and supporting the local economy
 Partnerships that recognize the local community role in defining problems, proposing
solutions, and contributing to implementation, in addition to providing social housing.
 Learning from other experiences and programs
For Example, in the UK since 1990s, housing has been considered a key driver of urban
regeneration, especially in city centers and the inner cities. Development focused on housing
to attract people and create market. Evening activities were encouraged through café culture.
“Housing - led regeneration and gentrification”, housing regeneration can cause
gentrification which could be seen as an improvement of derelict areas or as exclusion of
lower income residents. Reusing derelict buildings in the city center, mixing uses and social
mixing could reduce segregation and create more sustainable developments (Tallon, 2010).
Other strategies are labeled as “Cities of spectacle” and “fantasy cities", related to the
regeneration of places through activities and facilities for leisure, culture and consumption.
Although culture contributes to urban regeneration through sports, urban tourism, and
spectacular, flagship post-modern cultural developments, it cannot achieve an immediate
regeneration of the city in terms of social, economic and environmental aspects. Culture
promotes the city globally and attracts investment that leads to selling places and
gentrification. Tourists ‘consume’ cityscapes, and spectacular architecture serves to create
new urban tourist spaces. Cultural quarters or spaces are as key components of regeneration
strategies have emerged in many cities throughout Europe and North America (Tallon,
2010). Cultural quarters are a concentration of cultural uses. Cultural quarters are clusters
and concentrations of media companies and IT, through craft-based businesses, music,
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graphic design and arts organizations. Clustering motivates people to be more creative, and
in doing so improves the economy. “Creation of cultural quarters, attempting to cluster
business working in the creative sector in order to produce a hothouse of talent built on faceto-face networking”. However, a critique is that cultural clustering could generate and
accelerate gentrification (Evans & Jones, 2008).
Establishing identity is considered important to “stand out from the crowd and attract a share
of the global knowledge economy”. Establishing identity or a brand can be accomplished by
building on existing heritage or creating new heritage. Strategies about establishing an
identity could emphasize cultural attractions and industries, world-class sporting venues,
businesses or shopping destinations (Evans & Jones, 2008). According to Montgomery
(2003), successful cultural quarters should have a mixture of activity, form and meaning:
 Activity: diversity of primary and secondary land uses, extent and variety of cultural
venues, presence of an evening economy (cafe´ culture), strength of small-firm
economy (including creative businesses), access to education providers, presence of
festivals and events, availability of workspaces for artists and low-cost cultural
producers, small-firm economic development in the cultural sectors, managed
workspaces for office and studio users, location of arts development agencies and
companies, arts and media training and education, and complementary daytime and
evening uses.
 Built form: fine-grain urban morphology, variety and adaptability of building stock,
permeability of streetscape, legibility, amount and quality of public space, active street
frontages, and people attractors.
 Meaning: important meeting and gathering spaces, sense of history and progress, area
identity and imagery, knowledge ability, and environmental signifiers.
“Culture, after all, is Meaning. More than this, a cultural quarter which produces no new
Meaning—in the form of new work, ideas and concepts— is all the more likely to be a
pastiche of other places in other times, or perhaps of itself in an earlier life. A good cultural
quarter, then, will be authentic, but also innovative and changing. This last is perhaps the
most telling point. For, to remain successful, a good place, a city economy, even an individual
enterprise, will need to maintain what it is good at but also to be flexible, highly adaptive and
embrace change, new ideas, new ways of doing things and new work. Failure to do so will
mean that the cultural quarter will disappear entirely, or become simply a collection of
publicly funded venues and facilities, or else an emblem of former culture—‘heritage’. Some
cultural quarters will, no doubt, deserve to ossify or disappear altogether, to be taken over by
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other competing uses (offices, apartments) or to become part of the heritage industry”
(Montgomery, 2003, p302).
3.3.3

Sustainable Urban Regeneration

Sustainability and urban regeneration have common themes about the important interplay of
social, economic and environmental aspects, such as redeveloping the brownfield, reducing
sprawl, improving economic development in declining regions, and dealing with social
issues (Evans & Jones, 2008). Peter Hall, through his critics about the urban regeneration in
the UK as being unbalanced, inward-looking policies, while the external environment also
has influence and connection to be considered, proposes outward-looking policies as
follows:
Table 5: Outward-looking policies
Policy Aspect

Policy Focus

Institutional arrangements

Emphasis on region-wide partnerships; emphasis on
horizontal and vertical linkages within and between
institutions.
Linkages between areas of deprivation and potential;

Spatial scale
Economic development

Social cohesion
Environment, access and
amenity
Housing

Region-wide strategic planning frameworks- Education,
recruitment and placement; linking focal to city and
regional development; attracting inward investment.
Measures aimed at overcoming stigmatization and social
exclusion.
Overcome physical isolation of declining areas; transport
planning; improved amenity to attract outsiders.
Improve housing to attract new residents; attention to
region-wide housing allocation processes.

Source: After Hall (1997) as cited in Carter (2000, p39)

The urban regeneration goal is “to achieve thriving, inclusive and sustainable communities
in all regions by raising levels of social inclusion, neighbourhood renewal and fostering
regional prosperity”. There are three interrelated and partially overlapping aspects of spatial
sustainable development contributing towards a better quality of life (Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister, 2004):
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 “Economic – achieving self-sustaining local economic development consistent with
regional and national economic prosperity, leading to sustainable improvements in the
economic performance of all regions;
 Environmental – creating a built and natural environment in which people want to live
and work by providing amenities, tackling degradation, safeguarding natural and built
heritage assets; and
 Social – meeting people’s social needs by promoting social inclusion, neighbourhood
renewal, building social capital, promoting stronger”
Sustainability and urban regeneration have common themes related to achieving balance
between social, economic and environmental aspects, such as redeveloping the brownfield,
reducing sprawl, improving economic development in declining regions (Tallon, 2010;
Evans & Jones, 2008). Social sustainability of regeneration is about providing quality
affordable housing stock, skills and amenities for disadvantaged populations. Urban
regeneration delivers sustainability in dealing with urban problems in a holistic and long
term way (Evans & Jones, 2008).
Table 6: Key Elements of Sustainable Regeneration
Element of
sustainability
Environmental

Economic

Social

Goal

Reason

Re-use derelict land for highdensity development

Protect countryside and decrease
car use

Improve environmental quality

Enhance quality of life and attract
investment

Use energy efficient buildings

Decrease ecological footprint of
urban areas

Rejuvenate housing stock

Revitalize city centers

Attract development and create jobs

Improve local economy

Mixed-use developments
(combination of retail, residential
and business)

Decrease car use (live, work and
play in same area)

Mixed communities (in terms of
age, ethnicity, family structure and
income)

Increase social integration

Inclusive decision-making

Respond to local needs and
increase social capacity
Evans & Jones (2008, p87)
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Urban regeneration intertwined with sustainable principles in different forms such as
balancing the distribution of people and jobs, sustainable urban form, reducing urban
expansion, redevelopment of brownfield, ecological planning principles, sustainable
drainage, flood management, renewable energy schemes, redevelopment of derelict
buildings or sites into business and research parks, museums, or creating green and
recreation zones; and maximizing densities and promoting public transportation, cycling and
pedestrian safety (Teixeira, 2010). Sustainable urban regeneration can be achieved through
development, planning, housing and design policies such as compact city development,
urban intensification, mixed-use development, brownfield regeneration and eco-town
principles, while considering fiscal and regulatory policies. The multi-use compact city is the
promoted model of sustainable urban planning, although it can be critiqued as being
impractical, undesirable and unrealistic (Tallon, 2010).

3.4 Approaches and Strategies for Downtown Revitalization
Two approaches are common for downtown planning: a framework approach and a strategic
planning approach. The framework approach is a comprehensive planning approach at the
downtown level. This approach organizes the subsystems of land use, transit, streets,
parking, and urban design to achieve development goals through policies and projects. The
strategic approach aims to develop strategies to achieve the downtown vision through a set
of projects that could be illustrated into a plan (American Planning Association, 2006).
Downtown is an American term not much used in the Third World or in Europe (Bird,
2007). The origin of the term ‘downtown’ was founded in the nineteenth century in New
York, when residents began to distinguish between uptown and downtown sections of
Manhattan. Downtown Manhattan was a center of wholesale and retail commerce, and so the
term was adopted by other cities to refer to same districts. ‘Center City’, ‘Loop’ terms are
used for the same function in other large cities. “Downtown refers to the concentrated
employment, shopping and recreation district that developed in American cities from the late
nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century. It is marked by a cluster of tall buildings, by
cultural institutions and by the convergence of rail transit and bus lines” (Abbott, 2005).
Downtown as a term is vague, but could be defined as “the original urban core, based on
commerce, plus any urban core encroachment over areas originally wholly residential”
(Bird, 2007).
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It is worthwhile to distinguish between the term Downtown and Central Business District. In
some definitions, functions may overlap. The Central Business District is the center of a
community’s civic, commercial, financial, and economic activities. This is the center where
there are professional offices such as medical, accounting, engineering, and architectural
structures, as well as retail and governmental offices. Usually, the Central Business District
is part of the older part of the city or evolves from downtown (Burayidi, 2013). It is the city
core that contains offices, hotels and convention centers. Downtown includes cultural and
entertainment districts, public buildings and commercial corridors, a focal point of corporate
and governmental power, and a place of togetherness for all classes (McGovern, 2006). The
Central Business District is where the greatest concentration of offices and retail stores
located in the city's highest land values and its tallest buildings, the district of centralized
business (R.E. Murphy and J.E.Vance, 1954 as cited in Bird, 2007). Downtowns are the
original sites where cities were first settled. The importance of downtowns is in uniting a
community and providing a gathering place. The symbolic role of downtowns is important
as its functional role; it symbolizes unity and togetherness. Communities without a
downtown gathering place (open or closed) do not have a center. The gathering place is a
comfortable place for all ages, classes and races (Burayidi, 2013).
The downtown’s urban decline has different causes. Tallon (2010) defines three causes of
the decline of city center retailing; 1) new competition in retailing: regional malls, smaller
shopping centers, ribbon developments and ‘edge cities’, 2) demographic shifts:
suburbanization of population and spending power, depopulation of inner city areas, change
in the socio-economic composition of the inner city population; 3) characteristics of city
center areas: traffic and parking problems, negative image, obsolete physical landscape,
fragmentation of land use.
3.4.1

Emphasis on the Place Character and Quality

Emphasis on the place character and identity is essential for downtowns. Robertson (1999)
discusses key elements in creating a sense of place in downtowns, and developing
downtowns as destinations that compete with regional malls, big-box retailers and suburban
commercial corridors. Key elements that are essential to successful downtowns and unique
characteristics include emphasis on the place’s distinctive character, evolution over time and
representing multiple generations, unique heritage of the community, multifunction
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(employment, shopping, worship, tourism, housing, government services, dining,
entertainment, lodging, and cultural attractions), pedestrian friendly, vital with human
activity, attractive place to stay longer, and of a high level of community ownership and
stakeholders (Robertson,1999). There are essential buildings and activities that form logical
spatial distribution for downtowns. The close proximity of courthouse, post office, library,
educational institutions, hotels, theaters and stores is not a plan designed by a trained
professional, but placement evolved for pure logic of function and place (Gratz & Mintz,
1998). “A downtown is more than just the city’s central district—it is the commercial, civic,
and cultural “heart” of a community. The health of a downtown often indicates a
community’s overall health” (Leland & Zahas, 2011).
The revitalization of historic centers aims at “bringing back economic and commercial life
where for various reasons the inner fabric has been allowed to decay” (Drewe, 2000). A
study conducted on seven cases of urban pilot projects in the EU identifies aspects of good
practice as follows (Drewe, 2000):
 “high-quality refurbishment standards specified for the restoration of areas and
buildings of historic and cultural significance;
 restoration work to adapt a building to new demands;
 traffic

improvements

to

increase

public

use

and

improve

business

opportunities;
 reintegration of historic centres into mainstream city activity involves the clear
definition of functional requirements;
 improved environmental standards to increase confidence in locality;
 tourism and cultural opportunities aimed at the attraction of business”.
3.4.2

Mixed Use Development

Most literature emphasizes on mixed use development in downtowns, for example retail,
offices, housing and leisure facilities. Mixing uses creates vital places. According to Tallon
(2010), principal city center retail regeneration approaches are:
 “Pedestrianization; returning people to the streets; accessibility issues related to less
mobile groups
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 City centre shopping malls: mixed-use indoor centres; festival market places;
commercial gentrification forcing out independent stores; privatization of public
space.
 Historic preservation: Adaptive use of historic buildings; conservation; promotes
gentrification and exclusivity.
 Waterfront

redevelopment:

Restaurants;

cafés;

hotels;

housing;

promotes

gentrification.
 Office development: Corporate activity; can lead to dead space out of working hours.
 Transport enhancement: Integration; public transport improvement; improved car
parking; costly to implement.
 City centre managers and Business Improvement Districts : Aesthetics; promotion;
city centre managers are under-financed and under-powered; limited impact
 Expansion of the ‘out-of-hours’ economies: Regenerative potential; negative
consequences of the night-time economy.
 Diversification of activities and special events, Conventions; festivals; carnivals;
sports events; cultural events; episodic in nature”.
According to Moulton (1999), the Brookings Institution Center on Urban and Metropolitan
Policy and the Fannie Mae Foundation3 , have identified two factors behind the increased
housing in downtown: demographics and a strong economy; employment growth, low
interest rates and stock market wealth. The role of public policy is to create a high quality of
life and strong market conditions. Quality of life could be improved through enhancing the
physical environment to create a comfortable and safe place. Public policy incentives could
encourage residential ownership to increase “investor confidence”. “Downtown areas with
boundaries and human scale, clusters of housing that are obviously distinct from businesses,
and dwelling units that support convenience and comfort can become neighborhoods in their
own right. Neighborhoods must provide places to play, direct access to food shopping and
services, and neighbors".

For attracting residents and visitors, a successful downtown

neighborhood must be clean and safe, full of vitality, activity and interests. Moulton (1999)
defines ten steps for encouraging housing in a downtown area. The downtown must have

3

The Brookings Institution is a nonprofit public policy organization based in Washington, DC. The institution
mission is to conduct in-depth research that leads to new ideas for solving problems facing society at the local,
national and global level.
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housing as a political and business priority, be accessible, have new and improved regional
amenities, be clean and safe, preserve and reuse old buildings, support residential growth by
enforcing regulations, use city resources to encourage housing, be surrounded by viable
neighborhoods, and resolve other coming challenges such as how to keep the downtown area
affordable and minimize gentrification through regulating economic market forces. Regional
amenities include entertainment, flagship cultural amenities and shopping choices, such as a
performing art complex, a baseball park, an amusement park, or an aquarium. Improving the
accessibility to downtown through improving access points, such as entrances and exits into
downtown, better the quality streetscape, effective and efficient water/sewer services, roads
and bridges, in addition to connecting the downtown to arterial roads and providing free
shuttle buses that run continuously along its one-mile length, linking regional commuter bus
terminals at either end (Moulton, 1999).
Gruen (1999) identifies characteristics of a successful downtown: Highly concentrated, with
linkages that encourage spillovers, a high degree of perceived safety and a low degree of
social dislocations (such as graffiti, dirty streets and panhandlers), adequate parking that
does not separate active uses with massive parking lots, street level activities that encourage
pedestrian movement (successful downtowns are easily accessible and encourage walking
and browsing), unique tenancies, an attractive physical environment (well-maintained
historic buildings with modern interiors and new structures of architectural merit), a high
proportion of downtown labor force in the private sector, and primary conference/meeting
space located downtown (Gruen, 1999). Several techniques used to revitalize small
downtowns are improving appearances, improving local business practices, developing
niches, preserving historic sites, tapping into tourism and promoting the downtown space.
Appearances improve through cleaning, enhancing façades, beautification (plants, seats,
lights, and small pocket parks), safety measures, improved signage, parking and traffic flow.
“A niche is a specialization that allows a business to gain prominence in certain retail
categories. Such businesses offer highly specialized products or services and commit
themselves to exceptional customer service and quality” (Shields & Farrigan, 2002).
Downtown could be different by emphasizing on economic themes that are clusters of
similar businesses such as apparel, antiques, restaurants or home furnishings, etc. to make
downtown distinctive for those businesses and more convenient for customers. Returning
old-fashioned values means “a return to personalized customer attention; providing value for
money; standing behind your products; promoting the special, historic appearance of
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downtown; promoting it as the community's social, cultural, entertainment, residential,
professional office, and family center; and stressing the community pride that results from a
healthy” (Palma, 1995).
According to Karras (2014), there are twelve strategies to make a downtown vibrant: “1)
Turn one-way streets into two-way streets, 2) establish a regularly occurring public event
with showcasing downtown merchants, music, and food, 3) create more land for
development (landfill into a body of water, remove land from a floodplain, take back land
from a freeway, etc.), 4) make under-utilized public land available for private sector
development, 5) consolidate regional economic development partner organizations into a
single downtown location, 6) create a permanent public market, 7) open a downtown satellite
campus of a local university, 8) build a streetcar line connecting your downtown to an
adjacent urban neighborhood, 9) create an awesome downtown playground to make your
downtown more kid-friendly and family-friendly, 10) create a branded downtown
entertainment district, 11) establish maximum parking standards for new downtown
developments, or at least remove minimum parking requirements for new buildings, and 12)
set up a downtown bike share program” (Karras, 2014). Urban regeneration in the inner city
areas must contain a high density of mixed employment, residential and other uses. Some
existing stock and infrastructure would have potential for investment in modernization and
renovation to provide housing closer to services and diverse lifestyle opportunities (United
Nations, 2008). Clustering a mix of services creates a vibrant downtown, “when you can
cluster them within walking distance, you create vibrancy” (Orr, 2014).
3.4.3

The Main Street approach

Revitalizing downtowns has been a priority of the public and private sectors, especially in
the United States, through many programs such as the “Main Street Program of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation”, the “Downtown Development Authority Program”, “Tax
Increment Financial Acts” and various local programs such as Business Improvement
Districts, established by city government and merchant associations. Regardless of the used
program or approach, the philosophy was based on eight principles: use a comprehensive
approach, incremental changes are worthwhile, understand the importance of self-sufficiency
and interdependence, establish public/private partnerships, identify and capitalize on existing
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assets, encourage and appreciate quality, create a positive image and attitude toward
downtown, and revitalization strategies should be action-oriented (KomaI & MuIdin, 2003).
In addition to the eight principles guiding successful downtown revitalization programs, the
Main Street approach for the downtown management strategy defines four points which are:
Organization, Promotion, Design and Economic Restructuring. Organization is the
cooperation between business and property owners, bankers, citizens, public officials,
chambers of commerce, and other local economic development organizations. Strong
organization will sustain development on a long-term basis. Promotion consists of marketing
the downtown image for investors and visitors, and creates excitement through festivals,
parades and retail events. Design seeks to encourage investment through improving the
physical image and the quality of the space, enhancing the business district, historic
preservation, etc. Finally, Economic Restructuring guides development on a long-term based
analysis of market forces, encourages and helps financially new businesses, and encourages
utilizing space for new uses (Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation of
Washinton State, 2015).
3.4.4

Resilient downtowns

Burayidi (2013) criticizes the National Main Street program and mentions shortcomings.
Although the National Main Street Program achieved success in reversing the decline of the
downtown commercial districts, generating new investment, creating new jobs, new
businesses, and rehabilitating buildings, the success of the program focuses on commercial
revitalization, while residential redevelopment and other activities have been ignored. In
addition, the program does not provide a template for managing cooperation between the
owners of significant properties and the preservation strategy structure. Downtown
revitalization should also aim at increasing the residential population, capitalizing on unique
qualities and the traditional civic functions of the downtown space, and utilizing the heritage
assets of downtowns to strengthen tourism development. Burayidi (2013) proposes an
approach called “resilient downtowns”, that “are healthy downtowns…vibrant places where
people work, eat, play, and live…the residential population is growing, businesses are
thriving, and public spaces are inviting and well patronized. Cities with resilient downtowns
cultivate downtown living because housing has ripple effects on the rest of the downtown
economy”. Ten qualities for healthy downtowns are based on three approaches: 1) the
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Traditional Main Street redevelopment, 2) the expanded and “en-RICHED” approach to
downtown revitalization and 3) the institutional framework for implementation of downtown
redevelopment strategies (Table 7). The organization should adapt to change and restructure
itself to survive. The diversity of an economy makes the downtown more adaptable.
Resilient downtowns are dynamic, multifunctional districts with several economic activities
consisting of retail, residential, entertainment, civic and cultural activities.
Retail revitalization could be achieved through four approaches: business attraction, business
retention, business expansion, and business incubation strategies. The “en-RICHED”
approach aims at: 1) Increasing the residential population, residents in the downtown value
ensure a lively downtown and provide the customers for downtown retail, thus providing
housing of different types is important. 2) Attracting immigrants who could inject new life in
the downtown. 3) Retaining and increasing the traditional role of the downtown as the civic
and cultural center to include facilities such as courthouses, museums, art centers, post
offices, municipal governmental buildings and libraries so that they can continue their
existence downtown. Their presence creates jobs and attracts people to the downtown.
Relocating the cultural and civic facilities outside the downtown sends a negative signal to the
private sector, meaning the public sector has given up on the downtown. Then the private
sector may relocate their firms and businesses out the downtown area as well. 4) Employing
historic preservation and heritage to revive the economy, as historic preservation is important
to define the character of the downtown and strengthen the tourism potential. And 5)
enhancing the quality of place through providing urban design guidelines, ensuring a
pedestrian friendly environment, and providing a gathering place. Design guidelines ensure
that developments in the downtown would assure that history, culture, and heritage are
preserved and enhanced. Design guidelines help to integrate different aspects such as street
façade, landscaping, parking, sidewalks, crossing point, signage, street furniture, and massing
of buildings and thus achieve safe, livable downtown spaces that enrich the public space
(Burayidi, 2013).
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Table 7: Qualities of Resilient Downtowns
Factor
The traditional
Main Street
approach

Retail
development

Residential
population (R)

Immigrants (I)

Expanded and
"en-RICHED"
downtown
redevelopment
strategy

Civic and
cultural
facilities (C)

Designated
historic/heritage
property (HE)

Design
guidelines (D)
Pedestrian
friendliness

Score = 1
About 8% of all retail
businesses in the city are
located in the downtown.

Civic leadership

Downtown
Development
Authority

Less than 8% of all retail
businesses in the city are
located in the downtown.

At least 5% of the city's
population is resident in
the downtown.

Less than 5% of the city's
population is resident in the
downtown.

Civic leaders in the
community welcome
diversity and immigrants. As
evidence, at least 2% of the
city's population is foreignborn.

Civic leaders in the community
are not welcoming of diversity
and immigrants. As evidence
less than 2% of the city's
population is foreign-born.

More than half of all civic
and cultural facilities in
the city are located
downtown and near
downtown neighborhoods.
At least one-tenth of the
designated historic property
on the National Register of
Historic Places is located
downtown.

Less than half of all civic
and cultural facilities in the
city are located downtown
and near downtown
neighborhoods.
Less than one-tenth of the
designated historic property on
the National Register of
Historic Places is located
downtown.

City has design guidelines City has no design
for downtown.
guidelines for downtown.
Design of downtown makes
it easy for pedestrians to get
around.

Community has a public
Downtown
gathering place that is
gathering place
highly patronized.

Institutional
framework for
implementation
of downtown
programs

Score = 0

Difficult for pedestrians to get
around the downtown.

No gathering place
downtown or the gathering
place is not well patronized.

Support for downtown
Strong support for downtown
redevelopment is ambivalent
redevelopment by civic
with no declaratory support for
leaders.
downtown redevelopment.

The city has a downtown
Development Authority/
Organization.

City does not have a
Downtown Development
Authority/Organization.
Source: Burayidi (2013)
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3.4.5

Walkable urbanism

An approach for downtown revitalization called “walkable urbanism” is proposed by
Christopher B. Leinberger. The approach requires a “critical mass” of pedestrian-scale uses
and a complex mix of retail boutiques, hotels, grocery stores, housing, offices, artists’
studios, restaurants, and entertainment venues to be established. Walkable urbanism
encourages quality walkability in an enjoyable environment of safe streetscape and a mix of
sights and sounds. This approach would increase the residents’ stay in the downtown that
will influence rent and sales prices and justify new construction or renovation. This approach
would increase the residents’ stay in the downtown that will influence.
Leinberger (2005), in twelve steps, summarizes lessons learned from many years of handson experience consulting in dozens of urban areas across the United States and Europe. The
first six steps focus on hard and soft infrastructure and define the public and non-profit
sector roles and organizations required to initiate the revitalization process. The remaining
six steps are means for implementation of the real estate strategies. “Every downtown has a
unique set of strengths, no matter how depressed it might be; it is these strengths that must
be built upon in developing the revitalization strategy civic structures, such as city halls,
performance halls, arenas, and museums”. The twelve steps of this process are: capture the
vision, develop a strategic plan, forge a healthy private/public partnership, make the right
thing easy, establish business improvement districts and other non-profits, create a catalytic
development company, create an urban entertainment district, develop a rental housing
market, pioneer an affordability strategy, focus on for-sale housing, develop a local-serving
retail strategy, re-create a strong office market.
To develop a strategic plan, strategies to create walkable urbanism should include:
emphasizing character through defining the downtown boundaries and the relation with
surrounding neighborhoods, and encourage high density housing of affordable levels,
determine the retail concentrations that a downtown market could support, including urban
entertainment (movies, restaurants, night clubs), specialty retail (clothing, furniture, and
jewelry boutiques), regional retail (department stores, lifestyle retail), and local-serving retail
(grocery, drug, book, video stores). These different retail options should be concentrated into
walkable districts, creating, in essence, regional destinations that give the area critical mass,
identity, and a reason to live there, determine several types of cultural facilities (arenas,
stadiums, performing arts centers, museums, historic sites and buildings), provide public
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infrastructure and services (water and sewer, intra-core transit, transit, parks and open space,
security and cleanliness), enhance “export” employment (businesses that export goods and
services from the metropolitan area which provide fresh cash into the economy) and
regional-servicing employment (such as downtown), encourage community involvement
especially residents of surrounding neighborhoods with keeping the opinion-makers and the
media informed about the revitalization process, involve non-profits into the process and
create new organizations to fill needed roles, market downtown to communicate the strategy
and progress in implementing it to the investment and banking community, in addition to
define the social values to make downtown the community gathering place for the entire
community regardless of income or race, and housing affordability and other “equity”
programs that may be essential components of the revitalization effort. Forging a healthy
private and public partnership is essential for successful revitalization, but “the key to the
public sector’s successful involvement in downtown redevelopment is to avoid making it
overly political”. Make the right thing easy through defining zoning codes encourages
density and walkability such as mix uses, parking and sidewalks (Leinberger, 2005).
The real estate strategy can be implemented through six other steps that are an interrelated
process. “When the private real estate market begins to emerge, an overlapping layering of
ever greater complexity that ultimately leads to a critical mass of walkable urbanism”. This
starts with establishing an urban entertainment district creating a “there there,” the initial
place where people want to live downtown, followed by rental housing, where young urban
pioneers come for a unique lifestyle not available in the suburbs. Rental housing is followed
by for-sale housing, usually targeting older households who are willing to put their largest
household asset, their home, in a reviving downtown. Then repopulation is the reason for
higher demand for local-serving retail. After all, demand for office employment will
increase. “Through this process, land and building values accelerate, necessitating
mechanisms very early on to ensure affordability for residential and commercial space”
(Leinberger, 2005).
“The good news is that if a critical mass of walkable urbanism is created, the rents, sales
values, and land values will probably be the highest in the metropolitan area, rewarding
those willing to take the risk, build high quality construction, and wait patiently for returns.
The bad news is that the values will be some of the highest in the metropolitan area, meaning
only the well-to-do can live downtown” (Leinberger, 2005, p16).
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3.4.6

Pedestrian friendly environment

Management of both pedestrian and traffic movements is important to create an attractive
environment and encourage businesses. Pedestrian friendly designs could be achieved
through using features such as wide sidewalks, slow traffic speed, defined cross-walks, easy
wayfinding, and less emphasis on vehicles (Burayidi, 2013). It is worthwhile to increase
connectivity between activities on both sides of a street. “Making it easier to cross the
street, allowing people to cross the street as freely as possible is important because there are
usually businesses and destinations on both sides of any commercial street” (Project for
Public Spaces, 2009).

3.5 Mechanism
Many revitalization and economic development programs in the USA were developed to
trigger redevelopment and foster economic changes. The main programs include Capital
Improvement Programs (CIP), Empowerment Zones and Enterprise Communities (EZ/EC),
Tax Incremental Financing (TIF), Planned Manufacturing Districts (PMDs), Redevelopment
Agencies, and Business Improvement Districts (BIDs). The CIP is a five year schedule of
capital project that the local government formally adopts and implements with considering
the operating budget. CIP is an important tool for implementing comprehensive plans.
Capital improvements are projects that involve major, nonrecurring expenditures, such as
land lease or acquisition, public buildings, community facilities and infrastructure. There are
many advantages for CIP such as managing financial resources, focusing on community
needs and capabilities, obtaining community support, encouraging economic development,
and increasing administration efficiency. EZ and EC programs are based on a federal-statemunicipal partnership to stimulate holistic community development and economic growth in
economically distressed areas. The program has four principles: economic opportunity,
sustainable community development, community-based partnership, and strategic vision for
change. Economic opportunity is accomplished by creating jobs, attracting private
investment, and promoting self-sufficiency, while sustainable community development is
accomplished by balancing economic revitalization with environmental protection. TIF is a
financing technique that allows a redevelopment authority to target a blighted district for
improvement. TIF is flexible and includes projects that promise feasibility and increase
property values. The increase of tax increment revenues becomes support of the
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improvement projects. Meanwhile PMDs are designated manufacturing areas to be protected
from mixing with other land uses such as residential and commercial; zoning is used to
regulate the land use. PMDs aim to protect the role of manufacturing in urban economics and
employment. Redevelopment Agencies are units of local government that are responsible for
urban regeneration within a defined area. The Redevelopment Agencies are responsible for
preparing redevelopment plans, acquiring land, making public improvement and contracting
private sector and stakeholders, mobilizing resources and managing the redevelopment and
implementation process. BID is a limited geographic area of commercial uses, designated for
the improvement of services and local business climates. BID has typical activities such as
marketing, maintenance and security. BID’s funding sources are collected from the property
owner or involved businesses (American Planning Association, 2006).
The urban regeneration companies (URCs), established in 1999, set out a master plan for the
regeneration of a specific area. Public sector partners prioritize the redevelopment of key
infrastructure according to the master plan, with focus on physical redevelopment rather than
community renewal (Evans & Jones, 2008). “A Business Improvement District (BID) is a
partnership between a local authority and local businesses which is intended to provide
improvements to the public sphere within a specified geographical area”. BID is first
appeared in Canada, and was then used in the USA, the UK, South Africa, New Zealand and
Germany (Sandford, 2013). BIDs were invented in Canada in the 1970s, used in the US in
the 1980s, and were introduced by the UK government in 2004 (Tallon, 2010). BIDs are a
major force in urban economic development, led by non-profit boards of directors of private
sector volunteers, business people, property owners, and developers. The board makes
decisions regarding planning, service governing and physical improvements to improve
business opportunities and commercial and industrial property values. “BIDs can be seen as
an expression of cooperative capitalism” (Houstoun, 2004). The urban policy of BIDs is
about the private sector role to administer and provide public goods in the city center. The
private sector pays a supplemental tax for street cleaning, street furniture and security. BIDs
enable the creation of safer and more attractive environments and the revitalization of
declining city centers with little expense on the public sector (Tallon, 2010).
“Top-down approach to tackling urban distress has now been replaced by the concept of
partnership. As a result regeneration has become dominated by partnerships, particularly
between the public and private sectors, where national and local government enter into
partnerships with regional development agencies and business to lever resources from the
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private sector and channel money, capital and professional expertise into regeneration.
Unfortunately, while the property market interventionist approach has been with us for more
than 20 years, and partnerships have become common in many of the original EU member
states over the past 10, large areas of urban distress still remain and are widespread. This
suggests that neither the market or partnership approaches to tackling urban distress and
rehabilitating large areas is sufficient. This is because it is increasingly recognised that such
approaches only offer an ad-hoc, short-term response to distress experienced in urban areas
and not a long-term solution to deep-seated social or environmental problems”.
LUDA –Team (2005, p7)
Economic regeneration initiatives and programs include: 1) Grant Support, established in
1982, minimum public contribution on derelict land to attract investor, 2) relaxation of
regulations, 3) Urban Development Agencies, established in the 1980s, aimed to improve the
services to achieve development, 4) Integrated Approaches, established in the 1980s,
concerned with coordinating initiatives and policies, 5) Competitive Bidding for Funding in
the 1990s defines clear aims and outcomes and attracts private sector (Noon, Smith-Canham,
& England, 2000).
“Successful urban regeneration requires a strategically designed, locally based, multi-sector,
multi-agency partnership approach”. The strategic framework in urban regeneration will
enable the authorities to define clear aims. The framework should emphasize on multisectoral partnerships, the coordination and integration of initiatives, a long-term
commitment, and the development of local regeneration strategies. A partnership approach is
an essential element to create a strategic approach to urban regeneration. Partnerships of
several agencies is needed for many reasons: funding, the nature of urban problems of
multidimensional issues, the centralization of power that fragments the duties and
organization, and the local issues that are needed to be expressed. To create a successful
partnership, clear objectives and strategic frameworks should be established, partnerships
should respond to local and regional interest, partnerships should work on both 'bottom-up'
and 'top-down' initiatives, locals need to be integrated with the regional framework, effective
management of resources and time should be practiced, and the community should be
involved. There are three types of partnerships: 1) Systematic partnership deals with largescale problems, involving strategic policy-makers, 2) Programmatic partnerships, concerning
issues such as strategy implementation, and 3) Technical partnerships, dealing with shortterm projects (Carter, 2000).
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“The need for a strategic approach to urban regeneration arises from the concerns regarding
property-led urban regeneration and inner city policies in general which have been described
as being modest in scale, geographically dispersed, marginal and ad hoc in character, arid
lacking any relationship to structural urban economic trends” (Hausner, 1993 as cited in
Carter, 2000).
A strategic vision and a framework need to emphasize a multi-sectoral partnership,
coordinating and integrating initiatives rather than focusing on single issues; a long-term
commitment rather than stressing short-term outputs and costs; and the development of local
regeneration strategies. A multi-sectoral approach includes public–private partnerships,
privatization, deregulation, the mobilization of participation of different partners and
community members, and integration of vertical and horizontal actions with involving
authorities and partners (Carter, 2000). “Real community involvement has led to a feeling of
ownership which should ensure its sustainability” (Jeffrey & Granger, 2017). Partnership
and financial findings are essential for long term redevelopment (Teixeira, 2010). Efficient
participation and cooperation involve all stakeholders, professionals, politicians, and
community members. These determine a specific role for all partners though a contract, the
range of partners involved in a scheme. Partnerships recognize the local community role in
defining problems, proposing solutions, and contributing to implementation, in addition to
providing social housing.
The implementation of urban regeneration requires a strategic approach to solve urban
problems as a comprehensive policy rather than collecting ad hoc interventions and actions.
The strategy concerns employing potentials of regional context and the utilization of
resources. A commitment of resources is essential for successful urban policy (Sykes &,
Roberts & Granger, 2017).
Creating a successful downtown can be achieved by focusing on: partnerships, defining a
clear vision, being market-driven, using a business plan, daring to be different, focusing and
concentrating resources on well-defined target areas, being self-sufficient (financially),
returning to old-fashioned values, and being pro-business and pro-quality (Palma, 1995).
Business Improvement Districts (BID) and other non-profits are established as a main
leadership to manage the implementation of the strategy in addition to the operational role,
such as increasing the perceived and actual safety of downtown, making the place cleaner,
creating festivals and events to encourage suburbanites to come downtown, and improving
downtown’s image (Leinberger, 2005). BID is a limited geographic area of commercial uses,
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designated for the improvement of services and local business climate. BID has typical
activities such as marketing, maintenance and security. BID’s funding sources are collected
from the property owner or the businesses (American Planning Association, 2006). The
institutional framework for implementing downtown programs requires good leadership and
a downtown redevelopment agency. Civic leadership helps in times of economic disruption
to manage public, private, and non-profit sectors, defining the community values and vision,
and supporting the downtown. Communities lacking strong civic leadership suffer from
declining downtowns, with decline being the “low self- image and a lack of pride of place”
(Burayidi, 2013).
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3.6 Summary
3.6.1

Principles and Approaches for Urban Regeneration

Urban regeneration strategies should define a clear vision, integrate initiatives and resources,
and be a multi sectoral approach with long term commitment. The approaches of urban
regeneration include: Property led regeneration (retail - led regeneration, housing- led
regeneration), flagship projects and branding, urban renaissance, housing, fantasy cities,
entrepreneurship, cultural quarters and sustainability. Property led regeneration and flagship
projects play an important role in improving the image of the area, increase developer
confidence, and attract investments. But they are short-term, fragmented, ad hoc and projectbased without an overall strategic framework for city-wide development. “Cities of
spectacle” and “fantasy cities” are related to the regeneration of places through activities and
facilities for leisure, culture and consumption.
To achieve economic prosperity, a strategy should be developed based on realistic use of
market appraisal techniques by public and private sectors in the selection of the development
strategy, in addition to adequate initial investment from the public sector to attract interest in
the private sector. Urban regeneration requires strong partnership in long term strategic
planning. Partnerships could be developed through different types of organizations such as
the Business Improvement Districts and the Urban Regeneration Companies. The
organizations have a vital role to manage the process of urban regeneration, response to the
market change, manage funding and land assembly, develop plans, and define activities for
all parties. Urban polices, public intervention, community involvement and investment
together are main factors to achieve success in urban regeneration. The role of public
policies is to create a high quality of life and enhance market conditions:
 Initiate adequate investment to trigger development and draw in investors through
infrastructure provision, environmental improvements, and land assembly.
 Adopt a flexible approach (type of organizations and power, tax incentives and grants
to encourage developers).
 Partnerships between the public and private sector.
 Urban policy to manage demand and supply for different land uses.
 Provision of adequate and affordable housing.
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Sustainable urban regeneration is an effective approach to improve different aspects of life.
Sustainability and urban regeneration have common themes dealing with balancing social,
economic and environmental aspects. Environmental and physical dimensions aim to lead
the change and supplying services to attract investors. Economic dimensions aim to achieve
economic prosperity. Social dimension aims to achieve social inclusion and cohesive
communities. Findings from literature establish a checklist of rationality and impact of urban
regeneration (Table 8), which will be used for assessment of the cases in Amman, see
section 5.7.2 and section 6.4.2.
Table 8: Checklist of Rationality and Impact of Urban Regeneration
Rationality of Approach
Relevance to the city needs
Realistic use of market appraisal techniques in the selection of the strategy
Achieve objectives of good urban design
Mechanism of Implementation & Main Interventions
Adequate initial investment from the public sector to attract private sector
Partnership
Environmental/ Physical Impact
Sustainable urban form; compact city and urban intensification
Mixed-use development
Re-use / redevelop derelict land and buildings
Improve environmental quality, provide amenities, enhance quality of life
Improve accessibility and use integrated public transport systems
Design excellence and high quality urban design
Decrease car use, promote public transportation and walkability
Use sustainable solutions (efficient energy resources, renewable energy,..)
Overcome physical isolation of declining areas
Emphasis on the place character and identity, preserve the heritage
Economic Impact
Provision of cultural and leisure amenities
Create jobs
Increase contribution of culture, knowledge, and new industries
Entrepreneurship: improving the knowledge base, encouraging enterprise,
education and training; and empowering local businesses
Improve local economy
Attract investment, improve the urban image and environment
Social Impact
Social mixing (in terms of age, ethnicity, family structure and income)
Inclusive decision-making, respond to local needs, community involvement
Increase social capacity and skills
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Provide quality affordable housing stock, health facilities and amenities,…
Provide public space and improve social interaction
Social pride
Improve life experiences
Increase opportunities and choices for residents

Findings from literature establish a framework to review different stages of urban
regeneration policies as follows:
Table 9: Principles and Characteristics of Urban Regeneration

Strategy & Policy
Formulation

Analysis &
Goals

Stage

Principles and Characteristics
Identifying the urban problems and their causes
Detailed Analysis of the Urban Area
Defining Clear Objectives
Responding to Local Community Needs
Policy Context
Employing Potentials and Opportunities
A long Term Strategic Framework
Providing a Framework of Plans and Proposals
Approach (sustainability, urban design and quality,
physical improvement, etc.)

Implementation

Have Clear Outcomes
Evaluating and Monitoring
Flexibility in Approach
Defining Mechanisms, Stakeholders and Resources
Funding, who funded and how funding allocated
Strong Institutional Basis

Impact

Physical and Environmental
Economic
Social
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3.6.2

Strategies for Downtown Revitalisation

Findings from literature on downtown revitalization provide many approaches and themes
for downtown revitalization. Principles of good urban design are part of revitalization
strategies such as emphasis on the place character and identity, emphasis on mixed uses,
improved accessibility and the public realm. Downtowns should have defined boundaries in
relation to surrounding areas. Connecting downtowns to urban neighborhoods is essential to
attract customers. Some themes used in downtown revitalization are downtowns as a
neighborhood, an entertainment district, Walkable urbanism, and economic themes of
specialized markets. Downtown as a neighborhood in its own right has clear boundaries,
maintain human scale, cluster of housing, downtown that provides diverse uses of housing,
retail and amenities of high quality environment and a comfortable and safe place.
Downtown revitalization through establishing an urban entertainment district is as a catalyst
for developing other activities including housing, retail and offices. Walkable urbanism
encourages walkability in a good quality and enjoyable environment of a safe streetscape
and a mix of sights and sounds. This approach would increase the residents’ stay downtown
that will influence the rent and sale prices and justify new construction or renovation.
Downtown revitalization through emphasis on traditional retail is to develop specialty retails
and niche markets.
Literature shows that a full pedestrianization of streets (pedestrian malls) is not preferred.
The success of pedestrian malls is limited with many factors such as the provision adequate
parking and transit systems serving dense residential areas as in the European experiences, or
developing pedestrian malls where high levels of foot traffic and people seek to shop and eat,
such as near offices or financial cores in large cities, university towns, and areas of tourist
attraction as in the U.S. experiences. Mixed malls allow limited use of automobiles during
certain hours, or transit malls that allow only public transit to pass through the streets are
more encouraged. In addition, two-ways roads are better for the economy; increased traffic
flow has improvement on the number of businesses, property value and the enhancement of
pedestrian friendliness. The Main Street approach for the downtown management strategy
defines four points: Organization, Promotion, Design and Economic Restructuring. The
organization links different stakeholders and will sustain development on a long-term basis.
Promotion provides marketing the downtown image for investors and visitors, and creates
excitement through festivals, parades and retail events. Design seeks to encourage
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investment through improving the physical image and the quality of the space, enhancing the
business district, historic preservation, etc. Economic Restructuring guides the development
long-term based on the analysis of market forces, encourages and helps financially new
businesses, and encourages utilizing space for new uses. Burayidi (2013) adds to this
approach, increasing downtown residential population, residents and immigrants, retaining
and increasing the traditional role of the downtown as the civic and cultural center, historic
preservation, and enhancing the quality of place. The following diagram presents steps of
process to achieve successful downtown revitalization:

Figure 11: Process of Urban Revitalization/Regeneration
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4. AMMAN URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND URBAN PLANNING
This chapter introduces the Amman city development and planning, to explore factors
shaped Amman, and identify the context that developments take place within. Amman is
presented in a broader context to clarify different aspects of spatial, economic, social and
cultural dimensions. This chapter overviews main issues and components of the Amman
plans to present how planners and decision makers in the Greater Amman Municipality
(GAM) thought about Amman’s planning, and influenced its future development.

4.1 Amman’s Urban Structure
4.1.1

Physical Dimension

Ancient Amman witnessed a sequence of occupying civilizations, Assyrians, Babylonians,
Persians, Greeks, and Romans, dated from around 8000 BC. The historic settlements were
in decline and desertion by the year 1400. The Ottoman Empire, with the resettlement of
Circassians, who settled around the Amphitheatre where springs were used for agriculture,
re-established the abandoned city in the 1870s. At the beginning of the 20th century, Amman
was a small town. The development of the Hejaz Railway connecting the Ottoman Empire
with the Holy Land of Hejaz passing Amman triggered the formation of the first municipal
council in 1909. In 1921, Prince Abdullah bin Al-Hussein declared Amman the capital of
Transjordan. Wealthy merchants from Salt, Nablus, Damascus, and Jerusalem who settled in
neighborhoods around downtown have influenced the city growth. The Amman Downtown
was the main commercial, political and institutional center of the city, surrounded by
residential neighborhoods on hills. The pattern of Amman’s physical development was
influenced with the topography of hills (jabals), and valleys (wadis). Residential
development adapted to the natural physical conditions, and expanded on to the surrounding
hilltops such as Jabal Amman, Jabal Weibdeh and Jabal Hussein, with a grid pattern as the
base of divisions in these areas. The neighborhoods (pre-automobile communities) were
connected via the feature of the ‘Stairs of Amman’ as pedestrian links to the Downtown.
Main central roads on the hills, connecting the residential areas to the downtown, have
cultural importance such as the Zahran road in Jabal Amman. The “Old Downtown” served
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mman’s Cenntral Busineess District with a miixed use paattern of relligious insttitutions,
as Am
residenntial neighbborhoods, go
overnment ooffices, and
d commerciaal streets (G
GAM, 2008)).

Figure 12
2: An aeriaal photograp
ph of Amm
man in 19188
Sourcce: Royal Sccientific So ciety, Jordaan, as cited in
i Shawashh (2012)

Figure 13
3: An aeriaal photograp
ph of Amm
man in 19533
Sourcce: Royal Sccientific So ciety, Jordaan, as cited in
i Shawashh (2012)
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r
at tthe Downto
own valley starting at Ras al Ain
n, where
A smaall stream (Seil) was running
many ssprings suppplied the sttream (Figuure 14, 15&16). In win
nter, the streeam flooded
d, but by
that tim
me, with thhe populatio
on growth, water shorttage, the strream had a bad impacct on the
environnment and health. Then, GAM ddecided to roof the strream at thee end of thee 1960s.
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Daher clariffied that cliimatic channges and red
duction in rainfall havee affected th
he water
level oof the streaam. The maain reason ffor roofing the Seil was
w throwinng waste in it, so it
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he Seil (Am
mmon Newss, 2013).
Rami D
Daher, Amaani Malhas or Christopph Zoepel believe
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R
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n, although it
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ms at that
time.

Figure 114: Amman
n in 1930s
Source: Maap in the GA
AM Buildin
ng
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Qalaa
Royal
Palace

Figure 155: Seil Amm
man in 1953
3
Source: a docuument receiived from GAM
G
E xposed Seill
Qalaaa

Figu
ure 16: Traaces of Seil Amman in
n 2000
Source: a docuument receiived from GAM
G

Exposedd Seil Amm
man, 2016
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The Old Downtown was a gathering and meeting place for different socioeconomic groups
and ethnicities. Amman growth expansion was shaped by its topography, valleys and hills,
which creates a special character and patterns of the urban form of the city. In addition, the
modern architecture and the road networks shape the physical development of the city, also
the automobile dominance and the residential categories effect the land division and the
character of place. Amman has an important moderate geographical location in both the
national and regional context, its stability attracts large numbers of refugees from other
surrounding countries, and thus urban area expansion was accelerated by recent geo-political
events (GAM, 2008).
Amman growth has increased dramatically. In addition to the natural growth, the growth of
Amman has been triggered by political events in Palestine. Amman has received hundreds of
thousands of refugees from Palestine; 33,000 in 1947 and 250,000 in 1952. 30% of Amman
was covered by tents. The new population fostered the development of Amman. Housing,
schools and clinics were built. The new population had economic and cultural contributions
in transforming Amman from a town to a city. The development of Amman as a commercial
center has been triggered through efforts of private and public projects such as the Arab
Bank headquarter, the Jordan Cement Factories Company, and the Jordan Ahli Bank in the
Faisal Square (Amman-city, 2009). In the last years, the physical development of the city
and the socioeconomic division has been triggered by refugees and investors from the Gulf.
The capacity of urban services and spatial polarization has become a challenge for decision
makers (GAM, 2008). Amman is a city of migrants, Amman’s population has been increased
three folds since 1948 (Jalouqa, 2016).
Currently and historically, in eastern and central Amman, the older neighborhoods are mixed
use areas with housing, retail, light industrial, and other uses coexisting with less
accommodation for automobile access and circulation. Amman expanded westward, where
the modern development pattern has more influence, responding to automobile use, modern
shopping malls, 5 star hotels, the Sports City complex, and other public facilities that are not
available in the eastern areas of Amman. Many public buildings, governmental, health, and
up market commercial uses have moved out of the Old Downtown to the new western areas.
The result was the clustering of single uses: banking in Shmeisani and health in western
Jabal Amman, and the government offices were scattered throughout the city (GAM, 2008).
Throughout the decades, Amman’s growth and expansion has incorporated adjacent towns
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c
Russeeifa, Zarqa,, Salt, and Madaba.
M
such aas Wadi Seiir and Sweiileh and surrrounding cities,
These cities are seeparated ad
dministrativeely, but are integrated economicallly. There is daily a
high aamount of commuting
c
to Ammann for employment and
d shoppingg. Most agrricultural
lands bbetween Am
mman and th
hese cities aand towns have
h
been urrbanized.

Figure 17:
1 Amman
n's Growth Pattern (1946-2005)
Souurce: IFPO Atlas
A
of Jordaan with the R
Royal Jordan
nian Geographic Center aas cited in Ab
babsa
(2011a)

Kamall Jalouqa deescribes the change of tthe living trrends from single housse to apartm
ment with
the “aapartmantizaation” of Amman,
A
wh
where peoplle have acccepted to llive in apaartments.
Ammaan has chaanged from
m agriculturral lands to
t dense urban
u
areass. Topograp
phy and
purchaasing powerr have influ
uenced this change. “A
Amman a city
c where hhistory is squeezed
s
betweeen two realiities: density
y populatedd majority and a luxurio
ous life stylle” (Jalouqaa, 2016).
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Urban Stru
Figurre 18: The U
ucture of Amman
A
S
Source:
baseed on maps in “The Am
mman Plan”” GAM (20008)

A
witth over 50%
% of the total zoned
The reesidential usses compose the largesst area of Amman,
areas, while comm
mercial land uses com
mpose less than
t
5%, an
nd the induustrial use iss around
7% (Loouzi, 2016).
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Figure 19:
1 GAM’ss boundary
y and Zonin
ng in 2015
Sourrce: Louzi (2016)
(
Table 10: GA
AM zoning
g areas in 2015
Area km2
221.6
17
27.1
1.3
7.9

Use
U
R
Residential
C
Commercial
I
Industrial
O
Offices
G
Gardens
P
Public
buildings and schoools

5.4

Mixed use
M
R
Rural
A
Agricultural
C
Cemeteries
S
Special
use
G
Green
areas
O
Others
S
Streets
insidee zoned areass
Q
Queries
T
Total
zoned areas
a
U
Un-zoned
areeas
T
Total
Area

0.8
2.3
4.7
0.4
10.9
1.2
7.4
105
10.1
423.1
376
800

Source: bbased on Lo
ouzi (2016)
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%
52.4%
4.0%
6.4%
0.3%
1.9%
1.3%
0.2%
0.5%
1.1%
0.1%
2.6%
0.3%
1.7%
24.8%
2.4%
50%
50%

man shows thhat most off the industrial uses are concentrateed to the
The sppatial structuure of Amm
easternn and southeern areas off Amman seee (Figure 20).
2

Figure 20
0: The Urb
ban Spatial Structure of Ammann
Source: the Reseearcher, an overlay of ddifferent maaps from the Amman PPlan, GAM (2008)
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4.1.2

Social and Cultural Dimensions
4.1.2.1 Population Characteristics

a. Population Growth
“Amman's population was and still is growing rapidly as a result of two key factors: a high
fertility rate per woman, and repeated large scale migrations of Palestinian and recently Iraqi
refugees, due to regional instabilities. Since 1921 Amman’s population has doubled in size
every 10 years” (GAM, 2008). The Palestinian refugees compose of 48.5% of the total
refugees; 634,182 refugees (Statistics, 2016). In other terms, the number is 1,800,000
Palestinian refugees (GAM, 2008).

Table 11: GAM Population 1900 – 2015
Year
1900
1921
1929
1946
1952
1962
1979
1987
1989
1990
1994
2004**
2009**
2006**
2015**

Estimated GAM Population
1,953
2,929
6,250
63,472
107,415
240,219
608,359
937,439
985,288
1,231,366
1,382,426
2,047,000
2,315,600
2,206,928
4,007,526
Source: GAM (2008)

** Department of Statistics of Jordan (2016), population of the Amman Governorate,
http://dos.gov.jo/dos_home_a/main/linked-html/Jordan_no.htm, retrieved in December 10, 2016
The political events in Palestine in 1948, 1967, and 1973 had an impact on Amman’s
growth, with thousands immigrants that moved to Amman. “Amman has grown rapidly with
natural population growth and rural to urban migration only part of the causation. The
growth of Amman in the 20th century has been accelerated by regional geo-political events
and circumstances – including the periodic influx of migrants from Palestine in 1948, 1967,
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and 1973, Lebanon and, most recently, Iraq. Refugees have been attracted to the comparative
political stability of Jordan – and the City has provided a place of safety and refuge for
populations in the region suffering from political displacement with the exception of
significant and impressive Roman-era antiquities (the Roman Amphitheatre and Citadel are
examples); Amman does not feature the dominant physical presence of ancient history that
characterizes other large middle-eastern cities. This has enabled a greater capacity and
willingness for modernization and change – for better and for worse” (GAM, 2008). Since
2011, after the Syrian crisis, about 1.4 million people have come to Jordan (UNDP, 2014).

a. Age Trends
Amman has a young population, refer to the below Table 12 and Figure 21. This means a
great challenge for the provision of employment.
Table 12: Amman growth by age group
Age Group

2004*

2015**

0-4

11.9%

10.17%

5-9

11.7%

11.24%

10-14

11.2%

9.86%

15-19

10.6%

9.54%

20-24

10.7%

10.16%

25-29

9.0%

9.30%

30-34

8.0%

8.11%

35-39

6.7%

7.17%

40-44

5.3%

6.07%

45-49

3.8%

5.26%

50-54

2.8%

4.03%

55-59

2.7%

2.91%

60-64

2.2%

1.98%

65+

3.5%

4.20%

1,896,426

4,007,526

Total

* Source: GAM (2008)
** Source: Department of Statistics of Jordan (2016)
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+65
64‐60
59‐55
54‐50
49‐45
44‐40
39‐35
34‐30
29‐25
24‐20
19‐15
14‐10
9‐5
4‐0

%Female in Jordan
%Male in Jordan
%Female in Amman
%Male in Amman

‐15

‐10

‐5

0

5

10

15

Figure 21: the 2015 Population Pyramid of Amman and Jordan (%)
Source: Department of Statistics of Jordan (2016)

b. Educational attainment
The illiterate ratio in Jordan is low: 9.1% of the total population. Basic education composes
the highest ratio of 35%, while the higher education is 25% (Department of Statistics of
Jordan, 2016).

4.1.2.2 The Social and Cultural Character
“For the first half of the 20th century, Ammani neighbourhoods were vibrant with diversity,
social inclusiveness, and tolerance. People from different socio-economic backgrounds used
to frequent the same places” (GAM, 2008). In the 1950s, cultural life has flourished through
education, cinemas and cafes. In the 1960s many large important developments transformed
Amman into a modern city, such as Al Hussein Sports City, a public library and the
University of Jordan (Amman-city, 2009). The socioeconomic structure of the population
has influence the city character as well. Amman has attracted refugees from different
countries, beginning with the refugees from Palestine in the 1940s, the Lebanese immigrants
in 1975, and the return of Jordanian and Palestinians in 1990-1991 after the Gulf war period,
and Iraqis in the 2000s. The Iraqis have raised the property land prices (Daher, 2008). Daher
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A new scale of developments and shopping malls has influence on the city’s character. For a
long time, Amman has a uniform scale of small buildings, mostly 4 floors, conforming to a
cityscape wrapping the unique forms of hills and valleys. In the last two decades, many high
rise buildings and shopping malls have been established. High rise buildings such as the Le
Royal Hotel, Jordan Gate, and the Abdali business district have changed the Amman skyline.
These projects changed the uniformity character of the City and have impact on the urban
infrastructure and service. Regional shopping malls such as Mecca Mall and City Mall have
become convenience with provided access for automobiles (GAM, 2008).
“The pedestrian does not factor into the planning of regional shopping malls which are
completely disconnected from the predominant urban fabric of the City. The mall represents a
shift away from the civic spaces of the city – the shopping streets and public open space to
privately owned and enclosed space that functionally replaces the public realm” (GAM,
2008).
Amman’s development is in “growing socio-economic polarization of the City into zones of
affluence and poverty”. The “East - West Divide” is a commonly perceived and discussed
issue in reports, planning and the community perception. As clarified in the Amman Plan,
polarization according to the socio-economic status and cultural perspective divides Amman
into distinctive eastern and western districts. “The Western Districts are generally affluent
and exhibit significant ‘western’ cultural influences and life styles while the Eastern Districts
are poorer, culturally traditional and conservative”. In the last decades, Amman’s expansion
to the west (outside of the rent controlled older central and eastern neighborhoods) was
parallel to the rapid inflation in land values and housing prices that has been affected by an
inflow of investment capital from the Persian Gulf and by the settlement of affluent Iraqis
displaced by the two Gulf wars. The zoning regulations also have emphasized the spatial
socio-economic division, where western areas are zoned of less dense regulations (reflected
on plot size, setbacks, and lot coverage) (GAM, 2008).
“Amman is the most unequal governorate with a Gini coefficient of 36.8 percent. It is
probably driven by the large share of urban population (94 percent), which has very different
levels of education, skills and assets, leading to higher levels of inequality” (UNDP, 2015,
p27).
According to Ababseh (2011a), Amman is characterized by two strongly distinguished areas:
one is poor, with highly populated neighborhoods of high unemployment rates, and the other
in the west, north-west and south west, where the population is highly education, and areas
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Figuree 22: Amm
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d West Am
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Sourcce: Ababsa (2011a)
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4.2 U
Urban Plan
nning in Am
mman
GAM’s boundaryy has been expanded
e
m
many times, refer to (Table 13) annd (Figure 23).
2 Two
officiaal plans werre prepared for Ammann’s planning
g and grow
wth in large scale devellopment,
metroppolitan scaale, the Grreater Am
mman Com
mprehensiv
ve Plan 19987-2004 and the
Metroopolitan Grrowth Plan 2008-2025 .
Table 13: Expaansion of GAM's
G
boun
ndary
Y
Year
1921

Population

1959
1986
11987

246,475
870,000

22005
22025*

2,929

937,439
2,200,000

6,474,482

GAM’s areea (Sq. Km)
31
500
91
5332
6880
16662*

22013**
2,274,190
8000
Souurce: GAM (2008), * pllanned by M
MGP, but not implemented
d, ** Source : Louzi (2016)

Figure 223: GAM's Boundary
Sourcee: based on maps from GAM (198 7), GAM (2
2008), GAM
M (2007b) aand Louzi (2016)
(
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4.2.1

The 1987 Greater Amman
A
Com
mprehensiv
ve Plan

The 1987 Greaterr Amman Comprehennsive Plan (GACP) prresents a ‘ Preferred Regional
R
Settlem
ment Patternn’ and a ‘Po
ossible Lonng-term Reg
gional Pattern’ for Greeater Ammaan on the
metroppolitan level (Figure 24
4).

Figure 244: Regionall Plan, 1987
7
GACP
P provides plans
p
of land use, transsportation, and
a infrastructure guidding and con
ntrolling
the devvelopment of
o Amman for the yearrs 1985-200
05. GACP expected
e
a ppopulation increase
from 9900,000 in 1985 to 2,000,000
2
ppeople in 2005. GAC
CP proposees new zon
ning for
residenntial, comm
mercial, insstitutional aand industrrial uses (F
Figure 25) . The masster plan
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proposses a hierarrchical deveelopment off commerciial centers, the Centraal Business District,
commeercial corriidors, district centers and comm
munity and
d neighborhhoods centters The
Centraal Business District serrving the reegion has the
t role as a main cennter of goveernment,
commeercial corriidors and district
d
cennters, servin
ng between
n 100,000 to 250,000
0 people
(GAM
M, 1987).

Figure 255: Amman Plan, 1989
9
GACP jjustifies thee existence of a Centr
tral Businesss District as
a a result of Amman
n’s rapid
expansion, combiined with the naturaal characteeristics of the downntown’s “d
dramatic
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f
the
topograaphy”, and influenced by urban expansion along the highways radiating from
center. The downttown could
d not accom
mmodate th
he market demand
d
forr new com
mmercial,
businesss and goverrnmental acctivities. Ass a result, it
i was developed to thhe north-west of the
downtow
wn area. Its area coveers 1,540 heectare, inclu
uding Jaball Amman, JJabal El-Weibbdeh,
Jabal Huussein, Abddali and Easst Shmesanii (Figure 26
6).

Figure 226: The Am
mman CBD
The arrea of greatter Amman at that tim
me was divided into seeven districtts. The com
mmercial
develoopment had to be limiteed in the Ceentral Busin
ness Districct to encourrage the disttribution
of activities and services
s
in the
t commerrcial corridors and disttrict centerss. The deveelopment
of govvernment addministration
n and instittutions was also directeed towards the district centers,
to redduce pressuure on it. In
I 1985, em
mployment there wass 86,000 joobs, about 40% of
employyment in Amman,
A
inclluding 60%
% in commeerce, 40% in
n governmeental jobs, and
a 20%
in induustrial jobs. The proposed employyment to thee year 2005 is 120,0000 jobs, to bee 23% of
all em
mployment inn Amman. The Centraal Businesss District, th
he “new citty center” attracted
a
governnmental actiivities, high
her quality sshopping, an
nd offices and hotels, w
while the do
owntown
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continued its role as a traditional center with specialized shopping areas. About 50% of the
existing industrial areas in 1985 had not been required until the year 2005. Industrial
employment was expected to provide around 35,000 jobs by the year 2005; 38% of that in
factories, 7% in warehousing, and 55% in workshops and other small scale industries.
Improvements and the development of transportation and infrastructure are proposed in
coordination with the projected population and employment distribution. The road network
is proposed as a hierarchy network of a complete ring and radial structure.
General comments on GACP
GACP defines key ‘Urban Growth Corridors’ and long-term agricultural lands, and proposes
‘Satellite Towns’. The proposed protection of agricultural lands was never implemented, and
urban growth expanded on agricultural land (GAM, 2008). According to Kamal Jalouqa,
who was the project manager of GACP, the 1989 Study has not been implemented (Jalouqa,
2016). GACP employed good principles of planning in Amman; including limiting
expanding, intensification, preserving agricultural land, and defining a CBD. But
encouraging dispersed governmental buildings in the district centers would encourage
dispersed development of commercial activities, and thus showed weaknesses of the CBD as
a main core of the city.
4.2.2

The Metropolitan Growth Plan (MGP)

The Metropolitan Growth Plan was initiated in June 2006 in response to King Abdullah II’s
letter to the Mayor of Amman, to initiate a comprehensive city planning for Amman (GAM,
2007a). The MGP was prepared by GAM under the leadership of a Canadian team4. The
Amman 2025 is inspired to be “a bustling World City that has been able to blend its rich
natural and cultural heritage and its unique cityscape with modern urban development”
(GAM, 2008). For achieving this vision, Amman is to be developed as:
 “An Efficient City with modern infrastructure and transportation facilities
 An Inclusive and Multicultural City

4

After finalizing MGP, the Amman Institute, a nonprofit institution, was established by GAM to continue
providing urban studies.
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 A City with Citizen-Centered Governance
 A Destination City for Investment and Visitors
 A City of Heritage and the Arts
 A Green, Sustainable City
 A City for Pedestrians”
Amman is facing many spatial development challenges on a metropolitan scale:
 “Expanding development pattern based on low-density urban sprawl with single-use
residential districts, very high land and housing costs, and high levels of automobile
ownership and use
 Automobile-dominated transportation system with resulting congestion, air pollution,
and marginalization of the pedestrian
 Decreasing level of focus in the urban structure with the decline of the old downtown
and the planned development of the Abdali complex, regional shopping malls, and
scattered residential projects
 Influx of foreign investment capital triggering a building boom that is not clearly
linked to domestic need or demand and that could distort land and housing markets
 Serious shortage of affordable housing that will reach critical proportions when the
current regime of rent controls ends in 2011
 Serious condition of water stress that will require the identification of, and access to,
new water sources, a huge investment in new infrastructure, and the upgrading or
replacement of existing infrastructure
 Growing socio-economic polarization of the City into zones of affluence and poverty
 Underdeveloped system for financing new urban infrastructure and services placing a
burden on general governmental revenues that cannot meet the outstanding needs”
Planning for the 2025 Amman includes many policies: the “High-Density Mixed-Use”
development that is a policy for tower locations and regulations, the Corridor Intensification
Strategy, an Industrial Lands Policy (consolidate scattered industrial areas and linking them
with housing and services), an Outlying Settlements Policy responding to the interest of
large scale residential development and gated communities in suburbs (4 areas) outside of
GAM’s boundary, an Airport Corridor Plan proposes conceptual land use development of
five areas, the Metropolitan Growth Plan provides the overall growth framework and structure,
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In 1987, GAM was created, encompassing an area of 532 square kilometers. Subsequent
boundary expansions in 2000, 2001, and 2005 increased the total the GAM land area to
approximately 680 square kilometers. The MGP expanded the boundary to 1,662 square
kilometers. The Metropolitan Growth Plan is a physical planning and policy framework that
will guide the growth and development of the Greater Amman Municipality until 2025,
where the expected population will be 6.48 million. “The population pyramid will remain
expansive with a dominant young population. This population scenario implies a high
fertility rate and no significant increase in life expectancy”. GAM’s assumption of
population (3,956,163) for the year 2015 is becoming true on the proposed geographic
boundary of the MGP; the statistics of 2015 indicate that the population of Amman is
4,007,526. This is not because of high fertility rate and life expectancy, but the political
events in the Middle East. The political events and instability in the surrounding countries
are main factors of the high growth rate observed in Jordan and in Amman specifically.
The MGP limits development on agricultural areas and encourages the development and
densification of existing settlement areas. The MGP proposes three alternative scenarios:
settlement intensification, densification, and expansion. Densification allows building
additional floors, intensification guides development on vacant land within the existing builtup areas, and expansion manages development beyond existing built-up areas. Up to 40
percent of the land within Amman’s built-up areas is vacant, allowing for a potentially large
degree of intensification. The Plan also includes a Phasing Plan to provide guidance for
planned capital improvements. The MGP proposes commercial zoning exceeding the
demand. Around 1 sqm/population was the existing commercial developed land in 2004, and
the Plan proposed commercial zoning of 2 sqm/population, and this number excludes the
commercial areas in the Abdali project.

The MGP adopted many planning concepts proposed in the GACP, including restrictions on
the zoned residential areas for development until 2005 (most of the areas located in the east),
protection of agricultural land, commercial corridors linked to the district centers, compact
urban forms, designation of large scale lands for businesses, and open space strategy of
parks, forests and recreation areas. The MGP adopted these concepts and proposed focusing
development within a concentrated core with emphasis on development to the east, in
addition to some areas for settlement expansion outside of the core. Employment centers are
proposed in existing settlements. The MGP defines Primary Growth Areas, and Limited and
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areas aand extends to the Amm
man Develoopment Corrridor.

Figure
F
28: Planned Growth
G
Areas
Sourcce: the Rese archer baseed on GAM (2008)
Primarry Growth includes lo
ocations off settlemen
nt, intensificcation, exppansion, miixed use
(Metroopolitan Corrridors, Metropolitan G
Growth Cen
ntres), open space, andd employment areas.
Limiteed and No Growth Arreas includee Natural Heritage
H
Arreas, Culturral Heritagee Areas,
Agricuultural Areas, and Mining
M
and Quarry Areas
A
wheree developm
ment is lim
mited or
prohibbited. The Metropolitan
M
n Corridors are high deensity mixed
d-use linearr developmeents with
nking high-ddensity mix
xed use centters, linkingg employmeent areas
high-oorder transit service, lin
with reesidential uses, and sup
pporting traansit transpo
ort and conn
nect transpoortation modes with
peoplee and goodss to managee traffic aroound Ammaan. The Meetropolitan G
Growth Cen
nters are
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high density mixed use developments, linked to high order transit service, located at main
intersections as gateways serving the surrounding areas and attracting employment uses.
Developments on these corridors and centers should be designed according to high quality
standards with the provision of high quality amenities to attract investors and achieve
employment growth. The MGP Employment Plan designates different zones of employment
(industrial, commercial, high-tech, …) and, in proximity to settlement areas, provides
opportunities to create jobs, improves connectivity and reduce commuting time, clusters
employment areas to enhance competitiveness and reduce infrastructure costs, and
encourages developing a “prestige-oriented” employment center to diversify and stabilize the
City’s economic base. GAM cannot afford providing the required infrastructure to all the
expansion areas, but developers are allowed to establish their projects in areas outside of
GAM’s priority, and they are responsible to pay the cost of the needed public services.
“A Modern Planning Regime for Towers” is invented through the planning of Amman. The
rationale of High-Density Mixed-Use is: 1) Address a cross-section of urban conditions –
inner city (regeneration), periphery (intensification), and outer city (expansion), 2) Close to
existing and planned future public transit, balance northern + southern and central
development, 3) Build new public green space in conjunction with new towers, and improve
access to it, 4) Reduce the impact of new towers on existing stable neighborhoods, and 5)
Encourage high quality urban and architectural design. The criteria for the selection of HighDensity Mixed-Use areas include: location within the city, suitability for high-density
development, access to existing/future transit + roads, access to future greenspace,
replicability of what makes Amman Amman, Typical topography, marketability, and
opportunity for urban design. For buildings over eight floors (towers), additional fees are
enforced, including: the sharing of infrastructure cost, and “Purchase of ‘Community
Development Rights’-for higher than 8 stories”, payment for development of additional
floors of net leasable floor area is 25% to Amman’s community development fund, and 75%
to the land owner (GAM, 2007b).
There is another plan for east Amman that was proposed in “Amman Development Corridor
Strategic Master Plan Study”, a study conducted by the Consolidated Consultant and Parsons
Brinckerhoff- WSP, funded by the European Investment Bank (Figure 29). The broad
objectives of this study are to assist GAM to maximize the advantage of lands in the new
Corridor to efficiently attract private sector-led growth and address some key urban
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mman, inclluding acceess to land of differentt uses for moderate
m
develoopment probblems in Am
prices. The Corriidor develo
opment objeectives are: “To transsform the aarea into a vibrant,
attractiive, diversee, culturally
y sensitive, productivee and afford
dable placee to live, work
w
and
play foor a broad cross-section
n of Ammann society--ssome 2.0 miillion personns over the next 1520 yeaars” and too maintain and enhannce the con
ntribution of
o eastern areas to Amman’s
A
econom
my to achieve the MGP
P objectivess (Consolidaated Consulltant, 2009)).

man Develoopment Corrridor Strategic Masteer Plan
Figurre 29: Amm
So
ource: Consoolidated Co
onsultant (20
009)
Accordding to Abddel Karim Al
A Louzi, thhe Director Manager off Planning iin GAM, GAM
G
has
not offficially adoopted the MGP
M
as a pllan for 2025 Amman. The preparred plans fo
or future
2
Ammaan are on hoold. GAM has
h kept its borders to an area of 800km
8
, andd did not ex
xpand to

1,662 km2 as prroposed by
y the MGP
P. Expandiing GAM’ss boundaryy means providing
infrastrructure andd roads, wh
hich is not applicable, and the financial
f
sittuation of GAM is
difficuult. So GAM
M is work
king on preeparing detailed land use for sppecific areaas where
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ncial issues and the caapacity building of GA
AM are essential to
prioritiies are defiined. Finan
improvve the urbaan planning services annd implemeentation. Th
he land vallues in Am
mman are
very hhigh, and peeople have their dream
ms to own apartments. Thus GAM
M intends to guide
develoopment at thhe eastern areas
a
of Am
mman (Figu
ure 30). Th
here are thooughts to deevelop a
“cars ccity”, as a center
c
for car
c trade (eexhibitions and garages), a custom
ms clearancce center
and a m
modern slauughterhousee in the Amm
man Develo
opment Corrridor (Louzzi, 2016).

Figurre 30: Proposals of con
nceptual deevelopmentts in East A
Amman
S
Source:
redrrawn based on maps prresented by Louzi (20116)

4.2.3

Experiencces of Urba
an Regenerration

This section is ann overview of differennt experiencces of urbaan regeneraation in Jorrdan and
ourism projject (revitallization of the historiic core of cities in
Ammann and incluudes: the to

10
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Jordan), camps urban regeneration, and projects of the Rainbow Street, the Othman Bdier
house and the Ashrafiyeh Regeneration Project.
4.2.3.1 The Tourism Projects
The Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MoTA) and the World Bank launched the Third
Tourism Development Project; “Secondary Cities Revitalization Study” for four cities in
Jordan: Salt, Madaba, Jerash and Karak. The study defines the same objective, vision and
concept for the four cities. The broad development objective is to “improve local economy
and social cohesion by creating conditions for a process of sustainable revitalization of the
historic core and tourism development. The project objective will be achieved through
assisting the municipality to rehabilitate the historic core and to improve the capacity to
manage and maintain the public and heritage assets”. The study considers that the historic
cores have a challenge to recover their urban centrality and to revive social and economic
aspects. Social cohesion is inspired by creating a common shared space for all people, in
addition to preserving the cultural heritage that have symbolic and economic roles. Reviving
the historic core and increasing tourism activities would contribute to economic benefits.
Improving the “socio-urban fabric” and environment is to develop a “high quality urban
park” (MoTA, 2005).
The vision would be achieved by focusing on three components: historic core regulation,
physical actions, and capacity building. The revitalization strategy for the four cities
proposes upgrading the city core street network. For Salt, the strategy also is to create a new
central urban space with commercial activity. For Madaba, the strategy consists of creating a
new heritage center at the Saraya building, re-designing the existing bus station, and
developing leisure parks and handicraft facilities. For Karak, the strategy includes
developing a new “heritage trail” along the eastern side of Karak, improving the bus station,
and developing public spaces, hotels and commercial services. For Jerash, the strategy aims
to restore the landscape of the Wadi area, developing the East Baths Node, and reusing the
ex-market place for a new parking structure (MoTA, 2005). The implemented projects as
shown on the official web site of MoTA are as follows:
 Development and rehabilitation of Jerash Visitor Center
 Rehabilitation of Jerash Handicrafts Village
 Completion of the rehabilitation of the tourist trail of Al-Kader Street in Salt
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 Rehabilitation and operation of the Aziz Jasir house in Salt (Pilot model)
 Prepare management plan for the Aziz Jasir house in Salt
 Operation of heritage buildings in Salt
 Provision of facilities and services for the operation of the Royal Park in Jerash
 Support a number of associations to furnish and operate the ground floor of Saraya
building in Madaba.
 Rehabilitation and maintenance of the Madaba Visitor Center
 Developing the tourist street in the center of Al-Karak city
 Implementation awareness and promotion campaign for the Third Tourism Project
 Desktop virtualization with upgrading for programs and operating systems
4.2.3.2 Regeneration of Camps
Jordan has been a host country for refugees for a long time. Jordan has witnessed an influx
of Palestinian refugees after the Arab-Israeli war of 1948 and 1967, and the Syrian refugees
since the crisis of 2011. Ten official Palestinian camps that are recognized in Jordan are:
Amman New Camp (Wihdat), Baqa'a Camp, Husn Camp, Irbid Camp, Jabal el-Hussein
Camp, Jerash Camp, Marka Camp, Souf Camp, Talbieh Camp, Zarqa Camp. The UNRWA
provides primary and vocational education, primary health care, relief and social services,
infrastructure and camp improvement, microfinance and emergency response, including in
situations of armed conflict, but UNRWA does not administer or police the camps. The
registered Palestine refugees amount to around 2,117,361, with about 370,000 refugees
living in camps. UNRWA’s implemented projects include: 174 schools, with 118,546 pupils,
one faculty of science and educational arts, two vocational and technical training centers, 23
primary health centers, ten community rehabilitation centers, and 14 women’s program
centers. The UNRWA microfinance department provides financial services supporting poor
people, financial services to households, entrepreneurs and small-business owners. In
general

the

camps

are

facing

many

challenges:

poverty

and

unemployment,

overcrowdedness, lack of green areas and open play spaces, many shelters are in bad
conditions that require repair and rehabilitation (UNRWA, 2015). According to Maram
Tawil, upgrading the refugee camps should aim to increase people’s participation with other
stakeholders in the development process where cooperation would make strategies more
realistic and create implementable action plans (Tawil, 2006).
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Wehhdat Camp, https://www
h
w.flickr.com
m/photos/ein
nkarem1948
8/sets/721577620424917
7444/,
retrieved in Decembeer, 10, 2016
Since 22011, after the Syrian crisis, abouut 1.4 millio
on Syrians came
c
to Jorddan. About 646,700
peoplee are refugeees and mo
ost of them (85%) setttled outsidee camps in poorest areeas. The
camps are in badd condition and requirre many serrvices. The UNHCR pprovides su
upport of
h
sheltter and proteection (UND
DP, 2014). Many Syriaan camps haave been
main sservices of health,
establiished in Jorrdan, with tw
wo camps iin Irbid gov
vernorate; King
K
Abdalllah Park an
nd Cyber
City, tw
wo camps in
i Zarqa go
overnorate; M
Murajeeb al-Fohood
a
an
nd Azraq caamp, and one camp
in Maffraq governoorate; Zaataari (UNHCR
R, 2015).

Souurce: http://w
www.amusingplanet.coom/2015/06
6/zaatari-reffugee-campp-city-of-its-ownn.html, retriieved in Deccember, 10, 22016
4.2.3.3 The
T Rainbow Street
The R
Rainbow Sttreet is loccated at Jaabal Ammaan, an old neighborho
hood. The Project's
objectiives are “too create mo
ore public sspaces that are more pedestrian
p
ffriendly in the area
while enhancing, protecting, and conserrving Amm
man's distincctive urban heritage prresent in
the areea”. The prroject seeks to achievve social mixing
m
and inclusive ppublic spacees in an
attemppt to counterr the recentt neoliberal transformaation develo
opment in A
Amman. Thee project
was deesigned bassed on deveeloping 8 urrban nodes along the 1.5 km streeet while eaach node
has a ddistinctive character
c
reesponding tto its existin
ng qualitiess. The desiggn aims to enhance
the sennse of placee using few
w interventioons and enh
hancing the streetscapee through providing
10
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p
outlook,
o
urb an decks an
nd cultural landscapes.
l
The projecct set out
urban furniture, panoramic
he historic urban
u
charac
acter (Turath
h, 2012).
urban ddesign guiddelines to asssure preserrvation of th
The firrst circle areea including
g the Rainb ow Street has
h witnesseed decline siince the 197
70s until
the m
mid-1990s, as
a a resultt of movinng the afffluent resid
dents to thhe newer, outlying
neighbborhoods. GAM’s
G
inteerventions inn the Rainb
bow Street, officially kknown as Abu
A Bakr
al-Sidddiq Street, has
h improveed the physsical situatio
on of the strreet and uniified the sh
hop signs
(Al-Assad, 2008).
Ali Abbu Ghanimaa, an archittecture proffessional, co
onsiders thaat GAM’s iintervention
ns in the
Rainboow Street have
h
had a bad
b impactt on the “hu
umanity of Amman” thhat transforrmed the
street iinto a comm
mercial-orieented space . He contin
nues residen
nts would leeave the plaace to go
to more quite arreas, and their
t
housees would be
b sold for restaurantts, cafes an
nd other
he contrary,, Bashar Haaddaden, th
he manager of special projects
commeercial activities. On th
departm
ment in GA
AM, believees the intervventions haave contribu
uted to the rrevitalizatio
on of the
area (S
Sijill, 2010)). Interview
wing both innvestors and
d residents of
o the Rainbbow Street clarifies
that the residents are not pleaased with thhe changes that occurreed there. Maany problem
ms had a
negativve impact on
o the resideents’ life inncluding parrking, traffiic, congestioon and noisse. Some
investoors are conccerned abou
ut the attitudde of peoplee who bring
g their coffeee and shish
ha and sit
on the walkways flirting with
h girls, thuss, many shops failed to do businesss and closeed. In the
end, uurban regenneration of the Rainboow Street has attracteed neoliberrals to the historic
neighbborhood andd transformeed it into a place of do
oing businessses. The SStreet has su
ucceeded
in becoming a toouristic attraction in thhe old Amm
man, and physical
p
connditions haave been
improvved.

Photos of cafes,
c
restau
urants, and many cultu
ural activitiees at the Raiinbow Streeet
4.2.3.4 Adaptive
A
Reeuse of the O
Othman Bd
dier House
A receent urban reggeneration interventionn is adaptiv
ve reuse of an
a old buildding aged to
o 1934 in
the core of Amm
man. The School of A
Architecture and Built Environmeent of the GermanG
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ocated in tthe Othman
n Bdeir Ho
ouse, whichh aims to conserve
c
Jordannian Univerrsity was lo
Jordann’s heritage through thee restoratioon of one off the oldest sites in Am
mman, Al Abdaleya
A
Basic School for Boys. The house is doonated by Othman
O
Bdeeir, chairman
an of the GJJU board
of trusstees. Natheeer Abu Obeid, the ppresident off GJU, men
ntions the ccontribution
n of the
projectt towards revitalizing
r
the area aand the beenefits for the
t local ccommunity and the
surrounnding area including
i
th
he market o f Jabal Amm
man. The prroject conteext also enriiches the
studennts’ experiennce and inspiration (Joordan Times, 2014). Th
he impact oof the project to the
surrounnding areass can be trraced by thhe increasin
ng commerccial activitiies started to exist;
many bbuildings were
w renovatted and reussed to proviide services required byy the new scchool.

4.2.3.5 Ashrafiyeh
A
Regeneratio
R
ion Project
This pproject is loocated in Jaabal Ashrafi
fiyeh, an old
d neighborh
hood south of the Dow
wntown.
The prroject is in front of the Abu Darw
wish Mosqu
u, one of th
he oldest m
mosques in Amman.
A
The prroject objecctive is “to create a w
welcoming and
a lively urban
u
squarre with a vaariety of
functioons. The sqquare will become
b
a pllace where people can
n stroll or liinger and enjoy
e
the
wondeerful vista of
o old Amm
man” (GAM
M, 2008). The
T project aims to prrovide deveelopment
commuunity servicces and pub
blic spaces. The compo
onents of th
he project ar
are: a plaza, cultural
center,, library, annd commerccial store (G
GAM, 2009
9a). The prroject was ccompleted in 2009.
Duringg a site visit to the Darrwish Mosqque Plaza, I met many people whoo all have the
t same
feedbaack of the plaza
p
impacct on the ar
area and thee communitty: The areea was prev
viously before GAM’s inntervention - better. Thhe area wass active, wh
here retail aand the serv
vice cars
createdd a vital node. The plaaza, althouggh it is physsically imprroved, becom
mes a meetting area
for druugs and fighhts, thus peeople avoid being at th
he plaza, ev
ven one of tthe residentts closed
his houuse entrancce on the plaza
p
side. F
For two mo
onths, the police
p
took many meaasures to
prevennt these actiivities, but they proveed useless. The mosqu
ue was a touurist attracttion, but
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ng the areaa. The com
mmercial sto
ores are vaacant, many
y tenants
now toourists are not targetin
pulled out when thhey saw thee troubles geenerated in the area.

Abu Darwish
D
areea before thhe interventiion, Newmaan & Matann (2016)

Abu Darwish
D
urbban plaza aft
fter the interrvention

Photos sshow desertted stores
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4.3 Economic Development and the impact of urban planning
After the Gulf war, the economy of Amman was triggered by refugees of significant
financial sources and investors from the Gulf, especially in the construction sector. The
stable social and political environment has attracted investment. Most investment in Jordan
was in Amman, the economic driver of the country (GAM, 2008). The political stability of
Jordan in the Middle East has attracted Gulf, Palestinian, Iraqi and Lebanese expatriates and
investments. Unlike neighboring GCC countries, the core of Jordan’s economic activities
depends on less energy intensive industries such as real estate and tourism (Jordan Economic
and Commerce Bureau, 2008). “Jordan has had to rely on its young, skilled workforce and
free trade agreements to boost its GDP. The country invests highly in the empowerment and
education of its workforce” (Global Business Worldwide, 2006). Remittance inflows
composed around 11 percent of GDP in Jordan during 2011-2014. Most of these remittances
came from GCC countries (World Bank, 2016c). Since 1985, the involvement of the private
sector in the economic development and entrepreneurship of businessmen and investors have
increased, and the government moved towards privatization to encourage the private sector
to have leading role in different services including health and education (Exchange, 2009).
Jordan economic policies were developed to encourage investment and free market economy
to wealth and prosperity business and investment since the 1990s. In 1995, establishing the
Investment Promotion Law that considers foreign investment would have many benefits to
the Jordanian economy. The law has provided generous incentives such as freedom from
customs duties, tax holidays, income tax exemptions and unrestricted transfer of capital and
profits. The Investment Promotion Law No. 16 of 1995 considers foreign investment would
have many benefits to the Jordanian economy (Jordanian e-Government, 2006).
Regulatory frameworks are considered important to motivate the role of the private sector, so
Jordan has recognized establishing business-friendly structures with a strong emphasis on
supporting entrepreneurial initiatives. King Abdullah has defined national goals to include
increasing foreign and domestic direct investments. Jordan’s economy depends on many
qualities to encourage investment such as: a unique and strategic location in relation to
Europe, Asia and Africa, stable political environment, free market oriented economy,
incentives and exemptions to encourage investment, access to major international markets,
free zones and industrial estates, qualified and competitive human resources, world class
infrastructure and communications, attractive investment climate, and high quality of life.
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Jordan has established the National Privatization Strategy to redefine the role of government
by reducing the production role and focusing on organization, administration, control and
provision of healthcare, education and social services. The policy seeks to encourage the
private sector and attract investors to create jobs and stimulate economic activities and
production. Many objectives of privatization in Jordan aim to increase the efficiency,
productivity and competitiveness of economic enterprises, enhance the investment
environments to attract foreign investment, stimulate private savings on long-term
investments to strengthen the local capital market and the national economy, alleviate the
debt burden of the Treasury by funding unprofitable enterprises, and manage economic
enterprises using advanced technology to support enterprises to create stable markets and to
compete with international markets (Jordanian e-Government, 2006).
The Jordan’s Economic Developments in 2014, a report prepared by the Center Bank of
Jordan (CBJ), considers that the Jordanian economy achieved improvement in national
economy growth and reduction of inflation and unemployment, although of political
instability in the region such as the continued interruption of Egyptian natural gas supplies,
and the increased number of Syrian refugees. These achievements occurred despite the
challenges of structural imbalances in the labor market and the competition of a large
number of low-paid Syrian workers who occupied a lot of the newly created jobs in the
economy (CBJ, 2015). However, the next report of the year 2015 shows a drop of most
economic indicators, especially the external sector indicators, showing less domestic exports
and declining of travel receipts and foreign direct investment (FDI) flows. The report
clarifies that the political instability in Iraq and Syria that are bordering countries affected
economic development in Jordan. The economic growth was 3.1 percent in 2014, and
dropped to 2.4 percent in 2015. The consumer price index has a deflation rate of 0.9 percent,
because of the falling of food and energy prices. The 2015 economic indicators show also
increasing of the budget deficit (including grants) a further 1.2 percent from the previous
year (CBJ, 2016). More details are shown in Table 14. The Syria and Iraq crises are affecting
Jordan’s economy with unprecedented refugee influx, disrupted trade routes, and lower
investments and tourism inflows; other major challenges include high unemployment, a
dependency on grants and remittances from Gulf economies and continued pressure on
natural resources (World Bank, 2016a).
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Table 14: Main Economic Indicators 2011- 2015, JD Million
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Population (In Million)
6,993
7,427
8,114
8,804
9,532
Unemployment Rate (%)
12.9
12.2
12.6
11.9
13.0
Output and Prices
Gross National Product (GNP) at Current Market Prices
20,289
21,690 23,611 25,141 26,289
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at Current Market Prices
20,477
21,965 23,851 25,437 26,637
Growth Rate of GDP at Constant Market Prices (%)
2.6
2.7
2.8
3.1
2.4
Gross National Disposable Income (GNDI) at Current 23,743
24,774 28,424 30,302 30,234
Prices
Growth Rate of GNDI at Constant Market Prices (%)
4.7
-0.2
8.6
3.1
-2.4
Change in the Consumer Price Index (%)
4.2
4.5
4.8
2.9
-0.9
Change in GDP Deflator (%)
6.4
4.5
5.6
3.4
2.3
Money and Banking
JD Exchange Rate against USD
1.410
1.410
1.410
1.410
1.410
Money Supply (M2)
24,118.9 24,945 27,363 29,240 31,605
Net Foreign Assets of the Banking System
9,370
6,665
6,923
7,932
8,137
Net Domestic Assets of the Banking System
14,749
18,280 20,440 21,308 23,468
Claims on Government (Net)
6,701
9,461
10,495 10,474 11,386
Claims on Private Sector (Resident)
14,925
15,953 17,222 17,853 18,704
Other Items (Net) (1)
-6,877
-7,135 -7,277 -7,018
-6,623
JD Deposits at Banks
19,119
17,711 21,003 24,013 26,014
Foreign Currency (F.C.) Deposits at Banks
5,259
7,259
6,590
6,248
6,584
Re-discount Rate (%)
4.50
5.00
4.50
4.25
3.75
Interest Rate on 6-Month Treasury Bills (%)
3.232
3.788
Public Finance
Total Revenues and Grants
5,414
5,054
5,759
7,268
6,796
Percent of GDP (%)
26.4
23.0
24.1
28.6
25.5
Total Expenditures
6,797
6,878
7,077
7,851
7,723
Percent of GDP (%)
33.2
31.3
29.7
30.9
29.0
Overall Deficit/ Surplus (on a commitment basis)
-1,383
-1,824 -1,318
-584
-927
Percent of GDP (%)
-6.8
-8.3
-5.5
-2.3
-3.5
Net Outstanding Domestic Public Debt
8,915
11,648 11,863 12,525 13,457
Percent of GDP (%)
43.5
53.0
49.7
49.2
50.5
Outstanding External Public Debt (2)
4,487
4,932
7,235
8,030
9,390
Percent of GDP (%)
21.9
22.5
30.3
31.6
35.3
External Trade and Balance of Payments
Current Account
-2,099
-3,345 -2,488 -1,852
-2,366
Percent of GDP (%)
-10.2
-15.2
-10.4
-7.3
-8.9
Trade Balance
-6,262
-7,487 -8,270 -8,496
-7,249
Percent of GDP (%)
-30.6
-34.1
-34.7
-33.4
-27.2
Merchandize Exports (FOB)
5,685
5,600
5,618
5,954
5,558
Merchandize Imports (FOB) (3)
11,946
13,086 13,888 14,449 12,808
Services Account (Net)
896
1,332
1,209
1,779
1,286
Income Account (Net)
-188
-276
-240
-296
-348
Current Transfers (Net)
3,455
3,085
4,813
5,161
3,945
Capital and Financial Account (Net) , (o/w)
2,299
3,809
1,811
909
1,594
Foreign Direct Investment in Jordan (Net)
1,055
1,074
1,281
1,427
905
(1): Include claims on public entities, claims on financial institutions, and other items (net) as shown in the
Monetary Survey Table. (2): Figures represent disbursed loans minus repayments, (3): Excluding imports of
non-residents.
Source: Monthly Statistical Bulletin / Central Bank of Jordan, as cited in CBJ (2016)
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The foollowing chaart displays the growthh of the GDP
P per capitaa in Jordan 11965-2015:

Figure 31: Jorrdan GDP (JD) per Capita
Source: baseed on World
d Bank (2016b)
In Jorddan, financee, real estatte and businness services contribute to the hiighest valuee for the
GDP oof 23%. Thee primary seectors of man
anufacturing, agriculture, and miningg contribute
e 20% to
the totaal GDP (Figgure 32 &33
3).

Figgure 32: Co
ontribution
n of econom
mic sectors to
t GDP in 22006
Sourrce: GAM (2008)
(
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Figgure 33: Co
ontribution
n of econom
mic sectors to
t GDP in 22014
So
ource: Centtral Bank off Jordan (20
016)
In 19885, most em
mployment was
w in publiic administrration, defeense and soccial security
y (33%),
wholessale and retail trad
de 28.3%, transport,, storage and comm
municationss 7.3%,
manufa
facturing 9..6%, constrruction 19..6%, agricu
ulture, forestry and fi
fishing 0.26
6%, and
miningg and quarryying 0.07%
% (GAM, 19987). The employmentt of 2015 shhows an inccrease of
workerrs in adminnistrative jo
obs where ppublic admiinistration, education, defense an
nd social
securitty composes 45%, wholesale
w
and retaill trade 15.3%, transsport, storaage and
commuunications 9.3%, man
nufacturing 10%, con
nstruction 6%,
6
agricuulture, foresstry and
fishingg 1.7%, minning and quarrying 0..8% (CBJ, 2015). Am
mman as thee capital off Jordan,
functioons as an addministrative city.
Taable 15: Secctor Emplooyment of Amman
A
and Jordan-22008
Secctor

Amma
an

Jordan
J

Reesources and agriculture
maanufacturing
Offfice and insttitutions (edu
ucation,
govvernment, annd other serv
vices)
Reetail and com
mmercial
Coonstruction
Tootal

10,481
130,64
40

55,955
5
274,999
2

% within
n
Amman
n
2%
27%

198,99
94

524,279
5

41%

91,736
49,839
481,69
90

165,185
102,631
1,123,049

19%
10%
100%

Soource: GAM
M (2008)
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Amman attracts over 90% of new investment activity in Jordan (GAM, 2008). Amman
constituted the highest ratio of construction activity among other cities in Jordan, refer to
Table 16 (CBJ, 2016).

Table 16: Construction Permits in Jordan
City

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Amman

54.2%

60.8%

59.0%

53.0%

51.4%

49%

Irbid

15.1%

12.3%

15.0%

17.9%

19.0%

20.2%

Zarqa

6.9%

7.2%

7.0%

8.0%

8.3%

8.4%

Other

23.8%

19.7%

19.0%

21.1%

21.3%

22.4%

Based on Central Bank of Jordan (2016) and (2015)
Amman has many challenges to overcome unemployment. Official documents show
unemployment at 13% (Statistics, 2016). Other references state that unemployment in Jordan
is the highest rate in the region, composed of around 30% of young people of working age
that are unemployed (Miguel, 2014). The cost of living index ranks Amman 29 among the
most expensive cities worldwide, and the most expensive Arab city (Economist-Team,
2016). In Amman, the average family earnings was JD 576 per month in 2008. As the
international standards indicate that housing should not exceed 30 percent of income, the rest
of JD 173 per month would be the family expenditure on different living services (GAM,
2008). In 2014, the average wage was 472 JD for males and 437 JD for females (Department
of Statistics of Jordan, 2016).
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4.4 The Real Estate Market
Inflow of liquidity and investments to Jordan have cause the real estate sector to flourish,
thus increasing the construction activity of different uses; residential, commercial and
touristic projects, in addition to trades by locals and foreign investors. This has an impact on
the rabid increase of prices of land and property (ABC-Investments, 2009).
4.4.1

Retail

Deciding the needs for office and commercial spaces is based on population forecasts in the
trade areas of the centers, and economic forecasts in the office sectors of the economy.
Increasing the population to a ratio means a similar ratio of spaces is required for
commercial spaces. Other indicators are “purchasing power (a combination of population,
household income, and expenditure patterns), projected growth in the number of business
establishments, and daytime population projections for the central business district and major
centers” (Kaiser, Godschalk & Stuart, 1995). Another method to determine the required
spaces is the shopping center square footage per capita; “the size of the primary trade5 area
will also depend on population and household density and the extent to which the center
offers a unique shopping experience”. Distance and travel time define a boundary of a trade
area, in addition to population density, customer convenience, accessibility, and the diversity
of merchandise are considered. Competition from similar centers that offer the same mix of
stores is also a factor (Brett & Schmitz, 2009).
“A shopping center cannot generate purchasing power; it can only attract customers away
from existing stores within or beyond the trade area, fulfill a need that has not been met
within the market area, or capture the increase in potential expenditures that results from
population, household, employment, or income growth” (Ratcliffe, Stubbs & Shepherd,
2002).
New retail stores can have an influence on redistributing business locations and consumer
patronage, but they cannot create new consumers. “Market growth is influenced by the per
capita expenditure. A trade area is the geographic sector for which the sustaining patronage

5

“A primary trade area from which more than half the patronage and sales will be drawn and a
secondary trade area that might account for another 20 to 30 percent” (Brett & Schmitz (2009).
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for steady support of a shopping centre is obtained. Also known as the catchment area or
hinterland”. The boundaries of a trade area are determined by various factors, including “the
size and nature of the site itself, as well as character of the surrounding locality; present and
proposed accessibility to the site; any physical or artificial barriers limiting the site, the
location of competing facilities, and the limitations of travel time and distance” (Ratcliffe
&Stubbs & Shepherd, 2002).
In Jordan a boom in the real estate industry has affected all sectors including retail. In
addition to the traditional small retail stores along the major roads, malls have become a
popular retail option in Amman since the 1990s. This phenomenon is a result of many
factors, as the inflow of liquidity from the Gulf has attracted regional and international
franchises and increased tourism, in addition to other factors promoting malls as
“convenience, controlled environment, and increased consumer awareness”. Still, street
stores are popular in Jordan, but the trend of shopping malls emerging was triggered by
increased large real estate groups. Also mixed-use projects have emerged as a preferred
investment choice. Most of malls are located in west Amman. Historically, demand for retail
real estate is driven by income per capita, tourism, and FDI. The positive impact of the
increasing income per capita, and thus the consumer expenditure levels, has been reduced with
the global financial crisis. Tourism especially from Arab countries has an influence on the retail
sector. In 2008, investment in retail was high; the IMD World Competitiveness Yearbook
indicates Jordan’s strength with a ratio of the direct investment flow inward to GDP, Jordan
was ranked second among the 55 countries recording 22.82% in 2008, compared with
14.07% in 2007. “Jordan ranked sixth among the countries in terms of direct investment
stocks inward ratio to GDP in 2008”. After that, the global financial crisis and the drop of
liquidity affected the market demand and supply, and many proposed that large scale
projects were postponed or cancelled (Amman Institute, 2009a).
Another issue that could have impact on the retail real estate in Jordan is the increasing use
of e-commerce and online shopping. According to Basel El Tell, a Master Card Market
Manager–Levant, e-commerce in Jordan was $200 million in 2014, increasing 30 per cent
compared to 2013 (Ghazal, 2015). In 2015, the e-commerce index of Jordan is 30%. The
index ranks Jordan at the 95 out of 130 countries, and the 8th rank among Arab countries
(UNCTAD, 2015).
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In Amman, the highest concentration of commercial spaces is located in Tlaa al-Ali, Wadi
al-Seir, and al-Abdali. Most the major projects (over 5,000 sqm) are located in Tlaa al-Ali
districts, followed by Wadi al-Seir and Sweileh where lower land prices for zoned offices
land have played a main role in that. The analysis of the retail area under development for
new licenses, the key trends indicate that most new commercial real estate development is
taking place in Naour, Wadi al-Seir and Zahran, and most of them are mixed use such as
residential, hotels and offices. There are two key groups in the major retail market projects:
Large Commercial Groups owning a series of retail stores under franchise names, and Real
Estate Groups that build a series of malls and rent out space to independent retailers. Most
malls were developed in west Amman, where residents with higher purchasing power are
there (Amman Institute, 2009a). As shown in Table 17, Marka, Khreibt al-Souq and
Muqablin have high concentration of commercial spaces where warehouses, services and
maintenance stores compose a high ratio of the total area.
Table 17: Total Built-up Commercial Space per District in sqm
Population
District
Medina (old
downtown)
Basman
Marka
Naser
Yarmouk
Ras Ain
Bader
Zahran
Abdali
Tareq
Al-Quweismeh
Khreibt al-Souq
Muqablin
Wadi al-Seir
Badr al-Jadeedah
Sweileh
Tlaa al-Ali, Umm
Summaq and
Khaldaa
Al-Jubeiha
Shafa Badran
Abu Nseir

1987
1994
937,439
1,382,426

2004
1,896,426

2009
2,315,600

2016

2016

4,019,100
%

20,431

31,938

44,960

68,169

118,281

1.33%

69,421
100,474
27,783
62,573
48,890
50,658
79,324
127,187
8,197
43,244
1,557
66,609
115,612
948
33,246

89,293
183,824
39,063
84,584
73,881
101,288
113,810
206,584
22,667
87,662
1,995
102,751
225,789
948
56,949

132,582
322,905
63,590
122,288
112,289
183,627
240,174
478,398
73,209
218,784
38,398
170,664
498,965
1,310
102,223

169,740
409,581
90,058
139,896
140,362
246,401
307,785
694,124
125,534
356,976
182,252
297,310
745,916
1,707
174,065

250,668
606,389
144,255
176,456
215,285
362,514
467,069
924,345
235,123
668,005
439,624
479,933
1,228,585
2,482
281,390

2.82%
6.83%
1.62%
1.99%
2.42%
4.08%
5.26%
10.41%
2.65%
7.52%
4.95%
5.41%
13.84%
0.03%
3.17%

22,303

110,504

409,013

692,471

1,238,245

13.95%

38,146
327
35

75,257
1,843
2,594

151,857
6,936
15,568

209,260
14,423
35,272

324,104
45,599
79,519

3.65%
0.51%
0.90%
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Uhod
Al Jeezza*
Sahab**
Muwaqqqar*
Marj H
Hmam
Naour**
Husbann & Um alBasateeen*
Total aarea
Sqm/population

7,979
7,979
125
0
1,386
0
215
934,649
1.00

8,022
8,022
125
1,425
2,008
1,196

8
8,318
8,318
8
357
89,615
5
18,005
5
16,860
0

10,332
10,332
100,8
822
168,4
442
70,755
18,818

30,,163
30,,163
1299,380
2055,735
1577,598
26,,589

0.34%
0.34%
1.46%
2.32%
1.78%
0.30%

315
1,634,3377
1.18

2,684
4
3,531,897
1.86

10,257
5,491,,060
2.37

11,,239
8,8788,738
2..21

0.13%
100
0.00%

Sourrce: the Reseearcher based on inform
mation from
m GAM, 2016
*: disstricts in Goovernorate Amman,
A
buut not includ
ded in GAM
M’s boundarry

Figure 34: Greaterr Amman Municipalit
M
y Districts
AM (2008)
Source: bbased on GA
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4.4.2

Offices

Estimating the amount of land needed for employment areas is done through projections of
the employee number, and then determined by the number of employees per area (Kaiser,
Godschalk, & Stuart, 1995). There are two approaches to determine the demand for office
space. The office employment trends approach to determine how many square feet of office
space are allocated for each new worker. A second approach is based on net absorption
trends. Net absorption, which is the change in the amount of occupied office space over a
period of time, is a direct expression of recent demand. To analyze the supply, information
(historical and current) on the size of the inventory, vacancy rates, net absorption, and rents
is assembled by the type of space and class of property (Brett & Schmitz, 2009). The market
conditions and vacancy rates are not the best guidelines. Location is the most important
indicator. The four major determinants for offices are: location, building design, cost of
occupation and lease terms (Ratcliffe, Stubbs & Shepherd, 2002).
In Amman, the need for high quality offices was due to the growing number of regional and
international firms, particularly with the emergence of Iraq as a potential market. Other
reasons for demand for high quality office spaces include the increase of Foreign Direct
Investments (FDI) as a result of increasing oil prices in the GCC countries, promoting a friendly
business environment, access to know-how and availability of the human resources in Jordan,
internal security and political stability reducing high security costs and concerns, appealing
growth rates in the Jordanian economy, and the implementation of multi-lateral and bi-lateral
trade agreements and the gradual removal of trade barriers. The office spaces are
concentrated in Zahran, Abdali and Wadi al-Seir, refer to Table 18.
Table 18: Total Built-up Office Space per District in sqm
Population
District
Medina (old
downtown)
Basman
Marka
Naser
Yarmouk
Ras Ain
Bader

1987
937,439

1994
1,382,426

2004
1,896,426

2009
2,315,600

2016
4,019,100

2016
%

454
1,203
1,053
425
1,670
1,140
1,716

940
3,985
3,441
1,208
4,509
4,276
4,735

1,164
9,072
6,780
3,805
6,653
10,184
12,025
117

2,003
12,053
8,312
5,440
7,725
12,419
16,238

3,016
18,903
10,280
8,673
10,346
18,559
32,447

0.17%
1.06%
0.58%
0.49%
0.58%
1.04%
1.82%

Zahran
Abdali
Tareq
Al-Quweismeh
Khreibt al-Souq
Muqablin
Wadi al-Seir
Badr alJadeedah
Sweileh
Tlaa al-Ali,
Umm Summaq
and Khaldaa
Al-Jubeiha
Shafa Badran
Abu Nseir
Uhod
Al Jeeza*
Sahab*
AL Muwaqqar*
Marj Hmam
Naour*
Husban & Um
al-Basateen*
Total area
Sqm/population

22,495
21,184
220
454
0
321
8,331
0

44,486
47,981
1,831
1,566
373
1,082
24,192

126,181
147,069
4,305
11,326
1,863
16,650
60,646

179,567
249,288
7,472
15,106
5,332
37,498
123,926

313,348
393,029
23,595
28,394
15,507
50,958
305,592

17.61%
22.08%
1.33%
1.60%
0.87%
2.86%
17.17%

855

25
3,153

25
11,485

180
21,920

180
46,773

0.01%
2.63%

7,122

25,001

80,754

169,901

385,107

21.64%

1,036
0
0
0
0
0
0
60
0
0

4,457
100
196
80
80
125
32
115
93

20,243
1,170
1,527
80
80
195
32
1,895
93

39,069
1,687
7,174
80
80
5,723
216
5,558
308

73,637
6,521
10,632
80
80
8,291
315
14,887
418

4.14%
0.37%
0.60%
0.00%
0.00%
0.47%
0.02%
0.84%
0.02%

110
178,172
0.13

110
535,412
0.28

110
934,385
0.40

110
1,779,678
0.44

0.01%
100.00%

69,736
0.07

Source: the Researcher based on information from GAM, 2016
*: districts in Governorate Amman, but not included in GAM’s boundary
An indicator of the shortage of high quality office space was using residential apartments and
villas as office spaces. The majority of office buyers are Jordanians 98%, while the nonJordanians compose 33% of the high end offices buyers. In 2009, there were 981,826 sqm of
office space in Amman. The demand for higher-end office space was expected to be 1,077,250
sqm by 2012. While the supply was 1,023,42l sqm in the pipeline at that time, this means
balance of supply and demand, “gives no room for investment holdings, or natural transition in
the marketplace” (Amman Institute, 2009a). Then, if in 2009, the total office space was
around 1 million sqm/2.7 million population, while there were around 1 million office space
in the pipeline in 2009, this indicates that the available high supply of office space is not
relevant to the population growth and local demand; in 2015, the population of Amman was
around 4 million, the planned office spaces were mainly estimated to supply the expected
demand of international companies. The report “Emerging & Frontier Markets Assessing
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Risk & Opportunity 2014-2015” states important information regarding the office market in
Amman:
“The office market in Jordan is primarily focused around the capital city and commercial
centre, Amman. The key submarkets in the city are located in the 5th and 6th Circles and also
Abdali and Shmeisani submarkets where the majority of financial services companies are
located. Occupier demand levels have risen over the past year or so as a number of
companies have chosen to locate in Amman away from the regional turbulence. The market is
currently oversupplied, a recent development boom added significant space to the market in
Amman, although the majority of this space is of secondary quality. There remains a lack of
Grade A space within the market and as a result of demand rising, rental levels have eased up
over the year” (Wakefield, 2014).
4.4.3

Hotels

The highest number of nights spent was at 5-star hotels. The tourists in Jordan are mainly
high-income Arab and Gulf tourists. Most of 5 and 4 stars hotels are located in Shmesani
and Jabal Amman. There are three types of tourism in Amman: Educational Tourism, Medical
Tourism, and Meetings Incentives Conferences and Events [MICE] Tourism. Major attractions
in Amman include museums, art galleries and cultural heritage exhibitions (Amman Institute,
2009a). There are many major sources boosting the hotel sector in Jordan: 1) the real estate
sector boom is linked to the hospitality industry, such as large mixed use projects, 2) tourism
variety, business, leisure, historic sites, medical tourism and ecotourism, 3) stability, 4) lower
cost for Gulf residents, 5) business destination and international conferences, and 6) attractive
packages and rates. In 2009, the existing number of 5-star hotel rooms was 3,631 and 1,744 4star hotel rooms. Over 286 thousand square meters of hotel space providing 1,700 additional
rooms were expected to be developed in 2011. The Amman Real Estate Market Report
compares the increase of tourists between 2001 and 2008, and expects that “there is still room
for growth in the luxury Amman hotel sector, and supply-demand levels will continue to
match” (Amman Institute, 2009a).
In 2009, the total of hotel rooms including classified hotels, suites and apartments was
13,591 rooms with 25,007 beds. Unclassified hotels provided 933 rooms containing 2143
beds (Ministry of Tourism & Antiquities, 2016). The World Bank figures indicate that the
tourist number to Jordan has increased: in 1996, it was 1,100,000 tourists, and in 2006,
increased to 3,225,000 tourists, and in 2014, it was around 4 million (World Bank, 2014). In
2015, the number of tourists that visited Jordan was around 4 million. 52% of the total
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Table 19: No. of Hotel, Apartments & Others Distributed by Classification in Amman
2006 -2015
Classification
Five Stars
Four Stars
Three Stars
Two Stars
One Stars
TOTAL
Apartments B
Apartments C
Suites A
Suites B
Suites C
TOTAL
Unclassified Hotels
Hostel
Total Amman
Total Jordan
% Amman

2006
Room
3,631
1,744
2,189
1,380
835
9,779
909
2,407
63
336
417
4,132
968
5
14,884
21,609
69%

No.
12
15
30
34
32
123
18
84
2
10
9
123
78
1
325
476
68%

Bed
6,343
3,215
4,228
2,716
1,677
18,179
1,514
4,635
130
621
836
7,736
2,281
10
28,206
42,029
67%

No.
14
21
34
37
34
140
27
92
6
16
17
158
72

Suite
416
228
234
165
28
1,071
641
1,693
155
360
534
3,383
0

2015
Room
3,950
2,427
2,264
1,293
844
10,778
1,089
2,731
231
540
740
5,331
955

370
558
66%

4,454
4,927
90%

17,064
27,664
62%

Bed
6,366
4,453
4,173
2,668
1,793
19,453
1,955
5,262
397
958
1,540
10,112
2,125
31,690
52,928
60%

Table 20: Hotel Occupancy Rate in Amman by classification
2006
No.

Classification
5 stars
4 stars
3 stars
2 stars
1 star
Total
Apartments
B&C
Suites

room
bed
room
bed
room
bed
room
bed
room
bed
room
bed
Apart.
bed
Apart.
bed

710,087
915,137
397,274
630,601
324,266
490,806
150,321
240,452
82,867
140,810
1,664,815
2,417,806
-

2010
%
53.6%
39.5%
62.4%
53.7%
40.9%
32.0%
36.0%
29.2%
28.0%
23.7%
48.0%
37.5%
-

No.
795,976
1,019,222
378,374
629,250
306,693
490,049
186,110
337,909
30,827
53,546
1,697,980
2,529,976
260,327
593,296
53,917
99,137
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2015
%
57.5%
44.0%
54.3%
49.2%
43.1%
37.1%
40.6%
36.4%
17.4%
15.3%
49.5%
40.9%
38.6%
28.5%
38.5%
29.3%

No.
711,648
845,928
316,621
603,836
218,003
301,901
53386
153,435
22,727
28,555
1,356,918
1,933,655
139,638
384,800
144,299
241,100

%
49.3%
36.4%
40.2%
41.7%
39.8%
29.6%
23.3%
32.7%
24.0%
14.8%
43.8%
35.5%
24.4%
23.1%
67.9%
51.8%

Table 21: Occupancy Rate in Jordan by classification
Type
classified hotels
Hotel Apartment & Suites
unclassified hotel
Camps
Total

2006
Rooms
Beds
42.4%
35.4%
41.3%
30.1%
30.4%
25.3%
11.2%
9.2%
40.7%
33.0%

2010
Rooms
Beds
48.0%
40.9%
39.3%
28.8%
34.6%
30.5%
20.3%
16.5%
46.4%
38.1%

2015
Rooms Beds
39.3% 32.6%
37.4% 28.9%
7.2%
38.4%

5.5%
31.3%

Table 22: Beds Night / Arrivals at Hotels by Country
Region
Africa

Nights
Arrivals

% Nights
% Arrivals
America

Nights
Arrivals

% Nights
% Arrivals
Arabs

Nights
Arrivals

% Nights
% Arrivals
Asia And
Pacific

Nights
Arrivals

% Nights
% Arrivals
European

Nights
Arrivals

% Nights
% Arrivals
Jordanian
% Nights
% Arrivals

Nights
Arrivals

2006
Amman
Jordan
62,837
58,090
20,559
17,837
1.3%
1.7%
0.9%
1.3%
334,993
254,347
157,605
110,988
6.7%
7.3%
7.2%
8.4%
1,888,539 1,767,250
624,654
563,334
37.6%
50.6%
28.5%
42.4%
262,278
203,919
147,140
106,191
5.2%
5.8%
6.7%
8.0%
1,272,474 692,159
639,993
331,817
25.3%
19.8%
29.2%
25.0%
1,201,001 514,561
599,223
197,300
23.9%
14.7%
27.4%
14.9%
843
836
247
242
5,022,965 3,491,162
2,189,421 1,327,709

2010
Amman
Jordan
29,102
14,794
0.3%
0.6%
462,365
271,533
8.7%
10.2%
1,397,254
527,045
26.4%
19.9%
350,194
215,880
6.6%
8.1%
2,238,737
1,162,938
42.2%
43.9%
823,987
458,494
15.5%
17.3%

20,199
10,095
0.6%
0.7%
289,131
167,080
9.0%
11.0%
1,284,915
467,459
39.9%
30.8%
220,752
128,394
6.9%
8.5%
1,072,529
577,419

33.3%
38.1%
334,883
166,461
10.4%
11.0%

2015
Amman
Jordan
22,994
15,010
12,063
7,095
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
352,190
260,694
207,412
146,662
8.8%
10.2%
11.0%
13.1%
1,510,437 1,348,648
565,232
482,516
37.7%
52.7%
29.8%
43.3%
249,483
175,974
145,892
95,807
6.2%
6.9%
7.7%
8.6%
684,370
345,801
337,576
168,021
17.1%
13.5%
17.8%
15.1%
1,189,454 413,428
625,919
215,436
29.7%
16.2%
33.0%
19.3%

Nights
Arrivals
Nights
5,301,639 3,222,409 4,008,928 2,559,555
Total
Arrivals
2,650,684 1,516,908 1,894,094 1,115,537
Nights
69.5%
60.8%
63.8%
Amman%
Arrivals
60.6%
57.2%
58.9%
Source: Table 19, 20, 21 & 22 are based on data from Ministry of Tourism & Antiquities
UN

(2016)
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4.4.4

Housing

High-end and luxury residential towers are emerging trend in Amman, mostly located in
west Amman along major roads, in addition to Abdali. Abdoun and certain areas in Zahran
that have the higher concentration of villas that started to emerge in the north-western
suburbs of Amman. On the outskirts of Amman, recent developments of Gated Communities
of low-density developments have been developed. These new housing types are emerging
trends different from the traditional apartment life in Amman (Amman Institute, 2009a).
Land prices in Amman are high, so apartments are becoming the common choice. Thus,
seeking affordability has led to the construction of affordable housing projects outside of
Amman’s boundary. Ahl Al Azm residential city is a large scale housing project located in
Giza District, near the Queen Alia International Airport, on a land area of 3,000 dunums.
The project was initiated by the King Abdullah II in 2008. It consists of 15,752 residential
units in total; 14,928 apartments with an area ranging from 80-180 sq.m, 824 villas with an
area of 311 sqm, and 800 commercial offices with an area of 150 sqm. This project targets
the middle income population (Taameer, u.d.). The project has not been implemented, but a
new decision to construct the project was announced (Jordanian Constructions Contractors
Association, 2015).
Most of Jordanians have the culture of ownership; residents in Amman favor owning their
housing unit. According to Sami Halaseh, the Minister of Public Works and Housing, around
70% of Jordanians own their houses. The government is developing a strategy to encourage
affordable housing for the lower middle class (Obeidat, 2014). In 2006, apartments were the
common type of housing units in Amman, composing of 82.5%, while houses made up
15.6% and villas 1.9% of the total housing units (Department of Statistics , 2006).

4.5 Key Issues
The central business district is where the greatest concentration of offices and retail stores are
located in the city's highest land values and its tallest buildings, the district of centralized
business (R . E . Murphy and J.E.Vance, 1954 as cited in Bird, 2007). In Amman, analyzing
the distribution of hotels (4&5 stars), offices and retail spaces clarifies that delineating the
boundary of Amman’s city center includes the Abdali District, Tlaa al-Ali, Umm Summaq
and Khaldaa District, Zahran District, Wadi al-Seir District. Overlaying the main daily trip
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ments confirrms the preevious concclusion abo
out the geog
graphic bouundaries of the city
movem
center of Amman (Figure 36)).

Fig
gure 36: Th
he City Cen
nter of Amman
Sourcee: the Reseaarcher based
d on inform
mation from Amman In
nstitute (20009a) and maaps from
GAM (2008) and Amman Ch
hamber of C
Commerce (2015).
The annalysis of land use areas
a
of reetail, officees, and hottels indicattes that Am
mman is
oversuupplied (Taable 24). The
T
retail supply is respectively competittive and could
c
be
absorbbed; but woould be influenced w
with the ho
ousehold in
ncome. Thee office spaaces are
oversuupplied, annd irrelative to the population
n growth. Offices w
were develo
oped on
assumpptions of innternationall demands. Hotels are also oversupplied; toourism deveelopment
has noot significanntly increaseed numberss of tourists in Amman
n or promoteed it globallly. Thus
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no demand for hotel spaces is justified; furthermore the occupancy of rooms of the classified
hotels is less than 50%.
Table 23: Supply of Real Estate Properties
Use

1994

Population
1,382,426
Retail and commercial
1,634,337
Retail space sqm/population
1.18
Offices
178,172
Office space sqm/population
0.13
No. of tourists to Jordan
Hotels (rooms)
Hotels average occupancy rate
of classified hotels (rooms)
* for the year 2014, ** for the year 2015

2004

2009

2016

1,896,426
3,531,897
1.86
535,412
0.28
2,853,000
14,884

2,315,600
5,491,060
2.37
934,385
0.40
3,789,000
14,524

4,019,100
8,878,738
2.21
1,779,678
0.44
3,990,000*
17,064**

48.0%

48.3%

43.8%**

Source: the Researcher based on previous sections
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5. THE
E AMMA
AN OLD DOWNTO
D
OWN
Introd
duction
In thee last threee decades, two plans and two studies
s
for downtownn developm
ment and
revitalization were conductted. The pplans were “The Greeater Amm
man Compreehensive
Develoopment Plaan” 1988 (G
GACP), andd “The Am
mman Down
ntown Plan and Revitaalization
Strateggy” 2010, (A
ADPRS). The
T studies were “Amm
man Downttown Touri st Zone” 19
996, and
the “A
Amman Dow
wntown Tou
urist Zone S
Sub-project””, 2000.
The urrban plans and
a studies of 1988, 1 996, 2000 and
a 2010 fo
ocus all on the culturaal role of
the Doowntown on
o the natio
onal level. The GACP
P 1988 plaanning apprroach is an
n actionorienteed approachh that definees proposalss on short an
nd long term
ms. The 19996 and 2000
0 studies
are tourism projects. The ADPRS 20010 planniing approacch is a fraamework approach
a
organizzing the subbsystems of land use, transit, streeets, parking
g, and urbann design to achieve
the devvelopment goals
g
throug
gh policies aand projects.

Fiigure 37: T
The Downto
own Bound
dary
Source:
S
baseed on GACP
P and ADPR
RS
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5.1 The Amman Downtown Development in the GACP, 1988
5.1.1

Objectives and Policy

The downtown could not accommodate the demand for new commercial, business and
governmental activities. As a result, the Amman Central Business District developed to the
north- west of the downtown in the Shmesani area. This development is as a result of
Amman’s rapid expansion, combined with the natural characteristics of the downtown’s
“dramatic topography”, and influenced by the urban expansion along the highways radiating
from it. Part of the Central Business District is considered the “new city center”, which
attracted governmental activities, higher quality shopping stores, offices and hotels, while
the other part, the downtown, continued its traditional role as a center with specialized
shopping, such as gold and leatherwork, wholesale merchants and workshops. About 80% of
retail was on the ground level. Half of sales were for clothes and shoes, 12% for food, and
10% for household goods. That indicated a dual role of the downtown: shopping for
customers on the city level and local shopping serving the surrounding neighborhoods
(GAM, 1987).
The GACP designates the boundary of an action area of 182 hectares indicating the historic
core of the city. There were many development issues related to the historic areas in the
Downtown: lack of facilities serving the tourists, poor access and circulation for pedestrians
and vehicles, the archeological site on the Citadel was in poor condition, only a small
archeological museum, and poor and derelict buildings located on the western and southern
slopes of the Citadel limiting the visual impact and occupying areas of potential for new
developments. Environmental improvements and landscaping were important to enhance the
forum place quality and the Downtown area,

in addition to enhancing the views of the

Husseini Mosque and adding an outdoor praying area. The GACP also highlights other
important issues, for example that the downtown could not attract more commercial
activities where redevelopment of large scale projects would affect the function and vitality
of the center, and better quality hotels were required. There were also issues related to
transport such as congestion, limited capacity of the existing highways that needed effective
traffic management, and poor conditions of staircases and sidewalks. There were also other
issues related to needs for housing and open space and community facilities.
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“The center is composed of a rich variety of interrelated activities, which serve the
specialized needs of the whole urban area, surrounding residential areas, and the local needs
of its residents: there appears to be little need, or opportunity, to radically change its
function, or the range of activities which it accommodates”
The GACP also determines goals at the national, metropolitan and local levels. The national
aim focuses on the historic and cultural role of the Downtown, seeking to conserve and
protect the physical environment as well as to restore and enhance the historic sites and
cultural facilities. These improvements would increase the tourist potential of the Downtown
as a valuable national economic resource. At the metropolitan level, the Downtown was the
most important commercial, employment and transport center. The plan aims at
strengthening this role through improving the transport system to enhance accessibility and
the pedestrian environment, supporting commercial activities, and applying controls to
ensure the visual quality. At the local level, the plan aims to improve facilities and services
for the residents of the area and the surrounding communities through the enhancement of
derelict housing and the provision of community facilities and open spaces. The plan sets out
a policy for building heights that aims to preserve the Jabal skylines by limiting the building
height at the crests of Jabals with three to four stories, and allowing higher buildings on the
lower slopes.
“The topography of the action area is the most dramatic within the urban area, with deep
wadis, steep slopes and rock outcrops, and impressive views into and within the area. The
traditional form of buildings is sympathetic to the land form, with low-rise housing
emphasizing the profile of the Jabals, and maintaining the natural skyline. The stone clad
buildings, interspersed with small-scale tree planting, produce a distinctive harmony which
gives the Action Area its unique visual quality”.
The GACP proposes a strategy dealing with immediate actions and longer term proposals.
The immediate actions (Figure 38) of the strategy are reducing traffic congestion and
ensuring safe pedestrian mobility, constructing the Muhajereen terminal, relocating the onstreet bus and service taxi terminals to the Abdali and Raghadan terminals, traffic
management, enhancing outdoor prayer spaces for Husseini Mosque to emphasize the
mosque’s importance as a religious and social focal point, landscaping and creating more
views of the mosque, and creating a public space on the Jofeh landslide.
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Figure 38: The IImmediate Actions Prroposals
GACP prooposes imp
plementing urban design policiies that eencourage building
The G
conserrvation and façade imp
provementss, creating public spacces and peddestrian rou
utes and
other sstreet furniiture, developing envirronmental improvemeent policies (including
g façade,
shop signs and caables), renov
vating and rrestoring th
he historic sites
s
as the Citadel, thee Roman
m and the Oddeon and the Amphitheeatre, landsccaping the Hashemite
H
PPark, impro
oving the
Forum
Raghadan Transpport Termin
nal that proovides facillities to thee passengerrs and land
dscaping,
demoliishing the old municiipality buildding, the former
fo
Philaadelphia Ho
Hotel, to esttablish a
multi-uuse buildingg and re-esttablish a bri
ridge conneccting the Hashmite Parrk with the Citadel,
improvving the Faisal
F
Squaare throughh design co
ontrol to create
c
shoppping arcad
des, and
construucting a peddestrian brid
dge linkingg first floor shops that would
w
also create a con
nnection
to the upper levell shopping street (Basm
man Street)), in additio
on to acquirring land fo
or future
projectts and landd assembly proceduress for the Citadel
C
and Muhajereeen housing project.
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m developm
ment oppoortunities will
w be avaiilable whenn the military and
“Majoor long term
securitty complexx at Abdalii is relocateed, and wh
hen the exissting transpport terminals are
moved
d out of thee Central Business
B
Diistrict”. Th
he Abdali military
m
site was enviro
oned as a
potentiial site for a “Future Fiinancial Cennter”.

Fig
gure 39: Rooman Foru
um Restora
ation

Figuree 40: King F
Faisal Square Improv
vements
The im
mmediate actions
a
for traffic mannagement th
hat were prroposed baased on a policy
p
to
define minimum land acquiisition and constructio
on cost included one--way streetss, signal
controlled junctioons, restrictiion on vehiccle access to
t minor strreets, circullation restricction for
call taaxis, and increased
i
parking
p
conntrols. On the longerr term, thee GACP proposed
p
improvving traffic routes, excavation annd restoratiion of the Nymphaeum
N
m, creating
g a park,
construucting a neew national archeologiical museum
m and a ho
otel on the C
Citadel slop
pes, and
redeveeloping the site betweeen Anbat annd Shabsogh
h Streets intto terraced housing (Figure 41
& 42).
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Fig
gure 41: Th
he Citadel Housing
H
Prroject

Figure
F
42: L
Longer Terrm Proposa
als
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5.2 Amman Downtown Tourism Studies
The primary studies on the touristic assets of the Downtown focus on two studies conducted
by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA):

“The Study on the Tourism

Development Plan in the Hashmite Kingdom of Jordan” (February 1996), and Amman
Downtown Tourist Zone Sub-project (August 2000).
5.2.1

The study on the Tourism Development Plan, 1996

“The Study on the Tourism Development Plan in the Hashmite Kingdom of Jordan”, aims to
lead structural change in the tourism sector in Jordan, “to make Amman Jordan’s true
international core”. Two projects were proposed: Amman Downtown Tourist Zone (ADTZ)
and National Museum. ADTZ seeks to develop the downtown area into “the symbol of Amman”
through the establishment of several projects (Figure 43). The study objectives are: “To
increase the appeal and attractiveness of Amman as a tourist destination; to create a focal core
for tourist activities in Amman; and eventually to enhance the position of Amman as the
gateway for Jordanian tourism”. To develop Amman as a tourist service core or gateway city is
essential to attract and serve tourists who visit historic sites. Previously, in 1995, USAID
proposed the Cultural and Environmental Resource Management Project that focused on the
Citadel area. CPRM proposed the restoration of the Citadel, the Tourist Zone, tourist traits,
and a proposal to utilize half the floor of the Old Municipality Building as a visitor center.
The ADTZ study proposes the development of the Tourist Street, Tourist Trails, Renovation
of Old Municipality as Amman Municipal Museum, Tourist Bus Terminal, Tourist
information Center, and Training of Managers and Workers (JICA, 1996).
The Tourist Street - about 400 m long and 12 m wide - was to be improved to promote
tourist facilities such as hotels, restaurants, and souvenir shops through the improvement of
pavement, drainage, underground wiring, lighting and planting, the provision of attractive
street furniture (benches, shelters, rubbish bins, flowerpots), signs and art works, guidelines
for the structure of street such as suitable building facade (material, color, design) and
activities, the development of high standard souvenir shops, restaurants, cafes, and other
tourist shops by means of incentives and guidance.
The Tourist Trails are identified as five major access routes connecting the Citadel to the
Roman Theater and to the Downtown. Improving the walking environment of the trails aims
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t activitiees there. Thhese impro
ovements
to enhhance linkagges to the Downtown and thus the
includee the provision of attrractive tourrist signs, paved
p
stairw
ways, lightinng, street furniture,
fu
landscaping, and the provision of panoorama boarrds explaining the vieew, and settting out
guideliines for furrther improv
vements onn the structu
ure of trailss, as well ass suitable facades
f
material, color, deesign.

Qalaa

Figurre 43: Amm
man Downtoown Tourisst Zone Pro
oject Compponents
Source: bbased on JIC
CA (1996)
Renovvation of th
he Old Mun
nicipality aas Amman Municipall Museum is meant to
o display
the hisstory of Am
mman attractiing both foreeign touristss and local Jo
ordanians thhrough the reestoration
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unicipality bu
building, pro
oviding a To
ourist Inform
mation Centeer, coach
and rennovation of the old mu
parkingg lots (5 to 10) behind, and
a an overppass pedestriaan walk to th
he Tourist SStreet. Creattion of a
Tourisst Bus Term
minal, a pro
oposal for uupgrading th
he existing Raghadan bbus and serv
vice taxi
terminnal, includess all existin
ng terminall administraation facilities and shoops for com
mmuters,
additioonal tourist facilities (tticket centeer, airline offices,
o
transport inform
mation, etc.), and a
pedestrrian overpaass to Ragh
hadan Acc ess. Creatiion of a Modern
M
Toourist information
Centerr was propposed to be establishedd in the Old
d Municipaality Buildinng or the upgraded
u
Raghadan Touristt operation of internatiional standaards in touriist service m
managemen
nt (JICA,
1996).

Figure 44: Upggrading Rag
ghadan Terrminal
Source: a document from GAM
The im
mportance of
o the ADT
TZ project is the prop
posal of lin
nking the ciity’s two laandmark
antiquiities, the Citadel
C
and Roman Thheater, by upgrading
u
the street innfrastructurre of the
neighbborhood in between.
b
Th
he number of tourists would geneerate incom
me, as a straategy for
the revitalizationn of an un
nder-utilizedd area thro
ough physiccal improvvements. Sh
haping a
beautifful downtow
wn requires future projjects to be implementeed, such as renovating selected
old buuildings focuusing on heeritage presservation, reestoring faccades, reusinng derelict lots and
manage the demand
buildinngs, developping a plan to
t guide invvestment in commerciall areas and m
for new
w constructtion, preserrving the diistinctivenesss of the zone and im
mproving itss overall
charactter, and addopting ped
destrian-frienndly zones (crosswalk
ks, safety siidewalk, peedestrian
streets,, etc.). Enhaancement of
o socioeconnomic situattion was an
n expected rresult of thee ADTZ
projectt. Downtow
wn Amman is
i distinguisshed with sm
mall scale commercial
c
and light industrial
purposses, and AD
DTZ will foster
f
this trend, disp
placing low income occcupants with
w
new
businesses, so as a result, a denser
d
patterrn of develo
opment wou
uld be achieeved, the po
opulation
densityy would risee, the incom
me level andd economic benefit wou
uld increasee, and more efficient
uses oof this downntown area would thuus be refleccted in risin
ng occupanc
ncy in its buildings.
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Infrastructure improvements were required, including transportation (parking and traffic),
sewage and drainage improvements, in addition to waste management (JICA, 1996).
The national museum was proposed to present the history of Jordan and of the Middle East
to Jordanians and visitors. The project was supposed to be “a primary cultural resource for
Jordan, a must for first time visitors to Jordan, and a popular attraction…a unique symbol of
pride for Jordanians of all faiths”. The project location in Ras Al Ain was seen as a potential
for generating economic and educational benefits. The economic benefit results by
generating income by increasing the average length of stay and foreign currency expenditure
of international visitors in Amman. The educational benefit results through the portrayal of
the history and civilization of Jordan and the Middle East. Placing the Royal Museum
Institute there would strengthen the institutional base, transferring technology and modern
skills to this museum and other museums in Jordan. The museum has a role in urban
regeneration, it would “act as a magnet drawing visitors from the tourist core of the Citadel /
Roman Theater vicinity, westward along Ouraysh and King Talal Streets, giving new
economic vigor to the central market area of Old Amman”. The museum is part of the
Amman Civic Center and would function as a catalyst for increased private investment in
businesses, and attracting high income tourists into the surrounding areas and neighborhoods
(Al Muhajireen area, Jebel Amman, Jebel al Nadhif, Jebel al Ashrafiyya). The project, as
part of the civic core, would have influence on the surroundings, causing other projects to be
established such as upgrading the urban environment and neighborhoods. The displacement
of low income groups with richer classes was an objective of the Amman municipality, thus
small business investment such as souvenirs and crafts, apparel, restaurants, guest houses
and art galleries would be developed. The project would have effect on the valley area, the
core of old Amman, along Quraysh and King Talal Streets. “This is the core of Old Amman
where a process of gentrification is already beginning. As catalysts of urban renovation the
proposed project will accelerate this process”. Both projects proposed by JICA, ADTZ and
the national museum aimed to develop the tourism sector in the Downtown, improving the
socioeconomic situation of residents, but would also have other impacts on the community
such as the displacement of groups and foster of the gentrification process (JICA, 1996).
A feasibility study was carried out for a new light rail system for the Ministry of Transport in
1995. The report identified a station at Raghadan Interchange /Terminal and near the Roman
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Theater, and another two stations near the new city hall and at the junction of Ali ibn Abi
Talib Street and Prince Hasan Street (JICA, 1996).
5.2.2

Amman Downtown Tourist Zone Sub-project, 2000

In 2000, as responding to the Jordanian Government’s request, another study was conducted
by JICA, “Detailed Design for Tourism Sector Development Project in the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan- Amman Downtown Tourist Zone Sub-project” (ADTZSP) following
the previous study of “The study on the Tourism Development Plan in the Hashemite
kingdom of Jordan”, 1996. According to ADTZSP, although there are ancient sites, such as
the Roman Theatre and the Citadel, tourists neglected the downtown because of inadequate
promotion and tourists amenities and infrastructure. The project aims to promote tourism in
Amman by attracting tourists to explore the Downtown on foot and increase their stay
enjoying “the authentic Amman”. The ADTZSP objectives are to develop tourism
circulation in the Amman Downtown Tourist Zone, enforce pedestrian linkage among the
tourism assets in the zone, improve tourism services along the tourism circulation as a model
project, serve by providing convenience to the tourists to make them stay longer in Amman,
and encouraging the existing and new commercial activities in the zone. The project
components include the Tourist Street, Tourist Trails, View Terraces and improvement of
the Visitor Centre, in addition to the Raghadan Bus Terminal (JICA, 2000).
The strategic location of the tourist trails and view terraces are on the southern slopes of the
Citadel hill overlooking the downtown and the Roman Theatre built in 170 AD. The
proposed Tourist Trails were selected based on previous studies of JICA Master Plan Report
(February 1996) and Special Assistance for Project Formation (SAPROF) Report (March
1997) with coordination and discussion with a Technical Committee members representing
GAM and MOTA. The SAPROF Study proposes the following measures: the improvement of
tourist trails of stairways and streets (pavement, retaining walls and planting), installation of
street furniture and equipment (wooden pergola, stone benches, plastering and painting on
some walls, platforms, etc., stone elevation, and signs), construction of view terraces (with
required urban design elements of hand rail, shelter, pavement, signage, and planting),
construction of two pedestrian overpass bridges crossing Al-Hashemi Street, and
enhancement measures, guidelines for suitable façades and activities. The proposals for the
Tourist Street are as follows: the improvement of King Talal Street and Al –Hashemi Street,
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including sidewalks and vehicle lanes, improving the physical structure of the streets’
pavement, drainage, underground electric wiring, lighting, landscaping, attractive street
furniture (benches, bus stops, rubbish bins, and flower pots) signs and art works, in addition
to encouragement measures by establishing guidelines for suitable building façades and
activities, and establishing incentives and guidance for the establishment of high standard
souvenir shops, restaurants, and stylish hotels, in addition to the renovation of the interior of
the Visitor Centre (JICA, 2000).
The ADTZSP proposes the improvement of the tourist street and tourist trails, the
development of view terraces, and the renovation of the existing visitor center (Figure 45).
The project basically helps to improve amenity in the urban area of Amman City, as well as
enhance economic activities of the Downtown by increasing tourists.

The ADTZSP

proposes pedestrian streets and paths to improve the walking environment and enforce the
linkage of tourist assets to enhance activities within Downtown Amman. The Tourist Trails
connect the major tourist spots in Amman, the Citadel and the Roman Theatre. East access
and Lookout access connect the Citadel from the tourist deck of the Raghadan Bus Terminal
(Raghadan access), and West access to connect the Citadel with Downtown Amman.
Because these accesses are branching from the major East-West connection of Downtown
Amman, the King Talal Street (Al -Hashemi Street), the entry and exit points of these
accesses would be easily found by tourists, which would encourage tourists to explore the
Downtown on foot (JICA, 2000).
Major issues of Tourist Trails were a lack of amenities and comfort to attract pedestrian
tourists, no seating or sheltered place at view terraces or along the trails, monotonous
pedestrian walks with straight lines of concrete and stone facades, modern intrusion onto
historical façades, lack of safety measures, no clear demarcation of ways for vehicles and
tourists/pedestrians, and no indication for the direction nor guidance to important sights.
Major issues of Tourist Street included a lack of sophisticated shops and amenities to attract
pedestrian tourists, modern intrusion onto historical façades, and a lack of conformity in the
streetscape, rainwater drainage problems due to inappropriate drainage maintenance and
systems applied, damaged or missing pavement, especially at the entry of shops and markets,
lack of safety measures, disordered car parking problems obstructing the pedestrian way due
to unavailability of parking space in appropriate spots, uncomfortable passage along the
street due to heavy vehicle traffic along the road, which creates noise and air pollution and
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he road, no ppedestrian signals at th
he key inter
ersections, difficulty
d
makes it difficult to cross th
ublic toiletss, no vegetation along the
t streets ccreating a dry urban
for forreign visitorrs to find pu
atmospphere, streetlights not being
b
unifoorm, and un
ncontrolled signage andd shop fron
nt design
(JICA,, 2000).

Figurre 45: Amm
man Downtown Tourisst Zone
Source: a document from GAM
The K
King Talal Street
S
is a vital streett, a major link between the Nattional Museeum and
Circulaar Court Plaza of Raas Al - Einn zone, Al-Husseini Mosque
M
zonne, and thee Roman
Theatrre and the Old
O Municip
pality Plaza . So enhanccing the urb
ban characteer of the streeet as “a
model for urban continuity”” in the Doowntown will
w develop
p the tourissm sector. For the
Tourisst Trails, ADTZSP
A
pro
oposes the improvemeent of the existing staairways and
d streets
conneccting the cittadel, the Raghadan
R
B
Bus Terminaal and the downtown
d
bby providing tourist
signs, improving stairways an
nd pavemennt, improvin
ng rainwateer drainage, street furniiture and
a
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ures where needed, inntroducing wooden
plantinng where applicable,
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mprovemennt of particu
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n walk on Al
A –Hashem
mi Street an
nd King
improvvement andd beautificaation of thee pedestrian
Talal S
Street, betw
ween the Old
d Municipallity Buildin
ng and Amm
man City Plaaza, including stone
pavem
ment repairs, street furniture - beenches, sign
ns and safety measurees, planting
g - , and
rainwaater drainagge. ADTZSP proposess an improv
vement of Al-Husseini
A
i Mosque Plaza
P
by
expanssion, pavem
ment and plaanting, a rennovation of the visitor center,
c
and tthe improveement of
the Oldd Municipaality Plaza and
a plantingg garden by
y pavement, outdoor fuurniture and
d kiosks.
The im
mprovementt was to forrmulate a T
Tourist Streeet (Figure 46)
4 from Am
mman City Plaza to
the junnction in front
f
of thee old munnicipality bu
uilding exteending to the Raghad
dan Bus
Terminnal with thhe existing pedestrian path in fro
ont of Rom
man Theatree and in Hashimya
H
Plaza. Enhancemeent measurees for particcular buildin
ng facades were
w to be ddone at strattegically
importtant locationns along th
he tourist sttreet as a model
m
for enhancemen
e
nt measuress (JICA,
2000).

Figuree 46: Layou
ut Map of th
he Tourist Street (thee King Talaal Street)
Source: reffined by thee Researcheer based on JICA
J
(20000)

5.3 T
The Ammaan Downtow
wn Plan an
nd Revitallization Strategy 20110
The A
Amman Dow
wntown Plaan and Reviitalization Strategy
S
(A
ADPRS) is a study inittiated by
GAM and conduccted by the Amman Innstitute in 2010.
2
Therre is anotheer level of planning
p
betweeen MGP annd ADPRS. A proposall for the areea along a corridor
c
linnking the Airport of
Markaa to the airport road deffines differeent nodes an
nd characteer areas (Figgure 47). Th
he nodes
are defined at thee following
g places: thee Wadi Am
mman, the Downtown,
D
the Culturral Strip,
P
Caapital Parkw
way and Araafat Node, th
he Southernn Towers Gateway.
Princess Basma Parkway,
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Figure
F
47: W
Wadi Amm
man Corrid
dor
Source: a document from GAM
This ssection ovverviews main
m
issuess, vision, strategies and policiies for do
owntown
revitalization (moore details are
a providedd in Append
dix 1). Threee main zonnes are form
ming the
core off Amman “the
“
Wadi Amman
A
spinne”: the Culltural Strip, Wast El-B
Balad and th
he Urban
Strip. T
The Downtown is a paart of the W
Wadi Amman
n spine, witth a vital roole in its continuity.
The W
Wadi Ammaan spine com
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m Mahatta Station to tthe intersecction of Priince Hassann St. 2) Do
owntown
(Wast El- Balad) the historicc core of Am
mman, and 3) the Cultu
ural Strip frrom the inteersection
of Abddel-Munem
m Riyad to Omar
O
Mataar streets. The
T area off Wadi Amm
man spine is 1,840
donum
ms, while thhe Downtow
wn is 900 ddonums (Am
mman Institute, 2010). The Wadi Amman
spine iin other mapps is defined
d within thee new bound
dary of the Downtownn.

Figure
F
48: A
Amman Do
owntown Arrea
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“Amman is a city with a view, a series of stairs, and a river downtown”. The MGP proposes
regeneration of the historic core of Amman. The proposal includes the Faisal Street Project,
Abdali Park and Library, Rainbow Street, and public spaces at Raghadan. The heart of
Amman was a vital place, full of activities, coffee shops, hotels, banks, and souqs (markets).
“It is the community’s aspiration to revitalize these areas and recapture the magic of this
central meeting place for all Ammanis and visitors to enjoy”. Urban regeneration should
focus on the heart of the city that is also the potential meeting place between East and West
Amman. The Downtown needs economic revitalization; most of investments are not targeting the
Downtown. Many policies should focus on bringing back residents, businesses and

institutions, encouraging re-adaptive reuse, and “appreciating” the role of social significance
of the public areas and others features such as souqs and stairs, improving the conditions of
archaeological sites (without museumizing the historic areas) and transportation networks.
Local communities are to be involved in the urban regeneration process that should be based on
socio-economic empirical research and shared responsibility between the public, GAM and the
community (GAM, 2008).
5.3.1

Goals and Objectives

ADPRS aims to retain the authentic function and role of the Amman Downtown and to guide
its future development. ADPRS provides a framework to guide Downtown development, and
to revive the physical and economic conditions for the coming 20 years. ADPRS objectives
are “Identifying and guiding the development potentials of the Downtown Area, and
prioritizing the actions, implementation setups and incentives required to foster
redevelopment and private sector investment in the Downtown”. ADPRS defines the
development vision based on the community’s aspirations; the Amman Downtown vision
concerns retaining and enhancing its historic role as Jordan’s capital city, celebrating unique
heritage, revitalizing commercial areas, creating vibrant gathering places, and attracting
housing options. The vision statement is: “An Inclusive, Attractive, Socially and
Economically Diverse Downtown with Historic Identity”.
“Major planned and ongoing investments such as the LRT , BRT ,Urban Strip development ,
Hashemite Plaza, Funicular, in addition to rent controls abolishing will increase
development potentials in the downtown .The development strategy needs to reconcile future
development with the existing urban fabric , identity and character of the Downtown and its
community”
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Figure 49: Strategy ffor the Dow
wntown Reevitalizationn
The D
Downtown suffers
s
from
m the “losss of the au
uthentic role and funcction”; funcctions as
“through-link bettween East and West Amman” affecting other
o
purpooses of visiiting the
Downttown, and causing
c
trafffic congesti on. The Do
owntown laccks commerrcial, entertaainment,
servicee and housiing variety, but providdes lower quality good
ds and serviices. No sig
gnificant
public uses or actiivities preseent a civic iidentity. Th
he historicall identity is threatened because
of new
w developm
ments affectiing the phyysical form and the haarmony of tthe urban fabric,
f
in
approppriate signaage and facaade decorattion, traffic congestion
n and polluution, in add
dition to
social and econoomic patterrn changess such as the outmig
gration of residents and the
immiggration of fooreign work
kers and thee relocation of grand reetail, busineess and gov
vernment
officess.
5.3.2

The Urbaan Revitalizzation App
proach

g the zoning
ng laws to determine
d
th
he different land uses of
o mixed
Policy recommennds changing
use, reesidential, institutionaal, offices, open spacce, heritagee areas, miixed use corridors,
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traditional or thematic uses, entertainment & cultural activities, heritage districts, and
tourism facilities and services. The strategy objectives are: 1) “to initiate a revival process
that brings Amman’s wider community back to the Downtown and diversifies the range of
businesses, accommodations and activates within its boundaries”, 2) “to manage the future
growth of the Downtown, while maintaining its local and historical values”, and 3) “to
institutionalize the process of redevelopment”.
The strategy concept focuses on the revival of the Faisal-Husseini Area as the core of
Downtown, and the integration of the Downtown core with the surrounding areas. The
revival of the Faisal-Husseini Area will be executed by encouraging developing, diverse
commercial markets (themes, clusters) through incentives for high quality services,
enhancing the public realm, and developing a civic plaza. Integration of the Downtown core
with the surrounding areas will be implemented by developing public realm qualities such as
pedestrian connections, landmark and symbols, changing zoning and land use to meet the
desired growth expansion, anchor desired expansions by pilot/demonstrating examples, and
connecting the peripheral public spaces to the Downtown core.
Downtown redevelopment is a process of : 1) a long term development framework and
policies, 2) a regulatory framework protecting the historical identity and physical form of the
Downtown while accommodating new investments and developments, 3) key projects and
interventions to trigger development, lead change, and create opportunities and mechanisms
for investment and civic activities, and 4) community participation, which is important to
address the needs and contribute to trigger development through partnership. The approach
to revitalize the Downtown is based on designating the Downtown as a special planning area
in the “Amman City Zoning By-law 2009”, and developing a long term framework. The
Downtown’s special regulations aim to preserve the cultural heritage, and protect historical
identity and physical form while encouraging future growth and new investments in the
Downtown. The regulations define guidelines and recommendations for the preferred uses,
heights, character and scale, in addition to define guidelines for urban design, buildings, and
open spaces to improve and beautify the existing fabric, and guide design aspects of new
development. ADPRS proposes a strategy for encouraging large office spaces, mixed use
development and high density bonus areas.
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The Long Term Development Framework
Mixed use with emphasis on specific use such as housing, offices,
Land use

retail, tourism support, an arts and entertainment district, community
facilities. Designate the Downtown as Special Planning Area in
“Amman City Zoning By-law 2009”
High density, land assembly, improving infrastructure and urban

Housing

service, incentives for affordable housing, housing variety, and
neighborhood protection against densification or incompatible uses.

Offices

Encourage establishment of different types of offices; corporate offices,
professional offices, government offices…
Re-establish the Downtown as a primary urban retail destination,
protect and retain the existing traditional retail fabric,

encourage

provision of a variety types and scales of goods, develop major retail
with full services (department & grocery stores) on redevelopment lots,
Retail

and facilitating the land assembly, upgrade the existing open market,
determine regulation for managing markets, informal vendors and
shopping streets character as a vibrant “main street” shopping
environment of good urban design quality, reinforce and enhance key
areas of use specialization and thematic areas.
Identify arts and entertainment district of mixed use character of

Arts and

specialty retail, restaurants, clubs, entertainment venues, cultural

Entertainment

facilities, art related activities, and live-work spaces for artists,

District

strengthen existing entertainment uses, and establish an institution to
manage the district.
Tourism services, cultural activities, cluster for tourists around the

Tourism Support

Hashemite Plaza, define a Heritage District, and pedestrian loop and
tourist routes.

Community
Facilities

Health and education will continue there
Near Term: Bus transit, pedestrian realm, on-site parking.
Medium Term: On-street parking and off-street parking facilities,

Transport and

managing shared streets in market areas, rationalizing and urbanizing

Transit

arterial streets
Long Term: Higher order transit, and manage the automobile access
passing the Downtown.
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Designate heritage buildings and cultural heritage districts, guidelines
for heritage protection, allocating tax abatement for the restoration of
Heritage

heritage buildings, reusing the heritage buildings for municipal
services, encouraging the development of arts, entertainment and
cultural activities, and heritage conservation.
Connect the Downtown core with the surrounding area through
developing pedestrian and public transport loops connecting key public

Public Realm

uses, open spaces and commercial areas, upgrade the pedestrian
environment, improve the quality of open space in the historic core,
and define gateways and thematic landmarks.

Infrastructure

Propose an assessment study to be done.
Maintain the morphology and the physical character of the Downtown,

Urban Form

views openness and connections between surrounding hills, and defines
locations for new development styles and forms.

A Regulatory Framework
Protect the historical
identity and physical

Urban design guidelines

form of the

Zoning and building regulations

Downtown while
encouraging new
investments
Key Projects and Interventions
Public Realm Projects (improvement on: Faisal St., shared streets,
Trigger

stairways & alleys, plazas, landmarks, storm-water Drainage, and

development, lead

provide a shuttle bus)

change, and create

Social and Economic Development Projects (provision of affordable

opportunities and

housing, development of themed markets, cluster enhancement, job

mechanisms for

search and employment outreach, enhancement of the accommodation

investment and civic

alternatives, attraction of major institutions into the proposed office

activities

space)
Pilot interventions (facade and roof improvement, adaptive reuse)

Community Participation
Address the needs

Community participation in the process (i.e. community councils,

and contribute to

Downtown businesses men association), produce templates for PPP and

trigger development

private investments, and launch pilot interventions that comprise

through partnership

businesses and community involvement.
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5.4 The Urban Strip- The Wadi Amman Project
The Urban Strip is also known as the Wadi Amman Project in GAM’s documents. The
project is located in the eastern area of Wast El-Balad.
5.4.1

Goals and Objectives

The project’s goal is to revitalize the Downtown. The available land for development is up to
475,000 square meters (475 donums) (GAM, 2009b). In 2009, the Tendering and
Procurement Directorate in GAM announced “Invitation for Prequalification, Public-Private
Partnership to undertake the Development of the Wadi Amman Project in Amman”. The
Downtown is connected to the project, which is assembled lands, envisioned as an eastern
gateway to Amman (GAM, 2009c).
“Amajor gateway to the City and destination developed within a comprehensive plan to
ensure that this important area of the City is cohesive in form, open for public enjoyment and
develops into a dynamic mix of vibrant and sustainable residential neighbourhoods and
employment districts… that incorporates a mix of uses including residential, retail,
commercial and public area” (GAM, 2009c, p6).
The project would serve as the eastern gateway to Amman. The character of the project is
defined by its location along the Seil Amman and transportation arteries (Al Jaysh Highway
and King Abdullah I Street) to provide transportation links to the downtown and suburban
centers of the City, and to define the Wadi Amman neighborhoods from surrounding
communities. A major public transportation system was proposed within the Wadi Amman
to become a hub and inter-modal meeting point for the regional and municipal transit
systems (GAM, 2009c). "This ambitious downtown regeneration project will bring massive
socio-economic benefits to areas where our capital started", Mayor Omar Maani, (GAM,
2009b).
5.4.2

Approach, Strategy and Policy

The project strategy is to create mixed use development, maximizing development
opportunity and design excellence while taking into consideration the market demand. The
project seeks developing residential uses and commercial uses on the street level to
encourage pedestrian traffic, and developing open spaces and green spaces to emphasize the
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a
naturall history of the area as well as impproving the quality of life. GAM’ss role is to assemble
lands aand providee required in
nfrastructuree services (G
GAM, 2009
9b).

Figure
F
50: O
Open and Public
P
Spacces
Sourcce: GAM (2
2009c).
The prroject “willl revive thee city centter”. Redev
velopment aspires
a
to ggenerate sig
gnificant
social and econom
mic benefitss for city reesidents. Th
he project has
h economiic, financiall, social,
and quuality design objectives. The econnomic objecctives are to enhance tourism attrractions,
providde new busiiness opporrtunities, annd create a center for the econom
mic develop
pment of
vibrantt urban neiighborhoodss for retail and comm
mercial activ
vities. The ffinancial ob
bjectives
are invvestment whhile sharing
g risks betw
ween the pu
ublic and prrivate sectorrs, and max
ximizing
financiial return. The
T social objectives
o
arre to integraate the resid
dential neigghborhoods,, provide
more housing unnits, aroun
nd 10% off it being affordablee housing, create susstainable
develoopment, provvide a mix of housing types and qualities,
q
wh
hile the part
rtnership with GAM
would share riskss in housing
g developm
ment. The prroject encou
urages deveeloping high
h quality
public amenities and spaces, good acccessibility, and sustaiinable desiggn that is to be a
showcase for susttainable dessign and deevelopment,, a project of
o “a more viable enviironment
for thee Eastern areeas of Amm
man and linkking it with West Amm
man” (GAM
M, 2009c).
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The mechanism of implementation is public-private partnership. The private partner is
responsible for the design and construction, financing, marketing and sales. GAM’s
responsibility is provision of infrastructure, including the provision of water, sewers, storm
drainage, electricity and telecommunication to the site boundary, in addition to ensuring
adequate transportation and transit infrastructure (GAM, 2009c).
The project composes of three zones, the first is Wadi Philadelphia (9 hectares) which
includes the Roman Amphitheater, the Old municipality building (to be rehabilitated as a
boutique hotel), the Poets house, and the old Raghadan terminal to be developed (adaptive
reuse) into a mixed-use development with an emphasis on tourism, since the terminal is not
in operation. This zone is an important tourist zone that will provide more accessible and
comfortable tourist attractions, and would link the Amphitheatre with the Citadel through a
potential funicular. The second zone, Wadi Raghadan (22.5 hectares), includes mixed-use
buildings and a pedestrian path, intended to provide more commercial areas for the local
businesses and more housing units including 10% affordable housing. The third zone is
Wadi Al-Mahatta (14.4 hectares) and includes a major inter-modal public transit facility and
mixed use center. The terminal shall be located where the proposed Zarqa LRT line
intersects with the Amman public transit system, including an urban LRT, buses, taxis and
services (GAM, 2009c). The Raghadan terminal is proposed to be developed into a
commercial area, a public library and a hotel (GAM, 2009b).
The rationale of the redevelopment opportunity is based on the current needs and expected
demands serving the rapidly growing communities in Amman, where the site has
development potential of up to 5 Floor Area Ratio (“FAR”) or a gross floor area (“GFA”) of
approximately 470,000 sqm of land area. The project is a substantial densification of high
density zones, building height is 24 m to 75 m high GAM (2009c). The Wadi Amman
project (the urban strip) is meant to provide around 40% (6,000) of the expected needed jobs
for 2025, in addition to other indirect jobs (Amman Institute, 2010). In another reference,
the project’s economic benefits are the provision of 22,219 jobs, and an increase of the local
expenditure and taxes (Amman Institute, 2009b).
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Figure 51: Desiggnation of zoning
z
and heights
Sourrce: GAM (2
2009c)
Usee

Land Area (sqm)

Ratio

Ressidential (10%
% is affordab
ble)

143,0
048

27%

Com
mmercial usees on ground
d floors

77,95
55

15%

Offfices

38,89
98

7%

pubblic institutioons and faciliities

25,37
79

5%

Hottels

33,37
72

6%

Pubblic spaces

206,1
137

39%

Tottal

534,7
789

100%

Source: A
Amman Insttitute (2009b
b)
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Competitions propoosals of thee Urban Strrip Projectt

http:///www.calthhorpe.com/aamman-urbaan-strip, retrrieved in Aprril 24, 2014

http:///technoyugi.bblogspot.com
m/2009/11/w
wadi-amman--urban-regeneration-propposals.html, retrieved
in Aprril 24, 2014

5.4.3

Implemen
ntation

In a m
meeting withh Amjad Maslamani,
M
a parliameent deputy, Yousof Shhawarba, the mayor
deputyy, Fawzi Meesaad, City Manager oof GAM), Monther
M
Jam
mhawi, Genneral directo
or of the
Departtment of Anntiquities, some
s
of traaders deman
nded GAM to executee the Wadi Amman
Projectt that was developed
d years agoo. Fawzi Mesaad
M
claarified that the projecct is an
undersstudy (Jordaan News, 20
014). GAM
M’s officials declared th
hat the Urbaan Strip pro
oject was
stoppeed because of the diffficult finanncial situation of GAM
M, in addittion to the lacking
econom
mic feasibillity of the project, but tthe project will be a fu
uture develoopment opportunity.
Accordding to Faw
waz Mesaaad most off these projjects were proposed iin 2009, when
w
the
econom
mic situatioon was betteer, but curreently, 90% of
o these projjects are diffficult to im
mplement
(Bebarrs, 2015). Through
T
an interview
i
w
with engineeers from GA
AM, the deccision regarrding the
assembbled lands for
f the Wad
di Amman pproject wass cancelled and
a the land
nds were retturned to
the ow
wners (Dawoood, 2016).
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5.5 T
The Cultural Strip
The cuultural strip is a mix of municipall uses and cultural
c
usees. The purppose is to revitalize
the cennter of Am
mman in ord
der to achieeve social, cultural, an
nd economiic benefits. GAM’s
policy to develop the Culturaal Strip start
rted in the 1990s, throu
ugh many prrojects: the Hussein
culturaal center com
mpleted in 2002, the C
City Hall in
n 1996, and the building
ng of GAM in 1997,
in addiition to devveloping thee Fountain P
Plaza and th
he improvem
ment of the existing Raas al Ain
Park. The Husseein Culturall Center inncludes exh
hibition hallls and theeaters, the National
N
Institutte of Musicc, and a presss center (D
Dawood, 200
02).

1: Huussein cultuural center, 2:
2 GAM Buuilding, 3: The
T City Haall, 4: Natioonal Museum
m,
5: Plaza, 6: thee Amman Artisan
A
Markket, 7: the Centre
C
for th
he Performiing Arts (prroposed)
8: Raasi al Ain Park,
Sourrce: based on Google 2016
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Lately, new cultuural facilitiies were esstablished: The Nation
nal Museum
m in 2013 and the
M
in 20
010. A propposal of Cen
ntre for the Performingg Arts was prepared.
p
Ammaan Artisan Market
The Am
mman Artissan Market is located oon a site areea of 2.5 do
onums. The project objective is
urban, economicc and social developpment serv
ving the lo
ocal comm
munity throu
ugh the
nger, which was for thee electricity company, iinto a publicc market
rehabillitation of thhe steel han
and plaza with thhe provision
n of parkingg. The Centtre for the Performing
P
Arts was designed,
d
but nott implemennted. It was proposed oon the site of the old cig
garette facto
tory, and insspired to
be an anchor for arts and cu
ultural activvities in thatt area that is
i accessiblle to differeent areas
and claasses of society (GAM
M, 2008). T
The design was selecteed by launcching a com
mpetition
invitation of international reenowned arrchitects. The
T first priize was shaared between Zaha
Hadid and Deluggan Meissl Associates Architectss. The projeect cost waas estimated by 80
millionn JD (Alwakkaai, 2014)..

Fiigure 52: The
T Center of Perform
ming Art, by Zaha Haadid
Sourrce: http://w
www.zaha-haadid.com/arrchitecture/k
king-abdulllah-ii-housee-of-culture--art/,
retrieeved in March 13, 2015
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5.6 Assessment
According to Kamal Jalouqa, the 1989 Study has not been implemented (Jalouqa, 2016).
Some of the 1989 Study projects and policies are re-proposed in ADPRS. The assessment
focuses on the Downtown revitalization policy: “The Amman Downtown Plan and
Revitalization Strategy, 2010”, GAM’s interventions and projects of the 1990s Tourism
Study, the Cultural Strip projects and the Urban Strip.

5.6.1

The Downtown planning Approaches

The 1989 and 2010 Studies use the framework approach, providing a comprehensive
analysis and proposals for different systems and aspects of demography, employment and
economic activities, housing, land use, infrastructure, transportation, the public realm and
building form. But the important missing studies are market and social studies. The 1990s
Studies use strategic planning approaches which define a master plan and a set of projects.
The urban study (1989, 1990s, and 2010) approaches for revitalizing the Amman Downtown
are economic, social, cultural, environmental and physical approaches (Table 25). The main
focus of these approaches emphasizes the improvement of the place quality, heritagetourism, mixed use development and accessibility. The unique features of the Downtown are
the local traditional shopping activities, historical identity, heritage and physical form, the
memory and soul of the place, the meeting place between East and West Amman, the human
scale and social interaction. The potentials and opportunities of the Downtown include
historic sites, the existing pattern of mixed use development, specialized markets, and the
vital area of the Faisal Street and the Husseini Mosque.
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Table 24: Amman’s Downtown Revitalization Strategies
GACP, 1988

Tourism Projects, 1996 &
2000

ADPRS

Objectives
Improve the Downtown role
on the national, metropolitan
and local levels as a historic,
cultural, commercial,
employment and transport
center

To make Amman “Jordan’s
true international core”,
increase attractiveness,
promote tourism, and
enhance economic activities

Retain the authentic function
and role of the Downtown, and
revive physical and economic
conditions for the coming 20
years

Need for tourists’ amenities
and infrastructure

Loss of the authentic role and
function, congestion,
poor
public uses, poor pedestrian
environment, and lack of
housing variety

Improve tourist facilities
and destinations, physical
environment, and enhance
pedestrian walkability,
develop a zone of trails and
paths connecting different
facilities and historic sites
with the Downtown

Designate the Downtown as
special planning area, preserve
the cultural heritage, protect
historic identity and physical
form, encourage future growth
and new investments, revive
the Faisal-Husseini Area as the
Downtown core, and integrate
the Downtown core with
surrounding areas

A master plan defines a
Tourism Zone, projects

development framework and
policies, regulation, projects
and community participation

Tourism projects such as
tourist trails, view terraces
and tourist terminal.

Public projects (open spaces
and physical improvement),
Social and economic
development projects

Heritage- Tourism
development

Mixed use, Economic,
Environmental and physical,
Heritage- Tourism

Main issues
Lack of touristic services,
poor accessibility, housing,
and poor quality environment

Main strategy
Enhance historic sites and
cultural facilities, improve the
transport system and
pedestrian environment,
improve facilities and
services, housing, and open
space, controls to maintain
the visual quality, and
intensity

Policy
Projects and actions on the
short and long term, urban
design policies

Projects
Projects related to tourism,
environment and public
spaces, transport, and
housing.

Approach
Environmental- Heritage
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The gooal of the Tourism Projjects of the 1990s and 2000 was to make Am
mman “Jordaan’s true
internaational coree”, increasin
ng attractivveness, prom
moting tourrism, and ennhancing economic
activitiies. Howevver, improviing the touurists’ services and terrminal, andd developing
g tourist
trails aand view terraces woulld not makee Amman’ss core intern
national. Thhe Tourism Projects
increasse attractiveeness, prom
mote tourism
m, and enhaance econom
mic activitiees. Well, im
mproving
the touurists’ servvices and teerminal, annd developing tourist trails and vview terracces have
improvved the placce quality, and
a providedd additional activities, but would nnot make Amman’s
A
core gllobal. The Downtown
D
has an impoortant role on
o the natio
onal level w
where Amman is the
capitall of Jordan. The urban
n studies herritage appro
oach aims to
t protect hhistoric iden
ntity and
physiccal form, promote
p
tou
urism, andd enhance economic activities. The urban studies
strateggies focus on improving the plaace quality
y and enhaancing pedeestrian wallkability,
develooping publicc spaces an
nd tourist seervices, pro
otecting heritage areas and improving the
conditiions of the historic
h
sitees.

Figure 533: Specialized Marketss
Source: A
Amman Instiitute (2010))
The toourism appproach for a downtow
wn’s revitallization is based on ccapitalizing
g on the
heritagge and histoorical assets of the dow
wntown. Thee tourism ap
pproach is iinterrelated with the
econom
mic and envvironmentaal approachees, where traditional markets
m
(Figgure 53) haave both
values in tourism
m and economy. The urrban studiess emphasizee on the Huusseini Mossque and
Faisal Street, thee role of landscaping
l
g and envirronmental improvemeents to present the
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downtown’s uniqueness, providing better tourists’ facilities and services, in addition to
proposals for traffic management and major improvements on the longer term. Urban studies
emphasize the Husseini Mosque’s importance as a religious and social focal point by
improving the Al-Husseini Mosque Plaza (expansion, pavement and planting). The ADPRS
strategy concept focuses on the revival of the Faisal-Husseini Area as the core of Downtown
and the integration of the Downtown core with surrounding areas. The revival of the FaisalHusseini Area proposes encouraging developing diverse commercial markets (through
emphasis on themes, clusters, and incentives for high quality services), enhancing the public
realm, and developing a civic plaza. Integration of the Downtown core with surrounding
areas is proposed by developing public realm qualities such as pedestrian connections,
landmark and symbols, the changing of zoning and land use to meet desired growth
expansion, anchor desired expansions by pilot/demonstrating examples, and connecting the
peripheral public spaces to the downtown core.
Indeed, the Faisal Street, old markets, and the Husseini Mosque and its surroundings are the
core of the Downtown where the original shopping activities were developed. The core of
old Arab cities is the traditional specialty markets were linked to the main city mosque
(Hakim, 1986; Mortada, 2003; Bianca, 2000 and Raymond, 2008). The proposals for
developing the core of the Downtown are successful strategies. Markets are specialized trade
areas such as bookshops and perfume, clothes, and jewelry markets. Markets are the main
economic contributors, hotels and storerooms mixed with commercial buildings and
institutional facilities were attached with the major mosque. In economic theories, a
specialized markets or niche markets strategy is also a common strategy for improving the
economy. Fortunately, the Amman Downtown also has this important character of
specialized markets close to the main mosque (Husseini Mosque). Focusing on strengthening
the specialization of the traditional market of the Downtown is an essential strategy that
would develop a distinctive character of the Downtown. Emphasis on the traditional
characteristics of the Downtown and the enhancement of its unique features will make the
Downtown a distinct center that will increase its competitiveness over other urban centers
and shopping malls.
The 1989 study proposes enhancing outdoor prayer spaces of the Husseini Mosque to
emphasize the mosque’s importance as a religious and social focal point, landscaping and
creating more views of the mosque and enhancing outdoor prayer spaces for Husseini.
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ADPRS proposes developing a civic plaza in front of the Husseini Mosque, landscaping,
beautification and improving the surrounding building facades, adaptive reuse of some of the
surrounding buildings, pedestrianization, improving and managing the informal market in
Souk Al Sukkar, and setting out urban and architectural design guidelines. The Husseni
district to be integrated with the Faisal Street shall form the core of the Downtown. But, on
ground, the only activities that were done were cleaning and enhancing the Husseini Mosque
façade and plaza (Jariri, 2014). The Husseni Plaza project is under study by GAM.
The Downtown boundary includes Wast El-Balad, the Cultural Strip and the Urban Strip (a
new proposal). The development of the Cultural Strip of municipal and cultural facilities has
strengthened the Downtown civic functions. The Urban Strip Project is a proposed mixed
use development at the eastern area of Wast El-Balad and aims to revitalize the Downtown
through creating mixed use development to improve the social and economic situations of
people there. The Strip development approach focuses on mixed use development and design
excellence. The project composes three zones: the tourist zone, mixed use development, and
an inter-modal public transit facility including a mixed use center. The impact of the strip
project will be discussed in the following sections.
5.6.2

The Economy and the Real Estate Market Development Impact
5.6.2.1 Cultural and Touristic Facilities

There are 57 hotels (1,715 beds) in the Downtown, most of them (44 hotels) are unclassified,
and the rest of the hotels are either 1- or 2-star hotels (Amman Institute, 2010). About 117
hotels out of 229 hotels are classified in Amman. The highest number of nights spent was at
5-star hotels. “This reflects the status of visitors to Jordan who are typically high-income Arab
and Gulf tourists”. There are three types of tourism in Amman: Educational Tourism, Medical
Tourism, and Meetings Incentives Conferences and Events Tourism. “Museums, art galleries
and culture heritage exhibitions, are major attractions in Amman, especially for tourists
visiting for a short period of time” (Amman Institute, 2009a). Since the three types of
tourism are more related to specific destinations (education, medical, and meetings), this
means the opportunities of the Downtown to attract those tourists is very low. Most of the
Downtown hotels are unclassified. In addition, the Downtown has few revealed historic sites
that will not be enough to promote Amman globally. Many cultural facilities were developed
in the Downtown. The National Museum project was proposed in the 1996 Tourism Study.
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museum rolee is a culturaal resource to present the
t history of Jordan inncluding sp
paces for
The m
exhibittions and seeminars. Th
he museum was seen as a potentiaal for generaating econo
omic and
educattional beneffits. The museum,
m
funnded by JIICA, was opened
o
in 22014. The Amman
Artisann Market aiims to imprrove urban, economic and
a social activities
a
annd to serve the
t local
commuunity througgh the rehaabilitation oof the steel hanger (waas for the ellectricity co
ompany)
into a public markket and plaza with thee provision of parking. The projecct was implemented
G
and USAID (G
GAM, 2009b). The prroject is fun
nded by
with ccooperation between GAM
USAID
D.

The A
Artisan Marrket, http:///www.menbaar-naqabi.nett/?p=32650, retrieved in December 10, 2016
The proposed Ceenter of Peerforming A
Art was to
o be locateed at the D
Downtown western
gatewaay. Currentlly, the alloccated site foor the centerr is occupieed by the Frriday publicc market
that wiill be relocaated to anoth
her locationn later on. Prime
P
Minister Abdullaah Anossor declared
that thhe project will be stalled for ffinancial diifficulties (Alwakaai,
(
2014). Neews was
publishhed that thee Jordanian
n Anti-Corruuption Com
mmission raiised a corruuptions claiim of 16
millionn JD againsst some of GAM’s em
mployees (A
Amra News, 2013). Som
me people consider
the dem
molition off the Cigareette Factoryy building as a mistakee, and GAM
M had to ren
novate it
into ann institutionnal building,, a school orr a training center. Theese facilitiess have enhaanced the
culturaal activities and eventss in the Dow
wntown, bu
ut none of them was a catalyst for further
regeneeration projeects or activ
vities in thee area. For example, although a laarge institu
ution, the
Nationnal Museum
m, is located
d at the cultuural strip clo
ose to the Fountain
F
Plaaza, the com
mmercial
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a
were unsuccessfu
u
ul, the stores are vacan
nt. Accordinng to Eng. Nisreen,
activitiies in this area
many ttimes the stores were rented, butt they failed
d to continu
ue (Dawoodd, 2016). There
T
are
some kkey sites in the Downttown that laack restauraants and oth
her entertainnment faciliities that
would enhance thhe tourists’ services, suuch as near the Qalaa and the Rooman Amph
hitheater.
mprovemen
nts on tourissts’ facilitiees and serviices have taaken place, some of
Althouugh many im
them aare in bad conditions. Weak opeeration and maintenancce are affeccting the qu
uality of
these services, suuch as the informatioon center being
b
inactiive, the prooposed caffé at the
Hashm
mite Plaza being
b
inactive, and thee public toilets near th
he fountain plaza being closed
and in bad conditiions.

Phootos of the Friday
F
publiic market att the propossed site of th
he Center off Performin
ng Art
5.6.2.2 A Primary Urban
U
Centter
No maarket study was
w conduccted as a preeparatory stu
udy for the revitalizatioon strategy of 2010.
ADPR
RS suggestss that a market
m
studdy should be done to
o analyze gaps and identify
opporttunities and strategies for
f improvinng and expaanding the existing
e
retaail and officce sector.
ADPR
RS emphasizzes the exissting patternn of mixed use develo
opment of tthe Downto
own, and
proposses land usee designation to strengtthen the mix
xed use chaaracter of thhe Downtow
wn (scale
and typpe) of differrent uses:
 rre-establishh the Downttown as a prrimary urbaan retail desstination, prrotect and reetain the
eexisting tradditional retaail fabric
 rre-establishh the Downttown as a ssignificant employmen
e
nt center in Amman: corporate
c
ooffices, professional offfices, educ ation emplo
oyment, gov
vernment offfices
 eenhance touurism services and attrractions, prrovide cultu
ural activitiees and a clu
uster for
ttourists arouund the Hasshemite Plaaza, and defi
fine a Heritaage District
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 encourage affordable housing and housing variety
 strengthen the existing entertainment uses (restaurants, clubs, cinemas, etc)
ADPRS aims to re-establish the Downtown as a primary urban retail destination with
competing suburban shopping malls by emphasizing providing an interesting and vital
alternative environment, protecting and retaining the existing traditional retail fabric of
Downtown Amman (souks, vegetable markets, informal venders, book printers & sellers,
etc.), theme markets and cluster enhancement. The proposals for developing theme markets,
a heritage district and entertainment zones, and attracting high-profile restaurants and retail
businesses to the area - if implemented - are rational strategies that would strengthen the
place identity and distinguish the Downtown from other commercial centers. But would that
be enough to re-establish the Downtown as a primary urban retail destination on the city
level? ADPRS objectives are responding to the city needs in achieving a high quality urban
center and providing jobs, but the supply of commercial uses exceeds the city’s demand.
Many factors would have influence on the attractiveness and success of the Downtown: the
purchasing power, travel distance, traffic congestion and availability of parking, and type of
products. The main trade area of the Downtown is the surrounding neighborhoods that
contain low purchasing power, wealthy customers have many other alternative centers that
are more accessible and convenient. The Downtown, if to be a regional destination, should
provide goods and services that are worth traveling for on the city level. The Downtown is
not a prime commercial center on the city level; Downtown commercial spaces compose
1.3% of the city commercial spaces including retail, warehouses, and other services. There
are many competitive commercial centers to the Downtown on regional and local levels.
Offices in Amman are polarized in the western areas, specifically at Zahran, Abdali, Wadi
al-Seir as clarified in Section 4.4. The offices areas compose 0.17% of the total city office
spaces, indicating that the Downtown is not a preferred center for office activities
Year
Population
Commercial uses
Medina District (Old Downtown)
Total in Amman
%
Offices
Medina District (Old Downtown)
Total in Amman
%

1994

2004

2009

2016

1,382,426

1,896,426

2,315,600

4,019,100

31,938

44,960

68,169

118,281

1,634,337
1.95%

3,531,897
1.27%

5,491,060
1.24%

8,878,738
1.33%

940

1,164

2,003

3,016

178,172
0.53%

535,412
0.22%

934,385
0.21%

1,779,678
0.17%
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As clariified in Secction 4.5, th
he boundaryy of Ammaan’s city ceenter (Figurre 54) inclu
udes the
Abdali District, Tllaa al-Ali, Umm
U
Summ
maq and Kh
haldaa District, Zahrann District, Wadi
W
alSeir Diistrict. Thiss boundary
y is drawn where thee highest concentratio
c
ons of com
mmercial
activitiees and the highest
h
land
d values aree located. The
T designatted center pprovides serrvices to
middle and high inncome peoplle.

Fig
gure 54: Th
he City Cen
nter of Amman
Sourrce: the Researcher bassed on Amm
man Institutee (2009a), GAM
G
(20088) and the Amman
A
Chamberr of Commeerce (2015)
The D
Downtown market
m
prov
vides comm
mercial serv
vices for middle
m
and m
mostly low
w income
peoplee. The Downtown is no
ot the primee activities center of Amman,
A
butt a center siimilar to
other district cennters. The district ceenters are competitivee commerccial centerss to the
Downttown, for exxample, thee commerciaal centers of
o Jabal al Hussein
H
andd al-Hashmii provide
goods of suitable prices for middle
m
and llow incomee people.
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5.6.2.3 New
N retail sp
paces
Althouugh commercial activitties were coonsidered in the redev
velopment oof many plaaces and
are inccorporated within
w
publlic spaces aat prime loccations, such
h as in the Fountain Plaza and
Raghddan Terminaal, most of them are vvacant. JICA
A’s proposaal was to uppgrade the terminal
and to provide touuristic serviices, but GA
AM has jusst four touristic buses, ccivil defensse trucks
and exxcluded other public trransportatioon systems that were previously
p
tthere. The terminal,
t
prior to developm
ment, was vital and attrracted diffeerent peoplee and activiities includiing from
s
Publlic transporrtation is a key econom
mic driver iin urban areas. The
the surrrounding streets.
picturee is reversed to Mahattta. The imppact of the transportattion terminaal as a geneerator of
commeercial activiity is obviou
us in the M
Mahatta Terrminal. A new market hhas been deeveloped
there, vendors annd kiosk ow
wners seek hhigh foot trraffic spread along thee Mahatta Terminal
T
streets and spacess, legally an
nd illegally. According to Majed all Omari, a m
member of Wast
W ElBald C
Committee, a kiosk own
ner in the M
Mahatta term
minal said th
hat the trafffic at Raghaadan was
better, whereas thhe Downtow
wn generatess more trafffic.

Deserted Stoores at the Fo
ountain Plazaa

Deeserted Storees in the Ragh
hadan Termiinal
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P
Photos
show the commerrcial activitiees in the Mah
hatta Terminaal

5.6.2.4 Large
L
scale Developmeent Project
Anotheer strategy proposed by
b GAM fo
for “revitaliizing” the Downtown
D
is the Urb
ban Strip
Projectt, a large scale projeect that wass meant to
o be located
d at the eaastern areas of the
Downttown. The Strip aim
ms to “revvitalize” th
he Downto
own by crreating mix
xed use
develoopment of high
h
density
y zones on a land area of 470 dun
num. The SStrip includees retail,
officess, housing, the
t Bazar, a library, woorkshops, a vocational school and training cen
nter, etc.
The prroposed com
mmercial usse (retail) inn the urban strip is arou
und 80,000 sqm, this supply
s
is
similarr to the exissting comm
mercial uses (retail and offices) areea in Wast El-Balad of 84,925
sqm. T
These numbbers indicatte that the Strip is a large
l
scale developmennt that may
y have a
major impact on the
t Downtown. Maybee there is an
nother inspirration behinnd this proposal; the
Strip iis overlooked by the Raghadan
R
P
Palace, an area of hig
gh importannce, politically and
culturaally.
Two sccenarios aree possible with
w the imppact of the project
p
on th
he Downtow
wn. One scenario is
the prooject will bee competitiv
ve to the Doowntown by
y attracting investors aand customeers when
providding an attrractive urbaan center oof design excellence,
e
higher quaality ameniities and
servicees, and bettter physicall and enviroonmental container. The second scenario is that the
projectt would nott have a baad impact oon the Down
ntown, becaause it suppplies higherr quality
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t Downto
own markett that attraccting the
goods and products that aree not comppetitive to the
ple with weeak purchasing power. But if the pproject willl provide
middlee and low inncome peop
goods and produccts that are not
n demandded by the surrounding
s
g communitties, then a question
here w
would be whhether the project
p
wouuld attract customers
c
from
f
all off Amman orr not. In
case off commercial uses, there are manyy regional centers,
c
com
mmercial corrridors and regional
malls tthat are com
mpetitive markets
m
on m
more accessible and fav
vorable locaations. The demand
for offfice spaces is
i concentraated in the w
western areaas of Ammaan as indicaated in Figure 52. In
additioon, with the completion
n of Abdali,, the markett will be over supply off offices, ho
otels and
retails (discussed in Chapter 6). Regardding the resiidential usees, there is a concern about
a
the
he residentss who will be
b interested
d in living aat this locattion. The
socioeconomic sittuation of th
Strip pproject is a large scale mixed use developmeent. The eco
onomy focuuses on com
mmercial
activitiies. The exxisting land
d uses are a mix of workshops,
w
a flour miill, a pasta factory,
warehoouses for cllothes relieff and a speccialized com
mmercial market
m
of carr accessoriees shops.
The Sttrip project, if implemeented, wouldd have a bad impact on
n the local eeconomy an
nd would
cause ssocial displaacement.

Raghadan
n
Terminal

Anotheer issue is the transp
portation sttrategy on the city leevel, wheree the Mahaatta was
envisiooned to be developed into a hub and inter-m
modal meetting point fo
for the regio
onal and
municiipal transit systems. This
T
propossal is not logical;
l
the daily com
mmuting maass from
16
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g
in the North T
Terminal th
hat is located closer to the Amman
n center;
Zarqa should be gathered
he commuter
ers shall be gathered
g
the bussiness activvity of the city as definned in this reesearch. Th
in the N
North Term
minal that is closer to thhe city centeer.

Figurre 55: Prop
posal of a reegional term
minal at the North Teerminal
Sourcce: the Reseaarcher based on inform
mation from Amman Institute (20009a) and maaps from
GA
AM (2008) and the Am
mman Cham
mber of Com
mmerce (20015)
At all events, GA
AM’s officiaals declaredd that the Urban
U
Strip project wass stalled because of
the diffficult financcial situatio
on of GAM,, in addition
n to the lack
king econom
mic feasibiliity of the
projectt, but the prroject would
d provide a future deveelopment op
pportunity (B
Bebars, 201
15).
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Current actiivities at th
he Urban Sttrip

C
Car worksho
ops

The Mahatta
M
Teerminal and the Pasta Factory

The
T Flour M
Mill and other workshop
ps
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5.6.2.5 Market Stalls / Street Vendors
ADPRS recognizes the importance of the informal vendors to the Downtown’s character and
its low-income market sector, and proposes that regulation should manage these activities.
There are different parties and interests in the market stalls. Currently, GAM is enforcing the
removal of the stalls. The Downtown traders (the shops owners) are against the unauthorized
stalls that have an impact on their benefits where they have to lower prices to compete with
the street vendors who do not have to pay any taxes or expenses. In addition, the traders
consider the street vendors disturbing to the heritage image of Amman (Alwakeel News,
2012). Akel Biltaji, GAM’s Mayor, with Issa Haider Murad (Amman Chamber of
Commerce (ACC)) and Dawood Hakouz (Director of Traffic Department) did a tour in the
Downtown, their focus was on exploring the random spread of stalls that make troubles for
the shop owners, traffic disruptions, and obstacles to pedestrians. The group agreed on
managing traffic with adding traffic signs and managing parking (Amman Chamber of
Commerce, 2014).
The head of the Downtown traders’ commission, Yahya Awamra, appreciated GAM’s effort
to removing the stalls and managing the main roads and the store fronts of the Downtown.
According to Awamra, GAM has extensively worked on reorganizing the Downtown and
enhancing the Downtown’s heritage image. He demanded GAM to continue all efforts in this
direction that will preserve the Downtown’s image for its historic and touristic role in the
city of Amman (Alrai, 2014). GAM, in cooperation with security, tried to enforce clearing
stalls out of sidewalks especially in the Quraish and Talal Street. Some traders claimed that
GAM deliberately delayed removing the stalls, and they raised claims to GAM that many of
the stalls were owned by GAM’s employees. On the other hand, the street vendors declared
“they want us stealers instead of workers”, before removing stalls, GAM has to find
alternative locations (Balbesi, 2014). Market stalls exist in different locations in Amman. In
other areas of Amman, specifically at the Wehdat Camp commercial area, there was violence
between police forces and the market stall owners who refused to remove their stalls, and
they set fire to their goods protesting against GAM’s regulation (AlMadenah News, 2016).
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Source: AllMadenah News
N
(2016
6)
Anotheer experiennce of mark
ket stalls is the Friday public market, secondd-hand cloth
hing and
shoes. The allocatted site for the perform
ming center is occupied
d by the Friiday public market!
n the old Ab
bdali terminnal that is planned to
The Frriday publicc market waas located prreviously in
be thee Abdali Paark and Lib
brary, and then relocated to thee site of thhe Performiing Arts
temporrarily. The planned lo
ocation of tthe Friday Market is Attota
A
areaa, near the Mahatta
stationn (Mihsen, 2014). Thee stall ownners have protested
p
against trannsferring thee public
markett from Abddali to Rasi Al Ain. Thhey consideer the Abdaali site moree central an
nd larger
(Cozzeens, 2014). One propo
osal for thee developmeent of the old
o Abdali tterminal waas a park
and a library, aim
ming to creeate an urbban node th
hat is vital and full off activities to be a
gatheriing space for
fo differentt ages (GAM
M, 2009a). The old Ab
bdali terminnal site is allocated
a
for parrking until a specific pllan can be ddecided.

“Our ffamilies andd the livelih
hood of our children is more righttful than anyy project on
n earth”.
Sourcee: Cozzens (2014)
(
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The prevvious locationn of the publicc market at thee old
Abdali tterminal,
http://khhaberni.com/m
more.php?new
wsid=110597&
&catid
=1

d with the ppublic
The cuurrent locationn is occupied
market aat the old cigaarette factory

A prroposal for Abdali
A
Park aand Library at
a the old
Abdaali terminal , source:
s
docum
ments from GA
AM

oposal for a Centre
C
for the PPerforming Arts
A at the
A pro
old cigarette
c
factorry (http://www
w.zahahadid
d.com/architeccture/king-abddullah-ii-housse-ofcultu
ure-art/), retrie
eved in March
ch 13, 2015

Abd
dali

Old Abdali
A
Term
minal
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5.6.3

The Physical and En
nvironmen
ntal Impact
5.6.3.1 The
T Qualityy of Urban D
Design

The urrban design quality will be assesseed with seveen objectivees of good uurban design
n: Urban
Characcter, Continnuity and en
nclosure, Q
Quality of th
he public reealm, Legibbility, Adap
ptability,
Diverssity, and Easse of movem
ment.
a. Urban Ch
haracter
ntity is to promote ch
haracter in townscapee and landsscape by
“A plaace with its own iden
responnding to annd reinforcin
ng locally distinctive patterns off developm
ment, landsccape and
culturee" (DETR, 2000). Ass proposed by the sttudies, the Downtownn has a sig
gnificant
characcter, an urbban form of a “dramaatic topograaphy”, a ceenter of traaditional reetail and
themattic markets within areaas of heritagge values.
Urban
n Form
The urrban form will
w be discu
ussed by criiticizing GA
AM’s policy
y of buildingg heights an
nd scale,
intensiification annd densificaation, and tthe impact on the Downtown chharacter. Th
he urban
studiess emphasizee the urban
n design rolle in improv
ving the plaace quality and characcter. The
major concern iss preserving
g the urbann form of the
t Downto
own that hhas unique physical
characcteristics of hills and vaalleys. The 1989 Plan recognized
r
the topograaphic features of the
b preservedd, a policy was
w proposeed to preserrve the hilly
y skyline
Downttown as a heritage to be
by resttricting the buildings’ height at thhe hills creest with threee to four ffloors, whille higher
buildinngs were too be develo
oped on thee lower slop
pes. None of
o these guuidelines haave been
adopteed.

Fig
gure 56: Th
he 1987 heiight’s prop
posal
Sourrce: GAM (1987)
(
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ulations, if developed as of right now, the ooutcomes would
w
be
The cuurrent zoninng and regu
devastating. ADP
PRS statess: “If futuure develop
pment hass continuedd as indiccated in
assumpptions 1 andd 2 “As of Right”,
R
the built form will be unbalanced com
mbination of
o over 9
floors buildings (220-23%) an
nd low-rise buildings (59%).
(
This growth w
will have bad
d impact
wing, traffic managemeent issue,
on heriitage characcter of olderr areas, creaate undesiraable shadow
and neegatively afffect view-sheds betw
ween the vaalley and th
he surroundding hills”, see the
below images (Am
mman Instittute, 2010).

The current situaation 2016

The Situation in 2008,
Source: Amman
A
Instittute (2010)

a: As of Right Buiilt Form: Man
ny more 8-10 storey
buildinngs. Assum
mption 1: All properties buuild to
their as of right provision ussing the max
aximum
coveraage allowed by the zone
Sourcce: Amman Institute (2010)

b: As-of-right
A
built form: assu
sumption 2. height
h
map
rang
ging from 2 to
o 21 storeys 772m. assumptiion 2 : all
prop
perties built to the as off right with properties
100
00m (1 dunu
um) or greaater using only
o
60%
(slim
mmer floor plate) of the maax permitted coverage
c
Sou
urce: Amman Institute (201 0)

The abssence of a clear
c
vision
n of the vallue of the urban
u
form has an obvvious impacct on the
Downtoown urban form.
f
Many
y high builddings are ob
bstructing views
v
to thee surroundiing hills,
and desstructing thhe heritage urban form
m of the vaalley form. The strangge thing is GAM’s
approvaal of a highh building, a police ceenter, adjaccent to the Roman Thheater. Refeer to the
followinng photos.
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n of the Dow
wntown urb
ban form by
y constructinng high buid
dling
Phootos show thhe distortion
In spitte that the 2020
2
Study recognizedd the problem of the im
mpact of thee zoning law
w on the
urban form of thee Downtown
n, the propoosed regulattions for bu
uilding heigghts and zon
ning also
would have a baad impact on the Doowntown’s character. ADPRS prroposes larg
ge scale
develoopments (Fiigure 58), new zoningg and heig
ght regulations (Figuree 57), enco
ouraging
densityy bonus areeas, and faciilitating lannd assembly
y. These pro
oposals, if im
mplemented
d, would
have aalso a negaative impacct on the D
Downtown character and morphhology, thee natural
heritagge, view oppenness and
d the urbann form of th
he Downtow
wn. Buildiing more th
han four
storiess in the Dow
wntown vallley (adoptinng the propo
osal of the 1989
1
study)), would rem
move the
strong shape of valley-hills
v
profile andd obstruct views
v
to thee surroundiing hills. Prroposing
large sscale develoopments intterferes witth the Dow
wntown qualities of sm
mall scale plots
p
and
develoopments thaat are contriibuting to thhe Downtow
wn’s distinct characterr. The fine grain of
the Doowntown urrban form is the heritaage establish
hing the plaace characte
ter. Develop
pment in
the Doowntown shhall be limited to smalll size and low height buildings tto protect the place
characcter as descrribed in MG
GP: “Ammaan is a city with a view
w, a series oof stairs, and a river
downtoown”. The proposed
p
bu
uilding heigghts in the 1989
1
and 20
010 studies aare not ratio
onal.
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Figuree 57: ADPR
RS -Buildin
ng Height Proposal
P
Source: A
Amman Instiitute (2010))

Figure 58: ADPRS- L
Large scalee developmeent Propos al
Source: reefined map based on Amman
A
Instiitute (2010))
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Downtown as
a a valley
y would hav
ave a distin
nct characteer with empphasis this quality.
The D
Greeniing the Dow
wntown wou
uld create itts special seense of placce. Some arreas already
y reflects
this feeeling, see beelow photoss.

Photos
P
takenn along the Cultural Strrip
The scene of th
he Downto
own surro
oundings
GAM has done some inteerventions to improv
ve the visu
ual scene of the Do
owntown
surrounndings. Thee first phasse of paintiing and enh
hancing buiildings in tthe Downto
own was
done inn cooperatioon with Nattional Paintting. The second phase of improviing the visual image
of the Downtownn was donee in cooperration betweeen GAM and
a Taameeer, Jordan Holding
a renovattions of 18 areas
a
that co
ost JD 100,0000. This prrocess is
Compaany to compplete paint and
part off a plan thatt would cov
ver Greater A
Amman in general
g
with
h an estimat
ated cost of a JD 3-4
millionn to be exxecuted with
hin 3-4 yeears.

These initiatives employ tthe concep
pt of the
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M1, 2007c). Views oveerlooking thhe Downtow
wn from
Corporrate Social Responsibiility (GAM
the hiill crests are
a polluted
d with impproper deteeriorated bu
uildings annd water tanks on
buildinngs’ roofs, distorting the
t views. A
ADPRS pro
oposes pilot interventiions to improve the
appearrance of facades and ro
oofs to encouurage propeerty owners to do the saame.

Definiing the co
ore of the Downtown
D
n
ADPR
RS defines thhe Husseinii mosque, thhe Faisal Strreet and thee specializedd old markeets as the
Downttown core that
t
should be integrateed with thee surroundin
ng areas. Thhese marketts would
distingguish the Doowntown am
mong other commerciaal areas.

D
Old markkets at the Downtown
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age and Historic Sittes
Herita
Urban studies em
mphasize th
he cultural rrole of the Downtown
n through ppolicies to improve
conditiions of hisstoric sites,, cultural ffacilities, th
he transporrt system, and the peedestrian
environnment. Mosst of the urb
ban studies emphasize the importaance of linkiing the Citaadel with
the Doowntown thhrough fun
niculars or bridges. Th
he 1989 sttudy proposses projects in the
Citadeel includingg constructio
on of a new
w national archeologiccal museum
m, the Jordan Craft
Centree and a hoteel on the Ciitadel slopees, the redev
velopment of the site bbetween An
nbat and
Shabsoogh Streets into terraceed housing ( land acquisiition and lannd assembly oof sites on thhe citadel
slopes), a multi-sto
ory car park
k and comppletion of the restorationn of the Citaddel, in additiion to the

demoliition of the old municiipality (the Philadelphiia Hotel) to
o establish a multi-use building
and ree-establish a bridge connecting thhe Hashmitee Park with
h the Citade
del. The 198
89 study
proposses excavattion, restorration and improvemeents of thee Rom Nym
mphaeum. ADPRS
proposses enhancinng open spaace around Nymphaeu
um. In 2014, the U.S. E
Embassy in Amman
has aw
warded a $200,000 grant for the restoraation and rehabilitatioon of the Roman
Nymphhaeum in downtown
d
Amman.
A
Thhe grant is from
f
the Am
mbassador’ s Fund for Cultural
Preservvation (AFC
CP) supportting the pre servation off cultural sites, culturall objects, an
nd forms
of tradditional cultuural expresssion aroundd the world (Embassy
(
of
o the U.S., 22014).

The Rooman Nymp
phaeum
The 19996 and 20000 studies propose ddeveloping a tourist zo
one includinng the Citaadel, the
Romann Theater, tourist
t
trailss, view terrraces, tourisst terminal, a national m
museum, an
nd paths
conneccting different facilitiees and histooric sites with
w the Do
owntown. A
ADPRS deffines the
Downttown Culturral Heritagee Zone wheere redevelo
opment is to
o be controolled by regu
ulations.
The U
Urban Strip Project,
P
200
09, identifiees a tourism
m zone “Waadi Philadellphia” inclu
uding the
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ng (to be reh
habilitated aas a boutiqu
ue hotel),
Romann Amphitheeater, the Olld municipaality buildin
the Pooets house, and the olld Raghadan
an terminal to be deveeloped (adaaptive reusee) into a
mixed--use develoopment. Thee only impleemented pro
oposals are some projeects proposeed by the
Tourissm Studies. The museum
m was estabblished in 2012.
2

The JJordan Musseum
Maha Al Khateebb, the Min
nister of Toourism and Antiquities, stated thhat the Citaadel site
rehabillitation is im
mportant fo
or the signifficant locatiion that oveerviewing thhe Downtow
wn. The
Citadeel is one of the
t seven olldest mounttains in Am
mman (Saray
ya News, 20009). GAM’s policy
aims to developp Amman as a tourrist destinaation and lengthen ttourists’ staay. The
implem
mented projjects on the Citadel aarea are paathways and
d shaded arreas, infrastructure,
lightinng, signage, event areass, the visitorrs’ center and
a parking.. The projecct was implemented
with coooperation between
b
GA
AM, DoA, M
MoTA and USAID (GA
AM, 2009a)
a).

Visitor Center and Pathwaays at the Citadel
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o the type of building
g materials, form, signnage, etc. haas a bad
The abbsence of reegulation on
impactt on the Doowntown ch
haracter. Reegulations were enforced on the Faisal Streeet only,
where a special prroject was implementedd.

P
Photos
show
w inapproprriate signag
ge and building materiaals
Land aacquisition and land asssembly of sites on thee citadel slo
opes was prroposed in the
t 1989
Study. In 2009, GAM
G
started
d the land aacquisition of the citad
del slopes. Later, Omaar Maani
declareed that GAM
M has not possessed
p
anny lands at the
t Citadel slope, and nno houses would
w
be
demoliished, but ruumors abou
ut these issuues were nott true (Amm
man Net, 20009).

Deteeriorated buuildings on the
t Citadel slopes
s
Then, many people had comp
plains that G
GAM officiially inform
med about 446 families to
t empty
their pproperties foor demolishiing purposees. GAM co
onsidered most
m of thesee houses derelict, in
bad coonditions, vacant
v
or reented by fooreign work
kers (Hamd
dan, 2009). Many deteeriorated
buildinngs around the Citadeel are distoorting the views.
v
The surroundedd areas aro
ound the
Citadeel have strattegic locatio
ons for sighhts and view
ws to the Do
owntown. It would be an asset
to devvelop the Ciitadel slopees into terraaced boutiq
que hotels and
a restauraants. GAM and the
17
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he project aaims to enhance the
World Bank havee initiative to green thhe buildingss’ roofs. Th
g the Down
ntown by reemoving waaste, and
visual appearancee of the Cittadel area ooverlooking
GAM, 20100). The pro
oject is finaanced by thhe World Bank
B
and
addingg paint and planters (G
managged by GAM
M (Ammon News, 20100).

Sourcce: GAM (2
2010)

http://ar.aammannet.nnet/news/834
486

The iddea to conneect the Dow
wntown withh the Citadel was propo
osed in the 11989 Study
y through
re-estaablishing a bridge
b
conn
necting the H
Hashemite Park
P
with th
he Citadel. The 1990s Tourism
projectt proposed tourist traills and view
wing lookou
uts to increaase connecttivity to thee Roman
Theateer and the Downtown
n. ADPRS proposes the develo
opment of a pedestriian loop
conneccting the Doowntown with the Citaddel. ADPRS
S proposes two connecction points with the
Citadeel, one to thee Hashmite Plaza, andd the other with
w the Faisal Street. T
The Citadel funicular
railwayy project waas in the process
p
of design and
d developm
ment. Accordding to Yo
ousef Al

Dalabeeeh, the Citty District Manager, tthe funicularr project is on hold bbecause of financial
f
difficuulties; GAM
M has more important priorities th
han executiing this prooject (Al Dalabeeh,
D
2015).

Improvements onn stairs, a brridge, and a lookout
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The 1989
propoosal:
archeoological
museuum, café,
hotel, citadel
housinng, craft
centerr,
pedesstrian route
to the Citadel
Sourcce: GAM
(19877)

The 1990’s
propoosals:
Tourist trails,
tourisst street,
visitorr center,
Husseeini plaza
Sourcce:
docum
ments from
GAM
M

The 22010
propoosal:
Tourist loop,
pedesstrian
conneections
with tthe Citadel
Sourcce: Amman
Instituute (2010)

Conneectivity betw
ween the Cittadel and thhe Downtow
wn would in
ncrease the fflow of tourists and
encourrage walkabbility. Moree activities aand entertaiinment shou
uld be creatted on the slopes
s
of
the Cittadel as prooposed in GACP.
G
Som
me projects of the Tou
urism Studyy were implemented
includiing the lookkouts, paveements at c ertain areass, and the improvemennt of stairs.. Further
develoopment of thhe proposed
d trails woulld enhance the
t environment qualitty and walkability.
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The prroposed touurists trails were
w not im
mproved
Urban
n Fabric Quality
Q
The uurban fabricc quality – buildingss and wallkways – is
i low. Maany measu
ures and
improvvements aree required to
o enhance thhe physical environmen
nt of the Doowntown.

b. Continuitty and enclo
osure
The D
Downtown has
h continu
uous frontagges. Distincct enclosurees were deeveloped in the old
marketts, where naarrow pathss connect m
many shops. These tradiitional and sspecialized markets
were ddeveloped by the traderrs a long tim
me ago.

ADPR
RS proposes improving the street ffrontages wiith façade beautificatio
b
on, cleaning
g and the
removal of random additions that harm
m historic an
nd architecttural featurees. The pollicies for
18
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mented onlyy on the Faisal Street. No guidelinnes are enfo
orced for
improvving façades are implem
develoopment in otther areas of the Downntown.
c. Quality off the publicc realm
ban design guidelines to encouraage building
ng conservation and
The 19989 Plan proposed urb
façadee improvem
ments, publicc spaces annd pedestriaan routes, ... but none of these gu
uidelines
have bbeen adoptted. ADPR
RS also prooposes to connect th
he Downtoown core with
w
the
surrounnding area by developing pedestrrian and pub
blic transport loops connnecting keey public
uses, oopen spacess and comm
mercial areaas, upgradin
ng the pedestrian envirronment, im
mproving
the quaality of openn space in the
t historic core, and defining gateeways and tthematic lan
ndmarks.
The prroposed pollicies are ap
pplying typiical objectiv
ves of imprrovements oof the publiic realm.
The im
mprovementts were implemented inn open spaces and the “Faisal
“
Squaare”.

Figure 59: Public Rea
alm Strateg
gy
Source: A
Amman Instiitute (2010))
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Hashemite
e Plaza
The H
The 1989 study proposed landscapinng the Hasshemite Park, improvving the Raghadan
R
Transpport Terminnal that pro
ovides faciilities to th
he passengeers and lanndscaping, and the
demoliition of the old municiipality (the Philadelphiia Hotel) to
o establish a multi-use building
and re--establish a bridge con
nnecting thee Hashemitee Park with the Citadell. ADPRS proposes
p
the rehhabilitation of the Hashemite Plazza. The pro
oposal was implementeed on an area of 26
donum
ms. The Haashemite Plaza has ann importantt historic value. The pproject rev
vives the
memorry of the past
p
Amman
n stream thhat was a node
n
of city
y growth thhrough refllecting a
symbool of a curved path, celebrating thhe Roman Amphitheat
A
er with thee establishm
ment of a
plaza ffor gatherinng and activ
vities, and eemphasizing
g the naturaal characterristic of greeen open
spacess and landscaping. The project componen
nts include paths, plaazas, open spaces,
vices, in
adminiistrative cennters, cafés, media waalls, colonnaades and paavilions forr tourist serv
additioon to signs and
a lighting
g (GAM, 20009a). In 20
014, GAM completed
c
tthe rehabilitation of
the Haashemite Plaza that has become m
more attracttive public space wherre many events and
activitiies take placce, encouraaging social integration
n in the Dow
wntown.

The 19877 Proposal, GAM (19877)

Th
he Hashmite Plaza, Gooogle (2017)

Sourcee: http://www
w.alwakaaii.com/74754
4-, retrieved
d in Novembber 15, 2016
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wntown cultu
tural corrido
or is the
Accordding to the Amman Plan, “a majjor anchor of the dow
Raghadan Regeneeration Project, which has been designed to celebrate thhe Roman period
p
of
Ammaan’s culturall heritage. The
T centrepiiece of the project
p
is th
he Roman A
Amphitheatrre; it will
be surrrounded wiith generou
us public sppaces and facilities
f
th
hat complem
ment this im
mportant
archeoological marrvel” (GAM
M, 2008). A
Although th
he Roman Amphitheatr
A
re has an im
mportant
historic value, it does
d
not rellate to the ccity culturally or contribute to Am
mman’s defin
nition as
T
applied policies overly ceelebrated th
his iconic feature. The
T
last
an Arrab city. The
redeveelopment off the plaza in front of th
the Amphith
heatre is designed into a formal plaza that
exaggeerates and glorifies th
his monumeent, but it is
i a good space
s
for oorganizing different
events and activities. More commerciaal activities had to be incorporateed in the area,
a
and
better sshade had to be consid
dered there.

No
o enough shaades at the Hashmite
H
Plaza
P
Faisal Square
Both thhe 1987 andd 2010 Stud
dies proposee improvem
ments on the Faisal Streeet that was a square
where many polittical, economic and soocial events took place in the 195 0s. The 198
89 study
proposses improviing the Faisal Square through deesign contrrol creatingg shopping arcades,
establiishing a peddestrian briidge linkingg first floorr shops togeether, and aalso conneccting the
upper level shoppping street in
i the Basm
man Street. ADPRS prroposes the creation off a good
qualityy and more pedestrian friendly
f
urbban space, identifying and
a protectiing its herittage, and
facilitaating econoomic regen
neration thrrough urban design and
a
landscaape improv
vements,
façadee beautificattion, the reh
habilitation of two ancchor buildin
ngs that dem
monstrate examples
e
of heriitage conseervation and
d adaptive reuse (i.e. the Duke House
H
and Central Caafé), and
propossals for urbaan managem
ment and reegeneration mechanism
ms. The urbban design of
o Faisal
Street focuses onn the manag
gement of ppedestrian and
a vehicle movementt, cultural activities
a
and exxhibitions to revive th
he memory of the area, strengtheen the linkks with surrrounding
18
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C
throu
ugh the impprovement of
o alleys,
neighbborhoods, esspecially Jaabal Ammann and the Citadel
stairwaays and touurist paths, the improvvement of pavement,
p
drainage,
d
un
underground
d wiring,
lightinng and plantting, the prrovision of attractive street furnitu
ure (benchees, shelters, rubbish
bins, fflowerpots),, signs, the improvemeent of stairrways, enhaancement m
measures, gu
uidelines
for thee suitable faaçades and activities, iin addition to the imprrovement off selected buildings
b
like Central Caféé or Duke building
b
(G
GAM, 2009aa). The tender documeent of Faisaal Street
ment on pav
vement, the middle islaand, pedestrrian paths, sstreetscape furniture
f
includees improvem
and froontages, thee Duke buiilding roof,, and the Central
C
Caféé (GAM, 2 009a). Mosst of the
propossed improveements of the
t Faisal S
Street (of the
t tender document)
d
were impleemented.
The “F
Faisal Squuare” after improvemeents has wider
w
pedestrian walkw
ways and a better
streetscape, but it is not a squ
uare, or a gaathering spaace.

The Faisal Plaza
P
in 19440s, Sourcee: documentts from GAM
M

The “Faaisal Squaree” in 2016
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Streettscapes
The onnly improveements that were done on the sidew
walks are th
he Faisal ST
T, and Talall St. The
Faisal St. was impproved as a separate prroject. Imprrovements on
o the Talaal St. were proposed
p
in the Tourism Prrojects. ADP
PRS proposses a strateg
gy for impro
oving streettscapes (veg
getation,
street furniture, removal
r
of obstructionns). GAM’ss interventio
ons are foccusing on reemoving
stalls aalong walkw
ways to enh
hance the peedestrian mobility. Thee below Gooogle map illlustrates
the streets void of vegetation
n in the Doowntown in comparison
n with Jabaal Amman. Trees in
the Doowntown weere planted mainly on tthe middle island
i
of strreets.

Jabal Amman
A

Downtown
n

Plantinng trees aloong the walk
kways wouuld enrich th
he pedestriaan experienc
nce and imp
prove the
visual scene. Plannting trees along
a
the w
walkways, similar
s
to th
he landscapee of the King Talal
St., see the below
w photo, is essential ffor both enh
hancing thee Downtow
wn environm
ment and
creatinng a distinctt character reflecting
r
thhe natural qu
ualities of th
he valley.
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A photo was taken at thee king Talall St.
Many walkways at
a the Down
ntown are inn bad conditions; they are interruppted and lacck shade,
are incconvenient, and requiree rehabilitati
tion.

Fig
gure 60: baad conditions of sidew
walks
The m
main streets of
o the Downtown havee middle isllands, fencees and pollaards that wo
ould give
vehiclees movemennt priority over
o
pedestr
trians, thus the connecttivity betweeen the two sides of
commeercial areass is weak. This is aalso seen in areas wh
here majorr developm
ment and
improvvements weere done, bu
ut no benefi
fits affected the surroun
ndings. Thee case in the Jordan
Museuum explainss the ides; the museum
m was supp
posed to brring econom
mic benefitts to the
adjacennt streets, but
b the high
h speed trafffic and fen
nces are affeecting pedeestrian conn
nectivity.
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wn core shhould be im
mproved to
o create a pedestrian friendly
Walkaability in thhe Downtow
environnment and shared
s
spacce for both vvehicles and
d people.

d. Legibilityy
The boold topograpphic charactteristics of tthe Downto
own of a vallley surrounnded by hills, makes
places in the Dow
wntown legible. ADPR S proposes gateways and
a nodes att main interrsections
to givee signals forr the arrival at the comm
mercial core of the Dow
wntown andd integrate different
activitiies. The prooposed gateeways woulld define Wast
W El-Balaad, but the R
Raghadan Terminal
T
and thhe Cultural Strip are outside theese gateway
ys, so main
n gatewayss should deefine the
boundaary of the Downtown
D
at the mainn integrations to incorp
porate the R
Raghadan Terminal
T
and thee Cultural Strip
S
(Figuree 61).
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Fiigure 61: T
The Downto
own Gatew
ways
Sourcee: the Reseaarcher based
d on Googlee (2016)
e. Adaptabillity
owntown iss supposed to have a limited
l
adapptability forr having
Most oof the fabriic of the Do
heritagge value. ADPRS
A
encourages addaptive reusse policy, where
w
GAM
M was supp
posed to
managge the proceess and prov
vide incenttives. The Downtown
D
Cultural
C
Heeritage Zon
ne had to
regulatte adaptive re-use undeer specifiedd circumstan
nces. ADPR
RS proposedd pilot interrventions
of adapptive reuse of the Dukee House andd Central Café.
C
Only th
he roof of thhe Duke Ho
ouse was
repaireed.
f. Diversity
The D
Downtown is already a mixed usee developmeent of officces, retail annd residenttial uses.
ADPR
RS emphasizzes the mix
xed use cooncept and designates emphasis oon specific activity
(Figuree 62). But thhis proposaal has not yeet been adop
pted.
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Figure 62:: Conceptual Land Usse
Sou
urce: based on Amman
n Institute (2
2010)

g. Ease of movement
m
ADPR
RS presents the MGP proposals on Near, Medium,
M
an
nd Long-terrms. The proposed
p
policiees concern physical improvemeents of buss services, sidewalkss and furniiture. A
‘pedesstrian prioritty’ environm
ment will bbe improved
d through trransit faciliities. The pllan aims
to reduuce vehicuular traffic passing thrrough the Downtown,
D
, restructure
re traffic flow, and
reducee vehicularr and pedeestrian connflicts by increasing sidewalks,, one-way streets,
signaliizing and siignage, and minimizingg surface paarking and using
u
vacannt plots for parking,
increassing bus traansit, preparing higherr order transit (light raail or metroo), and restrructuring
the dennsity and laand use mix
x introducingg higher order transit. The parkinng policy foccuses on
an incrrease of offf-street park
king facilitiees and identtifying key sites
s
for new
w parking facilities,
f
regulatting parkinng inside th
he downtow
wn, and im
mplementing
g traffic dissincentives such as
forcingg fees.
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mplemented improvemeents on transsportation focused
f
on ttraffic manaagement,
Until nnow, the im
street aand sidewaalks pavemeent, and rem
moving unau
uthorized sttalls and ennforcing reg
gulations
(Jariri,, 2014). GA
AM has imittated a poliicy for operrating shuttlle buses in downtown Amman
(every 10 minutees). The bu
us route exxtends from
m the Ragh
hadan compplex to Mu
uhajireen
m
areas including tthe Al Hussseini Mosq
que, Shabsoough Streett, the Al
passingg through main
Husseiin Cultural Centre in Ras
R Al Ain and King Faisal
F
Square. The prooject aims to
o reduce
traffic jams in doowntown an
nd provide aaffordable transport
t
th
hat would aalso help red
duce the
parking issue (Freeij, 2014). Touristic
T
bu ses have op
perated latelly.

Althouugh GAM has
h the priorrity to remoove stalls fro
om the walk
kways to eaase mobility
y, useless
stalls aare expandinng there.

Stalls aalong the walkways
w
Recenttly GAM haas prohibiteed car parkiing along th
he Downtow
wn streets. Shop owneers in the
Downttown have protested against GAM
M’s regulattions and sh
hut their shhops. They consider
the strrict parking measures to have a bbad impact on businessses, makinng people avoid the
area, thhe measurees “destroyeed the heartt of the dow
wntown areaa”. Many off them claim
med that
more tthan 70% drrop in saless was the reesult of GAM
M’s traffic measures
m
(A
Azzeh, 2016). Then
GAM set parkingg hours for shoppers iin downtow
wn. GAM’s City Direcctor Omar al
a Louzi
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n
of shuttle
s
busees would be increased to
t six busess that offer free
f trips
declareed that the number
into thhe Downtow
wn while people
p
parkk in public parking at certain areeas (Jordan
n Times,
2016).

Khalifa (20
f
sppiritless of buissenesse
b
es’ losses”, K
016)
Shhops ownerss: “we are frustrated,
Ragha
adan Term
minal
The 19989 study proposes
p
im
mproving thee Raghadan
n Transport Terminal tto provide facilities
f
servingg passengerrs. Raghadaan was propposed to be a station for
f a new lig
ight rail sysstem in a
study ffor the Ministry of Traansport in 19995. The 19
996 and 200
00 studies pproposed up
pgrading
the exxisting Ragghadan buss and servvice taxi teerminal inccluding alll existing terminal
adminiistration faccilities and shops for ccommuters, additional tourist facililities (tickeet center,
airline offices, traansport information, etcc.), and insttalling a pedestrian ove
verpass to Raghadan
R
Accesss. The Raghhadan termiinal was uppgraded into
o as Touristtic Raghadaan Terminall serving
the busses for touriists. After th
he completiion of the up
pgrading, a new propoosal, the 200
09 Urban
Strip pproject, propposed develloping Raghhadan (adap
ptive reuse) into a mixeed-use deveelopment
with aan emphasiss on tourism
m, in addittion to a pu
ublic library
y and a hootel (GAM, 2009c).
Transfferring Ragghadan to Mahatta
M
waas temporarry until the completioon of the terminal
upgradde. Transferrring the teerminal hass a bad imp
pact on the commerciaal activitiess around
Raghadan. GAM proposed a study to finnd alternatives to reduce economiic decay. Th
hrough a
meetinng with thee Downtown Traders, Eng. Ennaab, GAM’s representat
ative, propo
osed two
alternaatives; one is
i to dividee the Raghaadan Touristtic complex
x into threee parts consisting of
speciallized handiccraft markeets, parking,, and touristic bus park
king. The oother alternaative is a
combinnation of public
p
tran
nsport and touristic trransport, connecting the Raghad
dan and
Mahattta. Eng. Ennnab declareed that yearrs ago, two groups werre affected with the traansfer of
the staation: the trraders aroun
nd the Raghhadan termiinal and thee traders wh
who transferrred their
activitiies to Mahhatta if theey wish to move to Raghadan terminal aggain. Somee people
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moving the whole
w
term
minal to Ragghadan or keeeping it
attendiing the meeeting propossed either m
in Mahhatta. Eng. Ahmed
A
Waarawreh from
m Traffic Administrati
A
ion declaredd that relocaating the
terminnal to Raghaadan would create conggestion in the
t Downtow
wn (Petra N
News, 2012
2). Abdel
Halim Kilani states that GAM
M is going to prepare a comprehensive studdy seeking to
t revive
t
ecconomic annd touristic revival while pre serving the city’s
the ciity spirit through
distingguished herritage. Thee study seeeks to pro
ovide park
king and st
stimulate trraffic in
Raghadan’s tourisstic terminaal, managingg the Streett hawkers by
b creating ppopular maarkets, in
additioon to enhanccing the traffic throughh managing
g the transpo
ort system. E
Eng. Kilanii assured
that puublic and private
p
collaaboration iss important in order to
o achieve ccommercial revival.
He meentioned allso that the numbers of touristts could reach one m
million yearrly after
establiishing deveelopment prrojects inclluding two hotels and
d linking thhe citadel with
w
the
Downttown througgh a funicullar that wouuld increase attractions and lengtheen the tourists’ visit
(Amm
man Net, 20112). In anoth
her meetingg, GAM’s officials
o
prom
mised the trraders that there
t
are
many plans on thhe short an
nd long terrm that willl be developed to triigger the economic
situatioon around the Raghad
dan Terminnal, the tou
urist buses, offices annd services will be
transfeerred to the Raghadan Terminal. Then, the traders
t
requ
uested the rrehabilitatio
on of the
sidewaalks of the Hashmi
H
Street, provisiion of parkiing, public toilets,
t
impprovement of
o streets
and staair lighting (Petra New
ws, 2013).

The oppening of thhe Touristic Raghadan Terminal was
w in Octob
ber 2014. B
Biltaji stated
d that the
terminnal was execcuted as a response
r
too royal guid
dance aimin
ng at the Doowntown reevival in
alignm
ment with other redeevelopmentss such as the Hash
hemite plazza renovation and
improvvement of the
t urban visual
v
imagge of the bu
uildings surrrounding th
the Downto
own, and
traffic improvemeents. The touristic term
minal will prrovide serviices to touriists in Amm
man. The
terminnal includes differentt activitiess of transp
portation, bazaars, reestaurants and an
inform
mation centeer. GAM haas launchedd a shuttle bus
b covering
g the downntown leavin
ng every
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he Downtow
wn, the meerchants’
10 minnutes (Zyuud & Zu'bi,, 2014). Thhrough my tour in th
prioritiies were too relocate th
he transporrtation from
m the Mahaatta Terminaal to the Raghadan
R
terminnal (as it waas previously). They cllarified that the commeercial activiity was mucch better
when tthe terminaal was at thee Downtow
wn, as the new
n mayor of GAM prreviously prromised.
Yousef Al Dalabeeeh, the Citty District M
Manager, co
onfirmed th
hat the Raghhadan term
minal will
functioon as a tourristic termin
nal in additiion to otherr touristic seervices, andd most of th
he retails
are rennted. Theree are no in
ntentions too relocate buses
b
and service carrs from Maahatta to
Raghadan. Al Dallabeeh said that he maany times an
nnounced th
his fact to ppeople (AlD
Dalabeeh,
2015).
S addresses the issue of lackingg parking serving
s
the Downtownn. There arre many
ADPRS
parking lots interttwined with
h the Dow
wntown fabrric (Figure 63).

Thee car owneership in

a there is a culturee of depend
dency on cars
c
which is less oriented to
Ammann is high, and
walkabiility.

Figure 63 : Existing parking
p
lotts
Source: the Researrcher based
d on the Goo
ogle Map
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5.6.3.2 The
T Qualityy of Environ
nment
ban form
a. Sustaainable urb
ADPR
RS regulatess building heeights on baalance betw
ween maintaaining the D
Downtown character
c
and thee future dennsification th
hat support s planning for
f high ord
der transit. A
Although a compact
city annd urban inntensificatio
ons are prinnciples for achieving
a
sustainable developmen
nt, these
conceppts are not appropriate
a
for Downttown Ammaan as discusssed previouusly with th
he urban
form.
b. Pollu
ution, noisee and air qu
uality
Congeestion has an
a impact on
o the Dow
wntown env
vironmentall quality, w
where noise and air
M has provvided electtric cars as transporttation serviices. As
qualityy is a probblem. GAM
mentiooned previoously, the Downtown
D
hhas little veegetation. GAM
G
has too increase trees and
vegetaation in the Downtown
D
to improvee air quality. More man
nagement off waste collection is
requireed in the Doowntown.

c. Infraastructure
ADPR
RS proposes that an assessment of the storm-w
water drainaage networkk and the ellectricity
networrks be donee. Although
h ADPRS reecognizes th
hat improvin
ng the storm
m-water nettworks is
neededd, nothing was
w done. Last
L year, a raining daay caused flooding
f
in the Downttown. 15
minutees of continnuous heavy
y raining daamaged a lo
ot of the retail goods. According to Asaa
Quasm
mi, the merchants lost from four to six milllion JD beecause of thhe flooding
g (Abed,
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u
aand rehabilittation of Faaisal Street, the upgradeed storm
2015). In spite of the recent upgrading
h the rain off the last winter. Accorrding to merrchants at th
he Faisal
water nnetwork failed to catch
Street, new manhooles are sm
mall in size, aand rain flo
ooding rose into many stores; the previous
p
networrk was more efficient. The floodinng has also many
m
other im
mpacts, suchh as pollution
n and bad
smell aas a result of
o sewage flooding, dam
mage to the sewage man
nholes, and damages to the road
pavemeent at the Quuraish Street (Jafra Newss, 2015).

F
Flooding at thhe Faisal Streeet, Source:

hhttp://jo.arabbiaweather.com/contennt/, retrieved in

Storm
S
water, a pool at thee Roman
Amphitheater
A
r, AlBawabaa (2015)

N
November 155, 2016

Sewage
S
floooding in the
Stoorm water flooding in thee Downtownn , Jafra New
ws
(20015)

Downtown
D
,
http://www.a
h
alwakeelnewss.com/pri
nt.php?id=10
n
08435, retriev
ved in
November
N
155, 2016

d. Use ssustainablee solutions
ADPR
RS proposess a modest project off affordablee green hou
using encouuraging susstainable
solutioons. The project is sup
pposed to bbe environm
mentally frien
ndly, resourcce-efficient and
a lowcost. Thhis proposal has not been
n implementeed.

e. Re-usse / redevellop derelictt land and buildings
As disscussed in the
t adaptab
bility aspectts, ADPRS encourages reuse adaaptive and provides
p
incentiives.
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5.6.3.3 Summary
Thus, reviewing the rationality of the physical and urban design policies show that many of
ADPRS proposals achieve good design objectives (Table 28). But some important policies
should be revised including:
 The Downtown has a distinct character formed by its topographic features. Many of
existing buildings are more than four stories tall. The old and new height regulations
are contributing to the destruction of distinct features of low structures along the
valley.
 The proposed large scale development creates a new different character from the
existing one of fine grain buildings.
 ADPRS defines gateway landmarks at the commercial core of the Downtown. Other
primary gateways should be identified at the main entries to the Downtown to define
clear boundaries including the Raghadan Terminal and the cultural Strip.
 Upgrading the storm-water network is essential to prevent flooding that would have a
bad impact on the Downtown physical and economic situation.
 More sustainable solutions shall be encouraged.
Table 25: ADPRS- physical and environmental quality
Aspect

Tick

Urban Design
Urban Character

P

Continuity and enclosure

E

Quality of the public realm



Legibility
Adaptability

P


Diversity



Ease of movement



Environmental quality
Sustainable urban form*



Noise and air quality



Infrastructure (sewage, water and electricity networks)

N

Use sustainable solutions

P

Re-use / redevelop derelict land & buildings
E: Existing, P: Partially, N : No specific proposal
* : intensification is contradicting the Downtown character
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5.6.4

The Sociaal Impact

ADPR
RS proposes policies en
ncouraging affordable housing
h
and
d housing vvariety throu
ugh land
assembbly, improvving infrasttructure annd urban seervice, inceentives, dennsity bonuses, and
neighbborhood prootection agaainst densifiication or in
ncompatiblee uses. ADPPRS proposses many
prograams that woould improv
ve the sociooeconomic situation off people, iff implemented. The
providded open spaaces and paarks in the D
Downtown do not seem
m that attracctive, as few
w people
go therre. This obsservation iss applied onn the Hasheemite Plaza,, the Ras Al Ain Park and The
Fountaain Plaza at the Culturaal Strip.

Fo
ountain Plazza

Ras Al Ain Parrk

As disccussed prevviously, the existing oppen spaces were
w improv
ved and redeeveloped to
o achieve
better quality sppaces wherre people would inteeract and socialize. If the Do
owntown
revitalization straategy is im
mplemented, it would achieve
a
mo
ost of the ssocial coheesiveness
indicattors.
S
Social cohesiiveness
S
Social mixingg (in terms of
o age, ethniccity, family structure
s
and income)

x

IInclusive deccision-makin
ng, respond too local needss, community
y involvemennt



IIncrease sociial capacity and
a skills



P
Provide quality affordablle housing sttock, educatiion and healtth facilities aand
aamenities forr disadvantag
ged populatioons

P

P
Provide public space and improve soccial interactio
on *

P

S
Social pride



IImprove life experiences



IIncrease oppoortunities and choices forr residents

P

*:: the only im
mplemented
d strategy, oothers are prroposed objectives, P: Partially
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5.6.5

Factors contributing to the decline of downtown Amman

This section discusses many factors contributing to the downtown decline. Identifying these
factors is essential in the discussion of the urban revitalization policy, and identifying the
changes in the city development that have impacts on the downtown development.
ADPRS discusses the loss of an authentic role of the Downtown as a main commercial,
employment, and civic center, while it functions now as a “through-link between East and
West Amman”. The identified urban problems in the community are about environmental
and visual pollution, traffic congestion and parking difficulty, lack of residents and social
interaction, and abandoned buildings and high vacancy rates (Amman Institute, 2010). By
comparing the downtown urban problems addressed by the 1987 study and ADPRS, the
common issues are related to traffic and congestion, poor public uses and pedestrian
environments, a lack of housing variety, a low quality environment, and poor tourists’
services and facilities. The 1987 study focuses on the Amman Downtown role on the
national, the metropolitan and the local level, as a cultural, commercial, and employment
center by improving the economic and physical conditions.
Table 26: Indicators of Downtown Amman Decline
Environmental/ Physical

Economic

 Lack of open space and formal plazas

 High vacancy rates in the upper floors

 Poor management of vegetation on the hill
edges

 Low property values and substandard
fabric

 Accessibility network is vibrant, but not
attractive or safe

 The full economic value of buildings are
not utilized

 Limited public spaces such as pathways,
stairways.
 Lack of facilities to serve tourists
 The downtown heritage is at risk.
 Traffic congestion
 Public transport and parking are inadequate
 The existing road network needs upgrading
 Difficult pedestrian access such as crossing
area, narrow and discontinuous sidewalks.

Social
 lack of public spaces and social interaction
 middle class migration and blue-collar
immigration (non Jordanians populations
are 28%)
 Vacancy rate of housing units is high
 new construction is limited
 half the schools are rented buildings

Amman Institute (2010)
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Old Downtow
wn served as
a Amman’ss central business distrrict with a m
mixed use pa
attern of
“The O
religiouus institutioons, resideential neighhbourhoodss, government officess, and com
mmercial
streets. Despite the westward
d expansionn of Amman
n, the Old Downtown remains a vibrant
ommerce annd governm
ment. The
area off Amman but no longer plays a do minant rolee in local co
commerrcial and reesidential markets
m
activve today primarily cateer to the miiddle to low
w income
househoolds of the eastern
e
porttion of the C
City” (GAM
M, 2008).
5.6.5.1 Physical
P
and
d Environm
mental Facttors
a. Natu
ural and Spatial Consttraints
At the beginning of
o the 20th century,
c
Am
mman was a small town
n. The Amm
man Downto
own was
the m
main comm
mercial, po
olitical andd institutional center, surroundded by residential
neighbborhoods onn the hills. The physiccal characteeristics of the
t downtoown that haave been
develooped in a vaalley limited
d to some eextent the developmen
d
nt potential for expansion. The
small plot size inn the Down
ntown (appprox. 200 m2, only 49 plots are llarger than
n 800m2)
restrictts the demaand for estaablishing laarge develop
pments with
h heights raanging from
m 2 to 6
storiess (Amman Institute, 2010). Acccording to the
t 1989 study, the C
CBD of Am
mman at
Shmessani was a result of
o Ammann’s rapid expansion
e
combined with the natural
characcteristics off the down
ntown’s “drramatic top
pography”, and influennced by th
he urban
expanssion along the
t highway
ys radiating from the ceenter (GAM
M, 1987).

Shm
mesani Disttrict
20
00

Downtown has been developed within floodplain areas.
a
The D

Alth
though the natural

characcteristics of steep slopees and surroounding hillls are restricting the hoorizontal ex
xpansion
of the Downtownn, the high
h vacancy rates of th
he upper flo
oors, in adddition to the
t nonutilizattion of the maximum allowable numbers of
o floors, in
ndicate that other facto
ors have
impactted the Dow
wntown grow
wth.

Thee Downtownn valley surrrounding by
y hills
b. Aged
d Building Fabric
F
Most of the buiildings (69%
%) in Wasst El-Balad
d are in av
verage conndition and require
mainteenance, andd 23% of thee buildings are in poorr condition (Amman Innstitute, 2010). The
demoliition of buiildings is su
ubject to thhe authoritiees’ approvaal. Thus Waast El-Balad
d has an
image of aged urbban fabric with
w many cconstrains on
o redevelopment. Thiss image hass pushed
properrty owners to
t develop in
n areas of bbetter qualities and serv
vices.

Deeteriorated bbuildings att the Downtown
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c. Low quality environment
A low quality environment has an impact on attracting new investments. The low quality
environment is a result of many aspects such as pollution, congestion, low quality air and
deteriorated properties. Both the government and property owners are responsible for these
issues. A higher quality environment will encourage pedestrians to experience the
Downtown. The lack of investment in urban infrastructure degrades the quality of services.
Improving the infrastructure services of a storm-water drainage network and the electricity
networks and telecommunication is required in the Downtown.
d. Accessibility
Traffic congestion and inadequate parking services are important issues to attract both
investors and customers. The high dependency on car use pushes investors to search
locations on wide roads that provide the required parking.
5.6.5.2 Social and Economic Factors
a. Change of Population Structure
The Downtown suffers from the middle class migration and blue-collar immigration; nonJordanians populations are at 28% (Amman Institute, 2010). In the last decades, the
Downtown has attracted Iraqi and Syrian refugees.
b. Changes of Shopping Habits
Other changes that have impacted the degradation of the Downtown’s role are changes in
mobility (more dependency on cars), retail patterns and shopping habits. According to
Rybczynski (2000), technology has influenced the urban culture, for example the refrigerator
is the intervention that accelerates developing supermarkets and regional malls on the main
highways. Malls, the managed serviced places, have a mix of commercial stores,
entertainment and restaurants which changes shopping habits, and introduces a new lifestyle.
Having a car means you can go far distances, and having a refrigerator means you do not
need to go shopping every day. In addition, malls create internal environments, bazaars,
concerts and public spaces where people socialize and interact (Rybczynski, 2000). The
relationship of the sensory contexts of people such as touch, smell, sound and taste are
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nother shapee; people were
w
more reelated and cclose to natture, but
changeed or transfferred to an
these cchanging habits
h
and culture
c
creaate new forms of urb
ban structurres, "In nin
neteenthcenturyy Paris, thee growth off restaurantss and cafés encouraged
d the habit of eating out and a
discouurse centredd on gastron
nomy" (Stew
ward, 2007).
In the last decadees, many sh
hopping maalls were established in
i Amman. Malls app
peared in
Ammaan to meet the
t urban cu
ulture desirre for new settings
s
and
d habits of cconsuming desire
d
in
places within thee big box of
o clean groounds and painted waalls, surrounnded by paanoramic
advertiisement enccouraging mass
m consum
mption. Mallls with theiir services oof parking, a variety
of gooods in a cleaan environm
ment where higher-ord
der goods an
nd services are provided, have
attracteed shopperss. Most of the
t shoppinng malls aree located in
n West Amm
man serving higher
incomee people. Laately few sh
hopping maalls were esttablished in East Ammaan.

Figu
ure 64: Maalls Distribu
ution in Am
mman
Source: bassed on inforrmation in Amman
A
Insttitute (20099a)
c. The ssocioeconom
mic situatio
on
“The ccurrent preedominantly
y low inco me, retail centered employmentt does not provide
incomee levels sufficient to support a hhealthy dow
wntown eco
onomy”. M
Most of the housing
units, 664%, in Waast El-Balad
d are rented (Amman In
nstitute, 201
10). Ownersship is an im
mportant
20
03

The socioeconomic
factor that encourrages peoplle to best uuse and maintain their property. T
o
and
d tenants haas an influeence on thee property conditions as well.
situatioon of the owners
Disinvvestment inn the stock of capitall assets succh as housses, retail aand officess is also
degradding the buillt environm
ment. Changee in the socio-economiic compositiion of the in
nner city
populaation has alsso impacted
d the Downntown; this includes
i
thee low incom
me employm
ment and
residennts in the Downtown,
D
and the low
w income surrounding
s
neighborhooods. Decaades ago,
the Doowntown waas a destinaation of highher income people, but now the Doowntown iss serving
middlee to low inccome peoplee. Most afflluent peoplee have mov
ved to west A
Amman wiith better
qualityy environmeents and serrvices.

man Urban
n Morpholoogy and Ap
pproximate Division L
Line betweeen East
Figurre 65: Amm
and
d West Am
mman
Sourcce: Ababsa (2011b)
(
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Figuree 66: Photo
os of the neiighborhood
d surround
ding the Doowntown

d. Thee Market Demand
D
The D
Downtown has
h the oldeest buildingg structures in Amman
n. The peopple’s preferrences to
develoop in new arreas where better enviironment an
nd higher qu
uality of seervices are provided
p
have gguided city expansion to the westtern areas of
o Amman. The investtors’ preferences of
relocatting their buusinesses to
o sites of favvorable env
vironments have impaccted the Dow
wntown.
Ribbonn developm
ment and alllocating serrvices in more favorab
ble locationns such as shopping
s
malls adjacent too highwayss are exampples of chaanges that have transfformed thee overall
patternn of activitiies and movement in Amman. The
T image perception
p
ffrom outsid
de/inside
could aalso have an impact on
n the Downntown. Altho
ough people appreciatee the heritage value
of the Downtownn, it is percceived as a retail desttination forr underclasss poor peop
ple. The
residenntial areas of
o eastern Amman
A
arouund the Dow
wntown are lower incom
me groups.
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Figurre 67: Prop
posed Major Projects in
i 2009
Sou
urce: based oon Amman Institute (2009a)
5.6.5.3 The
T Urban Policy
P
Ammaan’s rapid expansion
e
and
a growthh has impaccted the Do
owntown. T
The urban planning
p
policiees, the markket demand
d, and the ggovernment decisions responding
r
to the vastt growth
and thee urban devvelopment have
h
the maiin role in sh
haping Amm
man and thee Downtown
n.
a. Dispeersed Econ
nomic Activ
vities
The 19987 Study justifies
j
thee existence of a Centraal Businesss District (C
CBD) as a result
r
of
Ammaan’s rapid expansion,
e
combined
c
w
with the natu
ural characteristics of the downto
own as a
valley restrictingg expansion
n, where thhe Downto
own could not be abble to attraact more
commeercial activiities, in add
dition to the influence of
o the urban expansion along the highways
h
radiatinng from thee center. Th
he 1987 Stuudy proposees a policy for
f distributting the gov
vernment
and addministrativve centers out
o the Doowntown an
nd even ou
ut the CBD
D aiming to
o reduce
20
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1
Moving the goovernmentall, health, an
nd up markket commerccial uses
pressurre (GAM, 1987).
outsidee the Downntown into the western expansion areas has crreated severral areas do
ominated
by “sinngle uses”, such as ban
nking in Shhmeisani, an
nd health seervices in Jaabal Ammaan, while
governnment officees were scaattered throoughout the City (GAM
M, 2008). T
The urban policy
p
of
the deevelopment of new su
ubcenters aas proposed
d in the 19
987 Study has influen
nced the
Downttown’s funcction. Many
y competitivve centers haave been deeveloped suuch as Jabal Hussein
and Sw
wiefia.

Abdali
Dow
wntown

Figu
ure 68: Disp
persed Eco
onomic Activities
Source: the Reseaarcher based
d on GAM (2008)
b. Shiftting the Cu
ultural Centter
“Reloccating the cuultural and civic facilitties outsidee the downto
own, it sendds a negativ
ve signal
to the private secctor, meanss the publicc sector hass given up on the dow
wntown” (B
Burayidi,
2013). Other goveernmental decisions
d
haave an impaact on the Downtown, sshifting the cultural,
political and finanncial role off the city ceenter. The city’s
c
main mosque,
m
thee Friday Mo
osque, is
where the Frriday prayerrs sermon iss on a live broadcast
b
the cityy's first conngregationall mosque, w
on the official cityy TV, was the Husseinii Mosque in
n the Downttown, whichh was then replaced
by the King Abduullah Mosque in Abdaali, and then
n by the Hu
ussein Mosqque in Dabo
ouque at
the citty’s fringe. While the Raghadan palace wass established in the Doowntown, the
t main
court aand the Parrliament off Jordan weere develop
ped in Abdaali. Shmesaani has beccome the
financiial center of Amman
n. The deccision of developing
d
the Abdalli area as a “new
downtoown”, a new
w spirit for the city, w
would createe questions regarding tthe Downto
own role.
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Thus, the Abdali area and Shmesani has become the main political, commercial, institutional
and financial center of Amman.
c. Transportation policy
The 1987 Study considers transferring the transport terminals outside the CBD, which would
provide potentials for developments, “Major long term development opportunities will be
available when…the existing transport terminals are moved out of the Central Business
District” (GAM, 1987). The studies of 1996 and 2000 propose upgrading the Raghadan
Terminal and providing tourist services, while keeping the original function of the terminal
serving commuters. Many proposals were developed for the terminal; in the end, although a
proposal for the terminal was to serve both commuters and tourists, it functions now as a
tourist terminal only. Transferring the transport terminal from Raghadan to Mahatta has
reduced the level of economic activities in the surrounding areas as expressed by the traders
(Traders, 2015). Traders protested against transferring the terminal and have asked for a
relocation of the terminal to Raghadan. The Downtown traders protested in the old
municipality building close to Raghadan terminal. The traders asked for indemnity against
the commercial decay after moving the terminal to Mahatta in 2000, in addition to relocating
the terminal to Raghadan. The traders stated that the relocation of the terminal to Raghadan
would revive the Downtown (All of Jordan, 2011). The transferring of Raghadan to Mahatta
has a bad impact on the commercial activities around Raghadan.

5.7 Summary
5.7.1

Challenges and Potentials of the Downtown

The Downtown has many challenges to overcome. The Downtown shall be improved to be
attractive and a destination at the city level. It should have a clear role and function, and a
distinct character to compete with other urban centers. The Downtown needs realistic and
applicable policies to attract visitors and residents. The Downtown has to tackle many urban
problems such as congestion, parking, quality of buildings and type of products. The
potentials of the Downtown are the heritage and memory of place, specialized markets, and
its central location surrounded by high density areas.
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5.7.2

Rationality and Impact

Applying the checklist of rationality and impact of urban regeneration (Table 27) shows that
ADPRS would achieve many of the objectives of sustainable regeneration, if implemented.
ADPRS proposes the vision of the Downtown with considering community participation.
The defined priorities are about retaining and enhancing the Downtown’s historic role as
Jordan’s capital city, celebrating unique heritage, revitalizing commercial areas, creating
vibrant gathering places, and attracting housing options. ADPRS aims to “retain the
authentic function and role of the Downtown, and revive the physical and economic
conditions for the coming 20 years”. Re-establishing the Downtown as a primary retail and
employment center is unrealistic. The center of Amman has been shifted to the west. The
analysis indicates that the Downtown’s share of retail activity composes 3% of the city retail
spaces, and 6% of the city office spaces. The required upgrading of infrastructure should be
GAM’s priority to enhance the services and attract investment.
ADPRS policies are rational regarding strengthening the mixed use character of the
Downtown, with an emphasis on the specialty markets and improving the streetscapes and
open spaces. In general, the urban design and environmental policies are rational, except the
policy related to the proposed scale and heights of development. The fine grain of the
Downtown fabric should be preserved. The policy should include more public spaces and
social facilities. The proposed large scale mixed use project “the Urban Strip” would have a
bad impact on the Downtown; it will be a competitive center located at a more accessible site
to the proposed, a major inter-modal public transit facility at Mahatta.
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Table 27: Downtown- Rationality and Impact of Urban Regeneration
Rationality of Approach
Relevance to the city needs



Realistic use of market appraisal techniques in the selection of the strategy

x

Achieve objectives of good urban design
Mechanism of Implementation & Main Interventions

P

Adequate initial investment from the public sector to attract private sector

x

Partnership
Environmental/ Physical Impact

P

Sustainable urban form; compact city and urban intensification*



Mixed-use development



Re-use / redevelop derelict land and buildings



Improve environmental quality, provide amenities, enhance quality of life



Improve accessibility and use integrated public transport systems

P

Design excellence and high quality urban design



Decrease car use, promote public transportation and walkability



Use sustainable solutions (efficient energy resources, renewable energy,..)

P

Overcome physical isolation of declining areas

P

Emphasis on the place character and identity, preserve the heritage
Economic Impact

P

Provision of cultural and leisure amenities



Create jobs

P

Increase contribution of culture, knowledge, and new industries

P

Entrepreneurship: improving the knowledge base, encouraging enterprise,
education and training; and empowering local businesses



Improve local economy



Attract investment, improve the urban image and environment
Social Impact



Social mixing (in terms of age, ethnicity, family structure and income)

N

Inclusive decision-making, respond to local needs, community involvement

P

Increase social capacity and skills



Provide quality affordable housing stock, health facilities and amenities…

P

Provide public space and improve social interaction

P

Social pride



Improve life experiences



Increase opportunities and choices for residents

P

P: Partially, N : No specific proposal
* Urban intensification of the Downtown has bad impact on its heritage
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The following is a summary of GAM’s interventions and projects in the Downtown since the
1990s:
 In the 1990s, the Cultural Strip projects: GAM’s building, the City hall, the Hussein
Cultural Center, the fountain plaza and Ras al Ain Plaza.
 Between 2000-2014, many projects proposed in the Citadel Tourism Study were
implemented, including lookouts and view terraces, renovation of the visitor center,
provision of 10 kiosks in the plaza and one information kiosk, improvement of the Old
Municipality Plaza, improvement of the existing stairways, improvement of Al
Husaini Mosque plaza, upgrading the Raghadan Terminal, the national museum,
pavements of sidewalk at Al Hashimi and King Talal Streets, establishing an overpass
bridge at Raghadan bus terminal across Al Hashimi Street.
 Developments of the Citadel open spaces including the visitors’ arrival gateway,
pathways and shaded areas, and improvements on the archeological museum garden.
 Redevelopment of the Hashmite Plaza to improve the open space quality and create a
formal plaza suitable for events and activities.
 The Faisal Street: improvements on the streetscape, pavement and widening of
walkways, lighting, street furniture, and cleaning of facades.
 Establishing the Amman Artisan Market including new buildings for art craft, and
adaptive reuse of the old electrical hanger into a multi-use hall, a space for events and
activities.
 Restoration of the Nymphaeum.
 Special transport services for tourists and visitors include shuttle buses, electric cars.
 GAM has applied many measures for traffic management in the Downtown.
GAM’s developments include the Cultural Strip and the GAM buildings, the redevelopment
of open spaces, and the improvement of touristic attractions and facilities, which have
achieved a successful contribution to increase the role of the Downtown as a center
representing the origin of Amman. Most of the implemented interventions are related to
tourism development. Many cultural events and festivals have taken place in the formal
Hashmite plaza, the Jordan Museum, the Hussein Cultural Center, and the Amman Artisan
Market. The achievements on the cultural aspects have a reflection on the social advantages
also; the cultural activities have increased the social interaction and thus contributed to the
Downtown qualities as a place of gathering. On the other hand, the heritage Wast El-Balad is
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at risk, no regulations or guidelines manage the development there. Many deteriorated
buildings require rehabilitation or redevelopment.
The impacts of the projects are mainly physical improvements on streetscapes and existing
open spaces; no new open spaces were created, but strengthening the civic, tourism and
cultural activities in the Downtown has been respectively achieved. The implemented
projects have not had a strong impact on the economic benefits. The tourism and cultural
activities would not be enough to attract tourists worldwide or promote Amman globally.
The projects have not improved business opportunities, encouraged investments, or
increased residents, tourists or visitors. Some projects have a bad economic impact on the
surroundings, such as upgrading the Raghadan Terminal, where it provides services for
tourists. Moving the transportation system (buses and cars) from the Raghadan to the
Mahatta has caused economic decline in the surrounding areas. The initial plans aimed to
upgrade the terminal, and the relocation of the transportation services had to be temporary,
but GAM took the decision to keep the terminal in Mahatta. Then, many proposals were
done, sending a message about the uncertainty of the best utilization of the terminal, and that
the proposals were not really reflecting the city needs and priorities. Some of GAM’s
projects lack the economic driver that would bring foot traffic and create commercial
activities.
Provision of open spaces and improvement of public spaces are a few objectives of the social
aspects. Affordable housing in Amman is a key issue for people. No housing variety or
convenient housing is available in the Downtown.

The vegetable market requires

improvements and better services.
5.7.3

Plan Conformance and Effectiveness

In accordance with the 2010 studies proposals, GAM’s Strategic Plan 2011-2014 defines
many objectives related to the revitalization of the Downtown (GAM, 2011), including the
following:
Intervention

Tick

Management of the Downtown revitalization through a private organization

x

Incentives for the Downtown revitalization

x

Redevelopment of the Hashemite Plaza
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Rehabilitation of the Faisal Square



Rehabilitation of the Artisan Market



Studies for adapting-reusing of the Raghadan Terminal and the GAM library to create
more activities, markets and hotels in partnerships with private sector

x

Set out regulations and contextual zoning for Wast El-Balad as a special planning area

x

Studies and designs of Maydan Amman; an enlargement and redevelopment of the
existing plaza at Husseini Mosque as a central area located at the intersection of two
planned higher order transit lines

Under
study

Design competition of the southern-western gateway of Wast El Balad

x

Upgrade of the street lighting at Wast El Balad

x

Redevelopment of the citadel southern and western gateways

x

Tourist bus



Shuttle bus



Infrastructure and services for development of the Urban Strip

x

Administrative changes in GAM have affected the implementation process of the ADPRS
proposals and the Strategic Plan of GAM 2011-2014. Omar Al Maani, served as mayor of
GAM between 2006 and 2011, but he was accused of corruption (Freij, 2011), and then
many proposals and programs were disrupted accordingly. Some of the 2011-2015 strategic
plan projects were implemented, including the Faisal Street Project, the Hashemite Plaza,
and the Citadel Open Space. As declared by many engineers in GAM, changing the Mayor
of GAM and closing the Amman Institute has an impact on finalizing ADPRS, and therefore
its implementation. No official plan has been adopted to guide the development of
Downtown.
Mayor Akel Biltaji, has not adopted ADPRS, but he followed a different approach.
According to Yousef Al Dalabeeh, the city district manager, he and Biltaji do not believe in
blue print studies, but prefer working on solving urban problems based on immediate and
direct actions (Al Dalabeeh, 2015). Thus, Biltaji defines GAM’s priorities according to his
expertise. Biltaji assured that GAM’s policy has improved traffic and enforced regulations in
the Downtown to increase the commercial and touristic attractions. He stated that GAM shall
continue managing the Downtown to provide parking, manage pedestrian mobility and the
Hussaini Mosque Plaza, that was misused by immigrants and street vendors, manage
circulation in Basman Street, enhance the environment by cleaning up streets from rubbish,
and dealing with vendors violation of the public areas (GAM, 2014). There was no
commitment to the proposed plans; the new mayor of GAM apparently has shoveled aside
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the previous plans and studies, and started improving the existing situations according to his
own vision, although at the same time he has picked some projects proposed by ADPRS to
be implemented. GAM’s strategy (2014-2017) for Amman focuses on three issues:
improving environment and cleanliness, enforcing regulations, and preserving Amman’s
identity (Shamayla, 2013). GAM’s 2014-2017 strategy has had little success. GAM failed to
achieve most of these strategies; the Downtown environment has not been improved, the
Downtown is dirty except the main streets, enforcing regulations on the street vendors is
useless, Amman’s heritage is threatened, no clear regulations for façade improvement were
done except at the Faisal Street, and there are many actions harming the heritage. GAM’s
Strategy 2015-2017 proposed a project to rehabilitate GAM’ building library into a hotel
(GAM, 2015). This project is under study. In general, Biltaja has started to rethink the
ADPRS (Dawood, 2016).
5.7.4

Long-Term Implementation

Long-term implementation would be viable in help of many factors: capacity building, a
strong management system and financial resources. The development vision of the
Downtown should be clearly defined, and commitments to follow a framework should be a
protocol in the GAM management system. Without the framework, long term objectives of
urban development would not be achieved. Most of GAM’s cultural projects are externally
funded. GAM’s funding was mainly on roads and infrastructure.

Project

Completion date

Funded by

The Raghadan Bus Terminal

2010

JICA/ Japan

The Citadel open space

2011

GAM, DoA, MoTA and USAID

The Amman Artisan Market

2011

USAID and GAM

The Faisal Street

2012

GAM

The Hashemite Plaza

2014

GAM

The National Museum

2014

JICA/ Japan

The Roman Nymphaeum

2016

The U.S. Embassy in Amman

Touristic bus, electric cars

2016

Private companies
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WN”

6.1 U
Urban deveelopment of
o Abdali ssince 1980ss
Althouugh Abdali’’s developm
ment was prroposed in 2000s, the Abdali sitee was conssidered a
high potential oppportunity fo
or future devvelopment since
s
the 19
980s, the Am
mman Plan of 1987
states: “Major lonng term dev
velopment oopportunitiees will be av
vailable whhen the miliitary and
securitty complex at Abdali iss relocated, and when the
t existing
g transport teerminals are moved
out of the Central Business District”
D
(Figgure 69). Th
he Abdali military
m
sitee was enviro
oned as a
potentiial site for a “Future Fiinancial Cennter” (GAM
M, 1987).

Figure 69: Propossal of the Amman CBD
D in 1987
Sourrce: GAM (1987)
The Abbdali site iss governmen
nt-owned laand, a brown
nfield land that was deedicated for military
use. Thhe project has
h been prromoted undder differen
nt labels: a New CBD,, a New Ceenter and
envisiooned a New
w Downtow
wn of Amm
man. Abdali seeks to flourish
f
the “image off modern
Ammaan”, the capiital of Jordaan, in a valuuable land at
a a central location,
l
ennvisioned ass a “New
Downttown”, highh-end mixed
d use devellopment of residential, retail, hoteels and offices. The
initial master plann of Abdali (Figure 70)) was preparred by LAC
CECO, a Lebbanese conssultant.
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Figure
F
70: T
The Abdalii Master Pllan
Source: Abdali-PSC
C (2016a)
At the beginning of the 2000s, the devvelopment of
o Abdali att the militarry site was sparked
b King Ab
bdullah II. A
According to Abu Ham
mdan, MAW
WARED's Director
and deetermined by
Generaal:
"The deevelopment of major urban
u
sites by MAWAR
RED, in Am
mman, Zarqqa and Aqa
aba, was
inspiredd by the viision of hiss Majesty K
King Abdulllah, who took
t
the boold and pio
oneering
decisionn to expeditte the reloca
ation of miliitary installlations out of
o the city ccentres, thuss freeing
prime aand valuablee land for developmen
d
nt in supporrt of the nattional econoomy" (Abu--Hamdan,
2006).
The M
MGP (2008--2025) has emphasizedd the Abdalli military site as a pootential for a major
employyment areaa. The Abd
dali developpment is mentioned
m
in
n MGP as a CBD, “a
“ major
employyment area,, a vibrant centre
c
for coommerce an
nd modern living,
l
and has been co
onnected
with a public traansit system
m that proviides easy access
a
from
m all parts oof the metrropolitan
area”. The economic policiees of MGP recognize Abdali as a major em
mployment area
a
at a
centrall location, to be link
ked and acccessible th
hrough pub
blic transit and transp
portation
system
ms. The Abddali project was planneed to be dev
veloped in the
t short terrm 2008 – 2013. In
additioon, GAM has
h develop
ped special zoning reg
gulations for Abdali arrea and oth
her High
Densitty Mixed Usse (HDMU)) Developm
ment Areas (GAM,
(
2008
8).
Abdalii’s developpment has been
b
triggeered throug
gh a publicc-private paartnership. “Abdali
Investm
ment & Developmentt Psc” (Abbdali Psc) is a privattely-owned land deveelopment
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company established to develop and manage mixed-use urban developments. Abdali Psc was
formed in 2004 as a partnership between the government-owned real estate developer, the
National Resources and Development Corporation (MAWARED) and Horizon International
for Development, an international construction institution specialized in large scale real
estate and construction projects owned by Sheikh Bahaa Rafic Al-Hariri. The joint venture
was enlarged after a new partner joined, the United Real Estate Company - Jordan, under the
group of Kuwait Projects Company (KIPCO), a partner with wide experience of mega urban
regeneration projects. Abdali Psc has many partnerships with private investors, composed of
the Abdali Boulevard Company (ABC), Abdali Mall Company (AMC), and Jordan District
Energy (JDE). Akel Biltaji, GAM’s Mayor, is as director a member of board of the company
(Abdali-PSC, 2015a).
MAWARED vision is: “To further its status as major player in real estate development and a
guiding force in regional investments; helping to create new lifestyles by building thriving
communities for present and future generations”. MAWARED mission is “to embody
Jordan’s pioneering move towards the development of urban military sites into real estate
investment projects with sustainable revenue in support of the national economy and provide
a model of public-private partnership providing substantial development opportunities for
the private sector” (MAWARED, 2010b). MAWARED intends to redevelop in different
locations in Amman and Zarqa. In Amman, the two military sites in the Abdali (38 Hectares)
and Marka (50 Hectares) areas. In Zarqa, the Zarqa Military Camps Site (2500 Hectares) is
redeveloped as King Abdullah Bin Abdul Aziz City (MAWARED, 2010c).
PARTNERSHIP FORMULAS (MAWARED, 2010b):


Provides an opportunity for the DEVELOPMENT OF PRIME URBAN SITES and offers
its partners opportunities to lead, regulate, and sustain each venture.



Becomes an investment partner by PROVIDING PRIME LAND as its share of the
venture capital.



Helps identify potential anchor occupants and PROMOTES ITS PROJECTS regionally
and internationally.



Offers developers various flexible PARTNERSHIP FORMULAS

Role of Developer
Developers or development partners will actively participate in the development process
including:
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Developping a masterr plan for thee site and con
nducting the developer's own feasibillity
studies providing
p
eq
quity and arraanging financcing for the project,
p
in adddition to enssuring
that the master plan is properly eexecuted (tim
me, budget, and quality).



Marketing and sellin
ng the develoopment projeect locally, reegionally andd internation
nally.



Participaating in operrational manaagement, con
ntinuous maiintenance annd renovation
n of the
project facilities
f

Abdalii is located in Jabal Allwibda neigghborhood as
a defined by
b GAM. A
Abdali is 3k
km to the
northw
west of the now
n Old Do
owntown Am
mman. Abd
dali is surrou
unded by thhe neighborh
hoods of
Alshm
mesani, AlM
Madina Alriy
yadhiya andd Jabal Alhu
ussin (Figurre 71). Impoortant gatew
ways are
conneccting Abdalli at the inttersections of major arrteries, and
d increasingg the traffic flow to
Abdalii.

Figure 771: Abdali -Location
Based on GAM (22008) and Google
G
Earth
h (2015)
The A
Abdali “New
w Downtow
wn” has a sttrategic location in thee center of major com
mmercial,
financiial, public and
a touristicc institutionns and build
dings in the core of Am
mman (Abd
dali-PSC,
2012a)). In the easst area of Abdali,
A
the K
King Abdulllah Mosquee, the Parliaament of Jorrdan, the
Main C
Court and Ministry of Educationn are locateed. Alshmeesani Districct is known as the
financiial center of
o Amman. Many headdquarters of
o banks aree located thhere, in add
dition to
hotels. Major hoteels are locatted close to Abdali in the
t 3rd circlee area (Figuure 72). Thee Jabal al
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dor serving residents oon the local and city
Husseiin neighborrhood has a main mixe d use corrid
level.

F
Figure
72: Main
M
institu
utions and facilities around Abddali
Sourrce: GAM (2
2007b)

Figurre 73: Existting land use
u around Abdali
Sourrce: GAM (2008)
(
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6.2 Goals of the Abdali project
Abdali was inspired to be the new downtown of Amman, the largest mixed-use development
project in Jordan, composed of residential apartments, commercial offices, hotels and
serviced apartments, retail outlets as well as medical and entertainment facilities. Abdali is
developed on 384,000 m² of land, with a total built-up area (BUA) of over 2 million m².
Abdali will be “the premium central business” of mixed uses, developing Amman into the
21st century as one of the world’s renowned modern city centers. Abdali will be developed
as a smart downtown to deliver state-of-the-art technologies through using media and
telecom infrastructure, advanced building management systems, and district energy solutions
and central gas systems to save energy cost. Abdali emphasizes pedestrian friendly roads and
traffic solutions to facilitate the flow of around 100,000 persons (visitors and residents)
(Abdali-PSC, 2012a).
“Abdali creates a modern downtown previously missing from Amman which will cater to
business and lifestyle requirements, as well as create additional employment opportunities
and provoking an unprecedented influx of investments from Jordan and the region” (AbdaliPSC, 2012a).
“Abdali is Amman's new downtown that provides the Jordanian capital with the central
business, social and residential destination it needs as a regional business and tourism hub.
Abdali is a unique endeavor in smart urban planning where business, living and leisure
smoothly intertwine to create a model of modernization in the Kingdom and the region.
Valued at more than US $5 Billion, the Abdali project create a new visible centre for Amman
and act as the major business district for this ever-thriving city. Amman's new downtown that
Abdali Psc is creating will cater to the needs of thousands of Jordanians and foreigners who
choose Jordan as their living and investment destination” (Abdali-PSC, 2012c).
The official web site of Abdali PSC promotes Abdali as:
 “The New Downtown of Amman
 A Dynamic Central Business District
 Business, Lifestyle and Entertainment in One Prestigious Address
 Vibrant Cosmopolitan Lifestyle
 State Of The Art Technologies in Every Home, Office and Outlet
 Built with Sustainability in Mind
 Pedestrian Friendly Traffic Solutions
 A Rising National Landmark
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 A True Urban Marvel
 Creating a Better Future”
(Abdali-PSC, 2012c)
The goals of developing the site of the Abdali project as clarified at the project report of the
consultant Laceco are:
 “To develop a vibrant, tightly knit, architecturally distinctive, and a modern urban
nucleus that changes the past image of the site and becomes a pole of excellence
attracting the best talents to live, study, work, and entertain.
 To create a smart urban community that thrives on its links to surroundings, the
interface between business and education, state-of-the-art infrastructure, and
communication network.
 To create the conditions for increased local economic development by attracting local
and international investment” (LACECO, 2007).
The Abdali project objectives are:
 “To develop proper planning
 To create a sense of community ownership of the project
 To create sectoral massing of the major growth sectors of the Jordanian economy
 To create a viable commercial environment that is based on sound market analysis, a
prestigious address, quick and smooth accessibility, with availability of ample
pedestrian areas, availability of parking. and effective parcelization”
LACECO (2007)
“With a broad clear mission, the Abdali project is created as a national landmark on
the Jordanian real estate scene, and a pioneering urban project envisaged reshaping
all aspects of modern living in Amman. As we travel through the twenty-first century
and continue through the path of urban development, we look with utmost eagerness
to build a smart city center that encompasses an interactive infrastructure, which will
enable the delivery of state-of-the-art technologies and contemporary urban lifestyle
to every home, office and outlet, hence combining business, lifestyle, culture, and
entertainment in one prestigious address. In line with King Abdullah II's vision for
socio-economic progression and growth, Abdali will play a visible and proactive role
in forming Amman's new image and driving its potential as a world-class regional
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business and tourism hub, stimulating foreign direct investments and creating a wide
array of diverse jobs for the continuously growing Jordanian workforce. Abdali will
also play a central role in the great city of Amman's ambitious future vision as a
whole” (Helou, 2012).
According to George Amireh, post CEO of Abdali Psc , “Abdali, a pioneering urban project
that will be the pride of Jordan's capital, a new downtown reflective of the great people of
this country… a thriving high quality urban destination” (Amireh, 2012). Nicolas Saba, the
new CEO of Abdali Psc, states: “Abdali is the regional hub for commercial, touristic,
residential, medical, and entertainment offerings from the heart of the Jordanian capital”
(Saba, 2015).
“Abdali has added a spark of contemporary living to Jordan by introducing a dynamic,
cosmopolitan, unique and integrated mixed-use development that features luxurious
shopping, entertainment and business outlets. In fact, we have created a central business
district for the capital that will work as a catalyst in placing Amman as the main hub of
business for the Levant. Today, we are home to many multinational and regional companies
in Jordan, and we continue to attract the regional offices and operations of many others
corporations. This combined with the creation of more than 20,000 career opportunities for
the Jordanian workforce, will have a tremendous effect on bolstering and further thriving the
Jordanian economy” (Saba, 2015).
Abdali is a “modern urban city centre”, planned to be a vibrant center where living is mixed
with a dynamic park, pedestrian plazas, cafes and restaurants, unique business offices, and
luxurious top fashion outlets, entertainment and recreational facilities within walking
distance, in addition to adequate parking facilities. Abdali is Jordan’s business hub of smart
and modern office designs, business districts with a mix of modern high-rise and mid-rise
buildings with an intelligent tenant mix attracting multinational companies. Abdali will
become the high-end shopping destination of Amman. The Boulevard and the Abdali Mall
will attract brands and elite address in the market. “For those looking for an exceptionally
rewarding living location, Abdali will give them the prestigious address they deserve… to be
the host of brand names from all over the world, the new downtown will create a lively
epicenter for Amman and enhance a city already rich in culture and fine taste”. Leisure is
created on rooftop restaurants, lounge bars and fitness clubs with external pools and large
terraces. The Boulevard is planned to introduce the “heart of the city”, “The carefully
designed network of small streets with walkways and the main pedestrian boulevard along
with piazzas, will give Ammanites and visitors alike a chance to get to know the heart of the
city”. Abdali will be a distinctive modern tourism hub, offering a host of inviting
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entertainment venues and elite hotel chains in the world, such as Rotana & W hotels, in
addition to serviced apartments provided for medium to long term tenures (Abdali-PSC,
2012a).
Abdali is a mixed use development, planned to be implemented in two phases. Phase one is
envisioned as the business and commercial center of Amman, composed of residential use
29%, offices 36%, hotels 11%, and retail 24%. Phase two is envisioned with a “central
dynamic park” as a focal theme for mainly residential development as well as office, hotel,
and retail developments. Abdali is planned as a mixed-use development, serviced by stateof-the-art infrastructure, technology and security (Video Conferencing, Video on Demand,
IP Centrix, E-Learning and Appliance Control District Energy, etc.), and built using
international standards of building management systems (Abdali-PSC, 2012a). Abdali is
environmentally responsible through policies adopting grey water treatment and energy
efficiency, and encouraging developers to attain LEED certification (Abdali-PSC, 2012d).
Abdali has aspired to improvement the economy on the city level as well as on the country
level. Abdali has been expected to achieve the long-term goals as follows:
 “Consolidate city center in Amman, currently non-existing.
 Create an urban place, a modern pole for business.
 Improve image of Amman.
 Create a "physical presence"/“urban place”: The development of a modern city center
would be a major tangible achievement towards modernization of the city and the
country.
 Increase businesses quantity and quality in the new central city center.
 Increase number of developed properties and public spaces, including green zones, for
communal and tourist purposes.
 Raise property values in and around areas of intervention.
 Increase employment for the young and professionals in Amman.
 Increase size of private sector investments.”
(LACECO, 2007)
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6.3 Assessment
The assessment is guided with the following concerns:


Evaluating the approach of development of Abdali.



Evaluating the strategy of developing Abdali from real estate perspective.



Evaluating the success of Abdali implementation.



Evaluating the impact of the project, who benefit.

6.3.1

The Development Approach

Many critiques were raised after the announcement of the Abdali project. Many people
consider Abdali to have a bad impact on the city image, structure and social aspects.
According to Jarra, 2015, Abdali’s architecture has no relations to the place identity or the
local environment, Abdali applied the international style of architecture of tall glass
buildings. Abdali is increasing the polarization in Amman’s divide between poor and rich,
but moreso, Abdali is marking the divide at the core of Amman (Jarrar, 2015 ). Rami Daher
analyzes the players who influence urban regeneration in Amman. He considers neoliberal
investment to have a main role in the urban restructuring of Amman, in particular, the Abdali
project. GAM, with its role in providing infrastructure services and regulating land
development, is reshaping Amman’s structure. The global neoliberal economic system
opened the door for international investment groups to play a role in restructuring the city as
the Abdali project, the new gated community and large malls. Thus neoliberalism will
increase the division between West and East Amman, and create a privatized public space
(Daher, 2008).
According to Samer Abu Ghazaleh, with the intention of benefiting from economic
globalization through attracting international investors and multinational corporations, many
strategies and policies were entailed to marketing Amman. “Amman’s situation is a mixture
between state control and economic liberalism in which urban development is determined by
the planning vision of attracting foreign investment and reducing restrictions to free
enterprise” (Abu-Ghazalah, 2007). According to Kamal Jalouqa, towers and Dubai-like
mixed use developments have improved the image of Amman and increased the inflow of
investment to certain sectors of the economy (Jalouqa, 2016).
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The idea of neo-liberalism is about removing restrictions of the government’s control to
encourage free markets, individual autonomy, and businesses. “Usually incorporating
arguments for privatization, deregulation, and competitiveness, neo-liberal proponents argue
that planning introduces inefficiencies, restricts freedom, stifles entrepreneurship, and limits
economic growth” (Fainstein & DeFilippis, 2016). A neoliberal approach has many
characteristics: a decentralized government, financialization, deregulation, the government
and private sector relationship is based on marketization and privatism (Wright, 2013). In the
case of Abdali, the Jordan government is a centralized government, and the project was
developed according to the regulations of GAM, but the regulations were set out after the
preparation of the Abdali master plan. Abdali is developed by a group interest of publicprivate partnerships, not only an individual interest of the elite strata. MAWARED was
established in 2002 before enacting the new high rise regulations. The King Abdullah II has
encouraged investments and increased the involvement of the private sector in the local
economy:
“Under the prudent leadership of H.M King Abdullah II, Jordan has embarked on a set of
financial and judicial reforms aimed at encouraging larger involvement of the private sector
and transforming the role of the government from that of a domineering actor in the economy,
to that of a regulator and ultimately a stimulator in competitive markets providing a level
playing field for the private sector to lead the process, as well as attracting foreign direct
investment. To this end, the Government of Jordan has initiated a rigorous privatization
program aimed at freeing up tied investments and labor, inculcating business incentives and
motivation, attracting foreign direct investment, and developing the financial market. Since
1998, ten privatization transactions have been successfully completed and many more are in
the pipeline. The new Privatization Law stipulates the use of privatization proceeds to repay
loans owed by the privatized firms to the government and finance economic and social
development projects” (MAWARED, 2010a).
“Exporting Solidere the Hariris' Jordanian megaproject begins to open after years of delay”
is a magazine article stating that Abdali is “the brainchild of the late Lebanese Prime
Minister Rafik Hariri and Jordan’s King Abdullah II” (Nash, 2014). Bahaa Al-Hariri states
in an interview with T. Abbas from Asharq Al-Awsat about the origin of establishing the
Abdali project the following:
“Fourteen years ago, when my father, the late Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, was having a
meeting with King Abdullah II, my father asked the King for advice. In return, the King asked
for suggestions, including how to bring investments to Jordan. There were several ideas, one
of which was putting a [commercial] center in the middle of Amman. . . that would attract
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Jordanian, regional, and international investors to the country. Conversations took place that
eventually resulted in a partnership between the public and private sectors. After the death of
my father, I decided to see the process through” (Abbas, 2014).
“Hariri strongly believes as well that Jordan is a hub with a great potential to attract local,
regional and global businessmen” (Halawi, 2014). Bahaa Al-Hariri states:
“The Abdali project, will contribute to classifying Jordan as a regional center through
attracting regional and international companies. On the latest developments in the region and
their impact on investment, that stability in the region, mainly in Iraq and Syria, will be
beneficial for Jordan as the Kingdom is a regional center and serves as a gateway for
exchange with Iraq and Syria” (Gerasa News, 2014).
Joseph Helou, chairman of Abdali PSC states: “The project started in 2003 with a vision by
King Abdullah and it was enhanced by [then-] Prime Minister Rafik Hariri to form Abdali
Investment and Development” (Halawi, 2014). Previously, at the Chairman’s Message on
the official website of Abdali, Joseph Helou states:
“Furthermore, as a strategic alliance between the private and public sector, Abdali embraces
the vision of Sheikh Bahaa R. Al-Hariri, driven by the legacy of his late martyred father,
Sheikh Rafic Al-Hariri, which strives to develop sustainable landmark projects that illustrate
the dreams and aspirations of the people in the region. This partnership will contribute in
delivering a unique sustainable project, assembled as a safe, vibrant and eco-friendly
integrated mixed-use development that prides itself as the first urban regeneration project of
its size in the city” (Helou, 2012).
Also George Amireh, Abdali PSC’s CEO, considers Abdali a potential business hub that
does not intend to compete with Dubai, but intends to function as a gateway to the Levant.
Abdali aims to attract large companies from countries such as Iraq and Syria (Nash, 2014).
Therefore the decision of developing Abdali is a top-down decision, a rational planning
policy, the main objective of which is achieving economic development and branding
Amman to attract investment. Abdali is a large scale project that requires a strong private
partner who is at the beginnings the Hariri family.
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6.3.2

The Real Estate Market Development and the Economic Impact
6.3.2.1 The Real Estate Market Development Plan- The Master Plan

The initial master plan of Abdali was prepared by LACECO (Figure 74), a Lebanese
consultant. Many modifications were done on the master plan of Abdali. The initial concept
includes a civic plaza, an IT district, a pedestrian spine, a residential quarter, a cultural
quarter, a medical quarter, a university campus, in addition to offices, retail and
entertainment facilities. Abdali was to incorporate the urban campus of the American
University. The campus was considered an anchor institution, to occupy 20 % of the site.
The complex of the proposed civic plaza, a national library and a performance arts center,
were to be linked with three national landmark buildings adjoining the site: the Houses of the
Parliament, the Palace of Justice and the King Abdullah I Mosque. The master plan
emphasizes a pedestrian-friendly environment (Government, n.d.). According to Akram Abu
Hamdan, MAWARED's Director General, Abdali would be the new center of Amman that
would include a university, a conference center and a memorial library. The American
University was to be the main node of the project, located on 62 dunums, and would be a
unique educational center on the regional level of Arab countries. The university had to play
a vital role in attracting other commercial and recreational activities that would achieve
social and economic benefits (Addustour, 2003). According to Randa Abu-Rayyan, the
proposed American University in Abdali was cancelled because of the small size of the site
plot (Abu-Rayyan, 2015).
Abdali was planned to be implemented in two phases. Phase I was envisioned as “the
business and commercial center of Amman”, which planned to provide a highly efficient and
planned pedestrian-oriented mixed-use community. Phase II was envisioned as “a central
dynamic park” of 30,000 sqm land surrounded by mainly residential developments in
addition to offices, hotels, and retail areas, and developed while considering “impressive
designs based on a well-studied master plan” (Abdali-PSC, 2012a).
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The American
University

The proposed
American University
and the memorial
library are excluded

Figure 74: Initial master plans of Abdali
Source: GAM (2007b)
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The proposed
American University
in Phase II

Source: A/E Business Council (2009)

The previous location
of the proposed
American University
in Phase II

Figure 75: Models of Abdali
The Abdali master plan identifies several zones (sectors) based on the characteristics of the
surrounding areas. “This strategy leads to a highly differentiated zone formed of an
aggregation of sub-areas, each with a morphologically identifiable sector, a distinct texture,
and function”. The master plan composes of eight sectors: IT Sector, Pedestrian Spine
Sector, Naboulsi Street Sector, Central Market Place, Transient Housing Sector, Residential
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Abdali has been promoted as a destination for high-end offices, shopping and living:
“For the first time in Jordan a Central Business District is rising to serve as Jordan's premier
business hub where multinational companies are intertwined with leisure and urban living…
Set to become the high-end shopping destination of Amman, the Boulevard and the Abdali
Mall will be where popular brands choose their elite address and where discerning shoppers
seek out the finest brands in the market. For the first time in Amman, luxury rooftop
entertainment will be introduced… provide rooftop restaurants, lounge bars and fitness clubs
with external pools and large terraces. For those looking for an exceptionally rewarding
living location, Abdali will give them the prestigious address they deserve. The bustling city
center of Amman will house a number of the elite hotel chains in the world” (Abdali-PSC,
2012b).
Although Abdali is located in the center of Amman, it is mainly targeting the higher class
population, providing high end offices, “prestigious address”, and high-end shopping
destinations of Amman Business, “Lifestyle and Entertainment in One Prestigious Address”.
Two main issues contribute to the success of a project: the market demand and the attraction
of the project. Abdali is targeting a specific class of residents, visitors and shoppers. The
main trade area of Abdali is the external market. According to Jamal Etani, the CEO of the
Abdali PSC, the project aims to attract international visitors and investors:
“Internationally, the challenge is that by building such a state-of-the-art downtown, the city
will attract tourists and investors and become a viable destination in the region…To that end,
Abdali seeks to raise the standards of living by attracting a more urban and cosmopolitan
population” (Magazine for the Real Estate Sector in the Middle East, 2008).

Table 28 shows an analysis of the land use changes of Phase I. It indicates that the office
area decreased from 35% to 28%, the residential area decreased from 28% to 25%, hotels
increased from 7% to 11%. Then, after cancelling the university and the memorial building,
most of Phase II is designated residential areas. New designated medical uses compose of
7% of the total land area. The following table presents the changes of the land use:
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T
Table
28: Changes
C
of tthe Abdali land uses built
b
up areeas
Residen
ntial
Ph
hase I*
Ph
hase I**
Ph
hase I ***
Ph
hase II**
Ph
hase II***
Tootal *
Tootal **
Tootal ***

180,000
0
18%
287,000
0
28%
261,000
0
25%
457,000
0
63%
708,000
0
72%
180,000
0
18%
744,000
0
42%
969,000
0
48%

Officces

Reta
ail

Hottels

490,0000
49%
%
363,0000
35%
%
286,0000
28%
%
156,0000
21%
%
43,0000
5%
%
490,0000
49%
%
519,0000
30%
%
330,0000
17%
%

260,0
000
26%
%
273,0
000
26%
%
263,0
000
26%
%
47,0
000
7%
%
143,0
000
15%
%
260,0
000
26%
%
320,0
000
18%
%
406,0
000
20%
%

70,0
000
7%
%
111,,000
11%
151,,000
14
4%
62,0
000
9%
%
75,0
000
8%
%
70,0
000
7%
%
173,,000
10
0%
226,,000
11%

Meedical
-

Total
T
1,00
00,000
1,03
34,000

69,,000
77%

1,03
30,000
722,000

0
69,,000
44%

969,000
1,00
00,000
100%
1,75
56,000
100%
2,00
00,000
100%

Areea is sqm
* Soource: GAM
M (2007b), thee land area iss 300,000 sq
qm
** S
Source: Abddali-PSC (2010) (40,000 residents, 50
0,000 commu
uters, 25,0000 parking spaaces), the
landd area is 3844,000 sqm
**** Source: Abbdali-PSC, (2
2016b), the lland area is 384,000
3
sqm

Figure
F
77: A
Amman- Land
L
Use Pllan
Sourcee: based on Abdali-PSC
C (2012a & 2016b)
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a. Retail
“As for retail, Amireh argues the project is aimed at the general Jordanian public, but says
retail spots will be targeted at medium to high-end customers... Abdali’s advertising
brochures repeatedly use the word ‘luxury’ and seem geared toward the wealthiest
Jordanians rather than the masses. But Amireh insists “Abdali is not meant for only a special
category in the market.” “It’s not only branded for the high-end retailers. Abdali has the
medium — and the high. It has the medium-end and the high-end retail offers,” he says,
adding “It’s open to everybody.””
Nash (2014)
Taher Jaghbir, CEO of the Abdali Boulevard Company, states: “The Boulevard will play a
key role in boosting Jordan’s economy by attracting more foreign and local investments and
by position Amman as a class destination for tourists, businesses and shoppers”. According
to Jaghbir, prices will be relatively high compared to the local market but cheaper than
competing projects in regional countries. The Boulevard Company has leased over 35 per
cent of the retail space (Obaidat, 2013).
As clarified in Section 4.4.1, the supply of retail in 2016 is 2.21sqm/population is
respectively logical in comparison with the historic trend of the retail supply, in 1994 was
1.18sqm/population, in 2004 was 1.86sqm/population, and in 2009 was of 2.37. These
numbers do not include all the retail supply in Abdali that is 263,000 sqm in Phase I where
high vacancy rate is obvious. Adding Phase I retail of Abdali would raise the ratio to
2.21sqm/population.

These numbers indicate that Abdali would have a good opportunity to

compete in the retail market. Abdali may attract tourists and visitors from outside the country,

where hotels in Abdali would increase shopping activity there. Locally, the primary trade
area of Abdali is the western areas of Amman: Abdoun, Dabouq, Rabia, Khalda, etc. These
areas have the higher income level, and have interest in high end goods and restaurants. But
west Amman is served by other competitive markets and shopping centers located in more
accessible locations with a convenient level of mix and quality. The Swifieh shopping area,
commercial corridors (such as Mecca Street, Medina Street and Gardens Street), in addition
to shopping malls are providing competing goods and services to Abdali, and in a better
proximity to the population who are expected to be the trade market of Abdali. Therefore
attracting people from west Amman where the availability of competitive centers in more
accessible locations is a big challenge (Figure 78). But since the project is a mixed use
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nts after opperating the medical
center,, there is a good chancce to get moore visitors and residen
center,, the residenntial buildin
ngs and the hhotels.

Figuree 78: West A
Amman Co
ommercial Services
S
Source:
baseed on maps in “The Am
mman Plan”, GAM (20008)
In 2016, many innternational franchises have closed
d stores in Amman, thhey complaiined that
taxes aand operatioon costs in Amman arre very high
h. The closeed companiies were em
mploying
aroundd 2,000 peoople. The minister
m
of thhe trade and
d industry has
h failed to convince them to
stay inn Jordan. Thhe number of
o registeredd stores hass decreased in the last two years (Alghad,
(
2016). Nael Kabbariti, Pressident of tthe Jordan Chamber of Comm
merce, assu
ures that
investm
ment and taax laws havee many morre negative impacts thaan benefits, a consultattion with
the priivate sectorrs had to bee done, andd laws shalll be revised
d (Majid, 22014). The question
here iss whether Amman
A
ablee to attract internationaal brands orr not. Maybbe Abdali would
w
be
compeetitive enough to otherr shopping ccenters, to the extent that franchiises would relocate
their sttores to Abddali.
b. Officces
Bahaa al Hariri and the Ab
bdali Psc’ss CEO justtified the demand
d
for a regionall hub in
Ammaan, on expeectations thaat office sppaces for international companies would be required
after thhe stabilizaation of Iraq
q and Syriaa. Bahaa al Hariri con
nsiders the uultimate aim
m of the
projectt is to develop a key lo
ocation for companies wishing to work in thhe region, and some
compaanies alreadyy have this intention. T
The expecteed demand for
f spaces aat the Abdalli project
would be requiredd by compan
nies to mannage reconsttruction and
d developmeent projects in Syria
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and Iraq when they have stabilized. And if this does not happen, Jordan is growing anyway,
and new developments will be needed (Abbas, 2014). Bahaa al Hariri states:
“Abdali is viewed as a regional hub for Jordanian, regional, and foreign businessmen.
Several Arab and Gulf businesses already want Abdali, for two main reasons: first, the Iraqi
diaspora is 2-million strong, and if stability comes to Iraq, Jordan has historically been the
gateway to Iraq, and thus it will become a regional center for attracting business in Iraq and
between the two countries. When stability is achieved in Syria, reconstruction will cost over
200 million US dollars. Jordan will become a hub for accommodating this work” (Abbas,
2014).
George Amira replied to a question regarding the impact of the political instability in the
surrounding countries on Abdali that “”رب ض ارة نافع ة, similar to the English proverb “every
cloud has a silver lining”, there are international companies that are planning to move their
headquarters from Egypt to Jordan, for example, an international financial institution of the
World Bank has moved from Egypt to Abdali (Islah, 2014). The 2009 Real Estate Report
clarifies that the majority of office buyers are Jordanians at 98%, while the non-Jordanians
compose of 33% of the high end offices buyers (Amman Institute, 2009a). The Emerging
and Frontier Markets Report of 2015 assesses the market of the office spaces of Grade A in
Jordan as follows:
“Despite sustained occupier demand, it is expected that the lack of Grade A supply
will restrict the number of lettings over the coming year. Rents will come under
downwards pressure due to an oversupply of poorer grade space. The opening of the
Abdali mixed use city centre project where c. 280,000 sq.m is planned for delivery
during Phase 1, which is now being marketed, will also test the level of demand, with
landlords having to discount rents and offer incentives on a number of schemes”
(Wakefield, 2015).
These indicators show that marketing high end offices is risky. Abdali has a big challenge to
attract customers who are mainly international companies for marketing the high-end offices.
The supply of office space in Amman is high, and the market of high-end offices depends on
the external market. In case of the scenario that no demand by international companies has
taken place, the space for office spaces will be subject to the local needs. As clarified in
Section 4.4.2, the supply of offices in 2009 was 0.4 sqm/capita and in 2016 is 0.44
sqm/capita, while in the offices supply in 2004 was 0.28 sqm/capita and was 0.13 sqm/capita
in 1994. When adding the office areas of Abdali, the supply would be 0.57 sqm/capita, this
ratio is very high. This indicates that the available supply of office space is very high and not
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relevant to the population growth (sqm/capita). Abdali, if it succeeds in pulling the local
companies to relocate at Abdali, it would cause a negative impact to other centers in
Amman. The site survey shows that most of Abdali’s office spaces are large units supposed
to be leased for big companies. This issue would determine the market into specific sectors
and classes. The rent price of offices in Abdali in comparison with other areas like Shmesani
and Zahran is high, refer to Table 29. Abdali would have a challenge to marketing the office
spaces where its offers high cost properties to oversupplied markets.
Table 29: Rent Prices of offices
Area

Price (JD)/ Sqm.

Shmeisani
70
The Abdali Project
130
Abdali District
80
Abdoun
130
Swafieh
65
Khalda
90
Zahran
70
Source: http://www.century21jordan.com/offices-for-rent,
retrieved in August 23, 2016

c. Hotels
“The bustling city center of Amman will house a number of the elite hotel chains in the world;
including Rotana & W hotels. In addition, serviced apartments will be available for medium
to long term tenures at the Boulevard. With its comprehensive offering, Abdali will serve as a
distinctive modern tourism hub, boosting Amman's current room capacity while offering a
host of inviting entertainment venues” (Abdali-PSC, 2012b).
As explained in Section 4.4.3, during the last decade, the tourists’ number has not increased
significantly, and the occupancy of nights has not exceeded 50%. There has been no growth
of tourist’s numbers, but an increase of hotel rooms and apartments. These indicators mean
that the hotel real estate in Amman is facing difficulties. Tourism in Amman does not have
high growth potential. The three types of tourism in Amman – the educational, medical, and
conferences – could be steady at specific rates, if no strategies and plans developed to
increase the number of tourists and visitors. Thus Abdali has a high competition to attract
tourists. Rotana hotel and the serviced apartment at the Boulevard have achieved a high
occupancy rate of over 90%. The prices are competitive to other hotels (Al-Khazali, 2016).
The Abdali hotels would attract tourists if they provide competitive prices, see Table 30,
pulling customers, and this would have a bad economic impact on other hotels.
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Table 30: Hotel cost per night
Rotana

from 122JD -500 JD
source:https://www.rotana.com/rotanahotelandresorts/jordan/amman/
ammanrotana?awsa_c=BPNAMMARPPC&awsa_k=Generic&iatanumber=PPCROAMMAR&pk_campaign=BPNAMMAR&gclid=CPjL0Ze0184CFZIa
Gwod-rkFZw

Le Royal 5*
/ Jebel Amman

90JD-2,000JD

Grand Hyatt Amman
/ Jebel Amman

130JD-4,130 JD

Kempinski Hotel
/ Shmesani

from 105 JD

Source: http://www.leroyalamman.com/
Source:https://amman.grand.hyatt.com/hyatt/reservations/roomsAndR
ates.jsp?language=en&xactionid=156b729e8d9&isFromHICBooking
Validator=HIC&_requestid=1359411

Source: https://www.kempinski.com/KIAMM1/en/booking/bookingroom-availability/

Retrieved in August 23, 2016

d. Residential
Abdali introduces a new type of housing in Amman, the high rise residential towers are a
new trend in Amman’s housing market. Abdali promotes towers as high-end living spaces.
The question here is who are the consumers of these spaces? Rich Jordanian people prefer
living in villas in the western areas of Amman. Dr. Abu Ghazaleh recommends that
residential towers shall be not allowed because people6 in Amman do not prefer to live in
towers (Abu-Ghazalah, 2007). In 2008, most of Damac’s buildings, the 90% residential
tower units and the lofts building and 40% of the commercial area were sold (DevelopmentPsc, 2008). Damac has succeeded in selling these units although their prices are higher than
the market with two-and-a-half times. Over 70% of the units have been purchased for
investment purposes (Amman Institute, 2009a). Damac Heights targets high income
Jordanians (Hajla, 2006). According to employees in Damac, most of the apartment owners
are Jordanians living in the Gulf, and some are Iraqis. Bahaa al Hariri declared that housing
in Abdali is not an essential component of the project; it composes only of 20%, the
commercial components are important to the benefit of businesses and companies (Abbas,
2014). This ratio is true if applied to Phase I only. Cancelling the university and designating

6

(A sample consisted of 125 professionals and 250 inhabitants living around the Abdali district,
stresses that 28% of specialists and 45% of inhabitants do not like to live in a high rise building)
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most of Phase II residential uses have increased the ratio from 18% in 2007 to 48% in 2016.
According to Fahmi Seffi, the director of Abdali Psc, the Abdali Phase II will be revised
taking into considerations the trends of the local real estate market (Qarawleh, 2013).

e. Mixed use development
Abdali as a mixed use project of high quality designs and services is a pioneer intervention
in Amman. Having a mix of uses may create a vital center where different activities support
each other and attract different users and investors from the local area as well as from
regional and international markets. “A mixed-use development can have multiple trade
areas; residential, office, and retail space could draw potential buyers or tenants from
different parts of the metropolitan area” (Brett & Schmitz, 2009).
6.3.2.2 Status of the Abdali development projects
The construction schedule of Abdali set out the planned completion year of Phase I to be in
2010 (Magazine, 2008). According to Salim Majzoub, deputy CEO of Abdali Investment
and Development, construction work on some projects was stopped, and 15 % of the
developments in Phase I were on hold (Speetjens, 2012). According to Joseph Helou,
chairman of Abdali Investment and Development PSC, “18 of phase one’s 33 projects are
completed, 10 are under development, and the rest are still in the planning and designing
stage”, and the first phase is expected to be completed in 2018 (Nash, 2014). Jeorge Amira
said that the whole phases of Abdali will be completed by 2022 (Islah, 2014). Based on the
site survey, the following are remarks on the Abdali status (Table 31 & 32):
 The current situation of the project’s completion of Abdali shows that 6 plots out of 33
plots are undeveloped. The 6 plots compose 33% of the total built up; most of them
are towers.
 No development in Phase II.
 About 40% of the retail units at the Sulaiman Nabulsi Street are occupied, but stores
along the internal streets are vacant, except at the Boulevard area where less than the
half are occupied. Approximately, the occupancy is 50% in the Abdali mall.
 Most of office spaces are vacant.
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Table 31: Summary of the status of the Abdali development
Sector 1 - IT Sector, adjacent to Shmesani, the proposed 3 IT towers, only one tower is
developed.
Sector 2 - Pedestrian Spine Sector, the Boulevard, the project is developed.
Sector 3 - Naboulsi Street Sector, office buildings for corporate companies and the
banking sector, the area is developed.
Sector 4 - Central Market Place, “a modern commercial hub, the Abdali Mall, the mall is
developed except the residential tower.
Sector 5 - Transient Housing Sector, most of the area is developed; a residential tower is
redeveloped into a “hospital”.
Sector 6 & 8 – “The Park”, Phase II, a green park surrounded by high-rise and mid-rise
mixed use commercial buildings and residential buildings, undeveloped.
Sector 7 - Residential Quarter, hotel and residential uses, undeveloped.

Figure 79: Abdali's Completion Status
Source: based on site survey and Google (2016)
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Table 32: Status of the Abdali development projects
Company/
Project *
1

Saraya Jordan

Use/ No. of
floors/ height/
NDR *

Status/ leasing
ratio

Commercial

undeveloped

52 floors / 220 m
87,658
2

N. Sahawneh & T.
Fakhouri

Mixed Use
58 floors / 190 m
98,369

3

Emirates Tourism
Investment
Company LLC
"Rotana Hotel"

Hotel
Developed
50 floors / 185 m Occupancy: 91%
45,194

4

Al Riyah RealEstate
Development
Company

5

6

Nationality of developer/
remarks
Saraya Holdings, based in Dubai,
Saad Hariri, (Speetjens, 2012)

undeveloped

Rotana
Hotel
Management
Corporation PJSC. based in Abu
Dhabi.https://www.rotanatimes.com
/news/10084,
https://www.rotana.com/aboutrotana

Commercial
9 floors /34 m
11,055

Under
construction (10%
completion)

Saraya Abdali for
Real-estate &
Investment
"W Hotel"

Mixed Use
40 floors / 125 m
42,977

Under
construction
(80%)

Abdali Boulevard
Company
"The Boulevard"

Mixed Use
7 to 9 floors /

Developed

7

Jordan Dubai
Properties for
Land Development
Company

Commercial
7 floors / 25 m
7,758

8

Jordan Dubai
Islamic Bank

Commercial
7 floors / 25 m
6,503

Developed 100% Jordan Dubai
occupied by the Jordan-Dubai
developer

9

Al Eqtidar Realestate
Development

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
9,049

Developed. only Omar Abdel Aziz Rajhi/ Saudi
two floors are
occupied by the
developer 300600JD/sqm Large
offices 1400m2

25 to 32 m
121,000

Retail occupancy
is 35%

Saraya Holdings, based in Dubai/
Lebanese Saad Hariri, (Speetjens,
2012)
Mawared ( Jordan, Lebanese) and
URC-Jordan, http://www.abdaliboulevard.jo/business/50-AbdaliInvestment-%26-DevelopmentPSC.html

Developed
(unoccupied)
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Islamic

bank/

10

Issam Al-Khatib
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
4,045

Developed
unoccupied

Issam al-khatib Company/ Jordan,
http://www.ikhatib.com/en/History
/tabid/65/Default.aspx

11

Ziad Odeh

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
4,274

Developed
unoccupied

Ziad Odeh Group/ Dubai

12

Mediterranean &
Gulf Insurance &
Reinsurance
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
3,426

Developed
unoccupied for the
developer

13

AJIB Real-estate
Investment
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
10,168

Developed
unoccupied

14

Juba Development
& Investment
Company
"Commerce One"

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
9,947

undeveloped
unoccupied

15

Matrix
Development
"Crystalle
Residence"

Residential
8 floors /25 m
11,196

Under
construction
80%completion

16

Sawa International
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
5,195

Under
construction
90%completion

17

Irsa'a Real-estate
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
5,172

Under
construction
50%completion

18

Saden
International
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
4,847

Developed
unoccupied

19

Advanced for
Investment
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
4,665

Developed
unoccupied

20

Al Taher Realestate &
Development
Company

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
10,895

Developed

First Jordan Investment/ JordanKuwait- Bahrain
http://www.firstjordan.com.jo/?q=en
/node/42,
http://www.firstjordan.com.jo/?q=en
/node/37

21

Al Waleed Realestate

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
6,791

Developed
unoccupied

Dubai and Saudi Arabia
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22

Audi Bank

Commercial
7 floors /25 m
5,116

Developed
occupied by the
developer

23

EDGO Ventures
Ltd.
"The Atrium"

Commercial
8 floors / 28 m
14,342

Developed two
floors are occupied
by the owner, 5
floors are
unoccupied

24

Adnan Saffarini

Commercial
8 floors / 28 m
6,311

Under
construction
90%completion

25

Societe General
Bank - Jordan

Commercial
8 floors / 28 m
14,247

Developed three
floors are occupied
by the owner, 4
floors are
unoccupied

26

Al Seraje for Realestate
Development
"Le Gray Hotel"

Hotel
22 floors / 28 to
70 m
20,512

Just started
construction

Commercial
6 floors / 21 m
84,569

Developed

27-b Abdali Mall
Company
"Tower"

Residential
40 floors / 125 m
42,291

undeveloped

Jordan, Lebanese and Kuwaiti,
https://abdalla-abdelrahmang6eg.squarespace.com/shareholders/

28

Al Seraje for Realestate
Development
"Abdali Gateway"

Mixed Use
10 to 24 floors /
28 to 70m
34,418

Under
construction
90%completion

the Audeh Group, headquarters is
located in Cyprus,

29

Damac Properties
Company LLC
"The Residential
Heights, Lofts &
Courtyard"

Retail +
Residential
38 floors / 125 m
51,334

Developed

luxury real estate development
company in Dubai
(https://www.damacproperties.com
/en/investor-relations)

30

Maouj
Retail +
Development
&
Residential
Investment
36 floors / 125 m
Company
44,654
"Vertex Tower"

Under
construction
50%completion

The use is converted after
construction
to
a
medical
center,“Clemencu Medical Center”
Lebanese Maher Abu-Ghazaleh
(http://www.executivemagazine.com/businessfinance/real-estate/exportingsolidere-abdali-boulevard-amman)

27-a Abdali Mall
Company
"Abdali Mall"

60%
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Lebanese, Kuwait and UAE

Lebanon-based,
http://www.venturemagazine.me/2
017/03/societe-generale-debanque-jordanie-banking-jordan/
Cyprus,

the

Audeh

Group,

http://campbellgrayliving.com/a
bout,
http://www.audeh-group.com/
Jordanian, Lebanese and Kuwaiti,
https://abdalla-abdelrahmang6eg.squarespace.com/shareholders/

http://www.audeh-group.com/

31

P
Philadelphia
for
C
Commercial
C
Complexes LLC.
""The Avenuee"

32

P
Paradise Tow
wers
ffor Real-estaate
IInvestments
""K-Tower"

Mixed Use
9 floors / 29 m
33,711

undev
veloped

Beirut
B
and D
Dubai

Commercial
C
29 floors / 125 m
32,120

veloped
undev

Union
U
Landd Developmeent, Jordan
and
a the Gulf,
f,
http://www.u
h
uld.jo/Whow
weare/tabid
/52/Default.a
/
aspx

33

S
Sino Gulf forr RealResidential
R
undev
veloped
UAE,
U
eestate Investm
ments 30 floors / 105 m
http://www.t
h
tradearabia.com/news/
35,566
CONS_1383
C
314.html
Source: based on siite survey
*: Sourrce: Abdali--PSC (2015
5b), and webbsites are reetrieved in November 10,, 2016

Figu
ure 80: Abd
dali's Deveelopers Key
y Map
Source: Abdali-PSC
C (2015b)
6.3.2.3 The
T Econom
mic Impact
Accordding to George Amiraa, the impaact of the project
p
is to
o provide jjobs, by 20
022 over
20,0000 jobs will be
b provided
d, Abdali w
will strength
hen the tourrism sector and attractt foreign
investm
ment and thhus improvee the econom
my. Abdali has
h succeed
ded in attraccting investm
ments of
about 5 billion doollars, in add
dition to prroviding tho
ousands of job opportun
unities (Islah
h, 2014).
Accordding to Amiireh, Abdali is already providing around
a
5,00
00 jobs (Hallawi, 2014). During
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construction, Abdali has provided around 10,000 jobs (Qarawleh, 2013). It would be
difficult to estimate the actual economic benefits of Abdali, where most of the design
consultants were abroad, as were the labor forces. Many Lebanese companies have
investments or businesses in Abdali. Bank Audi, Société Générale de Banque au Liban and
MedGulf all own buildings in Phase I. Beirut-based Laceco Architects and Engineers have
built five of the 33 first phase projects (Nash, 2014). According to Etani, most of the
developers (60%) of Abdali are Jordanians, and the rest are from Lebanon, UAE and Saudi
Arabia (Hadidi, 2009). In other references, most of the developers are foreigners (Magazine
for the Real Estate Sector in the Middle East, 2008). Table 33 shows that most of the Abdali
developments are owned by foreign investors.
The 2009 Real Estate Report shows that the Amman real estate development of hotels,
offices and retail uses, is mainly influenced by tourism and FDI. Depending on external
forces is risky and uncontrollable. External markets are in fluctuation and influenced by oil
prices and the global financial status.
Table 33: Key Market Drivers
Use
Retail
High-end offices

Hotels (4 & 5)

External

Internal

Tourism
FDI

Shopping habits and preferences
Income per capita

Demand by regional and
international firms
FDI
Tourism

Source: based on Amman Institute ( 2009)
Depending on the FDI is risky. For instance, Shikh Mohammad bin Zayed, the Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi, has granted the Abdali 15 million dollars to secure financial problems
associated with Bahaa’ Hariri’s financial problems. Bahaa’ Hariri is going to withdraw the
Abdali Company and the Arab bank (jordanzad, 2014). Foreign investments have an
influence on different areas in Amman. In 2005, the King Abdullah II led the initiative to
develop the Jordan Gate towers to become the business address in the Hashemite Kingdom.
The Jordan Gates consist of two towers; one of them is an office tower, and the other is a
hotel. The towers were financed by Gulf Finance House (GFH), a Bahrain-based investment
firm of about $300 million. The 2008 financial crisis impacted the completion of the towers’
construction. GFH had also other projects that have not been established such as the $800
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million Royal Village (high end residential compound in Marj el Hamam). The 2008 crisis is
also affected other projects in Amman such as the Living Wall, a mixed use project, and
Dubai World’s Limitless Towers (Speetjens in Executive Magazine, 2012). The Jordan
Gates were planned to attract major international companies (ITP.net, 2004). Until now,
2016, the towers have not been completed. The project was launched in 2005, and was
supposed to be completed in 3 years. The tower’s construction has stalled with the beginning
of the 2008 crisis, as the partners had financial problems. Other reason for the delay was
disputes between the partners. Then the GFH sold the project to Kuwaiti investors
(Addustour, 2015).
Abdali Psc recognizes the Abdali problem, where Amman is not a worldwide destination for
tourists and business. Upon request from Abdali PSC, Memac Ogilvy Advize, a Middle East
Marketing and Advertising Company, has prepared a marketing study for Abdali to enhance
Abdali’s position worldwide through promoting Amman as a business and leisure-orientated
destination. The study goal is to “publicize Abdali’s regeneration project”. The study aims to
market and sell the land serving local people and visitors, and stimulate national and foreign
investment. “The campaign will build awareness and recognition for the project amongst
Abdali’s target audiences….portray Amman as a modern and business oriented city”. Abdali
needs to attract large, well-reputed investors and developers to invest in the project, and
attract many international visitors and tourists to visiting Abdali. The study seeks to increase
awareness about Abdali through events, conferences, press releases and festivals. The
campaign messages about Abdali are: “The best place to invest, the best place to trust”,
“Investors will be secured today, tomorrow, together”, and “Designed for business,
engineered to last” (Campaign, 2012).
A study for marketing and advertising Abdali identifies its strengths, weaknesses and threats.
Abdali has many strengths: it is located within an area of high density, in a location close to
many vital activities of banks, hospitals, clinics, and public institutions; Abdali is a distinguished
CBD of compatible mixed uses. Abdali has introduced social programs “The Abdali Innovation
Award” that aims to motivate the youth, and social responsibility programs “Ru’yatuk” means
your vision; Abdali has strong business partnerships; Abdali encourages cycling; Abdali is an
environmentally friendly district through wastewater recycling technologies and effective
cooling systems. The weaknesses of Abdali are: Abdali has added constraints on the surrounding
streets such as congestion, and changes on the area structure; “Al Abdali has created unrest and

anger amongst the people who are surrounding that area because they have torn down a com245

munity”.

Since Amman has no bike lanes, Abdali’s cycling choice could be unpractical.

Abdalis’ regulations do not encourage enough open green space in the building lot. Threats
facing Abdali are: Abdali has real estate competitors, mainly Zalloum which has been involved
in many real estate projects for a long time. Other threats are related to safety such as high threat
of terrorism, tribal violence, and Anti-U.S. and anti-Western sentiments in Jordan (Campaign,

2012).
According to Bahaa al Hariri, the global financial crisis of 2008 has had an impact on the
implementation of Abdali (Abbas, 2014). According to Salim Majzoub, deputy CEO of
Abdali PSC, the global financial crisis has not affected Abdali like other large mixed use
developments; “since the start of the crisis, not a single investor has pulled out; however,
construction work on some of the projects was halted for a period of time. Currently, some
15 percent of the developments in ‘phase one’ are on hold”. Since 2008, several loans from
the Arab Bank, BLOM Bank and Bank Audi supported the construction of Abdali
(Speetjens, 2012). According to Abdel Karim al Kabariti, the Chairman of Jordan Kuwait
Bank Board of Directors, after the drop of oil prices, and the instability of the bordering
countries, the Gulf countries have internal priorities; investments in Jordan would not be
their interest (Ammon News, 2016). Lately, the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) has financed the Abdali mall project with USD 80 million as a long
term loan (United Real Estate Company, 2013). The economic impacts of Abdali are:
 Provide high quality real estate properties: Abdali has provided high quality properties
of retail, hotels, housing, cultural and leisure amenities in a mixed use urban center.
 Improve local economy: Abdali has strengthened the role of commercial activities
(offices, retail, hotels and recreation) in the local economy. Most of Amman’s
employees are working in these sectors. The high quality environment has increased
residents, tourists and visitors to Abdali and thus contributes to the success of
commercial and business activities.
 Attract investment: Both local and international investors have succeeded in
developing most of Phase I.
 Create jobs: Abdali has created jobs in different stages of the project development:
design, construction, marketing and operation.
 The impacts on surrounding areas: Abdali has increased traffic to the area and
improved commercial activity.
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 Under the circumstances of an oversupplied market, the success of Abdali would be at
the expense of other competitive centers. Abdali may capture, because it has high
quality spaces and environment that attracts businesses and visitors.
6.3.3 The Physical and Environmental Impact
6.3.2.4 The Quality of Urban Design
“The carefully designed network of small streets with walkways and the main
pedestrian boulevard along with piazzas, will give residents and visitors alike a
chance to get to know the heart of the city. Residents in Abdali will call it home: A
warm verve, entertainment and recreational facilities all within walking distance, the
green areas and the luxury of having top fashion outlets in close proximity will give
them the true feel of being amidst a vibrant downtown, with everything within reach”
(Abdali-PSC, 2012b).
Abdali has achieved developments of design excellence and high quality urban design. Since
the public amenities are provided by the Abdali Company, the consistency of design would
provide a unified look and character. Abdali’s urban quality will be examined by applying
the seven principles of good urban design: Character, Continuity and enclosure, Quality of
the public realm, Legibility, Adaptability, Diversity, and Ease of movement.
a. Urban Character
The place’s character is “a place with its own identity, to promote character in townscape and
landscape by responding to and reinforcing locally distinctive patterns of development,
landscape and culture” Department for Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR,
2000). Although emphasis on the place character and identity and preserving the heritage are
objectives that urban policies seek to achieve, Abdali is constructing a place with a
distinctive identity for modern Amman. The skyline of Amman is influenced with the natural
topography, the city skylines are mainly characterized with low height buildings that
emphasize the human scale of the urban fabric. In the 20th century, many high rise buildings
were developed in Amman; their heights did not exceed 90m. In the 21the century, many
skyscrapers of more than 110m high were established. Most of the high rise buildings are
located in the western areas of Amman, except in Abdali that is near the city center. The
southern and eastern areas of Amman are compact residential uses for low and middle
income people. New construction materials and building techniques have influences the
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shape of Ammanns’ skyline; using metaal and glasss was prevaailed using stone and concrete
b
maaterials (Abbu-Ghazalah
h, 2007).
that is traditional building
“The 21st century
c
skyyline of Amm
man will not continuee to be dom
minated by minarets
m
aand domess. The Le Royal buiilding, the Jordan Gate buildinngs and th
he seven
sskyscraperss at Abdali, all exceediing 100 meters in heig
ght, will shifft the skylin
ne image
oof Amman towards economic im
mpact. The shape and
d style of a skyscraper is so
iimportant in defining the
t city skylline as theyy have become the lateest landmarkks of the
ccity. Usingg traditiona
al Middle E
Eastern eleements of the
t past, suuch as cou
urtyards,
m
mashrabiyyyas, and win
nd towers inn modern ways
w
may red
duce the imp
mpact of skysscrapers
aand providee for a betteer environm
ment” (Abu--Ghazalah, 2007).
2
Abu-G
Ghazalah (22007) recom
mmends thaat all new skyscraperss should bee developed
d at one
districtt; Abdali might
m
be a co
onvenient siite for busin
nesses, thus no further sskyscraperss, neither
mixed use or residdential toweers at the weestern areass of Amman
n, need to bee developed
d. This is
to presserve the human
h
scalee of the citty that shap
ped the Am
mman skylinne’s characcter. The
Abdalii high rise buildings will
w present
nt a new a landmark, a new skylline for thee Abdali
districtt and Ammaan as a who
ole (Abu-Ghhazalah, 200
07).
While conservingg the site’s natural
n
feattures would
d provide a link betweeen the new site and
its envvironment, valuable forest
f
trees (750 old forest treess) were rem
moved in favor
f
of
construucting the new
n structurres of Abdalli (khabernii, 2012).

Figure 81
1: Forest w
was at Abda
ali before co
onstructionn
Sourcce: khabernii (2012)
The urrban design principle: “responding
“
g to local bu
uilding form
ms and patteerns of deveelopment
in the ddetailed layyout and dessign of deveelopment heelps to reinfforce a sensse of place” (DETR,
2000), has not beeen applied in Abdali. The Abdali urban dev
velopment ppattern intro
oduces a
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larger scale development, a larger layout of land parcels and higher density that are different
from the local context of a fine grain pattern.

Shmesani

The Abdali Project

Abdali is a large scale project that was managed through a master plan and designed
guidelines that are obligatory policies for developers to commit to. Abdali presents a modern
urban image. As mentioned in the Abdali guidelines report, the Abdali architectural style is
inspired by the old buildings in Amman’s historical downtown through revealing the style of
dividing facades into three main parts, base, body and crown, with different proportions and
materials. The guidelines define specific architectural details for facades, roofs and building
materials to create a collective identity for the Abdali District (LACECO, 2007). The
guidelines would enhance the harmony of architectural components and the overall character
that would succeed to establish a sense of place.
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dali close to
o the three ddomes has different
Abdalii has changed the area skyline. Loocating Abd
meaninngs. The Abbdali imagee introducess a differen
nt scale and character tthat appeareed in the
area; A
Abdali’s higgh rise builldings havee different architectura
a
al styles froom the three domes
that arre low rise buildings of
o traditionaal, local maaterial (ston
ne). But thee positive im
mpact of
enforciing using stone
s
in most
m
of Abddali’s build
dings contriibutes to reeflecting Amman’s
A
architeecture. I prropose that the planneed high risee building, located adj
djacent to the three
domes, should bee changed into
i
a low rise buildin
ng to keep the continnuity of thee skyline
heightss and masssing at this critical areea and presserve the character off the area. Abdali’s
A
towerss reflect thhe economic power aadjacent to the domess of the poolitical pow
wer; the
courthouse and paarliament, and
a the dom
me of religion. Althoug
gh Abdali hhas a differeent form
and chharacter, inccorporating its commerrcial and economic usees into the eexisting insttitutional
uses w
would createe a multi-acctivity urbaan center. This
T
center to a certainn level imittates the
traditioonal core of
o the Arab city, wherre political, cultural an
nd commerrcial activitiies were
locatedd close to onne another. The Abdalii master plaan planned to
t connect tthe mosque with the
commeercial uses through
t
a pedestrian
p
ppath crossin
ng the parliaament. Unfoortunately, this
t path
may noot be appliccable for seccurity reasoons as stated
d by Abdel Majid al K
Kabariti, the CEO of
Abdalii mall. He also
a proposees that it woould be good
d idea if phaase II of Abbdali develo
oped into
a park,, but he is doubtful
d
thatt this wouldd be achieveed (Kabaritii, 2016).
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Althouugh emphassizing the existing
e
urbban charactter of scalee, material, height and
d pattern
would create a coontinuous urrban form aand harmony
y of whole, Abdali’s ur
urban form of
o height
and maassing is diffferent from
m the surrouunding deveelopments; Abdali
A
has succeeded to
t create
a sensee of place through
t
the developmeent of distin
nctive building types an
and forms. Massing,
M
heightss, layout annd land usess contribute to the overrall characteer of Abdalii. Constructting high
rise buuildings in Abdali
A
wou
uld create a landmark and
a a new image
i
for th
the modern Amman
that is positive siggn of a healtthy econom
my to attract international investmeent. But phaase II has
a diffeerent story, the
t initial heights
h
and forms weree changed. The
T promotted images of
o Phase
II show
w exaggeratted building
g forms and heights thaat would disstort the oveerall image.

Photos of the Abdali model shhows the en
nvisioned Ph
hase II deveelopment
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b. Conttinuity and enclosure
Abdalii is plannedd into a grid
d system off clear delin
neation betw
ween buildinng lines and
d streets.
Open spaces wheere defined by the buuildings and
d trees creaating vital ppublic areas. Many
activitiies were generated allong the strreet frontag
ges through
h restaurantts, cafes an
nd other
entertaainment cennters. The ground floorrs of buildin
ngs are desiigned to be active fron
ntages of
retail aand restauraant activitiees, but still many storees are not occupied.
o
Thhe master plan
p
also
has a successful layout of contiuous llinear fronttages and enclosed
e
sspaces that defined
privatee areas. Thhe implem
mented proj ects of Ph
hase I hav
ve achievedd the principle of
“comfo
fortable spattial enclosu
ure with resspect to the heights of buildings aand the spaaces they
define”” (DETR, 2000).
2

c. Quaality of the public reallm
The A
Abdali masteer plan designates diffferent land uses includ
ding defininng open an
nd public
spacess. Abdali puublic areas are establisshed accord
ding to a comprehensivve signage strategy,
safety and amenities are weell providedd, and the visual
v
appeaarance and ambience are well
definedd. The Abdali Compan
ny is responnsible for ex
xecuting the public servvices and am
menities.
The ouutcomes aree obvious on
o the grouund. Abdalii is providing a good level of am
menities:
roads, walkways, plants, shaading and otther urban furniture. Many
M
attracttive outdoo
or spaces
were eestablished in Abdali such as thee Boulevard
d and the roof
r
terracees. Abdali has
h high
qualityy street furnniture and pavement
p
m
material (granite). Welll studied siignage and lighting
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he visual
contribbutes to the public ameenity of Abddali. A varieety of trees and plants iinfluence th
image of Abdali.

Thhe Boulevarrd, well-designed publiic places as part of a neetwork of peedestrian ro
outes
d. Legib
bility
Abdalii is developped through
h a grid nettwork of sttreets that has
h a clear pattern con
nnecting
differeent spaces. Many
M
towerrs are landm
marks definiing clear dirrections. Gaateways aree defined
by palm
m trees andd high rise buildings.
e. Adap
ptability
Althouugh the laand use waas determiined by a master pllan, some uses are changed
correspponding to the
t econom
mic conditionns and mark
ket demand, see sectionn 6.3.2.1.
f. Diverrsity
Abdalii is a mixxed use pro
oject of m
many compaatible uses close to eeach other: hotels,
entertaainment, shoopping, etc.. These usess and activities enhance diversity and vitality
y. Abdali
has inttroduced diffferent rang
ges of densiities and activities. Ab
bdali is provviding a go
ood level
of quaality of lifee for resideents and vissitors, and creating viital mixed uses of reccreation,
restaurrants and shhopping.
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g. Ease of movemeent
The innitial plans proposed
p
a network off connected pedestrian spaces, succh as conneccting the
King A
Abdullah Mosque
M
with
h the civic pplaza passin
ng through the
t Central Market. Bu
ut on the
groundd, the pedesstrian route connection to the mosq
que may no
ot be develooped. In gen
neral, the
overalll project is pedestrian
p
friendly
f
for many reaso
ons: 1) the project
p
is a destination for only
visitors and users of the projeect, so the innternal street network is serving innternal userrs, 2) the
hat would facilitate pedestrian
p
mobility
m
suuch as usin
ng wide
designn adopts prrinciples th
walkw
ways, reduceed traffic sp
peed, definned cross-w
walks, streettscapes andd provides adequate
a
parking. It is diffi
ficult to judg
ge movemeent within Abdali
A
now,, because thhe occupanccy is not
The accessibbility to Ab
bdali from the surrou
undings at certain
c
timees is difficcult. The
full. T
courthouse and other
o
institu
utional buillding adjaceent to Abd
dali generatte high trafffic. The
onnected
majoriity of visitorrs use privaate cars. A nnew operateed transportaation touristtic bus is co
to Abddali. In addition, Abdali shall be beetter conneccted with itss surroundinngs and speecifically
with thhe activities centers su
uch as Jabaal al Husseein (Figure 80). By thaat time, thee Abdali
would house thouusands of employees, so it shall be effectiively conneected to the public
transpoortation sysstems.

Fiigure 82: Connecting
C
ounding arreas
Abdali witth the surro
Source: b ased on Google (2016))
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6.3.2.5 The Quality of Environment
a. Sustainable urban form
Redevelopment of the inner city lands for economic and social purposes is a main strategy to
achieve sustainable urban form. Abdali has been developed on a brownfield land that was
dedicated for military use. Abdali is becoming an important activity center on the city level.
Abdali’s central location will reduce the expansion of the mixed use and commercial centers
at the city’s edge. Abdali will increase the intensity of economic activities into the core of
Amman. Applying the principle of urban intensification through the development of high
rise buildings would encourage the development of a compact center with sustainable urban
from.
b. Noise and air quality
Abdali has increased congestion that has a bad impact on air quality and accessibility to the
surrounding areas, but the measures to improve the air quality were considered in the
landscape and streetscapes.
c. Infrastructure
Abdali is a new large scale development that was planned to take into consideration all the
required services and utilities.
d. Use sustainable solutions
Abdali encourages using efficient energy resources and renewable energy schemes, such as
in the Abdali mall, wind towers and solar panels were planned into the building’s design.
e. Re-use / redevelop derelict land and buildings
Abdali is a redevelopment of a brownfield land that was dedicated for military use. Abdali is
not about rejuvenating the housing stock, but is a redevelopment project, and the existing
buildings were demolished. For some people, the development of the project has destroyed
the memory of the place. The military forces would find a suitable location on the fringe of
the city, thus establishing Abdali at a central location would achieve a high goal of
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sustainable regeneration: “Re-use derelict land for high-density development”. Abdali is
developed to optimize the utilization of the land for high density mixed use development.
The Impact of urban design policy is providing a high quality urban center. Abdali has
succeeded in achieving most of the objectives of good urban design as follows:
Table 34: Abdali- physical and environmental quality
Objectives of good urban design

Tick


Character

6.3.3

Continuity and enclosure



Quality of the public realm



Legibility



Adaptability



Diversity



Ease of movement

???

Environmental quality



Sustainable urban form*



Noise and air quality



Infrastructure (sewage, water and electricity networks)

N

Use sustainable solutions

P

Re-use / redevelop derelict land & buildings
P: Partially, N : No specific proposal



The Social Impact

Abdali has little concern about achieving social advantages. Applying main indicators of
social cohesiveness to Abdali presents the following:
Social cohesive
Social mixing (in terms of age, ethnicity, family structure and income)

x

Inclusive decision-making, respond to local needs, community involvement

x

Increase social capacity and skills including immigrants and refugees

x

Provide quality affordable housing stock, education and health facilities and
amenities for disadvantaged populations

x

Provide public space and improve social interaction

P

Social pride



Improve life experiences



Increase opportunities and choices for residents

P

P: Partially
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p
sign
nificant conntribution to
o social coh
hesiveness eexcept creatting jobs
Abdalii does not provide
(considdered econnomic value) and prooviding som
me open spaces
s
thatt encourage social
interacction. The open
o
space has
h a low leevel of activ
vity becausee it is a privvate open sp
pace that
hosts llarger numbbers of peop
ple for limiited events and occasio
ons. Currenntly, during the day,
Abdalii is a deseerted space; pedestriann activity in Abdali is often loow. Having
g private
buildinngs and offiices around parks and oopen spacess will createe a feeling oof private sp
pace that
the puublic are noot welcomed
d into. Althhough Abdaali is a PPP
P project, A
Abdali was initially
develooped for a sppecific class of peoplee and visitorrs. Abdali iss not a publlic-oriented
d project.
The B
Boulevard Company
C
im
mposed feess to enter the
t boulevaard open sppace. Acco
ording to
Taher Jaghbeer, thhe Boulevarrd is a privaate project that
t costs 350 million JJD, and the fee of 5
JD is a purchase voucher.
v
Laater on, the Ministry off Tourism and Antiquitties has agreed with
the Booulevard Company
C
to
o cancel thhe entry feees (Addustour, 2014)
4). This maakes the
Boulevvard more public.
p

(
)
Sourcce: Nidal Khhairi as cited in Jarrar (2015
In Abdaali, most prroducts and restaurantss are suitablle for high income peoople, but thiis would
encouraage social exclusion. Many
M
peoplee consider Abdali
A
to have a bad iimpact on th
he city’s
image aand the sociaal aspects. According
A
tto Jarra, 201
15, Abdali has
h not conssidered the people’s
needs, ggathering, and
a interactions, Abdalli is respon
nding only to
t the businness and inv
vestment
market. Some peopple were mo
oved out off Abdali by the power of authorityy or money
y. Abdali
is increaasing the iddea of Amm
man’s dividee between poor
p
and ricch, increasinng polarization, but
more Abbdali is marrking the diivide at the core of Am
mman, wheree only rich ppeople wou
uld come
for shoppping or enttertainment (Jarrar, 20 15). Althou
ugh some peeople have a negative image
i
of
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ng from thee King Abddullah II and
d ending
Abdali, others have a sense of national ppride, startin
o high quaality spacess and envirronment,
with thee local peoople. Abdalli is an urbban center of
becominng a nationaal pride. Although
A
som
me opinionss assume th
hat Abdali iss increasing
g the gap
betweenn East and West
W Ammaan, establishhing Abdalii as a high quality
q
urbaan center at the core
of Amm
man wouldd increase the social interaction
n between different cclasses in Amman.
A
Abdali’s activities such as retail is targetting middle and high in
ncome peopple. There are
a some
nable pricess, but a greaater diversity
y of prices iin different services
restauraants and caffes of reason
and prooducts woulld enhance social mixxing and inccrease the trade area oof Abdali. In time,
people w
will be morre attached to the placce. Regenerrating the ciity core throough establlishing a
high quality urban center is a success.
s

Sourcee: http://en.ammonnew
ws.net/articlee.aspx?articcleno=25643#.WFHblttUrJdg, retrrieved in
May 20, 2016
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6.4 Summary
6.4.1

Challenges and Opportunities of Abdali

Many changes were done to the initial concepts of the project. Changing the land use
designation of Abdali, and omitting main economic drivers such as the anchor institutions,
the American university and the IT district, would have reduced the economic success of the
project. These anchor activities would have increased demand for other activities.
With respect to the high supply of area per capita, Abdali has a challenge to market offices.
Abdali also has a challenge to deal with the high supply of hotels that depends on external
demand. This is also applied to the residential properties, where expected demand is in the
external market. The retail market has a better opportunity, the supply of retail spaces is
within the demand. Other issues are how to attract shoppers from the expected trade area.
Part of the demand is the residents of the Abdali area itself. Abdali is relying on specific
markets: the high income population from the western areas of Amman, and tourists and
visitors from outside the country. There are many factors could affect the attraction of high
income people to Abdali: accessibility, other competitive centers, preferences of both the
property owners and users, and the market demand. Traffic congestion around the Abdali
project is a main factor that could affect attracting customers. “Traffic congestion, chronic
traffic flow problems can limit the size of trade areas, deterring potential homebuyers or
renters or office tenants from looking at an otherwise attractive site. Traffic can also
diminish the market for a retail facility by reducing the distance people are willing to drive
in order to shop” (Brett & Schmitz, 2009). Abdali is facing a challenge to attract the
population from western Amman where most of the high quality service centers and
employment are located, and of better locations, higher environmental quality and
accessibility. Preferences of investors and property owners in addition to the users and
tenants have an impact on the distribution of the activity centers, offices, retail and hotels.
The market supply of offices is high and exceeds the historical employment trend (space per
capita) in Amman.
Although Abdali is located within the significant population density in Amman, the trade
area is for international customers. Abdali’s users are expected to be from outside the
country, in addition to the local employees and customers. Though all these challenges exist,
Abdali has many opportunities and qualities that would strengthen Abdali’s competition and
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success, including the central location of Abdali, proximity to Shmesani and to the high
traffic volumes, qualities of the mixed use development, and the provision of amenities and
high quality designs. The Abdali project has provided cultural and leisure amenities,
restaurants, open spaces and entertainment of high quality designs and environment that
have improved the urban image and attracted investments.
Abdali is a distinguished mixed use center on the national level. Abdali would compete with
other urban centers through the provision of services of high quality environment and a mix
of activities, and thus capture the market. Abdali’s success to attract investments and users
would have a bad impact on other service and activity centers, especially for office and hotel
spaces. The market supply for hotels is high, and the market demand depends mainly on
external factors (visitors and tourists). Amman does not have new potentials or assets to
increase the demand for hotels. Regarding office spaces, Abdali is expected to attract
international companies. If this assumption is false, Abdali would depend on local demand
for office spaces. The market supply of offices exceeds the market demand; therefore Abdali
has to provide competitive prices to capture the market.
6.4.2

Rationality and Impact of Abdali’s Urban Policy

Abdali’s development approach is a top-down decision, a rational planning approach. The
King Abdullah has decided to redevelop military land into a CBD to attract investment and
improve the local economy. Thus the city’s needs were decided on a higher level. Abdali’s
development as a CBD is spatially rational; Abdali is located at the core of Amman, close to
the financial center (Shmesani) that would consolidate the CBD of Amman. Abdali seeks to
flourish the “image of modern Amman” by developing high-end mixed use development
using state-of-the-art infrastructure. In general, the physical and environmental policies of
Abdali have achieved developments of design excellence. Abdali is constructing high quality
places of a distinctive identity for modern Amman. Abdali has provided services and
amenities. The proposed public spaces of the initial plans were cancelled, and the
implemented are private. The negative impact of Abdali is the congestion issue; Abdali is
increasing congestion in the surrounding areas.
The economy and the real estate market development policies of Abdali have aspired to have
economic improvements on the city level as well as on the country level. However, defining
the market demand for different activities was unrealistic; the supply for hotels and offices
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exceeds local demand. The spaces of Abdali were determined based on international
demand; Abdali was expected to serve the demand of foreign companies for spaces
managing businesses in Iraq and later in Syria. Currently, these assumptions have not come
true. In parallel with the provision of a high quality environment, Abdali has to offer
competitive prices to capture the demand from other competitive centers. Cancelling the
anchor projects – the university and the IT district – would decrease the flow of people.
Attracting enough mass of residents and visitors shall support the commercial activities
there. Abdali is one of the projects that have introduced an emerging trend of residential
towers in Amman, where some of them are serviced apartments. If it is true that the
residential towers were purchased for investment purposes, then this would reduce the
number of residents. The residential towers housing type is a new trend in Amman that may
not be demanded by the local community. Therefore, proposals for Phase II shall be revised,
taking into consideration the local culture and demand. Phase II would provide great
potential to an anchor development project that would attract people and correct market
failure.
Obviously, the main contribution of Abdali for the economic development is the provision of
jobs. Jobs were created in different stages of project development: design, construction and
operation. The provision of jobs would improve the local economy, where employees will
spend money on services, and thus support the local economy (retail, housing, etc.). In
Amman, the primary sources of employment are within the retailing and service sectors, the
Abdali project is expanding retailing and commercial based activity. Abdali has attracted
investment and provided thousands of jobs. There is no doubt that Abdali has generated foot
traffic and had a positive impact on the surrounding commercial uses in comparison with the
previous function of military uses. Benefits may increase if the connectivity of Abdali and the
commercial activities on the other sides of street have been enhanced. High speed traffic on
the streets circulating Abdali isolates it as an island with borders. One cannot move between
the two sides of walkways and people often prefer not to do so. Abdali does not have many
outcomes of social aspects except for the provision of high quality open spaces, in addition to
establishing a high quality urban center at the core of Amman that would increase social
interaction between Amman’s different classes. Thus, Abdali is responding to the city’s needs
in achieving a high quality urban center and providing jobs, but the supply of commercial
uses exceeds the city’s demand. Thus, completing the development will be risky and the
absorption rate will be slow.
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Applying the checklist of rationality and impact of urban regeneration (Table 35), shows that
Abdali has achieved most of the physical and economic objectives.
Table 35: Abdali- Rationality and Impact of Urban Regeneration
Rationality of Approach
Relevance to city needs
Realistic use of market appraisal techniques in the selection of the strategy
Achieve objectives of good urban design
Mechanism of Implementation & Main Interventions
Adequate initial investment from the public sector to attract private sector
Partnership
Environmental/ Physical

P
x




Sustainable urban form; compact city and urban intensification



Mixed-use development



Re-use / redevelop derelict land and buildings



Improve environmental quality, provide amenities, enhance quality of life



Improve accessibility and use integrated public transport systems

P

Design excellence and high quality urban design



Decrease car use, promote public transportation and walkability

x

Use sustainable solutions (efficient energy resources, renewable energy ...)



Overcome physical isolation of declining areas



Emphasis on the place character and identity, preserve the heritage
Economic Impact

P

Provision of cultural and leisure amenities



Create jobs



Increase contribution of culture, knowledge, and new industries

x

Entrepreneurship: improving the knowledge base, encouraging enterprise,
education and training; and empowering local businesses

x

Improve local economy



Attract investment, improve the urban image and environment
Social Impact



Social mixing (in terms of age, ethnicity, family structure and income)

x

Inclusive decision-making, respond to local needs, community involvement

x

Increase social capacity and skills

P

Provide quality affordable housing stock, health facilities and amenities

x

Provide public space and improve social interaction

P

Social pride



Improve life experiences



Increase opportunities and choices for residents
P: Partially

P
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6.4.3

Urban Policy Conformance/Effectiveness

Abdali has succeeded to achieve most of the defined long-term goals that are:
 “Consolidate city center in Amman, currently non-existing.
 Create an urban place, a modern pole for business.
 Improve image of Amman.
 Create a "physical presence"/“urban place”: The development of a modern city center
would be a major tangible achievement towards modernization of the city and the
country.
 Increase businesses quantity and quality in the new central city center.
 Increase number of developed properties and public spaces, including green zones, for
communal and tourist purposes.
 Raise property values in and around areas of intervention.
 Increase employment for the young and professionals in Amman.
 Increase size of private sector investments.”
The implemented projects are to some extent reflective of the desired quality. Abdali is a
high quality urban center.

Most of Phase I, around 67% of the total construction, is

completed. The occupancy rate in Abdali is low, and the absorption rate will be slow. Phase
II has not been designed and its development will be risky.
6.4.4

Long Term Implementation

The 2008 financial crisis has affected the completion of Abdali. Abdali was planned without
the realistic use of market studies, where the supply exceeds the local demand. The financial
resources commitment affected by the financial crisis had an impact on the completion of
Abdali. Many developers have taken out bank loans in order to complete construction. The
high dependency on external developers who changed their plans after the financial crisis
may direct Abdali to re-plan Phase II. The absorption rate, occupancy and success of the
developed projects in Abdali would market it and provides indicators for other developers on
the success of the project.
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7. SUMMARIZED ASSESSMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following table compares the two downtowns; Abdali and Wast El-Balad:
Similarities
 Both are important urban centers of the
Metropolitan Amman “downtowns”.
 Supposed to serve the population on the city
level (the market area is the whole city).
 The planning approach is mixed use

Differences
 The Abdali project is targeting the upper class,
while Wast El Balad is attracting low and
middle income individuals.
 The Abdali project provides real estate of high
quality design, while Wast El-Balad has
average to low quality properties, but that

development

contain a heritage value.
Challenges
 How to reconcile the two centers on the
identity and character as Amman’s’
“downtown”.
 There is uncertainty of the success of the
proposals in both centers.

Potentials
 Both “downtowns” have a central location.
 Each of the “downtowns” has a different
character that could form an interesting dialog
between two different identities.
 High rate of demographic growth in Amman.

 How to utilize the qualities and potentials of
both centers to achieve real values of
economic, social and physical development.
 To be competitive on the city level
 High vacancy rate in both centers
 Attract investors and consumers
 Accessibility and traffic management
 Long term commitment to urban policy and
implementation
 Financial difficulties of implementation
 The success of commercial activities
depends on improving the local economy and
thus the purchasing power.
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7.1 Summarized Assessments
7.1.1

Challenges for the Success of the Urban Regeneration of “Downtowns”
7.1.1.1 Impact of Urban Policies on Shaping Amman’s Urban Structure

To assess the role of the Downtown and Abdali, it is necessary to discuss the urban spatial
structure of Amman. The development of the last decades has guided city development to a
more dispersed structure to reduce pressure on the Downtown, through encouraging
dispersed economic activities, governmental and administrative institutions, and the
development of districts centers. Shmesani has been the financial center since the 1980s.
Most commercial centers and regional malls are located in the western areas of the city. The
City Mosque was the Husseini Mosque in the Downtown, followed by the King Abdullah
Mosque in Shmesani, and lately, it has become the King Hussein Mosque in Dabouqe in west
Amman. The Airport road has attracted international schools, universities and large furniture
stores such as IKEA. The Amman Plan, 2008-2025 states: “Cluster employment uses to
enhance competitiveness and reduce infrastructure costs”. Although the Plan is emphasizing
the clustering concept, the proposed spatial development of growth centers and corridors are
guiding the city to be more dispersed. The Plan proposes strategies of mixed use
developments in the city through designation of: Metropolitan Growth Centers and Corridors,
High Density Mixed Use Development Areas (Towers), and Corridor Intensification Strategy.
These planned mixed use centers and corridors will increase the dispersion of the city
structure.
7.1.1.2 Market demand and Urban Regeneration Policy
Amman’s center has expanded westward and shifted from the core of the city. Amman’s
center as defined where the highest concentration of activities (retail, office, and hotel spaces
of high land values) is located in four districts: Abdali, Wadi al-Seir, Zahran and Talaa alAli. Investors’ preferences have affected the development of different activities outside the
core of the city.
Main findings on the relation between market demand and urban regeneration policies in
Amman are as follows:
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 Both Abdali and the Downtown are designated as more important business centers of
the Metropolitan Amman “downtowns”. They are supposed to serve the population on
the city level (the market area is the whole city).
 Strategies for Abdali and the Downtown are not based on a realistic use of market
studies in the selection of the development strategy.
 Both Abdali and the Downtown have high vacancy rates.
 The Abdali project is targeting the upper class, while the Downtown is attracting the
low and middle income individuals.
 The Abdali project provides real estate of high quality design, while the Downtown
has average to low quality properties, but that contain a heritage value.
 In Abdali, economic regeneration is external through attracting investment from
outside and focuses on mixed use development. In the Downtown, the proposed
economic regeneration is internal, focusing on traditional markets.
 The Downtown is not a prime commercial center on the city level. To improve the
Downtown’s role on the city level, many measurements and policies shall be executed.
 The Downtown trade area is of low purchasing power, demanding cheap goods and
products, which has an effect on the supply of the markets in the Downtown.
 The Downtown has old urban fabric that requires renovation in order to attract users
and investors.
 Abdali is located in the core of Amman, thus, Abdali has a challenge to attract
customers from West Amman and outside the country. Traffic congestion could affect
the attractiveness of Abdali to the people of West Amman, where there are already
many convenient commercial and entertainment centers.
 Office supply in Amman exceeds the demand, so it would be challenging for Abdali to
market office spaces.
7.1.2

Urban Regeneration Approaches

The Abdali project is promoted as an urban regeneration project, Wast El-Balad’s urban
policy is promoted as a revitalization policy, and the Urban Strip is promoted as an urban
regeneration project. As discussed in chapter three, revitalization overlaps with regeneration,
and there is no strong distinction between them. Both terms, urban regeneration and
revitalization, are used in Jordan. In the urban regeneration experiences in Amman, the
Abdali urban regeneration project (New Downtown) was not about social capital or
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community involvement in decision making, but is rather a redevelopment policy focusing
on physical policies and a new function of the area. The Abdali, a redevelopment of the
military site, was a top-down decision; a rational planning. The King Abdullah II took a
decision to relocate military installations outside of city centers to utilize the valuable land
for redevelopment, achieving economic growth, branding a new image of Amman, and
supporting the national economy. The project was clearly defined through a master plan of
mixed use development, but many land use changes were completed after the initial plan.
Revitalization is used in the strategy of the old downtown Amman, focusing more on
economic revival than on housing, education or health issues. The type of activities and uses
in the Downtown and in Abdali is based on considerings that the economic development has
a high priority in setting out the strategy. The Urban Strip project was also proposed as a
master plan. In Amman, urban regeneration policy is a well-defined intervention presented
through a master plan or specific projects. Urban revitalization policy in Amman is a
collection of regulations and strategies in addition to key projects. The timespan of the
implementation of revitalization is undefined, while the implementation of urban
regeneration is more concretely determined. Revitalization in Amman describes limited
physical intervention with minor modifications on the existing container, but urban
regeneration describes major redevelopments and reconstructions, creating a new image and
function. Another explanation could be that the development strategies of the Downtown
were prepared under the lead of Canadian consultants who use the term revitalization in their
region.
Abdali is promoted to be “the pride of Jordan's capital, a new downtown reflective of the
great people of this country”. These promotions contradict the long history of many studies
and proposals seeking to revitalize the old downtown by focusing on the national importance
of the downtown: “To make Amman Jordan’s true international core”, “Retain the authentic
function and role of the Downtown”. Promoting the Abdali project as the New Downtown
sends a negative message to the private sector and community that the public sector has
given up on the old downtown. While many studies are struggling to retain the authentic role
of the Downtown, other policies, one of them is Abdali, guide towards developing
competing centers beyond the Downtown geography.
The Old Downtown (Wast El Balad) and the New Downtown (the Abdali project) have
similarities and differences. Both downtowns are centrally located in the city core. Abdali is
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competing over the role of the city downtown. Although Wast El Balad is promoted as the
old downtown, Wast El-Balad is a translation term of the middle of the city. The Abdali
project is promoted under different labels of a New Downtown, a CBD, a New Center of
Amman; these many labels show confusion and hesitation about the role of this new largescale development in the city core. Wast El-Balad has many limitations to expand, such as
the physical settings, the city natural growth, and changing shopping and housing trends.
Decades ago, Shmesani became the main political, commercial, institutional and financial
center of the Amman City, where many bank headquarters, hotels and offices are located.
While a lot of discussion and objections were raised against the Abdali project, this project
could be seen an expansion of the Shmasani CBD.
There could be many reasons for the promotion of Abdali as a New Downtown, for example
attracting tourists and visitors, or branding Amman through a new presentable face that is
more suitable for the 21st century as a “modern capital” and a “national landmark”.
However, marketing the Abdali as a New downtown would not have that negative of an
impact on the Old Downtown, because the oldness of Wast El-Balad is promoting its
heritage and culture. The Old Downtown and the New Downtown are different entities. The
trade market for each of them is different, as the Abdali “downtown” has a different
catchment area. Even prior to the development of Abdali, other commercial and activity
centers were developed in the western areas of the city. The primary trade area and tenants
of Abdali are different from those of Wast El-Balad. The Abdali site is a central location in
the core of Amman, and it is surrounded with other important public centers and activities.
Thus, spatially, developing Abdali as a main employment center is rational.
As clarified in Section 5.6.6, many factors are contributing to the decline of downtown
Amman including physical characteristics, social and economic factors, and urban planning
policies. The Amman Downtown urban revitalization policies emphasize the heritage value
of the Downtown on the national level. Tourism is the main economic advantage. Studies
focus on physical improvement, accessibility, and economic revival. Most of the proposed
projects are related to the improvement of the quality of space and the provision of open
space. Some proposed urban policies and projects are achieved on ground. The tourism
projects of the 1990s aimed to provide tourism services. ADPRS proposes mixed use
development and economic themes of specialized markets to stimulate economic activities.
Table 36 and 37 summarize the evaluation of the urban regeneration policies:
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Table 36: Evaluation of the urban regeneration policy
Wast El-Balad

Abdali

Objectives

To retain the role of the Amman
Downtown, revive physical and
economic conditions

“New downtown”, a modern
center, the pride of Jordan's
capital.

Approach

Mixed use, Economy,
Environmental and physical,
Heritage- Tourism

Economic development, Mixed
use

Output

a framework, zoning, regulations and
key projects

Master plan

Management

within GAM, a public institution

Semi-public organization

Funding

Mainly grants

PPP with foreign investors mainly

Outcomes

Improvement of physical
environment and open spaces.
Provision of tourists’ attractions and
services are outcomes from the
1990s tourism projects.

Construction of a large scale
business center

Rationality /
Relevance

Relevant to the community needs
Unrealistic use of market
conditions
Applying most of good urban
design objectives
Irrational urban policy regarding the
urban form
Little concern about affordable
housing

Relevant to the city needs, but
not relevant to the community
priorities
Unrealistic use of market
conditions
Applying most of good urban
design objectives
No concern about affordable
housing or community centers

Impact (positive)

Improvement of place quality
Increased social interaction
Enhance cultural and tourism services
Ease of movement
Strengthen the specialized markets*
Improve the socioeconomic situation*

Create jobs
Create an attractive business
center at the core of Amman

Decline of commercial activities at
certain areas **
Distortion of the Downtown distinct
urban form and heritage **

Increased congestion
Capturing the market demand at
the expense of other competitive
centers

Most of regulations and projects are
not implemented.
Only little physical improvements
were achieved

Most of Phase I is completed, but
Phase II is not.
High vacancy rate
Changes of the land uses have
effects on the economic outcomes

No commitment to implement the
urban policy

Difficulties on marketing Phase
II, but the organization has the
intention to complete the project

Evaluation

Impact
(negative)

Conformance/
Effectiveness

Long-term
implementation

* if ADPRS is implemented, ** effects would be by both the current and proposed urban policies
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Table 37: Checklist of Rationality and Impact of Urban Regeneration
Rationality of Approach

Downtown

Abdali

Relevance to the city needs



P

Realistic use of market appraisal techniques in the selection of the strategy

x

x

Achieve objectives of good urban design
Mechanism of Implementation & Main Interventions

P



Adequate initial investment from the public sector to attract private sector

x



Partnership
Environmental/ Physical Impact

P



Sustainable urban form; compact city and urban intensification





Mixed-use development





Re-use / redevelop derelict land and buildings





Improve environmental quality, provide amenities, enhance quality of life





Improve accessibility and use integrated public transport systems

P

P

Design excellence and high quality urban design





Decrease car use, promote public transportation and walkability



x

Use sustainable solutions (efficient energy resources, renewable energy...)

P



Overcome physical isolation of declining areas

P



Emphasis on character and identity, preserve the heritage
Economic Impact

P

P

Provision of cultural and leisure amenities





Create jobs

P



Increase contribution of culture, knowledge, and new industries

P

x

Entrepreneurship: improving the knowledge base, encouraging enterprise,
education and training; and empowering local businesses



x

Improve local economy





Attract investment, improve the urban image and environment
Social Impact





Social mixing (in terms of age, ethnicity, family structure and income)

N

x

Inclusive decision-making, respond to local needs, community involvement

P

x

Increase social capacity and skills



P

Provide quality affordable housing stock, health facilities and amenities,…

P

x

Provide public space and improve social interaction

P

P

Social pride





Improve life experiences





Increase opportunities and choices for residents

P

P

P: Partially, N : No specific proposal

The weaknesses and failure of implementing the proposed urban regeneration strategies in
Wast El-Balad is due to the absence of base studies, economic and social studies to develop
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strategies responding to the local needs, as well as the absence of organizations to manage
and implement the proposed strategies, in addition to financial problems. In Abdali, also,
there is no realistic use of market studies to determine the suitable components of the project
and use key economic drivers. Urban regeneration approaches in Amman’s “downtowns”
focus on physical and economic revival more than social aspects. The urban regeneration
approach of Abdali is based on quality design and economic development. Economic
development is the main approach. Strategies in both “downtowns” emphasize mixed use
development as a policy to achieve high economic values. The economic development
policy is developed based on utilizing the local assets of the Downtown: heritage and
traditional markets. On the other side, Abdali is promoted as a modern center using high
technology. Although the economy is the main objective triggering interventions and
proposals, at the end, the key economic drivers and anchor projects have been taken away
from the implemented urban policies.
Urban regeneration projects in Amman were developed with funding from external bodies.
In the Abdali project, the interest came from main external developers and investors from
Lebanon (Hariri) and the Gulf (mainly Kuwait). In the case of Wast El-Balad, the
development was funded by mainly donors such as JICA and the USAID. Abdali project is
triggered using PPP, while Wast El Balad, new zoning and regulation were proposed, but
have not been implemented. ADPRS was developed in absence of a real assessment of
market conditions and social problems. PPP was proposed in the urban strip development,
but then was cancelled. Most of Phase I of the Abdali project is established, but Phase II is
not. In Wast Elbalad, the implemented strategies include physical improvement of public and
open spaces, funded by GAM. The tourism projects of the 1990s were implemented. In
practice, most of implemented large projects were financed by external grants such as the
Jordan Museum and upgrading the Raghadan terminal. The implementation of the Abdali
project has achieved more success than Wast El-Balad. Many reasons contributing to this
success are: Abdali is developed through an organization using a public-private partnership
approach; Abdali is a priority for national economic growth, as is the interest of international
investors to develop in Abdali. Amman has more successful implementation when policy is
developed through a strategic planning approach. The Abdali project is a project-oriented
approach that makes achievements on the ground, but studies and long term approaches had
little chance to progress.
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There is no organization for managing the Downtown problem or to have commitment for
development on a long term scale. Figures 83& 84 indicate (in red) the weaknesses in the
process of achieving successful urban revitalization/regeneration in the Downtown and in
Abdali. In the Downtown, partial improvement on the physical and environmental aspect has
been achieved.
Capture a vision,
Identify and capitalize
on existing assets and
resources

Urban Economic Studies
Market study
Business strategies
Promotion and marketing

Policy:
Framework

Social Studies

Action-oriented strategies

Urban Studies
Strategies:
Physical & Environmental
Economic
Impact:

Social

Mechanism of Implementation

Economic
Revival

Civic leadership
Organizations, BIDs, etc.
Partnership, Public Funding
Grants

, Incentives

Physical and
Environmental
Revival

Regulations
Social
Revival

Increase customers
(residents and visitors)
Attract investors

Figure 83: The Downtown Urban Revitalization Process
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Figure 84: The Abdali Urban Regeneration Process
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7.2 Recommendations
7.2.1

Strengthen the core of Amman

The research finds the boundary of the business center of Amman. Amman’s center has
shifted towards the more affluent population, in addition to better quality environments. Also
it is widely discussed that Amman has different classes polarized spatially in certain areas.
Urban planning and polices shall strengthen Amman’s development and growth as a
monocentric city. Amman’s growth is expanding in the form of an edge city. Urban policy
has encouraged this direction of growth deliberately or undeliberately. Amman’s existing
structure and future planning are increasing the threat of evolving to the edge city structure,
in addition to the dispersion of activities. A centralized core will facilitate managing the
traffic problems and create a more sustainable urban form. Congestion is a main aspect in
Amman’s urban problems. A hierarchy of centers is important to serve the local needs of
neighborhoods. Main activities should be clustered and well-connected on the city level.
Developing the Abdali as a main employment center is rationale; it could be considered as
an expansion of the Shmesani financial center. Many activity centers such as Shmesani,
Zahran and Swifieh are older than Abdali. These centers have different markets than that of
the Downtown, therefore Abdali will not have a bad impact on Wast El-Balad. Previous
developments have shifted the city center to the west. The center of Amman has moved
westward, where the higher income residents settled. In spite of many critics against the
development of Abdali, on the city level, Abdali, if succeeded, would rebalance and relocate
the center of gravity of the city into the core. Abdali is developed at a central location
between “East Amman” and “West Amman”. Abdali has significant influence on re-locating
the city center to the core of Amman. Abdali and Wast El-Balad together would function as
two poles tying and binding central Amman.
Urban policy should consolidate main activities and increase the connectivity in the center of
the city. Creating a loop that connects different activity centers is essential. Defining the
functions of the centers and defining a clear boundary to the core will help to integrate
different centers and determine the required infrastructure and transportation systems.
Improving the connectivity on a city level contributes to solving the accessibility issue to the
Downtown and Abdali. The intention is not to evaluate the transportation strategy on the city
level, but to point out some ideas. The existing terminals are connecting the commuters from
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Zarqa and east Amman particularly to the city’s main activity centers. GAM’s strategy is to
develop Al Mahatta as a main terminal connecting over 50,000 commuters from Zarqa to
Amman. As the business center of Amman is located to the west, it is not practical to link
commuters from Zarqa to Al Mahatta, they shall be linked to the North Terminal where
another network will be distributing people to different centers. An effective transportation
network shall be provided within the delineated city center.
7.2.2

Improve the local economy

As clarified in Section 4.3, the highest contribution to Amman’s economy is the non-primary
activities, with 35% in finance, real estate, restaurants, trade and hotels, while manufacturing
contributes to 20%, and transportation and communications makes up 17%. Factors
contributing to the success of the real estate market in Amman depend on improving the
income and purchasing power of local communities. Income is generated from external
sources by focusing on manufacturing, transportation and tourism. Thus, additional services
of hotels, restaurants, offices would flourish accordingly. Manufacturing should be a priority
of the national economy. The investment policy shall be reviewed, high taxes have pushed
many investors to shut off their businesses in Amman. Tourism as an economic strategy has
to be developed on the national level. Amman’s potential as a tourist destination of historic
sites is low, but the medical and educational tourism might have a better chance.
The demand for spaces at Abdali was envisioned to host international companies for
managing reconstruction projects in Iraq. The stability of Jordan has introduced Amman as a
regional center and a gateway to surrounding countries. This expectation failed at this time
to capture demand. Instability of the regions companied with the financial crisis and low
prices of oil that decrease the Gulf enterprises have had an influence on Jordan’s economy.
Economic development could be achieved through cross-border planning by connecting
Amman to the pilgrimage cities of Mecca, al Madina, Jerusalem, and Bethlehem. Increasing
the flow of people and goods along west-east axis would improve tourism and trade and
cause other industrial development.
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7.2.3

Link the “New Downtown” Abdali with the Old Downtown

Abdali could be seen as an expansion of Shmesani, the CBD. The Downtown is the center of
the traditional markets and heritage. Consolidating the two downtowns in addition to
Shmesani forming a linear central business district, a “spine”, would strengthen the core of
Amman. The two downtowns could be connected and integrated through mixed use
development in addition to public and governmental institutions. The spine shall strengthen
connectivity between Abdali and Wast ElBalad with emphasis on a pedestrian-friendly
environment and run free shuttle buses along the corridor. On the city level, the connectivity
of the CBD spine shall be improved with the provision of convenient public transportation
and connecting main roads and nodes.
7.2.4

Strengthen the Old Downtown

The strategy to revitalize Downtown has to mitigate the causes of urban decline which are:
1) physical and environmental factors: natural and spatial constraints, aged building fabric,
low quality environment, and accessibility; 2) social and economic factors: change of
population structure, changes of shopping habits, the socioeconomic situation, and the
market demand, and 3) the urban policy: dispersed economic activities, shifting the cultural
center, and transportation policy. The revitalization of the Downtown is internal and
external. Internal revitalization takes place through policy and interventions within the
Downtown boundary. External revitalization is through the revitalization of the surrounding
neighborhoods which are the local market area. Increasing visitors and workers in the
Downtown is a main issue for the revitalization process. The role shall be defined according
to the existing situation, potentials and qualities of the Downtown. Defining the role among
other activity centers would help to identify strategies to revitalize the Downtown to develop
a competitive center. Downtown Amman does not have the highest concentration of urban
growth; it is not the prime center of retail, office, entertainment, or hotels, but it
accommodates many governmental and cultural activities. Many existing activities
contribute towards distinguishing the Downtown such as commercial activities in the
traditional markets in addition to cultural, municipal, and civic uses. GAM has succeeded in
developing most of these activities, except implementing the proposals of the traditional
markets.
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7.2.4.1 Develop a distinct identity and a sense of place
Emphasis on the traditional characteristics of the Downtown and the enhancement of its
unique features will make the Downtown a distinct center that will increase its
competitiveness compared to other urban centers and shopping malls. More improvements
on the environment quality and tourism services would increase the Downtown
attractiveness as a heritage and cultural center. It is essential to reinforce regulations and
urban design guidelines that emphasize developing the distinguished character of and
preserving the Downtown heritage landscape. The character of the Downtown shall be
improved by focusing on preserving buildings of heritage values, protecting the urban form,
improving the green valley character, and developing the specialized market. GAM shall set
out clear guidelines for development in the Downtown, defining acceptable material
buildings, forms …The existing building height regulations and the proposed regulations
both have a bad impact on the Downtown place identity. Large plots and high buildings are
not responding to the heritage urban form of the Downtown. The heritage urban form is fine
grain, small plots of low height structures spreading along the valley. GAM would have
problems with the community if the buildings heights are reduced. Preserving the spatial
quality is essential and should be considered to protect the significant form of hills and
valley. Strengthening the character of the Downtown as a green valley would make it
special. The green valley theme is genuine and presents the distinct quality of Downtown
Amman, which would contribute to creating a sense of place there.
The Downtown will be able to compete with other centers through emphasis on identity and
a sense of place. Focusing on strengthening the specialization of the traditional market of the
Downtown is an essential strategy that will develop a distinct identity for the Downtown and
develop attributes that are not available in other centers. As clarified by many writers:
(Hakim, 1986; Mortada, 2003; Bianca, 2000 and Raymond, 2008), the traditional retail
approach of specialty markets is a typical model used in the historic and traditional Arab or
Muslim cities. In the Arab traditional city, the downtown or the urban core is the heart of the
city, a gathering place for social interaction and economic activities. The main characteristics
of the urban core are a major city mosque and surrounding Suqs (markets), Suqs being the
places where the main economic activities take place, where institutional buildings (schools)
are attached to the major mosque, and specialized markets, Hammams, storerooms and
hotels are located. As proposed by ADPRS, Faisal Street and the traditional markets and the
Husseini Mosque are the core of the Amman Downtown. The proposals of enhancing the
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existing specialized markets should be a high priority for future development, and the Faisal
Street shall be enhanced to function more as a gathering place. Improving the existing
traditional specialty markets would create a distinct character. Tourism policies also have
improved the environment and services in the Downtown area.
7.2.4.2 A well-defined boundary
The downtown boundary shall be redefined to include Wast Elbalad as now the commercial
areas of the downtown shall be expanded to include Qalaa, Raghadan Terminal, and the
Cultural Strip. Developing gateways will define the Downtown boundary and create
landmarks and a sense of arrival. The main gateways to the Downtown shall be at the main
intersections of the Downtown; joining the Cultural Strip to the west and the Raghadan
Terminal to the east.
7.2.4.3 Strengthen different activities:


Revitalize the core of the Downtown. The Faisal Street should be integrated with the
Huseini Mosque and other traditional markets “souqs”. The Faisal Street shall be
restored as a plaza with no curbs, remove the sidewalks and the middle island, and
managing vehicle lines using pollards, the use of pavement material other than
asphalt to create a flexible public space. This would restore the Faisal plaza as it was
in 1950s, a public space in the main core of the Downtown.



The municipal functions. Establishing more governmental offices and institutions is
achievable, and would strengthen the Downtown role as an administrative center.



Entertainment and leisure activities. The surrounding areas around the Citadel have
strategic locations for sights and views to the Downtown. Most of buildings on the
Citadel slopes are derelict, these areas have potential to be developed into restaurants,
hotels and art craft centers serving tourists and lengthening their stay.



Activities at public spaces. The Hashmitte Plaza is to be redeveloped into a public
library of one floor, while the roof is to be utilized as a plaza. This will utilize the
potential of the plaza and create vibrant public space.



Provide public realm and improve urban quality. It is essential to reinforce urban
design guidelines. Improving the physical environment, greening the walkways and
improving the air quality will increase the attractiveness of the Downtown, and
encourage pedestrian circulation.
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Support renovation and utilize upper floors. Incentives for utilizing vacant buildings
to attract different functions will encourage utilizing upper floors. A pilot project of a
group of buildings would demonstrate a successful strategy and visible impact to
utilize vacant upper floors.



No housing variety or convenient housing is available in the Downtown. Housing
could be encouraged if a better quality of environment and services are provided.
This includes the building conditions, schools and other community centers.
7.2.4.4 Increase connectivity and enhance accessibility

Urban policies should aim at improving the walkability in the Downtown core by creating a
pedestrian-friendly environment and shared space for both vehicles and people. A fully
pedestrian area is not recommended, as accessibility for both public transportation and
private cars will help to avoid any possible economic decay in the area. A pedestrianfriendly environment could be achieved by introducing features such as wide sidewalks,
slow speed limits, defined cross-walks, easy navigation, and less emphasis on vehicles. The
sidewalks are to be wider and landscaped along the street edges to improve air quality and
visual appearance. Streetscape and wide greenways would provide a unified look and
character. Removing fences along sidewalks would encourage pedestrian crossing and
movement for activities on both sides of street, and in doing so increase connectivity. Reestablishing the streets with pavement patterns without curbs would create a flexible public
space. For example, the Faisal Street should be integrated with the connectivity between the
Faisal Street and the Huseini District (Huseini Mosque and the surrounded areas). Removing
the sidewalks, the middle island, and the pollards would restore the Faisal plaza as it was in
the 1950s, a public space in the main core of the Downtown. This shall be applied on the all
Downtown streets.
7.2.4.5 Retaining the Downtown as a core for the surrounding neighborhoods
The Downtown should be revitalized for the inner city population, redefining a community
and increasing social integration. Another implication for the Downtown neighborhood is
defining the needs of the communities on this level, such as community centers and
recreational facilities. Responding to the people’s needs and finding the suitable location for
the market is important for the creation of an inclusive city. Provide the required services
and community centers.
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7.2.4.6 Key economic driver
Many of GAM’s urban regenerated areas required revitalization! The stores at the fountain
plaza including the Raghadan Terminal are vacant. Some modifications to the Hashmite
Plaza are required. The Raghadan Terminal could be improved if a part of the terminal was
specified for transportation, serving the surrounding neighborhoods and the Downtown
visitors. The terminal will have an impact as an economic generator to the area around the
terminal and encourage a flow of people to the markets. The existing vegetable public
markets are in bad condition, with unmanaged markets and a lack of adequate infrastructure
and parking. Part of the Raghadan Terminal can be developed into a vegetable market, where
there is adequate parking, with the roof being utilized as a plaza in addition to the existing
shops that are tourist oriented. The Raghadan market will serve tourists and residents, and
become a regional destination on the city level. Some plans are required to attract investors
at the fountain plaza which has high potential in proximity to the National Museum. More
services are required at the Hasmite Plaza. Although there is a building for a café, it is
empty. In general, the Downtown is known for the provision of low quality products.
Attracting anchor retailers and markets will enhance the Downtown market locally and on
the city level. Attracting anchor retailers will provide a mix of products and goods. On the
Qalaa slopes, there are many deteriorated vacant buildings that provide potential for
developing restaurants, cafes and hotels to attract tourists and residents. Further development
of the proposed paths would enhance the environment quality and walkability of the area.
7.2.4.7 Improve social capital


Improve social capital. Community participation and involvement is essential to
implement programs and strategies. The Downtown property owners shall be
partners in decision making and implementation. The implementation of the
Downtown proposals will not succeed without real participation from the
community, because the interest and ownership of many fragmented plots make the
process complex.



Creating an inclusive Downtown. Manage public activities such as street vendors,
public markets that would achieve economic benefits and community inclusion.



Employing the strength of the local community in activities such as housing
renovation and craft-based businesses.
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7.2.4.8 Improve mechanism of implementation


Managing the Downtown through an organization including property owners and
other stakeholders in coordination with GAM shall manage interventions, monitor
progress, organize events, attract business, and promote the Downtown.



Incentives and taxes to encourage utilizing vacant buildings.



Revitalization as an ongoing process requires continuous efforts, monitoring and
evaluation. To put plans into action, the GAM mayors have to commit to a
framework for a long-term period.



Community participation and partnerships would mobilize local resources to achieve
many of the urban policy objectives, such as property renovation and emphasis on
thematic markets.
7.2.4.9 Revitalize the Downtown through revitalization of the surrounding
neighborhoods

External revitalization; revitalization of the surrounding neighborhoods (outside of the
Downtown boundary) will have benefits and returns to the Downtown.


Increase connectivity between the Downtown and surrounding neighborhoods. When
planning the revitalization of the Downtown, defining the Downtown boundary at the
local level in relation to the market area is essential. Improving Downtown
connectivity (through transportation policies) to the surrounding areas will strengthen
the Downtown role as a destination serving the communities.



Improve the socioeconomic of the inner city population. The Downtown commercial
and residential markets serve middle to low income households of the eastern areas
of Amman. Improving the socioeconomic situations of the population through the
provision of social facilities, health care, education, training and transport in the
surroundings areas of the Downtown, will increase the purchasing power and
expenditure, and thus will have good returns to the Downtown.



Connecting Downtown to other employment and activity centers. Connecting
residents, visitors, property owners and buyers to other employment and activity
centers in Amman would encourage attraction to the Downtown and ease
accessibility. A small terminal serving the surrounding neighborhoods located in the
Raghadan terminal would be convenient.
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Developing an entertainment district. The proposed site for mixed-use development
of the Urban Strip shall be developed as an entertainment and training space.



Protect the trade market area of the Downtown. Restrict any competitive center to the
Downtown eastern area.



Protect the Urban Strip land use as is, an industrial employment center, and enhance
the services there. Future plans shall develop the urban strip to utilize the vacant
land.

7.2.5

Improve the New Downtown Abdali
7.2.5.1 Revitalize the Abdali: Incorporate key economic drivers

The changes of the land use of the initial plans have set aside the key economic drivers and
the anchor institutions of the Abdali, the IT district and the American University. As
discussed earlier, the primary types of tourism in Amman are educational tourism, medical
tourism, and conferences. The land usage of Abdali Phase II shall be revised to include main
economic drivers: another hospital, an international higher education college such as a
medicine college, an international research center and a training center. These activities will
bring visitors from outside the country as well as from the local market. Incorporating
economic drivers and improving the local economy as clarified in section 7.2.2 would
increase demand for offices, hotels and retail,.., and enhance the conditions of the Abdali
project.
7.2.5.2 Strengthen the civic identity of Abdali
More civic and public activities are important to emphasize Abdali as part of the CBD.
Establishing a convention center, distinct entertainment center and a large plaza are essential
uses for celebrating national events. These activities could be developed on the vacant land
of Phase II.
7.2.5.3 Increase social cohesiveness
Abdali’s objectives are of a little concern among the local community. Changes in land
usage would benefit both investors and local communities. At the local market level, the
prices of office spaces should be reasonable and competitive to similar projects and locations
in Amman. The medical center shall contribute to a certain ratio of healthcare services for
poor people. The impact will include the provision of more jobs, training, and healthcare.
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Although the initial master plans of Abdali designate routes for pedestrians and public open
spaces, the final outcomes provide private open spaces such as the Abdali mall and
Boulevard. The provision of public recreation parks and playgrounds shall be considered in
Phase II.
7.2.5.4 Connecting Abdali with the surrounding areas
Improving accessibility to Abdali from its surroundings is a complex issue linked to the
transportation strategy for the whole city. Accessibility and connectivity should be GAM’s
priority to ensure a better quality of life and attract investors and users. Abdali shall be better
connected to the neighboring areas. The road network at certain areas is currently
disconnected.
7.2.6

Capacity building and strengthening the municipality role

GAM should have a qualified urban planning team. Urban development is a process. The
continuity of monitoring, evaluation and proceeding with plans is essential to achieve the
desired objectives. GAM should have to commit to a well-defined approach that would guide
city development to avoid the interruption of projects resulting from administrative changes,
such as the changing of mayors. GAM has to follow a hybrid approach of urban planning
with a long-term framework and action-oriented approach. GAM should have a general
framework and defined priorities to be able to prevent the degradation of the Downtown
heritage and economic decline. In accordance with the findings of the research, GAM has to
take into consideration the following:
 The success of Abdali and the Downtown will be affected with other interventions of
developing competitive centers on the city level. GAM has to review the city plans of
land usage and the proposed growth centers.
 The research shows that the city center has been shifted outside of the core. Abdali
contributes to strengthen business activities at the core. GAM should strengthen the
core of Amman by developing the CBD of a spine linking the downtown, Abdali and
Shmesani, and improving its connectivity.
 The transportation strategy shall be revised, taking into consideration the location of
the center of Amman as delineated by the research.
 The local economy strategies shall be developed to solve the real estate market failure.
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 GAM shall refine the Downtown urban revitalization policies, and enforce regulation
to preserve downtown heritage.
 GAM should not set aside the key economic drivers and anchor institutions out the
activity areas. GAM should develop both the content and container.

7.3 General implications for urban regeneration development
Lessons learned from the urban regeneration experiences in Amman as a city in the Middle
East:


Urban regeneration policies and the external players: An urban regeneration
project depends on external forces (investors and users); it becomes an island
interrupting the city fabric. Mixing strategies on the local, national and international
levels would reduce risk and failure.



Urban regeneration policies are influenced by the function of the area: The type
of activities taking place in the regenerated area has a main role in defining the priority
of economic, social or environmental aspects to be considered in setting urban
policies. The revitalization of a neighborhood or a site on the fringe of the city is
different from the revitalization of the city commercial center.



Linking market demand with the urban development policy: It is crucial to
conduct real estate and market studies prior to enacting urban development policies.
Analyzing market demand will guide planners to rationalizing land uses in accordance
with the city needs.



Linking urban regeneration with spatial planning concepts: Linking activities and
employment centers with people and catchment areas, and analyzing the spatial
distribution of activities on the city level, would help decision making and determine
the right strategy.



Key economic driver. Many regeneration policies and projects contain important
economic drivers, but during the process of development, they end up with different
outcomes. Removing the content, the anchor project would provide an empty
container that would require revitalization.



An opportunity to re-manage the city core: Large scale urban regeneration projects
are opportunities to re-manage the city’s structure and growth, and offer opportunities
to re-correct urban planning faults.
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Mechanism of implementation in urban regeneration policy: Long-term
commitment to urban policy implementation is essential for successful development.
Focusing on the objectives and working with different stakeholders would insure
delivering the intended objectives and overcome obstacles of implementation to gain
the desired outcomes.

7.4 Further Research
In accordance with the findings of the research, further research on the following issues is
encouraged:
 Further development of the CBD spine linking the downtown, Abdali and Shmesani.
 GAM has to review of the city plans of land uses, growth centers and transportation
strategies.
 A study on the redevelopment of the Urban Strip is required.
 GAM shall refine the Downtown urban revitalization policies, and enforce regulation
to preserve the downtown heritage.
 Strategies for improving the local economy are essential.
 Phase II of Abdali shall be revised taking into consideration the local market demand.
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8. APPENDIX 1: THE AMMAN DOWNTOWN PLAN AND
REVITALIZATION

STRATEGY, 2010

This Appendix summarizes issues, policies and strategies of the Amman Downtown Plan
and Revitalization Strategy (Amman Institute, 2010). The following are issues identified in
the ADPRS:
Environmental/ Physical


Lack of open space and formal parks/ plazas



Poor management of vegetation on the hill edges



Accessibility network are vibrant, but not attractive or safe



No good pedestrian connection to the core, and distinguished public spaces are peripheral



Most vacant land is private



Public space such as pathways, stairways, markets and malls are available in the
Downtown of limited size. The alleys, sidewalks and pathways are in average condition.



Lack of facilities to serve tourists



Unsafe pedestrian environment and access to major public facilities and markets.



Within the Downtown core, public realm connections are good.



The downtown heritage is under risk due to the absence of a protection framework.

Sub-standard public realm, though relatively of average structural condition:


Inadequate sidewalk width



Inadequate and unsafe pedestrian crossings



Deteriorated and unsigned stairways

Roads, Transit, and Infrastructure


Traffic congestion especially at rush hours



Public transport and parking are inadequate



Interventions in public transport are medium term solutions.



The existing road network needs upgrading



The public transit of formal and informal buses operates in low quality service in terms
of frequency, capacity and access. Although the use of public transportation is high.



Public transit lack of hierarchy and integration.



Pedestrian movement is high at Talal Street, and more favored than Faisal and Quraish
streets.



Parking supply is inadequate.



Difficult pedestrian access such as crossing area, narrow and discontinuous sidewalks
and obstructions on sidewalks.
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Economic
“The current predominantly low income, retail centered employment does not provide income
levels sufficient to support a healthy downtown economy”
The existing conditions of the downtown are affecting the economy that is indicated by:


High vacancy rates in the upper floors



Low property values and substandard fabric

 The full economic value of buildings are not utilized
Social


lack of public spaces and social interaction



middle class migration and blue- collar immigration (non Jordanians populations are
28%)



Vacancy rate of housing units is high



new construction is limited



half the schools are rented buildings

Identifying community aspirations through meetings was considered to define problems,
character, and future vision of the Downtown:

“What is important about the Downtown:

•

The local traditional shopping activity

•

The historical identity, heritage and physical form

•

The memory and soul of the place

•

The human scale and social interaction.

What is problematic about the Downtown:

•

Environmental and visual pollution

•

Traffic congestion and parking difficulty

•

Lack of residents and social interaction

•

Abandoned buildings and high vacancy rates

What and How to redevelop in the Downtown:

•

Improve economic and merchants conditions

•

Improve infrastructure and pedestrian networks and open space

•

Focus on social inclusion, diversity and community engagement

•

Improve traffic
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•

Encourage mixed uses

•

Announce the Downtown as a special zone and improve its economy

•

Establish an independent management for the Downtown and engage
merchants associations in the Downtown management.

•

Focus on the tourism potentials of the downtown and tourism development.

•

Enhance the eastern character of the Downtown and protect its heritage.

How the Future of the Downtown is Envisaged:

•

An integrated old and new commercial and recreational vital Downtown.

•

Pedestrian friendly atmosphere with adequate open and recreational space.

•

A centre with good transport system

•

Good and adequate parking Spaces.”

The framework aims to make the Downtown more diverse and inclusive, and to facilitate its
growth as “a modern center with advanced infrastructure and transportation system, while
maintaining its historical identity”. The framework is characterized as:
 a flexible framework of a policy and development guide that defines priorities and
proposals,


influenced by the planned higher order transit that would attract developers and
increase the property value,

 a process to be revised responding to changes of circumstances,
 a balanced plan between a long term and near term to accommodate the decision
makers and public interest,
 multi-sectoral approach,
 utilizing the Downtown great potential for revitalization, focusing on preservation of
the threatened heritage character of the Downtown,
 managing the future development demand as a sequence to the future high order
transit ,
 a long term process of implementation and institutional focus, propose policies, built
form and land use for implementation program.
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main issues are: lack of public spaces and social interaction, middle class migration and
blue- collar immigration, high vacancy rate of housing units, limited new construction, and
rented school buildings. By 2025, about 6,600 housing units will be needed, assuming 20%
is rate of the vacancy, then 7,910 housing units could be required. The housing policy aims
to increase the housing stock and resident population at all income levels within the
Downtown core and adjacent neighborhoods to create a stable population base with a long
term interest in the quality of the Downtown environment. The strategy is as follow:
 High density housing through developing vacant land and utilizing upper floors of
existing buildings.


Land assembly, supporting consolidation of lots, improving infrastructure and urban
service facilities to encourage developing housing within the Downtown area,
Heritage Districts and adjacent hillside neighborhoods.

 Affordable housing, using incentives to encourage the development of affordable
housing, incentives such as density bonuses, land subsidies, and direct development by
GAM, establishing a significant public demonstration project.
 Housing typologies, developing diverse residential types; apartments, connected
residential, condominiums, live-work units, single-room-occupancy hotels.
 Neighborhood

protection,

regulating

neighborhoods

from

densification

or

incompatible use with a neighborhood environment.
8.1.1.3 Offices
ADPRS aims to increase employment through encouraging establishing different types of
offices as follow:
 Secondary employment center: Re-establishing the Downtown as a significant
employment center in Amman. Center based on finance, corporate offices,
professional offices, hotels and tourism.
 Office employment:

Increase the employment base beyond the current low to

moderate income retail and restaurant sector to include professional service offices,
larger corporate office space, and the possible reintroduction of government offices.
 Education employment, attracting students through establishing universities,
educational and training facilities in the downtown. Increasing the range of cultural
opportunities.
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 Information technology: attracting information technology businesses, software and
internet services, as well as professional service businesses and additional financial
institutions – headquarters and branch offices.
 Government offices: Encouraging re-establishing government offices and ministry.
8.1.1.4 Retail
Wholesale and retail activities in the Downtown compose around 70% of the economic
activities. Commercial uses are clustered such as markets, jewelry souks and craft /
workshop industries. According to 2006 statistics, 12,663 jobs distributed as 24.7%
construction sector, 20.2% commercial retail, 17.9% institutional, 16.0% industrial, 12.4%
commercial office, 7.8% hotels and restaurants, 0.8% agriculture, 0.2% mining and
quarrying. Commercial uses occupied the ground floors, hotels and storages increase on the
higher floors. Vacant floors increase 30% in the higher floors. “The current predominantly
low income, retail centered employment does not provide income levels sufficient to support
a healthy downtown economy”. The existing conditions of the downtown are affecting the
economy that is indicated by:
 High vacancy rates in the upper floors
 Low property values and substandard fabric
 The full economic value of buildings are not utilized
The 2025 projection expects demand for a local workforce of 6,742 in the Downtown Study
Area, and 5,100 in the historic core. The number of businesses growth rate is around 6%
over the past 15 years. Assuming an average rate is 8%, the expected licensed businesses is
13,045 with a total of JD350 million of registered capital.
The land use policy regarding retail aims to reestablish the Downtown as a primary urban
retail destination that competing suburban shopping malls through emphasis on providing an
interesting and vital alternative environment. Protect and retain the existing traditional retail
fabric of Downtown Amman (souks, vegetable markets, informal venders, book printers &
sellers, etc.). The retail development policy focuses on: encouraging provision a variety
types and scales of goods to attract diverse range of residents and visitors, development of
major retail with full services (department & grocery stores) on redevelopment lots and
facilitating the land assembly, upgrading the existing open market and determining
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regulation to manage these facilities, developing spatial and regulatory framework for
managing informal vendors that recognize their importance to the Downtown character and
its low-income market sector, emphasis on the shopping streets character as a vibrant “main
street” shopping environment of good urban design quality, reinforcing and enhancing key
areas of use specialization (arts & crafts, electronics, clothing, textiles, jewelry etc.) and
thematic areas (gold souk, traditional markets, tourism, etc.) to support the long term
transition as introduction of higher order transit.
“Note: The ultimate feasible volume of new office development will be limited by market
demand, the capacity of the permitted built form, the competitive advantages of other
commercial and civic hubs in Amman, and the potential traffic impacts.”
8.1.1.5 Arts & Entertainment
Arts and entertainment district containing specialty retail, restaurants, clubs, entertainment
venues, cultural facilities and art related activities is typical successful revitalization program
for Downtowns. Strengthen the existing entertainment uses (restaurants, clubs, cinemas, etc).
GAM will promote art and entertainment through: Identifying arts and entertainment district
of mixed use character, planning permanent and temporary events, major festivals and
community events, organizing and managing art and entertainment districts through
institutions, creating a contemporary arts museum and galleries, and Promoting the
development of live-work spaces for artists, work only.
8.1.1.5 Tourism Support
Emphasis Tourism Support is linked to historic sites, the Hashemite Plaza and King Faisal
Street, the Nymphaem are surrounded by services of travel agencies, arts, crafts and
memorabilia shops, hotels. The tourism to be strengthened through the following policy:
 Arts and entertainment sector along with tourism achieve near and medium term
improvements in the socio-economic and physical condition of the Downtown.
“Other components of Downtown revitalization (transit, office employment,
residential) require a long-term perspective and commitment but the tourism economy
is currently operating significantly under potential and can realize quicker results”.
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 Tourist destination: “The Downtown will be redeveloped and revitalized to serve and
function as an extension of the cluster of tourist destinations centered around
Hashemite Plaza”.
 Tourist District Definition: to include the King Faisal Street, Maydan Amman, the
Nymphaeum, the Arts and Entertainment District, the traditional souks and market
areas.
 Pedestrian Loop: Connecting the Downtown with the other major tourist sites in a
continuous network of pedestrian links and tour.
 Tourist experience: organizing the tourist routes.
8.1.1.6 Community facilities
Community services such as primary health and education are located in the adjacent
neighborhoods, and will continue there.
8.1.2

Transport and Transit

ADPRS determines main issues related to the transport and transit systems: Traffic
congestion especially at rush hours, public transport and parking are inadequate,
interventions in public transport are medium term solutions, the existing road network needs
upgrading, the public transit of formal and informal buses operates in low quality service in
terms of frequency, capacity and access although the use of public transportation is high,
public transit lack of hierarchy and integration, pedestrian movement is high at Talal Street,
and more favored than Faisal and Quraish streets, parking supply is inadequate, and difficult
pedestrian access such as crossing area, narrow and discontinuous sidewalks and
obstructions on sidewalks.
The Metro Growth Plan (MGP) points out the future of the downtown transportation system.
The MGP proposes a Transportation and Transit Master Plan (TTMP), which includes
transportation and transit operation and expansion to 2025. The MGP illustrates a phased
high order public transit system and proposes major transport projects, where the Taj Tunnel
could reduce congestion in the Downtown. On the short term, traffic proposals are
considered to reduce congestion.
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The existing roadway will be upgraded incrementally Near, Medium, and Long-term.
‘Pedestrian priority’ environment will be improved through transit facilities. The plan aims
to reduce vehicular traffic passing through the Downtown, restructure traffic flow, and
reduce vehicular and pedestrian conflicts through increasing sidewalk wiDowntownhs, oneway streets, signalization and signage, and minimizing surface parking and using vacant
plots for parking, increasing bus transit, preparing higher order transit (light rail or metro),
restructurings the density and land use mix introducing higher order transit. The parking
policy focusing on increasing the off-street parking facilities and identifying key sites for
new parking facilities, regulating parking inside the downtown, traffic disincentives such as
forcing fees. Constraints: site size and locations, limited opportunity for site access and onsite parking, Opportunities: planning rapid transit, new off-street parking and enhancing
pedestrian network, enacting zoning and policies and ensuring their implementation.
Transport and transit system will be phased on near term, medium term and long term. On
the Near Term: 1) Bus Transit; improving conventional bus transit, bus stops, new shelters
and better quality sidewalks, 2) Pedestrian Realm; improving sidewalks, pathways and
stairways, encouraging walking between transit and facilities of retail and offices, providing
signage and effective drainage , 3) On-site Parking; developing policies for downtown
parking and loading. On the Medium Term: On-street parking: regulating and enforcing the
use of on-street parking, encouraging short-term on-street parking (with payment) and
reducing long-term on-street parking, public parking: providing new off-street parking
facilities near Raghadan, City Hall, markets, and improving the existing facilities, and
linking the transit service with the downtown destination, Shared streets: Managing shared
streets in market areas, providing attractive pedestrian oriented design that serve pedestrian
malls, informal retailing, goods deliveries, garbage removal, service and emergency vehicle
access, shared streets are not proposed for parking or traffic , Arterials: Rationalizing and
urbanizing arterial streets through developing traffic circulation plan that supporting transit
buses and improving safety, enhancing the efficiency of arterial road network, managing
traffic signal control and pedestrian crossing signals. On the Long Term: Metro Transit;
implementing Higher Order Transit to Downtown, Automobile Access, reduce non-essential
car travel to Downtown through providing alternative routes bypassing the downtown,
implementing policies encouraging using public transit, and requiring payment on using
parking.
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d travel ageencies; and 22 craft
busineesses. The downtown heritage iis under risk due to the absencce of a prrotection
framew
work. No reegulations protect
p
the hheritage building in the Downtow
wn. The objective is
to deveelop a “Herritage Regisster for the City of Am
mman”, designating herritage buildings and
culturaal heritage districts that
t
have significant character,

developiing guidelines for

protectting the heeritage builldings and districts, defining
d
policies for bbuilding ow
wnership
transfeer, allocatinng tax abateement of m
municipal taaxes for restoration annd reuse of heritage
buildinngs, reusingg the heritag
ge buildingss for municipal servicees. ADPRS selects builldings of
significant heritagge value to
o be rehabillitated and reused, in addition too developing
g vacant
land. G
GAM will play a facilitator rolee seeking investors an
nd promotinng suitable uses to
buildinngs, and prooviding inceentives. AD
DPRS encou
urages deveelopment off arts, enterttainment
and cuultural activiities, and heeritage consservation.
A studdy about Am
mman heritage suppos ed to be co
ompleted, designates thhe heritage districts
and buuildings, identifies Faiisal Street aand Al-Hussseini Mosq
que and theeir surroundings as
heritagge districts. Heritage Districts
D
aree designated
d to protectt the signifficant charaacter and
regulatte redeveloopment Reg
gulatory fraamework defines
d
the Downtownn Cultural Heritage
H
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ng lots and
d heritage ddistricts by law and
Overlaay Zone thaat determines the herittage buildin
zoningg map. Heriitage studies define speecial regulaation throug
gh “Heritagge Study of the City
of Am
mman 2009”” and “King
g Faisal Sqquare Heritaage Study 2008”.
2
Build
ldings are protected
p
againstt demolitionn or redeveelopment acccording to certain criteria. Three types of prrotection
A, B oor C designaate the degreee of level oof protection and alteraation.

Figuree 89: Down
ntown Cultu
ural Herita
age Zone
The Downtown Special
S
Plan
nning Area will define a ‘Downto
own Culturaal Heritage Overlay
Zone’ By-law 20009. Speciaal heritage regulation will be deffined. Heriitage build
dings are
buildinngs with heritage
h
sig
gnificance ddesignated for protecction (categgories A, B,
B or C
accordding to theiir heritage significanc e and the required leevel of prottection). Heritage
H
Districcts are distrricts with a significant ccharacter (b
based on cultural and hhistorical vaalue) will
be preeserved. Reedevelopmeent Lots – vacant laand or unp
protected buuildings located in
heritagge districts will be reg
gulated to specific paarameters off height lim
mits and co
ontextual
develoopment.
8.1.4

Public Reealm

ADPR
RS aims to create
c
a pub
blic realm tthat attractiing visitors and enhanc
ncing the do
owntown
core cconnectivityy. ADPRS proposes
p
ennhancing open
o
space, utilizing ssmall parkeettes and
29
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g guidelinees that enco
ouraging
terraceed gardens, redevelopiing public areas with reinforcing
preservving the historic fabric of the Doowntown, developing
d
gateways oof open spaaces and
themattic landmarrks at the three
t
entrannces to thee Downtow
wn, and devveloping peedestrian
friendlly network that conneects key puublic uses, open spacees and com
mmercial areas, and
upgradding the peddestrian env
vironment tthrough improving sid
dewalks, buuilding facades, and
public stairways up hillsides, prioritizzing the pedestrian
p
movement
m
right-of-waays, and
c
to differen
nt activities,, integratingg bicycle facilities,
f
develooping the crrosswalks connecting
enhanccing the way-finding
w
g-signage, lighting, street furn
niture, lanndscaping, weather
protecttion, and paaving design
n.

Figure 90: Public Rea
alm Strateg
gy
The conncept focuses on: an open
o
publicc space netw
work of a central
c
civicc plaza and
d smaller
parks, tthemed linkkages and pedestrian
p
rooutes, pedeestrian linkss to adjacennt neighborh
hoods, a
networkk of streets (shared and
d managed sstreets). Thee strategy seeeks to conn
nnect the Do
owntown
core wiith the surrrounding arrea throughh developin
ng pedestriaan and publlic transporrt loops,
29
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n space in the historicc core (Faiisal and Huusaini Disttrict) for
improvee the quality of open
encouraaging longeer stay and shopping experience, and encou
urage instittutional and
d public
activitiees within thhe core and
d along sellected arteriials with linking them
m with conn
nectivity
loops.
The poolicy determ
mines publiic space pllazas and parks
p
to bee upgradedd and redev
veloped:
Redevelloping an open space “Maydan
“
A
Amman” at the
t Husseini Mosque at the interseection of
two plaanned higheer order tran
nsit lines, Hashemite Plaza

m
open space exissts at the
a major

Roman amphitheatter; the plaaza redesignn is to creatte a new center and gaateway to th
he major
antiquitties sites annd to be co
onnected to the Citadeel via a fun
nicular, enhhancing opeen space
around Nymphaeuum (major downtownn antiquity) with ped
destrian linnkages to Maydan
Ammann, utilizing the fountaiin plaza ass a southweest gateway
y of the Doowntown, selecting
s
small parkettes and terraced gardens onn hillsides for
f generating open sppace of Masateb Al
Jofeh onn the existinng Jofeh lan
ndslide and Theatre Parrkette as a themed pockket park cellebrating
the adjaacent historiically signifficant cinem
mas.

Figu
ure 91: Ped
destrian Frriendly Network
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d and mannaged streetts for integ
grating thee public sp
pace and
The policy propooses shared
ment over vvehicles, maanaging parrking, widenning sidewaalks, and
prioritiizing pedestrian movem
encourraging distriibution of diverse
d
activvities within
n public spaaces such ass shopping, driving,
cyclingg and walkiing.
8.1.5

Infrastructure

RS suggests that a stud
dy should bbe done to assess the whole drainnage system
m of the
ADPR
downtoown and prropose com
mprehensivee solutions for the areea. Infrastruucture serviices (i.e.
water, wastewaterr, electricity
y and rainwaater drainag
ge) are adeq
quate for thee current po
opulation
in the Downtownn. The Watter Authoritty of Jordaan upgraded
d the main sewer alon
ng Wadi
Ammaan and Abdooun. GAM’s plans connsidered thee needed serrvices of waater and waastewater
for thee future groowth of 20
025. Storm water drainage netwo
ork does noot cover th
he whole
downtoown. Speciffically, no pipes
p
run thhrough Talaal/Hashimi Streets. Draainage wateer in this
area iss directed innto the wasstewater sy stem. The electricity
e
network
n
in decaying, irregular
i
lines aand connectiions attacheed to buildinngs facades.
8.1.6

Urban Foorm

The Downtown iss distinguished with thhe dramatic topography
y of hills annd valleys. Most of
the buuildings are of 2-4 floors. The nuumber of floors
f
remaiined low riise over tim
me. That
makes harmoniouus form with
h natural graade and sky
ylines. Low rise buildinngs on the hills
h have
open vviews to the valley of th
he downtow
wn, no high--rise buildin
ngs blockingg the views.

Figure 922: Existing Built Form
m
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The morphology and physical character is shaped by topography and the harmonious
terraced residential edges around the downtown core. The historic core includes historic sites
such as Faisal Street, Husaini Mosque area, the Roman Amphitheatre and the Citadel is
overlooked by the surrounded areas. The strategy aims at maintaining the morphology and
the physical character of the Downtown, views openness and connections between
surrounded hills. Modern and new developments styles and forms are encouraged where no
constraints on zones to accommodate new investments in the Downtown. The policy
objectives are:
 Contextual regulation based on the existing development pattern to define scale of
buildings that respects the urban context.
 Designation of heritage districts and buildings for protection and reviewing proposed
redevelopments.
 Design review for new developments according to the contextual criteria.
 Regulate of buildings height established on balance between maintaining the
Downtown character and the future densification that supporting planning of high
order transit.
 Pedestrian scale is to be maintained in public space.
 Create of central civic plaza that is connected to intersection of two future transit lines
and proximate to a major station.
 The scale and character of buildings that close to historic sites such as Al-Husseini
Mosque, Nymphaeum, and King Faisal Street will be regulated with special controls.

8.2 Regulatory Framework
Special regulations aim to protect the historical identity and physical form of the Downtown
while integrating new investments and developments. The framework includes guidelines
and recommendations for the preferred uses, mixes, heights, character and scale for different
zones of the Downtown, and design guidelines for buildings, urban and open spaces design
elements to improve and beautify the existing fabric and open spaces, and to guide design
aspects of new development.
“Downtown Cultural Heritage Overlay Zone”: defines heritage building lots and heritage
districts according to “Amman Zoning By-law 2009 – Sec. 3.4.1” and defined on Amman
302

d to externnal Heritagee Planning Studies wiith special heritage
Zoningg Map, andd referenced
regulattions in “H
Heritage Stu
udy of thee City of Amman
A
200
09” and “K
King Faisall Square
Heritagge Study 2008”.
2
Heritage Buildiings are deesignated fo
or protectionn from dem
molition,
redeveelopment or significant alteration. Heritage Districts
D
are designated for a uniqu
ue period
of a citty’s historyy. Redevelop
pment Lots were classified into th
hree types: L
Lots do nott contain
Heritagge Buildinggs, Lots arre not locaated in Heeritage Disttricts, and Vacant or contain
unprottected builddings. Con
ntextual Deevelopment Parameterrs are reguulations define the
Downttown Speciial Planning Area, reedevelopment and new
w developm
ment lots, building
enveloope standardds, case by case basis surroundin
ng contextu
ual built forrm. The reg
gulations
determ
mine lot sizee, setbacks, building hheights,…with emphasis and reinfforcing the existing
patternns of develoopment (peedestrian sccale, alleys, arcades,..). The reguulations deffine also
Land-U
Use Provision of maiinly mix uuse, zoning
g (residentiaal, institutiional, open
n space),
culturaal heritage zone,
z
Down
ntown Spec ial Planning
g Area that includes N
New develop
pment &
redeveelopment lotts, Mixed Use
U Corridorr (MUC 1-3
3) - By-law 2009, Mixeed Use Prop
portions,
speciallized or theematic use areas, resi dential and
d office em
mployment uuse. The reegulation
definess the maxim
mum buildin
ng heights aas indicated in Figure 92.
9

Figure 993: Building
g Heights
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8.3 K
Key Projectts and Inteerventionss
Key innterventionss focus on public
p
projeects, social and econom
mic developpment projeects, and
pilot innterventionss.
8.3.1

Public Prrojects

Public projects innclude publiic realm, traansport and
d infrastructture projectts. The projects aim
to impprove physiccal conditio
ons to attracct businessees, residentss and visitorrs to the do
owntown
througgh providingg better qu
uality of serrvices for achieving
a
comfortable
c
e and

satiisfactory

environnment. Pubblic realm im
mprovementts aim at creeating a network of pubblic spaces through
creatinng pedestriaan friendly network,
n
deeveloping key
k plazas and
a open sppaces, and gateways
g
landmaarks. Pedesstrian friend
dly networkk seeks con
nnecting key
y public usees, open spaaces and
commeercial areas within the downtown, in addition
n to connectting the surrrounding residential
areas w
with key acctivities in the downtoown, wideniing and furrnishing siddewalks, con
nnecting
alleys, landscapinng stairs and
d providing safe crossin
ngs. Key plazas and oppen spaces (Maydan
(
Ammaan (Al-Hussseini Mosqu
ue Plaza), A
Al Jofeh Step
ps and Park
k, the Hasheemite plaza,, and the
Citadeel open spacce) function as center oof public acttivities to bee integratedd and linked
d through
an oveerall open sppace system
m. Gatewayys landmark
ks aim to creeate attractiive entrancees to the
Downttown througgh emphasiss on public art.

Figure
F
94: S
Sidewalks Enhanceme
E
ent
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8.3.1.1 Public
P
Realm
m Improvem
ments
n Friendly Network
a. Pedestrian
Faisal Street Prooject
bjectives arre: to identtify, protectt, and enhaance the sig
gnificant
The Faisal Streett project ob
mic vitality especially upper floorrs through creating
urban heritage pllaces, achieeve econom
nhancing urbban spaces (streets,
attractiive workabble and pedeestrian-frienndly public spaces, en
alleys, commerciaal arteries, steps). Empphasis on th
he Faisal Sttreet is for its politicall, social,
econom
mic role in the city history. The ur
urban design
n of Faisal Street
S
focusses on: man
nagement
of the pedestrian and vehiclles movemeent, culturaal activities and exhibiitions to reevive the
hen of the llinkages wiith surround
ding neighbborhoods esspecially
memorry of the arrea, strength
Jabal A
Amman andd the Citad
del through improvemeent of alley
ys, stairways
ys and tourist paths,
improvvement of pavement,
p
drainage,
d
unnderground wiring,
w
ligh
hting and plaanting, prov
vision of
attractiive street furniture
f
(b
benches, binns, flowerp
pots,..), sign
ns, improveement of stairways
pavem
ment, enhancement meeasure, guiddelines for the suitab
ble façade and activitties, and
improvvement of selected builldings (Cenntral Café, Duke
D
buildin
ng) (GAM, 2009a).

Figure 955: Faisal Strreet Project
The objjective is too create a good qualityy and more pedestrian friendly urb
rban Space, identify
and prootect its heriitage, and to
o facilitate the econom
mic regeneraation. The sstreet has im
mportant
history as a centerr of commerrcial, adminnistrative an
nd political activity inn the early stages
s
of
30
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the Kinngdom estaablishment. The compponents of the projecct include: urban dessign and
landscappe improveement (streeet crossings and street furniture, sidewalks
s
w
widening at selected
segmennts), façade beautificatiion (cleaninng and remo
oving of ran
ndom additiions), rehab
bilitation
of two anchor buiildings thatt demonstraate examplees of heritaage conservvation and adaptive
reuse (ii.e. the Dukke House and
a Centraal Café), an
nd proposalls for urbann managem
ment and
regeneraation mechaanisms. Thee project waas scheduled
d to be impllemented inn 2010.
Shared
d and Man
naged Streeets
Sharedd and manaaged streetss are propoosed in seco
ondary road
ds network of the Dow
wntown,
aimingg to achievee more pedestrian frienddly environ
nment throug
gh reducingg the traffic volume,
minim
mizing streett parking an
nd wideningg sidewalks. This interv
vention requ
quires a trafffic study
and paarking manaagement plaan are requiired to decid
de the best solution forr traffic disttribution
and peedestrianizattion. Potenttial street w
were identifiied of differrent level oof pedestrian
nization:
compleete pedestriianization with
w restrictiing vehiculaar traffic (ex
xcept loadinng and unlo
oading at
certainn times) in Souk Al Sukkar
S
alleeys and som
me segmen
nts of the iinternal roaad of Al
Husseiini Mosque District parallel to T
Talal Street, shared streeets with wiider sidewaalks with
allowinng vehiculaar traffic but with no ooff street paarking at both sides in ssome intern
nal roads
of Al Husseini Mosque
M
Disstrict, and shared streeets with wider
w
sidew
walks with allowing
a
vehicuular traffic and
a minimaal off street parking (fo
or white tax
xi service) aat selected segments
s
in Basm
man and King
K
Ghazi Streets.
S

Figure 96: Shaared and Managed
M
Sttreets
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ways Enhan
ncement
Stairw
The innterventionn aims to enhance aand landscape the sttairways coonnection between
Downttown and thhe surround
ding hillsidees especiallly across Jaabal Ammann and Jaball Qala’a,
where there are potentials
p
for
fo creating an attractiv
ve pedestriaan experiennce for visiitors and
g across
tourists. This inccludes: creaating continnues routes and loops that are saafe crossing
interseecting roadss at main fiv
ve locationss (i.e. Jaball Amman, Qala’,
Q
Jofehh, and Muhaajereen),
establiishing formss of automaated stairwaays (i.e. escaalators or fu
uniculars beetween Qalaa and the
Downttown (this intervention
n is under consideratiion by GAM
M ), redessigning som
me steep
existinng segmentts, creating some smaall pocketss of open space alonng the routes, and
themattizing the routes throu
ugh improvving the fun
nctions and
d symbols to create intteresting
and meemorable exxperience.

Figu
ure 97: Pro
oposed Pub
blic Stairwa
ays & Alley
ys Enhanceement
1. Adrraj Alashrafieeh, 2.Adraj Masateb AlJJofeh, 3. Adraj AlJofeh
5. Adraj A
4.Adraaj Citadel,
Alkalha, 6.A
Adraj Philadeelphia Bazaar
ar
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b. Key Plazaas and Opeen Spaces
The M
Maydan Am
mman Projeect
The prroject objecctive is to create
c
a civvic plaza in
n the heart of the Dow
wntown thaat would
emphaasis on the historic vallues of the mosque an
nd the existting plaza bby creating a larger
plaza aas a symboll of “Ammaan’s civic ppride” in addition to other commeercial activitties. The
projectt would connnect to Faisal street deevelopment. The projecct includes eenlarging th
he plaza,
landscaping, beaautification and improoving the surrounding
g building facades, adaptive
reusingg some of the
t surroun
nding buildiings, pedesttrianization,, improvingg and manaaging the
inform
mal market in Souk Al
A Sukkar,, and settiing out urb
ban and aarchitecturall design
guideliines. The project will be impllemented in
n two phaases; the fi
first phase without
considdering the higher
h
transiit station thhat is propo
osed to be located closse to the plaaza. The
secondd phase is in case off establishiing the tran
nsit system
m, an existiing buildin
ng to be
develooped as a staation withou
ut impact onn the plaza design.
d

Figu
ure 98: Thee Maydan Amman
A
Prroject
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h
Masatteb Aljofeh
The sitte of Jofeh landslide iss steep, closse to Quraissh street and
d Al-Husseiini District, consists
of 26 pplots ownedd by GAM ( 14.4 Dunnums). Thee site has im
mportant loocation overlooking
Maydaan Amman and the Cittadel and shhall be integrated with
h the open sspace system
m of the
Downttown. The proposal
p
is to
t create a l andscaped parks
p
and teerraced cour
urts embedded in the
surrounnding Jaball, to be acceessible by sttairways and
d footpaths..

Figure 99:
9 An imagge of the en
nvisioned open
o
space

The H
Hashemite Plaza
P
The prroject aims to rehabilitate the exxisting Hashemite plazza to createe a more attractive
a
outdooor space of more green
n open spacce and recrreational faccilities to bbe used for outdoor
events. The plazaa location is at the Dow
wntown core as part off the Urban Strip devellopment.
A bouttique hotel is proposed
d to reuse o f the old municipality
m
building (cu
currently is a library
and addministrativve office). The projecct shall be connected with the pedestrian friendly
networrk of the Doowntown. The
T project w
was schedulled to be im
mplemented in 2010.
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Figurre 100: Thee Hashemitte Plaza Prroposal
Citadeel Open Space
The prroject aims to
t enhance the touristss and visitorrs experiencces and actiivities at thee Citadel
in addiition to oveerlooking Amman.
A
Thee project consists of tou
urist visitorr center, opeen space
and waalkways, inn addition to a site maanagement plan.
p
The open
o
space shall be co
onnected
with thhe proposedd pedestrian
n tourist loopp linking th
he citadel with the Dow
wntown. Thee project
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AM, Ministrry of Tourissm and the USAID
has beeen implemeented in paartnership b etween GA
Fundedd Siyaha Prroject for tou
urism devellopment.

Figure 101: C
Citadel Open Space Prroject
Maani, the formeer mayor, co
onsidered JJabal al Qallaa (the Cittadel) rehabbilitation prroject is
importtant as tourristic destin
nation and a recreation
n center fo
or the peoplle of Amm
man. The
projectt has been integrated
i
with
w the Doowntown reedevelopment and corrresponding with the
city hiistory and developmeent. The prroject also has positiv
ve impact oon the surrrounding
neighbborhood, thrrough improving serviices, and so
ocial interacction with tthe residentt around
the Cittadel to intrroduce the project.
p
Thee World Ban
nk with coo
operation wiith the resid
dents has
initiateed a projectt aiming to greening tthe building
g roofs. Esttablishing 110,000 rooff gardens
startedd around al Qalaa and spread
s
to otther surroun
nding areas. GAM exeecuted the project
p
at
the Citadel incluuding gateeway, visittor center, pedestrian
n linkages, panoramicc plaza,
A
ical Museum
m garden, and
a bus parkking. More services
rehabillitation of thhe Jordan Archaeologi
are reqquired such as water, sttorm water aand a plaza for culturall activities.
c. Gatewayss Landmark
ks
Southeern West Gateway
G
The gaateway aim
ms to encou
urage and siggnal the con
ntinuity and
d integrationn with the proposed
p
culturaal activities and archittectural stylles of the cultural
c
strip (i.e. Opeera House, National
N
Museuum, the Hannger, City Hall,
H
the Moosque, King
g Hussain Cultural
C
cenntre, Fountaain Plaza
...etc), and to connnect the fountain plazza and the surrounding
s
vacant shoops with thee market
activitiies in the Downtown.
D
The projecct design aims to creatte a thematitic monumeent using
311

y of the culttural strip w
with the Dow
wntown.
public art and urbban design to enhance cconnectivity
The prroject shall improve the pedestriann accessibillity and safee crossing aacross the island, in
additioon to refleccting the cu
ultural activvity and modernity
m
with
w historiccal referencce to the
initial developmennt of the citty such as S ail Amman
n.

Fiigure 102: Southern West
W Gatew
way
Northe
ern West Gateway
G
The gaateway aim
ms to signall the arrivaal to the co
ommercial core of thee Downtow
wn at the
interseection of Priince Moham
mmed Streett and Salt Street.
S
The location hass historical memory,
m
the houuse is one of the most significannt social ven
nues in the Downtownn (i.e. Central café)
and it hhas an impoortant view point overllooking the Faisal streeet and the oopen views between
Jabal A
Al Jofeh andd Weibdeh. The projecct design foccuses on ren
novation thee building to
o restore
its oriiginal charracter with minimal modificatio
ons such adding a frame and terrace
emphaasizing on thhe official and
a social im
mportance of
o Faisal Strreet.

Fiigure 103: Northern West
W Gatew
way
Eastern Gatewa
ay
The gaateway, located at the intersectionn of Quraissh and Hash
hemi streetss, aims to integrate
i
and exxpand tourisst activities around thee Amphitheaatre. The project
p
emphhasizes on the
t local
312

mman’s neig
ghborhoodss and dom
mestic comm
merce to aattract the visitors’
characcter of Am
heir casual flow to th
he Downto
own. The pproject foccuses on
attentioon and enncourage th
reinvennting the froontage of th
he Jordan Toower hotel to
t develop a prominent
nt entity marrking the
entry iinto the Downtown, in
n addition itt has potenttial to add well-design
w
ned rooftop activity,
e.g. A roof Café or an open
n air exhibittion. Good quality urb
ban design is required such as
improvving the surrrounding alley
a
and siidewalks, an
nd enhancin
ng the pedeestrian safetty to the
island.

Figure 1004: Eastern
n Gateway
d. Infrastruccture Netw
works Upgr ading
Improvving infrastrructure serv
vices is requuired. Enhancement off storm-wateer drainage network
is impportant to reesolve the inadequacyy of the exiiting drainaage system in the Dow
wntown,
specifiically withinn the streets of Talal aand Hashem
mi, in additio
on to improoving the ellectricity
networrks and enhhancing the random ins tallation an
nd inadequatte service. A
Assessmentts for the
whole infrastructuure services are requirred prior any
a proposaals. The prooject shall consider
a managedd-shared strreets and
other pproposed intterventions such as siddewalks enhancement and
the Al--Husseini District.
D
e. Transportation
The prroposal is about
a
proviiding a speccial transpo
ort service for touristss and visito
ors (i.e a
shuttlee bus servicce). The serrvice shall connect spaaces and acctivities witthin the Do
owntown
from M
Mahatta Staation and th
he informall station close to the Fountain PPlaza and to
o a loop
aroundd the Al-Huusseini District. The seervices shalll be implem
mented andd managed by/
b or in
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partnership with the private businesses of the Downtown. Promotion to the Downtown
business community is required to achieve feasible operation.
8.3.2

Social and Economic Development Projects

The goal of the social and economic development project is “to reverse the slow decay in the
downtown by increasing the overall quality of life and the level of economic activity”. The
projects are interventions to enhance economic and social development within the
Downtown through promoting private sector investment and partnership, community
engagement, in addition to demonstrating mechanisms, tools and ideas to encourage private
sector investments. The projects seek to encourage diversity and enhance social inclusion,
support area-based economic activities and local employability; and achieve diversification
of product and market to enhance community inclusion.
a. Encouraging Social Mix and Social Inclusion
Encourage the social mix enhance social inclusion through provision of affordable housing
for different ages and income groups. The project aims to provide a blend of affordable
home ownership for low income families, students, and other urban housing seekers. The
mechanisms are: incentives and regulations, density bonus, and affordable green housing
project. The incentives and regulations shall be developed through an agreement between
GAM and private developers, fiscal incentives for owners, specifying a percentage of
residential development for affordable home ownership such as proposed in the Urban Strip
project 20% are to be affordable ownership. Affordable housing density bonus is to
encourage developers to get higher density built up. Affordable green housing project aims
to show an example for a sustainable affordable housing concept that is environmentally
friendly, resource-efficient and low-cost. The mechanisms include government or donor
agencies’ grants, GAM provision of land, private sector firms of interest (e.g. electricity,
water, and energy-efficiency corporations), and the design of building to be chosen and
implemented through a competition. The potential sites are buildings selected for adaptive
reuse and/or GAM-owned vacant plots (as a site located on Salah El Din Street opposite to
the Central Bank of Jordan, part of it vacant and the other is abandoned building).
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Figurre 105: Sug
ggested locaations for affordable
a
housing prrogram
b. Area-Baseed Econom
mic Develop
pment Activ
vity
The prrogram suppports area--based econnomic deveelopment activity
a
whiile maintain
ning the
authennticity of thhe Downtow
wn through emphasis on:
o theme markets,
m
clu
luster enhan
ncement,
job seaarch and em
mployment outreach, eenhancemen
nt of the acccommodatioon alternatiives, and
attractiion of majoor institution
ns into the pproposed offfice space.
The thheme marketts project em
mploys the potential ex
xistent mark
kets in the D
Downtown. Markets
have ppotential as flexible public spaces and a multti-purpose use.
u The prooject aims to
t create
jobs, rrevitalize the
t
econom
my, strengtthen the lo
ocal identitty, providee business start-up
opporttunities, suppport the informal
i
seector, enhance the pu
ublic realm
m, encourag
ge social
interchhange, and create vibrant activitty. The exiisting mark
kets need bbetter manaagement,
designn and physiccal improvements. The se include the
t fruits an
nd vegetablee market, th
he spices
markett, and the desserts
d
marrket. Managgement cou
uld be throu
ugh organiziing temporary food
markett during weeekends and
d regular whholesale and
d retail tradee during weeekdays, in addition
to attraacting somee high-profile restaurannt and retail businesses to the areaa to create a “knockon efffect”. Mechhanisms forr the themee market prroject inclu
ude strengthhen the role of the
marketts departmeent in GAM
M to providee guidance for operatiion, governm
mental subsidies to
new trraders, and training and capacity building fo
or market trraders and oofficials wh
ho are in
chargee of the markket.
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ure 106: Suggested Ex
xpansion off Theme Markets at Al-Husseini
A
i Mosque District
D
Figu
The cluuster enhanncement em
mphasize on the existing
g agglomeraation of firm
ms such as Souq Al
Dahabb to be capittalized on th
he old goldd shops distrrict and enh
hance the jeewelry shop
p design.
Anotheer example is to enhan
nce the authhentic perso
onal care retail shops ((i.e. original sponge
bath looafs, authenntic Nabulsi soaps, etc.)) such as alo
ong the alleys behind A
Al Husseini Mosque
where barbershopps, hairdresssing salons,, and Turkish Baths an
nd other faccilities coulld revive
the areea. The oldd Downtown
n image as a cultural place is to be strength
thened as a cultural
quarterr mechanism aiming to
t achieve economic and urban regeneratioon. The meechanism
includees specific training for
f small bbusinesses, promotion
n of the eeconomic sp
pecialty,
governnmental subbsidies for rents
r
or fisccal incentiv
ves, and co
onsultation of relevant USAID
projectts in Jordann for techniccal assistancce on cluster developm
ment such as SABEQ prrogram.

Figure 1 07: Existin
ng Clusters
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The Joob Search annd Employm
ment Outreaach Program
m aims to provide assisstance in jo
ob search
througgh training and facilittate matchiing workers and jobs. The mecchanism is through
instituttion and inccentives for businesses to employ local resideents. But GA
AM needs at
a first to
undertake a studyy to identify
y the currennt mismatch
h between th
he residentss’ skill-setss and the
E
ent of the accommoda
a
ation alternnatives is im
mportant
employyers’ requirrements. Enhanceme
where accommoddation options in the Downtow
wn are uncllassified loow-end hoteels. The
m is the variety of accommoddation optiions and not
n shortagge of supp
ply. The
problem
mechaanism is to encourage
e
diversity
d
inn the markett through in
ncentives annd agreemeents with
the hootel owners to provide better quaality and staandards, upgrading hottels and em
mploying
well-exxperienced hotel operaators.

F
Figure 108: Locations of existingg hotels and
d Antiquitiees sites in thhe Downtown
Attracttion of major companiies into the proposed office
o
spacee developmeent target areas
a
has
importtant influencce on emplo
oyment andd economic vibrancy. In
ndirect econnomic effeccts could
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include the trickle down effects that those corporations could generate for supporting and
related businesses (such as retail shops, restaurants, and cafes or other service providers that
may benefit from the proximity of such activities in generating additional business
activities). The mechanism focuses on GAM’s effort to attract major institutions and
corporations in the target areas in the downtown through offering unlimited air rights to
landowners. The possible areas in which such an incentive can be applied will be further
studied upon deciding on heights requirements in the study area. Major improvements to the
physical and business infrastructure are necessary for the appeal of the target area.
8.3.3

Pilot interventions

Pilot interventions are public initiatives with private partnership used for rehabilitation
activities and improvement demonstrating good practices. The interventions seek to
demonstrate good practices and examples of rehabilitation activities to guide property
owners and businesses. Pilot interventions include facades and roofs improvement, and
adaptive reuse.
Facades and rooftops improvements aim to launch a campaign for buildings facades and
rooftops beautification, gardening and cleaning. GAM is a facilitator and shall provide
financial support and technical assistance for property owners and businesses. The
intervention shows an example of good practice that has impact on the overall quality of the
urban environment and the Downtown attractiveness. The buildings surrounding Maydan
Amman (i.e. the green housing Project, Old city Hall Boutique hotel) could be selected to
implement the intervention that would be clearly noticed. Design guidelines and
improvement instruction are to be provided, in addition to setting financial and technical
assistance criteria assisting the property owners.
Adaptive reuse aims to promote rehabilitating and reusing vacant buildings especially of
significant heritage value or distinct locations. GAM shall facilitate matching the suitable
uses and buildings, support agreements between investors and property owners, and provide
incentives for rehabilitation and heritage conservation. The interventions require preparation
of selected buildings and proposed uses (index), linking investors with property owners and
facilitating the agreements.
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8.4 Community Engagement
Community engagement aims to mobilize the community as a partner in the revitalization
process through establishing and empowering community organizations to participate in the
process (i.e. community councils, Downtown businesses men association), building an
inclusive consultative process with community representatives that covers the various
aspects of community participation, producing processes and templates for public private
partnerships and private investments, and launching pilot interventions that comprise
businesses and community involvement.
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